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DID submitting herewith_ the report of the NaDEAR_ COIEACCE
(NTIA)
tional Telecommunicat ions and In format ion A dministrat
on U:S. long-range international telecommunications and information
_
goals.
NTIA _submitted the _report in accordance with section 202 of the
Communications An.:ndments Act of 1982 (Pu-blic Law 97-259); This
dociaeut is a reflection _of t he _importance Congress places on U.S.
ascertainment of the goalS and objectives of its international telecommunications and information policies.Congress believes that the-U.S.
Government should be organized in such a-way so -as-to maximize the
_

ability of the _United States to realize its goals in international

telecommunications.

The United States faces a rising challenge to its technological tele
communications leadership from foreign firms, nany of them directly
or indirectlY supported by their governments._ In the area of informntion services, there has been an increase in barriers to U.S. service
offerings;_limits on transmission facilities, problems of entry into foreign markets and restrictions on the flow of information across natiohal boundaries.
It is in_th. context that world expenditures in telecommunications
are expected to exceed $78 billion. The U.S, Government must estab-

lish a long-range strategy thatlwill promote and protect U,S, longrange economic- interests; The stakes are too high to_ do otherwise.
This report should serve as a basis for action by Congress and the
executive branch;

Cordially,

Bon PACKWOOD, Chairman.
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HQII. ROISF.RT_W. PACKWOODi

Chalet/UM. Committee on Commerce; Science; and Transporfatizmi

17.8.-&-nate,W ashington, D.C.
DMA MR. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with section 202 of the Colinnum icationS Amendments Act of 1982 (Public Law 977259), I respect-

fully submit the following report on U.S. long-range international
telecommunications and information goals.

This extensive report_ is in three parts. The first_ part sets forth

information concerning the challenges and opportunities -we -now confront in this key high-technology field. &condi some of the difficulties
that have arisen in conjunction with past U.S. policies and approaches

are discussed, Particular emphasis is accorded the problems that we
have faced in seeking to work affirmatively within the increasingly
politicized International_ Telecommunication UniOn. The _direct and

Opirortunity costs attribUtable to the present dispersion of Government
policy authority in this sector are also_assessedi and means by which
improvements could be achieved are analyzed.
The third part _of the _report consists of a number of specific issue

'papers. They deal with important issues currently of interest In the
United States and on other nations.I trust that these- papers- together
of the reporttwill prove of value to the dommittee
with the other
as it studies_ U.S. policies and developments in the international telecommunications and information field.
Sincerely;

BERNARD J. WUNDER, JT.
(V)
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Prologue

DISTURBING TRENDS, U.S. INTERESTS, AND TUE NEED FOR ACTION.

United States economic; defense; and political interests in international
telecommunications and information services hive become Increasingly vulnerable
to adverse foreign actions as a consequence of even over the past decade. Steps
have been taken by both developed and developing nations to.reitriet the free flow
informatidn across their borders. Japan, France, West Germany, Canada and
other countries today are successfully targeting specific sectors of our

telecommunicaaons and information industries, generating intense subsidized
competitioni here while imposing protectionist restrictions against American
producers. The economic strengths conferred by sheltered foreign markets are in

tact being used to deny American firms a full and fair chance to cotapete
effectively both at Finale and abroad., DecNionniWting within the International
Telecommurtication Union (ITU) and other specialized UN agencies has also begun
to be needlessly politicized due to block voting by lesser developed countries. The
one-nation); one-vote premise upon which these multilateral international bodies

ostensib1 y'. function admits to further politicization contrary to the interests of
developed nations, especially the United States.

These_ specific national and interriational developments are more than
isolated instances posing resolvable short-run problems for the United States.
Collectively, they- reflect the emergence of restrictive trends in the internatiormi
telecommunications and information environment. Projected into the future, a
gradual erosion of the United States position in the telecommunications,
may resWt, absent
-information flow, and associated high-teehnology mark

ft

prompt remedial action.
The dispersal of responsibility and the lack of policy authority at the highest

levels of our Government have prevented the United States from responding
effectively and quickly to this escalating challenge to its defense, economic, and
political interests. it has also adversely affected the ability of U.S. firms to
(XI)

XII
function effectively abroad by signalling to foreign admirilstrations that these key
"sunrise, high-tech" industries are not veined sufficiently by the Nation's political,
leadership to warrant full collateral support' of induqry's efforts. It it important
that remedial measures be initiated now. If we waft another ten years before we
counter these adverse trends after seven more critical ;international conferences
and many more attacks on the free trade of goods, serviees, and ideas it will be

tee Lea The likely impact on U.S. defense capabilities, on employment and
e

economic growth, and on freedom itself Will be catastrophic.
The list of Specific adVerte events that bUttieases these harsh conclusions is
long. However, it .is critical that PeliCYmakers in the Executive; as well as in
Congreas, become farniliar with those 'cifgreatest significance: These events are

set forth below in chronological oider.
0

Japan includes "knowledgef
1970:_ _Technole5y Targeting
intensive industries" in its national economic policy and planning,
thus recognizing th importance of information products in shaping
future Japanese eco omic development.

o

Brazil establishes a Coordinating
Information Control
1972:
Commission on Data Processing- Activities (CAPRE)- to promote
development of its indigenous telecommunications and information
infrastructures and to control the flow of information in its economy.
The resulting policies severely limit access to the Brazilian market
and serve :Is models for other developing countries m promoting their
own telecommunications and information sectors.

o

European countries commence
1973: 'Information Control
enacting_deta protection laws designed to control international flows
of personal data ostensibly to safeguard personal privacy. Some laws
affect non-personal corporate dats_as welli however, thus pdtentially

.

handicapping U.S. -based multinationals.

The politicization of the _ITU, a
ITU Politicization1973:
process that began in 1965, continues with the strengthening of
developing country voting blocs and the- expulsion of Portugal and
South Africa from the Torremolinos. Plenipotentiary Conference.
One-fourth of the Conference is consumed by heated- debates over
membership and other political topics, not radio frequency
management issues.

ire

Jo

Trade. Restriction

I976:

".

At its 'Sixth Plenary Session; -the

International Telegrvh and Telephone Conseative Committee

(CCITT) of the ITU adopts. recommendations pr:Aibiting resale, and
shared we ofprivate lines.

Casada denies"tait deduction4 to
., Trade Restriction
Canadian businesses for edyertisemifftsaimed at Canadian viewers,
but broadcast on foreign statiovs. A significant reduction in the
revenues of U.S border broadcast stations results.
1976:

o

1976:

lnformation--Control z A variety of measures surface in

UNESCO supposedly to reverse perceived North -South inequalities in
Included are
information fields;
the telecommunicatio
proposals for a New World information and Communitation Order and
a code of ethics and, indeed, the licensing of journalists.
o

Japan unilaterally. imposes restrictive
TradeRestrietion
Conditions on leased channel service sought by Tymshare, Inc., and
Controt Data Corporation. _Each leased circuit must terminate at a
single facility in the United States, thereby preventing these US.
data processing companies from offering a full line of services in`Ahe

o

L978:

Japanese market.
o

The Nora-Mine Report_ to the
Techncilegy Targeting
President of France.eicpresSea the -need for a national strategy _to
control the. impact of "telematies" on society, develop indigenous
computer and telecommunications capabilities, and'respond to the
.
"renewal of the IBM challenge."
1978:

_

.

o

o

A tanadian government study, the
information Con-lrel
Clyne_ Irepori, -"recommends that "the government shoiilt] act
immediately to regulate transborder data flows to-ensure that we do
Lnet lose control of information vital to the maintenance of national
sovereignty." ,
1979:

The Japanese Ministry of,
Technology Targeting
f979;
International Trade and lridutry (MITI) issues "MITI Vision for the
1980s." This pony report recommends targeting the computer and
data processing industries as crucial to Japan's long-term economic
progress.

o

;

Vierld Adminibtrative Radio
ConterenaTails to resolve national differences regarding the use of
the geostationary,stitellite orbit. Passed is a resolUtion sponsored by
a block of lesser developed countries to convene a conference to
1979:

ITU Politicization

"guaPantee in practice for- all countries equitable access to the

a

geostationary satellite orbit and the frequency bands &located to the
space services."
o

1979:

Trade Restriction

The European Commission (EC) Issues

a report recommending a community-wide strategy to develop

telecommunications and information markets, to improve European
capabilities in information 'services, and harmonize standards.
EURONET, a community-wide data communications network,
reflects the goal or providing purely European services in the EC
market.
.

Trade-Restriction - -- European countries refuse to include
the _Post, Telegraph, and Telephone (PTT) administrations as
"government agencies," thus subject to the GATT goverment
procurement code.-1979:

O

o

The Canadian Banking Act is enacted
Trade Restriction
1983:
and prevents transactions being processed outside Canada unless
' processing is done domestically as ,well. Prior approval before
financial data can be sent out of the country is also required.
The_MacBride Commission Report
information Control,
1980:
on international dhriiitunications is transmitted to the UNESCO
Director General. its findings stridently support Third World
demands for "more justice, more equity more reciprocity in
information exchange, less dependence In communication flows, less
downwards diffusion of message, more self-reliance and cultural

identity, more benefits for all mankind," but suggest severe restraints
on Western news media.
.

o

The Council of EUrope adapts ra
Information Contra
treaty concerning protection of individual privacy to be legally.
binding when ratified by five inember nations. Once ratified, this
1980

treaty -could seriously restrict, flows of personal data to non-Member
,.
countries.

A French report by Alain Madec
Trade Restriction
1980:
asserts transborder ,deta flows reinforce the economic strength of
multinational companies and "even more than trade in products, mean
the decay of the state.2_:0 e report presents a scheme for analyzing
information as a commodity, which may serve ea. the basis -for
imposing customs duties and Value-added taxes on transborder data
floWs.
o

1981:

Technology Targeting

Generation

Computer

Conference

Ml"'t sponsors the Fifth
outlines .a ten-year

and

XV.

o

-

government - industry R&D program by which the Japanese hope to
leapfrog the U.S calputer Industry
The United States Trade
Trade Restriction
1981:

Representative compiles an inventory of over I00 non-tariff trade
barriers posing current and potential problems for the
telecommunications, data processing, and information services areas.

o

Amendments to the ITU Convention
ITU Politicization
1982:
at the Nairobi Plenipotentiary Conference expand the purposes of the
ITU

to include provision of technical assistance to- developing

countries. Also changed are certain election procedures for directors
of the International Co_nsultative Committees who will no longer be

elected by their technical peers in plenary sessions, but by all
participants in plenipotentiary conferences.
1982:

Trade Restriction

West German Bundespost regulations

go into effect which condition private leased line access to

international lines on the local processing of data before
international transntission. These regulations -serve the dual purpose,

of protecting the domestic data processing industry atietnereaing
S'D'P revenues from new volume sensitive services.

This list is not only a litany of concerted actions taken by other nations. It
is also an indictment of the tick of U.S. policy' coordination in the face of everin-Creasing economic-and political challenges. The report that follow sets out in
detail hoW we reached the adverse Situation in which we find ourselves, what our
policy and organizational options are, and which of these options offer the best
chance of enhancing U.S. and free world interests.
There is great international strength in US. idea-s; technology, and free
enterprise. There is great weakness and danger in complacency and indecision.

, Introduction
OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION OF
THE REPORT

to provide a comprehensive
The primary Objective of this report
delineation of the goals, policies, strategies, and principal issues in the
international telecommunications and information field in order.to improve the
formulation and execution of Government policy. While this report constitutes' an
important step, the only effective way to ensure consistent and effective policy is

for private enterprise, Congress, and the Executive branch to assert a level of
commitment to the field commensurate with its significance for U.S. interests and
to see that a proper organizational scheme is established with clear responsibility
for maintaining high performance in policy formulation and implementation on an

,

ongoing basis.

-ORGANIZATION
~

This repbrt contains three major parts. The introductory section explains
the background of the study, why it was undertaken, and the procedures followed in
its preparation.
Part I, Internitionel Trends and Long-Range Goals, contains a discussion of
s,
some of events and trends highlighted 'm the Prologue. and a general discussion of
gnalS, policy; and strategy.
Part II describes the international process through which the United States
seeks, through collaboration and compromise with ether countries, to advance its
It -diSe-tisfei-th-e-Iiiternational Telecommunication Union and the
challenges that have to be met in this key organization in the coming decade. This
part also analyzes the problems of Government structure and organization that
__must_ be-ipromptly addressed and soundly.__resolved to ensure comprehensive,

-interests.

___

conSistent; and effectively executed policy.

402-796 0 - 83 -
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Part III' contains detailed discuOsioris of important issues on which specific
policies and strategies must be developed. These issues iodide:
international^ telecommunications facilities and networks, their
t.
structure,_ technological characteristics, and the international
institutions and organizations that affect their deveIopment;.
international telecom munications services;
3.

trade issues in telecommunications and information equipment and
services; market access, non-tariff barriers, foreign investment, and
U.S. trade disincentives;

4.

information iOsties, including mass media topics, that affect the
international flow of information; such as privacy protection and
ti
intellectual property rights;

5.

research and developMent in telecommunications and information,

6.

national secUrity, defense, and emergency preParedness.

and technology transfer; and,

BACKGROUND

Title II of the Communications Amendments Act of 1982 directs the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) to:

conduct a _comprehensive study of the long-range international
telecommunications and information goals of the United States, the
specific international _telecommunications and Information policies
the strategies that will ensure
necessary_ to promote those goals
that the United States achieve them.
The Act further states that NTIA shall

conduct a review of the strUCtUres; procedures, and mechanisms
which are used by the United* States yo develop international
telecommunications and information poliey.

In response to this directive;,,the AssiStant Secretary of Commerce for
Communications and informationestablished a "Special Project on Long -Range
Gotta" to plan and execute the comprehensive study. This Special Project has
drawn on the teehnicali economic, and legal expertise of NTIA'a Offices of
International Policy; Domestic Policy, Spectrum Management, and the Chief
Counsel, as well as NTIA'S Institute for Telecommunication Sciences.

3
NTIA sought additional contributions to the study by soliciting comments
from outside the agency. There' were two efforts in this regard: one directed

toward other agencies of Government and one directed toward the general
public.

Request of Assistance from Government Agencies
At a meeting of the Senior Interagency Group on International

Communications and Information Policy on November 16, 1952; Assistant
Secre'tary Wunder reported on NTIA'S efforts to conduct the comprehensive study
of long-range telecommunications and information goals.3 A study outline was
distributed and other agencies asked to assist in completing the report. Informal
consultations were subsequently held with some of the agencies; others
contributed written comments.
Notice of Inquiry

To obtain additional information and comments from the general public,
NTIA published a Notice of Inquiry in the Federal Register on Noveniber 2; 1982.4

The Notice contained a list of the subjects to be covered in the study, as well as
several specific questions on matters involved in international telecommunications
and information.5

Forty-four submissions were made in response to the Notice of Inquiry.°
They ranged in content from broad expressions of the significance of the topic

addressed and offers to provide- assistance at some future time, to detailed
responses on each of the subjects raised and; questions posed.
Underlying Themes in the Responses

The responses reflect a diversity of opinion on the relative, agnificance of
particular issues; on goals and strategies, and on Government organization. This
diversity reflects the wide variety of activity and interests implicit in a
Some underlying themes, however,
competitiVe, free-enterprise system.
commanded general-supportrincluding:
o

International telecommunications and Information policy has critical
implications for US. political, social, and economic tnterets.

o

The Government is not functioning effectively In response to
increasing international challenges.

4
o

Domestic U;S;. policy to foster free enter rise and competition serves
AS an appropriate model for internation goals,;_ while many_ major
nations are embracing the policies; gaining completeasceptance_on
an international scale will be .ea gradual process and, require persuasion
by example and patient negotiation.

o

Active and effective U.S. participation in bilEiteral consultations and
multilateral organizations is necessary to adOance our interests;.
better .preparation for such deliberaticms,;NdWeVer, is clearly
required.
.

o

The fundamental principle of free flow of information remains an
essential _element of U.S._ _international telecorniriunications and

information policy._ Viewinginformation as a "commoditylas well as
a mewls of conveying free thought end_ expression; however, presents
new issues yet to be fully explored or evaluated;

o

It is in the long-range political; social; And economic interests of the
United States to help- developing countries provide _ the
telecommunications and information services their people seek and
need.

Specific contributions obtained from responses to the Notice of Inquiry are
incorporated wherever relevant in the remainder-of the report.

NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION
1 U.S., Conirtainidatititia AinendhieriU Act of 1982, Public Law 97-259*, Title II,
September 13, 1982, page 1099.

2Id. at p. 1100.
3 The meeting was chaired by the Under Secretary of State for Security_Assistance;
Science and Technology. Among the agencies represented were the Departments
of __State,_ Commerce, Defense, and Justice, ..,the Federal CommUnications
Commission, Office of Management and Budget, National Security. Council, Central.
Intelligence Agency; _Office of Science and Technology Policy, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Agency for International Development, and
the United StatT Information Agency;

4 Federal

Register; 2 NeVerriber 1982; Volume 47; Number 212; pp. 49,694-49,696.

____The_ Notice is reProduced in ita entirety in an appendix to this report. -It -noted
Siicthe appropriate role
that consideration would be given in the study to-ifSues such

Government, the public interest, economic interests- of the United States;
interests of users of telecornpurications and information goods and services,
orderly mechanisms for esfablishing international agreements on technical
o

delegations to
standards, procedures for effective preparation of U.S.
international meetings and social and political concerns raised by developments in
international telecommunications and information, especially with regard to the
'problems and needs of developing countries.
6A flat Of the respondents is contained in an appendix to this report.

Chapter One

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION
A
number
of international telecommunications and information
developments have serious implications for US. interests. These sectors are
a s,rong presence in international
crucial for the United States and
telecommunications and information markets is essential to our economic vitality.

The long-held leadership position of the United States has been challenged by other
countries, however, which also consider these sectors of `vital national importance.
This section highlights the significance of these high-technology, "sunrise"

sectors for the US; economy and the growing foreign competition we confront It
disctiases the twin underlying trends which pose major problems for US. policy:
(1)

the growing prevalence' of trade barriers and other protectionist
policies once reserved for traditional labor-intensive, "smokestack"
industries; and,

(2)

the increased politicization of the issues in international forums.

Meeting these challenges calls for concerted Government action; instead, basic
deficiencies in the coordination of U.S; policy and the level of attention it receiyes
have been exposed;

Significance for U.S. Interests

Relative to other parts of our economy, the telecommunications and
information sectors have experienced rapid, indeed, exponential growth in the pest

two decades and ,become driving forces of change in contemporary society.
Technological advances, for example, have triggered the shift from an industrial to
a service-oriented economy. Services-related industries are information intensive
and thus depend heavily on advanced communications and computer systems -to
provide necessary access to and transfer of information The strong link between
the information and' telecommunications sectors extend -S beyond the domestic
sphere, however, to international markets as well.

(5)
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As world leaders in intormatien and telecommunications technologies, U.S.
firms have employed their technological talents to serve _foreign markets and
consumers. Exports of information and telecommunications goods and services
International
have made vital contributions to the U.S. balance of trade.
telecommunications and information flows are also crucial to the efficient

operation of US,-based multinational firms. Virtually all firms with overseas
operations rely heavily on international information flows to conduct business.
Reliable and cost - effective access to the telecommunication facilities and services

in the countries where subsidiaries are located is thmnecessary. Net earnings
from such U.S. overseas holdings amounted to $24.1 billion in 1981; These firms
also accounted for a significant proportion of U.S. revenues from services exports;
The information and telecommunications sectors are not only important as
growth sectors themselves. They also function as supporting factors in the growth

of other industries -- and constitute major contributors to restoring the strength
and productivity of the U.S. economy. Until the 1970s, U.S. firms dominated
international market in high teennotogy go`ods and services. Since then, however,
foreign firms tiave made inroads iil several key areas; Including semiconductors,
robotics, microcomputers, lasers, and satellite communications. Japan's early
market lead in 64K random access memory (RAM) chips is just one example of such
increasing foreign competition.

Proteetionm and Other Anticompetitive Practices

Ari increasing number of countries have targeted the information and
telecommunications sectors for Venial government support and protection against
foreign competition, in recognition of their critical role in future development. As
a result, a variety of anticompetitive measures are currently in place including:
o

denying or restricting access by U.S. firms to foreign
telecommunications and information equipment and services markets;

technical interface and equipment standar& which
needlessly preclude or hamper use of foreign-owned equipment in
connection with domestic public telecommunications networks;

o

devising

o

etteriding ceneemicitutry_export:financing_for domestic firms;
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o

imposing _local equipment purchase requirements or local content

o

providing extraordinary tax incentivesi_ direct subsidies, or low cost
loang for research and development to local firms;

requirements;

restrictive government procurement; and,

-

imposing higher rates for private-line services for the purpose of
excluding U.S. competition.

The current global recession, with its attendant pressures on national
economic policies, has only aggravated the tendency to erect protectionist barriers

in the telecommunications and information sectors.

in addition to outright

protectionism, the United states faces anticompetitive policies growing out of the
regulatory traditient of telecommunications markets. In most other countries;

telecommunieitiopS fadilities are owned and services are controlled by the
government, and the interests of some government-owned poet, telegraph and
telephone (PTT) entities have hindered the development of open markets. Some
nations, including Britain, Australia, and Japan, have voiced an intention to move
rapidly toward more freely competitive conditions. Other PTTs, however, seem
intent on maintaining their traditional monopolies. While_US. experience suggests
competition can env/aid overall demand for telecommunications
services, some
_
abroad are concerned lett their present revenues be eroded as a result of foreign
competition.
Finally, many countries have become more concerned about maintaining
sovereignty over the transmission of information across their borders, ostensibly
for national security and socio-cultiral reasons. US. firms operating overseas, for
example; are concerned about the possible adverse impact of recent European data
protection laws; Designed in theory to protect individual privacy in the face of
sophisticateddata processing techniques; these laws either expressly prohibit or
authorize restrictions; on the efqprt of personal data; A poftntial consequence of
these 'broadly phrased data protection laws, hoWever, might be needless
interruptions or restrictions on international, transfers of non-personal data
The serious danger exists that the cumulative effect of these protectionist

and other barriers to U.S. competition will be to curtail trade and direct
investment in telecommunications and information equipment and services; redUce
the flexibility with which users apply telecommunications and information

0
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technologies, and lead to further restrictions'on the free now of information. An
immediate -problem is the disincentives to foreign investment created by
uncertainty about future trade barriers.
Politicization of International Forums
M the international institution directly responsible for managira the
technical aSpectit of international telecommunications, the International
Telecommunicatieri Union (1TU) has became a focus for Third World efforts not
only to gain needed assistance in the telecommunications field; but also to further
other, often unrelated, political ends. What was once chiefly a forum for the quiet
exchange of engineering views and judgments has become embroiled in many Of the,,
same controversies affecting other international forums. The attempted expulsion

of Israel at the 1982 Plenipotentiary' Conference in Nairobi is the most recent
example. At Nairobi; there was also a concerted, and successful, effort by Third
-

World countries to expand the role of the iTU to include the provision -of technical
assistance to developing countries:
-Other international organiziticins have placed international information and
telecommunications issues it the forefront of their agendas. These include the
Organization for Econpmic Cooperation and Development (OECD); the Council of
Europe, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural OrgariiMtion'
(UNESCO); the United Nations Center on Transnational Corporations (UNCTC), and
the Intergovernmental Bureau for Informatics 081). (Profiles of these and other
.
organizations are set forth in an Appendix to this report)
The importance accorded the. telecommunications,and information sectors,
and the diversity of national interests and levels of development reflected in these

international organizations, have .elevated international discussion to a highly
sensitive, political level of attention.
Activities in the special agencies of the U.N. clearly reflect Third World
interests. Among developing countries, there is ,widespread sentiment ;that the
existing international framework does not serve to lessen global inequalities in
telecommunications and information resources and capabilities. A ,majority of
Third World governments have focused their efforts on redressing the North-South
imbalance in these critical sectors by collective actions.

.

57.

The call for a New World Information Order through UNESCO is just one
example of such collective action. Agenda-setting in the LBI and the UNCTC-is
another; both institutions are concerned primarily. with the problems of develciping
:eountries.
In 1980; the OECD adopted a set of voluntary guidelines for corporations and
governments to follow with regard to the protection of individual privacy. In

contrast to these voluntary guidelines is a proposed treaty; covering the same
subject, for the member countries of the Council of Europe. Pending ratification,
this treaty could seriously restrict flows of personal data to non-member countries.
The increasing politicization of the international forums in which
telecommunications and information issues are debated poses problems for the
Orderly- management; by consensus; of those issues for the benefit of all nations.
Most international organizations operate on the one-natiom one-vote. principle. It
is thus likely the United States. will continue to experience difficulties in respect of
decisions and actions taken at the international level; The growing number of

international organizations involved with telecommunicatiOns and information
issues also increases the likelihood any international "rates of the road" developed

governing the activities of nations and private entities will impinge upon U.S.
interests.
US. Government-Response

As indic .ted elsewhere in this report, the US; Government has undertaken
false starts in seeking to prepare itself to respond to these situations. Policy has
evolved in piecemeal fashion. Problems have been aggravated by inadequate high
level attention and insufficient coordination among the diverse departments and
agencies involved. The net result too often has been confusion, needless
jurisdictional disputes, and consequent lack of adequate preparation -- all of which
place the United States at a serious disadvantage. Reexamination of our strategy
and GOVernment organization for pursuing US. telecommunications and
information goals is required The interests at Stake demand high level attention
interests are not
and serious political commitment to ensure that US
comprOmised by default.

Chapter Two
GOALS, POLICIES, AND STRATEGIES

Our basic long-range teiecommunic:ations and information policy goals are
'those which, if achieVed, will provide a stable nadonal and international
environment commensurate with our biisic principles, of national existence. These
policy goals are defined both direcUy by Constitutional, LegW'Utive,-, and Executive

parameters and indirectly by obvious national interest considerations;

Our

principal policy goals include-assuring:_
o
o

the tree flow of information worldwid% subject only to the moat
Compelling national security and personal privacy limitations.

the necessary growth of the national security, publicservice, Tind

commercial interests of the United States occurs in a manner
commensurate with our leadership role in the world.

o

;co

that information flow to developing nations_ contributes fully_ to the
elimination of hunger poverty, didease, and ignorance and facilitates
their sound economic 'development.
there_ is a free and competitive marketplace for telecommunications
and information services equipment and facilities.
there' Bare efficient_nort-prslital international organizations for the
deveIntiment; mwmgement, expansion, and non-discriminatory access
to international telecommunications faellitiei and networks.

that human Well-being and 4iderstanding.grow as rapidly as possible
through international telecom mummtions services.
These goals are fundamentally compatible and can be pursued individually or
_ogether. The national interest may require, however, that some goals be accorded
priority over others; and these priorities may also shift from time to time; Hence,
o

there will rdways be a need to balance these various goals in formulating md
impleinenting international telecommunications and information policy;

(11)
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TWO.PRINCIPLES FOR POLICY

In working to attain the goals enumerated above; U.S, telecommunications
and information policy; has" been moving with reasonable consistency and to a
greater degree than any other nation toward reliance Oti.tiVO broad principles free
flo'w of information and free Competitive market enterprise-. Thus; in general;
individual policy decisions formulated to achieve long-range goals Kn. International
telecommunications and information reflect efforts to:
o

enhance the free (without restriction or control) flow of information
across national borders. with limited exceptions condoned only for
the most compelling reasons; and

o

?romotea an international- environment_ for the _provision of
tclecorr bun:cations and interitiatieri facilities;, _aenriees,_ and
and for the -production -. and dissemination -of
equipment

irwhich maximum reliance is placed en free
information'itself
enterprise, open and competitive marketh; and free trade_ and .
investment with minimum direct government involvement or
regulation.

,

These principles currently guide U.S. policy in many parts of the
international teledOnirilUnications and information sector.. With respect to
international facilities and services; our basic policy was succinctly stated in a
recent report by the Senate Committee on Com Merce, Science, and
Transportation:

The polity of the United States is to rely wherever and whenever
possible -on- marketplace competition and the private sector to
provide international telecommunications services, and to reduce or
This is based upon -the
eliminate !unnecessary .regulation.
Committee's belief that competition enhances technological
innovation; efficiency; and provision of 'services to the public et
When it is _necessary to. regulate international
re-ea-enable rates.
tele&inieritinietitintis services; it must be 1the absolute minimum

..ilecessary to achieve the purposes of the act.

Despite a tradition Of heaVy Government regulation of the international
telecommunications industry, a policy Of fostering maximum feasible cqmpetition
has been adopted and implemented by the Fedeed Communications Commission
(FCC) as the basis for regulation of international facilities and services.2
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U.S. poliy emphasiz,es fundamental marketplace principles in other areas as
,

With respect to international tilde in equipment and services, the United
States is the foremost advocate of liberalizing and reducing barriers among the
countries of the world. Similarly, US. policy for research and development in this
sector relies heavily In technological innovation achieved primarily through private
initiatives.
Finally, with respect to mass media and other issues of information policy,
the United States persistently has called for worldwide recognition of the principle
of free flow of information with minimum government interference. In addition to
its economic benefits, free flow of information in the "marketplace of ideas"
serves to promote cultural development and to strengthen political liberty and
effective self-government.
well.

Reliance onthe marketplace and free flows of information establishes basic
guidance for formulating policy. .In some cases; however; achieving US. goals
requires limited Government fitterveritiom Where market structure necessitates,
some Government oversight (e.g., natural monopoly), where close cooperation
between the United States and other sovereign nations is vital (e.g., for the

allocation of radio spectrum), or where the unfettered Marketplace will not
necessarily achieve important ends (e.g., in matters of national security or foreign
polidy), governments malt intervene in telecommunications and inforthation
activities. Nevertheless,.there is consensus within -the United States that reliance
on 'market principles is generally consistent with our international
teIecommunicatiorm, and information. objectives; and that, when government

intervention is required; it Should be structured to niinimize interference with
economic efficiency, competitione and the free flow of information.
PROBLEMS IN APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES

Two significant problems are encountered when policy is based on market
principles and free flow of information. First, there is not yet a consensus among
other countries that these principles should apply to telecommunications and
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information services, and second, the concept of free flow ofinformation admits to
a number of interpretations. Each of these points merits elaboration.
Foreign Resistance to Market Principles and Free Flow
Throughout the international telecommunications and information arena, the'.
United States has encountered resiStanc.e by other countries to the application of

marketplace and tree flow principles: In the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) and other forums where countries collaborate on the _lanning of
feicilities and services, it has been difficult to obtain agreement on competitive;
efficiency-enhancing policies. Most countries continue to follow n monopolistic
approach to telecommunications service. Some major countries-comniiiidably have
begun to move toward reduced government control. The majority, however, remain
As a result; the foreign
unconvinced Of the benefits of competition.

telecommunications administrations (PTTs) have refused to conclude operating
agreements with new US. entrants in the international services market; or have
subjected them to severe reguiation. Ther, is liNo some danger that some PTTs

will seek to Use their monopoly pc wer unfairly to "exploit the increasingly
competitive environment of the United States.
Seconsi, in the area of radio spectrum and satellite orbit 'management, the
developing countries have increasingly opposed the allocation of 'frequencies and
orbital positions on the btei of economic efficiency. This opposition reflects the
growing politicization of the ITU kind a commensurate reduction of its
effectiveness in solving technical problems.
Third, international trade in equipment and, services is increasingly disrupted
by industry-targeting policies of ottker goVirriments, including the use of subsidized

export financing and the erection of protectionist non- tariff trade barriers. There
is signitilant concern in this country that; without a reduction in sic practices;
our continued adherence to a policy of open markets and minimal government
intervention will intimately harm US. interests.
Finally, in the area -of ma% media and information policy; UN organizations
ed "codeS of conduct" in support of restrictive policies. We
have drafted proposed

26
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belieVe these codel fail to strike a relvsodabIe balance between legitimate concerns

over sovereignty and the fundamental doctrine of free flow of information
advocated by the United States. In addition, there iss a trend toward greater
government control of "transborder data flows" of both commercial and personal
information circulating among computers located in different countries.
Despite the disparity in acceptance of marketplace and free floW principles
between the United States and other countries, NTIA believes that we should
continue to.adhere to these principle; as guideposts for U.S. telecommunications
and_ information policy in coming,years. The principles themselves should not be
abldened, although the strategy for their implementation requires improvement.
Free-Flow-of-I-nror matiOn

A basic difficulty with grounding U.S policy on the concept of free flow of
information- is the variety'of interpretations of this phrase. This variety can be
attributed, in part, to the peculiar characteristics of information. Under certain
conditions; information assumes the attributes of an intangible "commodity," with
a product that commands a price from its consumers.
muket-determined value
Under other circumstances; it constitutes an "i termediale resource" applied at
various Stages in the prOcess of producing oth goods and services. Under still
other conditions,. it conveys fundamental belie Or rudimentary ideas to which
economic value cannot be objectively assign and fo.which regulations to achieve
economic goals may clash-with basic rights of free thought and expression=
Among the meanings that might be attributed to "free flow" are
0

o

An extension of the First Amendment prohibition against lafit

"abridging the freedom of veech, or of the press," and in the sense
expressed by Article 19 of the Universal ..Declaration_ of Human__
Rights;
The -51Xieride of impedimenta imposed

a consequence

of regulations not directed at Information flows per se;

The absence_ of laws or regaatit5ns that intentionally impose

restrictive conditions on the location of data-prose ing_faclifties; or
on the transmission beyond' borders of certain kinds of information

Jr2.1.-)
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fthe motivations may be purely economic and not political; and
content may be of no particular concern to the regulators);
O

The absence of governmental attempts to require disclosurefor

o

The availability of information without direct cost to the recipient.

econornic, social or political masons
being processed or transmitted;

of the content of information

United States policy in international telecommunications and information
should continue to be grounded on the basic principle of free flow of information.
Clarification of how this principle applies in various circumstances, however, can
be made.
o

Free flow of information means unrestricted flow of information. It
does not refer to matters"concerning the allocation among recipients
of the costs of production and distribution.

o

With regard to freedom Of speech, and press, and_internationitl flows
Of information via the print and_DrOadcait media; poliby will continue
to provide unequivocal support for free flows;

o

With regard to information as an economic commodity; policymakers

should recognize that it is rarely necessary to reguMte information
itself in order to achieve legitimate economic objective.; Ordinarily;

the costs of such regulation outweigh any. economic or social
benefits.

The U; S.; position on th..s last matter, consistent with the long-range goals
Of promoting telecommunications and information technology as a contributor toefficient resource utilization, would be to oppose strongly any actions interfering
with the abil:ty of producers and users to make optimum, use of information as a
productive resource. This will lead to a more efficient utilization of resources. It
will also lead to greater revenues for both private entities and, ultimately; for
taxing authorities.

Adopting free flow of information as a basic principle of policy has not
meant; nor will it in the future mean, that the United States does not concede the
need for exceptions for certain reasons. The requirements of maintaining national
security is one example. Here; too; however, any impediments should be held to an
absolute .minimum and imposed only when doing so will clearly and efficiently
achieve the desired oDjective.
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In summary, although the "free flow of information" principle is subject to
several possible interpretations,it stands essentially for the least possible control
of information by governments for any reason. How this general position will apply
In indivie
circumstances -- and the many "new" circumstances created by
advancing technology
is a matter for on-going consideration.
POLICY IN SPECIFIC AREAS
covers six
The report
major areas relevant to international
telecommunications and information. These are: (1) research and development,
(2) facilities and networks, (3) international telecommunications services, (4) trade
in merchandise and services, (5) information, and (6) national security. Each of
these areas are discussed in separate portions of this report. These are the
principal findings and recommendations:

Research and Development
An ihipOtttirit Objective of

U.S. research and development policy is
maintaining scientific and technological leadership in the telecommunications and
information ind9stries. Traditionally,. thd United States has relied heavily on
private initiative to assure adequate innovation. In the future, private initiative
must remain the primary source of technological development. There are two
factors, however, that create a need for Government attention to reinforce and

complement the activities industry has undertaken: (1) the high cost, high risk
nature of R&D in. telecommunications and computers; and (2) the "targeting"
polieles of other governments that have accelerated the rate of technological
advance of competitors. In recognition of these factors, the following general
policies are appropriate for supporting the overall goals Iiited earlier:
o

Heighten Federal support for R&D through
increased direct Federal funding of basic research
improved tax credits
liberalized patent rights for corporations;

.
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o

EstabliSh a nieetuinism to obtain outside advice for Federal R&D
activities;

o

Continue aggressive support for joint research activities among

o

Permit greater cooperation among US; business through joint R&D

government, universities, and business;
ventures;

Provide Federal assistance in support of R&D activities in small
innovative firms;

ImproVe data gathering on the position of the US. relative to other
countries in technological standing.
Many of these points are endorsements of Federal actions already underway.
This Administration's basic economic

policies; however, have also had an

restoring needed stability
affirmative impact. By sharply reducing inflation and
generally, the Reagan
and predictability to Government decisionmaking
commercial
environment conducive
Adminittration has gone far toward providing a
short-term profit
to long-term product development and basic research rather than
seeking as engendered by previous eclectic economic policieg.

Facilities and Networks
issues aredisci-Me&
With respect to facilities and networks, five
(I) allocation of spectrum resources; (2) alledation of satellite orbital- resources;

issues; and
(3) facilities planning and authorizatioN (4) Comsat and Intelsat
(5) integrated services digital networks (ISDN).

Policy in the provision of international facilities and .networks in general
market, competition.
should track elbsely fundamental principles favoring
ef:icientuse
of
scarce
resources; flexible
Emphasis shOuld be placed on the
Of bOttlenecics in
alleviation
planning responsive to technological changes,
Future
or
unfair
monopoly
advantages.
facilities, and dissolution ofthe
cuefully
designed
to
accomm6date
facilities, particularly ISDN, should be
.benefit
of
competition
which
will
needs 13f users and to maximize the likelihOod
those users; Specifically; in:
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Allocation of Spectrum and Geostationary Or It Position

We should adhere to current policies that favor allocation. on
the basis of efficiency' and established need, while assuring
that the needs of future users will be effectively met.
o

Facilities Planning

We should seek new ways to facilitate consultation-with other

administrations while reducing or eliminating unnecessary
regulatory delays.

Comsat/Intersat

The United States should continue support 'for- the Intelsat,
system.

We should prDmote unrestricted ownership of earth stations in
the United States.
o

lntegnited Services Digiial Network
The Government in close cooperation withprivate sector users
and service providers should develop a more formal _policy

regarding the evolution of ISDN to assure greater U.S.
influence In the international process of developing network

configuration and standards.
International-Teleco-ramunicat ions Services

It Is the policy of the United States to place maximum reliance on
marketplace competition wherever possible in the provision of international
telecommunications services and to reduce or eliminate unnecessary regulation.
The United States, hoWever, must retain sufficient Government oversight authority

to assure the success of its competitive policies and to safeguard vital U.S.
interests in national security, foreign policy, trade, and technological leadership.
---With respect to international services, the United States should:
that private line service remains _a network option for
international telecommunications and that ISDN provides-Comparable
or superior choices;

o

assure

o

support

the efforts of new U.S. service providers to obtain
international operating agreements and prevent any carrier from

entering exclusive contracts with foreign administrations;
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continue a uniform accounting and settlement policy for switched

o

services;

o

retain sufficient oversight and take appropriate steps to protect
carriers and service providers from unfair competition by foreign
govornment-iiffillated entities;

o

ensure dondiScriminatbry interconnection and fair competitiOn in
international voice service; and,

o

maintain a strong U.S. role in the CCITT;

Trade in Equipment and Services
The telecommunications

information industrieg require greater
attention in overall US; trade policy. Telecommunications and information
equipment and services in the past decade have assumed much greater importance
both in the US. economy as a Whole and tn the US. balance of trade. Although
U.S. trade policy in this sector (as in others) adheres firmly to the principles of
free trade and open competition, our ability to continue making trade policy on this
basS is being tested by the proliferation of trade barriers throughout the world.
hi the telecommunications sector, barriers to trade and investment in
equipment and to the international supply and use of services have lore existed.
U.S. industry is deregulated
They pose especially pressing problems today, as
domestic
and
foreign customers: In the
and focuses increasingly On serving both
and

computers and data processing
information sector
position is being challenged by the development of hardware manufacturing and
data processing capabilities in other countries; Often aided by concerted industrytargeting policies.
These problems have grown in importance at the same time the overall
World economic picture has darkened. Protectionist sentiments are increasingly
It is thus crucial that the telecommunications and information
prevalent:
industries be given greater attention on the US. trade policy agenda; In particulari
the United States shoUldi
o

place a high priority On the reduction of non-tariff trade br_zriera

affecting the telecommunications and information industries through
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vigorous multilateral and bilateral negotiations .in the GATT and
elsewhere; but without insisting on rigid sectoral reciprocity;
o
_

take appropriate, actions - including, if necessary,the amendment of
U.S. trade laws.- to 'protect US. telecommunications and
_information industries from unfair-industry-targeting practices and
other anticompetitive policies of other countries;

o

augment the U.S. export promotion effort inthe telecommunications
and information sectors by identifying and reducing. or eliminating
U.S. barriers to exports; and

o

assure

the integration of telecommunications and information
services into the overall US. trade effort, by identifying the barriers
encountered by U. S. suppliers and users of such services abroad and

vigorously seeking their reduction.
Information
The basic recommendations regarding information have already been

presented above in the chapter on "Free Flow of Information." On the specific
subjects discussed, the following recommendations apply:
o

Press Freedom. US. policy will continue uncompromised support for
a free press and free international flows of information.

o

Communications and Development. Private initiative is providing the
expertise and guidance needed to develop the telecommunications
and information sectors of developing- countries: Greater efforts .by
In addition,
the private sector will be- mutually beneficial
Government-ageneies-responsible-for- foreign-aid-should-review-the
priority accorded assistance for communications development.

o

Direct Broadcast by Satellite (DBS). U.S. preparations for the 1983
Region 2 Regional Administrative Radio Conference on DBS planning
are well_underway, but the recent UN vote on DBS should encourage
increased concentratio_n on the political aspects of our groundwork.
Several U.S. Government agencies involved in international

broadcasting have been investigating the potential of DBS. This

activity should continue with appropriate saleg_uards and notification

bounds of existing arrangements to protect the interests of US.
businesses in this area.
o

Privacy Protection.

O.S. policy should continue_to recognize the

need for personal privacy protection, and support efforts Of todividual

countries to implement safeguards according to their own legal
traditions.

Valuation and Taxation of Information. Cormistent with the objective
of promoting the- role of telecommunications and information
technology, the United States strongly opposes any actions that would
interfere with the ability of producers and -users to make optimum
-use of information as CproductiVe resource.
Encryption. Efforts should be undertaken to formulate a clear U.S.

policy on encryption that will accommodate both the legitimate
concerns raised by national security and the needs of users of
international facilities and networks.
o

Intellectual Property Rights. The United States should maintain
close contact _and cooperation with other countries to ensure the
development of- mutually acceptable forms of protection for property
rights for new forms of intellectual property and continue within the

bounds of existing arrangements to protect the interesM of

businesses in this area. In this regard, the Government should ratify
Convention concerning unauthorized
promptly the Brussels
commercial reception and use of copyrighted material transmitted by
satellite.
National Security

National security concerns bear on each of the areas discussed in this
.

report. Ensuring national security is a fundamental goal-, and telecommunications
and information are crucial factors in achieving that god: Included within the

scope of national security are not only national defense and related military,
concerns, but also the conduct of foreign policy, the economic strength of the
nation, and emergency preparedness.

As telecommunications and information technology evolves and the field
becomes more competitive, steps will have to be taken to assure the specific needs
of the national security community are satisfied. These include ensuring the

availability of reliable and economical telecommunications networks, the security
of messages transmitted, and adeiguate procedures for restoring networks in case of

national or international emergency. In addition, a more effective metuns of
including the defense community in the process of formulating and executing
international telecommunications and information policy is vital.
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STRATEGY

The issues covered thus far

long-range goals, guiding principles for policy -_

formulation and general statements of policy in key areas affecting international
telecommunications and information
constitute the substance of policy. The
remaining issue, strategy, pertains largely to the execution of policy. What plans
and actions will be necessary to work effectively toward the long-range goals and
objectives?

Government Role

Successful implementation of policy requires an effective Government
role -- a commitment to provide proper leadership. An effective role need not
imply an expanded role. Leadership can be improved without retreating from the
policy of minimum Government intervention. By elevating the level of attention
devoted to international telecommunications, clarifying responsibilities and
authority, and establishing an effective, well-coordinated organizational structure,
many of the problems now characterizing Government activities in this area can be
reduced or eliminated.
The Government's role in international telecommunications and information
should be to provide what private efforts cannot. In particular, Government should

establish overall policy in the national interest and, through consultation and
negotiation with other governments, ensure the development of an open
international setting conducive to competitive private enterprise and initiative.
It is essential to establish in Government an organizational structure that
Will provide effective, on-going policy formulation and implementation. This must
be done, first, because the Government is an important factor in the field. It uses
some -40 percent of the radio spectrum and annually purchases nearly half the
output of the electronics industry. It is also the largest single user of international
telecommunications service& See 1983 U.S. Industrial Outlook at pp. 29-1, 46-1.

.Not only is the Government tho a major player and likely to remain so, how
effectively the. United StaWs organizes its telecommunications policy structure
'
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also bears directly on the ability of U.S. firms to compete effectively abroad. It
signals the importance that the U.S. Government attaches to these imues. And
implicitly; it is one measure of the willingness and ability of the Government to
afford American enterprise any necessary collateral sulVort7Taking these-factors
into consideration therefore; the optimal Government structure should be
characterized by:

high-level attention and responsibility;
a central locus of coordination and decisionmaking with the necessary
authority for implementing policy;

an adequate -degree of continuity of expert and
technical staff over time;

o

provision for

o

a well-trained staff of negotiators versed in the broad range of

o

international telecommunications and information Issues;
a means of reaching decisions promptly in_response to a broad range

domestic policy,,g_eneral foreign
p,ticy, trade, national security, tabor and employment, international

of relevant factors, including
fwance;

mechanisms to enable specific problems of private entities to be
addresse# expeditiously and effectively;
efficient means of gathering and using data and information.
Consultation and Negotiation
The United States cannot unilaterally mandate

comrietitiiirTiiitel.fitititirial'

Attempts to do so will meet with frustration and
may invite responses in this and other fields inimical to U.S. interests. Thus,

telecornmunications servides.

advancing U.S. interests internationally and seeking adoption by other governments
of policies advocated by the United States should be accomplished through example

and through consultation and negotiation with other nations.
Beyond TechrivoEil Issues

In view of the many issues involved in international telecommunications and
information, policy can no longer be based solely on technical considerations, if
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indeed that was ever the case. The attention accorded sectoral issues in this
report reflectS the dimensions of the problem. It must be recognized instead as an
area in which developments affect a broad range of U.S. interests, including
foreign policy, trade arid economic relationships, and defense and national security
,

concerns.

Need for Positive Action
U.S. strategy can no longer be limited to ad hoe "damage control" -- Mete,
attempts to shore up u gradually deteriorating situation. Given the importance of
thiS sector to the U.S economy; it is necessary instead actively to promote our
policies and objectives throUgh positive; preemptive actions.
Private--See-tor-Input

As a source of expertise, advice, and information, the private sector must
play a more prominent role in policy development than in the past: AS the direct
beneficiaries or victims7 of many policy decisions, Private firms have a critical
stake in the nature and effectiveness of Government decisionmaking and are thus
in a position to give sound advice born of experience.

later-national Organizations

Although the United States increasingly

itself defending a minority

view in internationaTorgalTlzations,-it- cannot- simply- walk away- froin- these-torums.

Rather; it must assess the nature and extent of U.S. pkticipatiOn and concentrate
on those organizations and issues where the most beneficial restilts can be

achieved. ,An across-the-board reconsidersition of the extent and nature of
participation in the pertinent international organizations is thus needed_ V,
determine the settings in which U.S goals in international telecommunications and
information can most effectively be pursued.
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international Rules
to
Progress in this area obviously will not come easily; Foreign resistance

for
marketplace principles is often solidly entrenched and international support
free flows of inforMation is by no means on the rise. In this climate, an impatient
might well produce the opposite of the desired
push for comprehensiiie agreements
results. It could produce restrictive "rules of the road" that codify anticompetitive
stifle the
practices, inhibit free floW of information, restrict free expression, and
negotiations in the
With
the
exception
of_trade
development of new technologies.
avoid theproven forum of the GATT, the United States should thus seek to
would
all-encompassing
treaties
or
manifestos
that
deVelopment of any omnibus,
be
which
problema
and
opportunities
cannot
Impose a rigid Structure on an area in
effectiVely anticipated given the rapid pace of technological and commercial
change. Instead, strategy should support the attainment of broad objectives on an
coordinated preparation and positive
issue-by-issue basis, threOgh consistent;
action. Such a strategy will promote the gradual, natural evolution of an open
competitive, international regime in telecommunications and information, one that
will accommodate technological change and respond well to the needs of users.
The achievement of basic long-range telecommunications and information
policy goals for the United States also requires an adequate foundation of national
science and teehnology. The construction and support Of this foundation requires
the implementatien Of the following basic goals:

talc regUUtoryi patentand antitrust legal environments
which encourage near-term private sector investment in-marketable ensure

technologies;

providing Federal sponsorship and funding for -necessary "centers of
and academia can work
excellence" where government; industry;state
of the art;
cooperatively to advance the technological
of broadbase high-risk, Lisle
securing Federal Government fundinglaboratories
which can produce
research in academia and in Federal
thedefense and market technologies of thefiltilre;
of
encouraging private sector _financing of the modernization
academie research plant and equipment; and
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o

facilitating Federal and private sector cooperative funding of grants,.

loans, and supplemental salaries for students, researchers, and
faculty.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
ON STRATEGY

Two broad issues require attention in devising ei 'ective strategies fo'
attaining the long-range goals: Government structure and international diplomacy
and negotiatiom The first, taken up in detail elsewhere in this report, pertains to

the way the Federal Government formulates policy and devises plans for
discharging its responsibilities on an on-going basis. The second pertains to the

:way in which ttie United States advances its policies through bilateral and
multilateral contacA with other governments. A case in point is United States
involvement in the ITU.

Those responsible to devise the plans by which the United Stata will
achieve its international telecommunications goals must weigh several factors.
Three Policy_Arenas

Domestic, International, Foreign

First, they must recognize that there are three Jurisdictions in which
international policy in telecommunications and information is made:
(1)
(2)

(3)

the domestic setting, where -the U.S. Government enjoys complete
sovereignty in establishing and implementing policy;

the international or, intergovernmental setting, where the US.
Government must seek, in cooperation with 'other sovereign nations,
to establish and implement mutually acceptable policies; and,
the foreign setting -,_-_namely,__domestic settings of other countries
where the US. Government_has 136 formal or direct control and where
the indigenous government has sovereignty.

Decisions made in all three of ttukse jurisdictions have a direct and significant
effect on U.S. interests in telecommunications and information.
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.

services
EstabliShing international telecommunications and infosrmaticin
and
other
sovereign
constitutes a cooperative venture among the United States
views regarding the
nations. th,fortunately, not all countries currently share U.S.
and
regulate
of
such
services.
most efficient and effective means to periVid
services
offerings, and
In most countries, telecommunications equipment;
monopoly.
There
area growing
rates are controlled by a single government -owned
and
AtrstEgjis
where
number of countries, including Great Britain, Ireland, Japan;
reduce
direct
'government
there Nitre been positive and commendable moves to
control and allow greater competition in telecommunications. Many poStM,
telegraph, and telephdrie authorities (13TTs)i however, remain unconvinced Of the
benefits of competition oid deregulation, the basis of much of U.S. policy in recent
information
As the bulk of international telecommunications and
years.
foreign
jurisdictions,
unilateral
arrangements are made in the international and
is
obviously
impractical.
extension of Us. policies to the international setting
goals favoring
Strategies appropriate for pursuing our inteiliatiOnnI
Competition and diversity of service thus must include:
Demonstrating the benefits of U.S. policy, including greater
(1)
effieitney;_ensuring variety_of service to users, stimulating aggregate
of new
demand for services; fostering rapid deployment
technologies in Short-, _ promoting _an efficient, innovative
telecommunications and information sector;
(2)

o
Undertaking patient, perSiStent and affirmative negotiations and
consultation with foreign adiiiinittrations that, function as our
partners in establishing international Bid;

(3)

Strongly opposing any attempts by foreign adMiniStrations to exert
their own monopoly power in the U.S. competitive setting; and;

(4)

international standards
Ensuring effective U.S. participation incompatibility
of networks
setting organizations to ensure-continuing
and services and to ensure standards conducive to maximum pi7iSSible
competition are adopted;

Developing Internationg-R.iileS
Here, two basic. choices are presented. The first is to undertake global
negotiations among all countries, specify the general terms and conditions
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applicable to international telecommunications and information, to codify them,

and then have individual countries
and private entities adjust their behavior
g_
The
second
choice
is
to
follow an "atomistie approach;' where the
accordingly
to
develop
gradually,
with decisions and agreements reached;
regime is Ieft
bilaterally and in appropriate international forums, on individual topieS,:adebrding
to the particular circumstances?
An impatient ptiah for comprehensive agreements might well produce the
oPposite of the desired results. Such an agreement could produce restrictive "rules

of the road" that institutionalize anticompetitive prettices; inhibit free flow of
information, restrict free. expression, or stifle the development of new
technologies: Thus, in determining issues suitable for negotiation and formal
agreement; careful consideration should be given to the trade:Off between
(a) positive effects (e;g4 reducing uncertainty and risk, improving the bitsitiess
climate), and .(b) negative effects (e.g., imposing too rkid a structure on a
technologicallY -dynamic area, stifling innovation, and reducing entrepreneurial
in
opportunities). Too many, Jo not fully understand the forces involved
international telecommunications and infOrmation-. It will be important, therefore,
to proceed to any discussions and negotiations with an adequate appreciation of the
changes:due to technological advances. Developing sucti an understanding should
be a primary factor for international discussions.
It is especially important for the United States to avoid the development of

omnibua, all encompassing treaties or manifestos that would impose a rigid
structure on a technologically dynamic area.
Negotiating Posture

Should
Is preemptiire negotiation preferable to reactive negc_iation?
discussion and agreement be undertaken in anticipation of problems; even on

individual 'issues; or would this prove too stultifying -paid costly and the
identification Of potential probleMs toc difficult? Would it be more affective to
aWait tangible problems and then engage in discussions or .negotiationS with the
countries and entities involved? Are there characteristics peculitv.to certain
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preemptive
issues that render them compatible with one or the other postures
and should they be so divided?
or reactive
U.S. activitics_in international telecommunications and information. have
tended to be reactive; and there is some advantage to such an approach. When

dealing from a position of technological or economic advantage, it is wise to
approach the question of negotiation with caution. If; relative to the other parties
to the negotiation, a country has most tb give; and already has most of what it is
liable to get, striking a satisfactory bargain may require a good deaf of. careful
forethought. In fact, the safest option may be to abstain from negotiations
altogether.
/ncreasingly, however, this situation of advantage does not
characterize the United States for aspects of international telecommunicatiors and
information. Thus; in general; US.- strategy no longer should be limited to "damage
attempts to shore-up a gradually deteriorating situation. Given the
control"

strategic importance of this sector to the United States; the time has come to
more actively promote our policies and objectives through positive; preemptive
actions.

Assuming a more active posture in international deliberations will require
First,
attention be given to the following questions, on a case-by-case basis.
initiatives,
with
should delegations go to international meetings prepared
suggestions; and proposals; or would low visibility and less initiative be preferable?
Second; what tactical advantages are inherent in being the proposer of an idea,
rather than having to react to or argue against the proposals of others? 'Third;
should greater effort be made to participate actively in studies; commissions; and
international deliberations to channel their course more effectively, or should
results may ultimately have to be disavowed
"participation be avoided because
Institutional Separations
Is it desirable, or possible, to maintain the current institutional separations
among major blocks of the international telecommunications and information field
telecommunications; trade; mass media; computers and transborder data flow
and to act on them separately? Or; are these separations becoming obsolete and
meaningless, even MiSIeading?
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A major theme of this report is that progress in working toward long-range
goals in international telecommunications and information will be enhanced by
viewing the wide range of issues as part of the same general phenomenon. While
each requires separate attention and under certain circumstances may be the
primary responsibility of one Government agency, it is vital to coordinate efforts
n the various areas to assure consistency in policies adopted.

An Other facet of this issue of traditional separations of activity in the field
pertains to industrial structure and existing institutions. A strategy that bases
international

agreements

practicies
regarding
international
telecommunications and information on existing institutional arrangements may
tend artificially to perpetuate industrial structures technological advances would
otherWise change.
This problem arises domestically as well. In the past,
and

regulatory schemes based on conventional technologies and traditional notions of
which commercial activities are the "proper" domain of particular industries, have

inhibited the natural evolution of new indtzstrial structure. The traditional lines
that divide finandial services, mass media or common carrier communications
services, and data processing, for example; today are maintained more by
regulatory fiat than by technological or economic necessity. As in the case of
establishing technical standards; there are trade-offs. Agreeing on the ground
rules and boundaries for industries establishes predictable procedures and thus
reduces uncertaintly. But it aaso inhibits the natural development of innovative
institutional arrangements th-at would otherwise emerge due to technological
change: Basing U. S. policy on the related principles of free market competition
and the unfettered free flow,of information is far more likely to accommodate the
natural evolution of international commercial institutions and activities.
Bilateral or Multilateral Efforts
To what. extent would interests be better served by pursuing bilateral
discussions and negotiations rather than working through
mWtliateral
organi:aaia? For which issues is the one approach to be preferred over the
other?
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For some purposes, particularly in setting international technical standards,
working throligh multilateral organizations L-s essential: In solving particular
problems, however, direct bilateral discussions are generally preferable. These can
be conducted away from the large, visible arenas of multilateral organizations
where political posturing is on the rise and where powerful and sometimes hostile
blocs and coalitions abound. A more definite strategy on this question ought to be
developed.

Selecting the Appropriate Forums
Which international organizations should serve as appropriate vehicles for

advancing U.S. interests in international telecommunications and information?
This is

a question that requires careful consideration in the effort to devise

participation in the ITU is proyided. This is
effective strategy. A review of
one of the most important interriationalstandarcls-setting organizations and one
that may pose difficulties for the United States in coming years.

In addition to the ITU; we have identified over a dozen' international
organizations that have some involvement in international telecommunications and
informatieri PrefileS of each of these are given in an appendix to this report. We

recommend that to improve strategy, US. participation in each be reviewed to
determine where U.S. interests in international
information can be advanced most effectively..

telecommunications and

Technology as Arbiter

It has been argued that technology will foil attempts by governments to
exert effective control over international flows of information. To begin with,
there are many communications channels (cable; microwave, and satellite circuits)
reaching into each country and tying it to the rest of. the world Digital
transmission methods will homogenize all messages (voice, record, data, video),
producing an undifferentiable stream of binary signals transmitted through packetswitched networks that send bits and pieces of each message over different routes
for reassembly at the destination. Cryptographic techniques will be improved.' The
miniaturization of components, such a silicon chips, will make it possible to store
large amounts of information on minute media for convenient transport. Because
of these developments, as the argument goes, it will be infeasible for governments
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to enforce laws that may tend to restrict, intentionally or unintentionally,
communications of any kind among countries.
Moreover, increasing personal

interchanges among nations will expand awareness of the new goods and services
competitive, high-technology markets can provide. Governments may thus prove
unable to deny their nationats access to the benefits afforded them abroad. There
may be something to this argument.
There are good reasons for not relying solely on technology to be the final
arbiter of international relations, however. Using technology to circumvent the

laws of a country . may merely encourage the development of technologies of
surveillance. These; though costly and disruptive, may go far toward closing
technological loophole& Second, enforcement of tasks- may be ac&omplished
through unannounced audits, where violntions of taws may, be uncovered
irrespective of the technologies used in everyday operations.
Third, for

corporations with foreign-based subsidiaries, complying with the laws of a host
country is simply a necessary matter of good business practice. If violations of
laws on communications are discovered, the penalties could jeopardize the overall
standing of the corporation, in the country of violation and elsewhere.

Strategic Concerns.
Finally, U.S. strategists have been forced to recogniZe'that in an area such
as telecommunications and information processing, in which a "national capacity"

is widely viewed as being of strategic importance to a county's economic wellbeing and security, attempts to dissuade governments from taking restrictive
measures based on arguments of "optimization" of global resources may not be
adequate. Arguments in support of an open internaional system on the grounds
that all will benefit by exploiting-comparative advantages, specialization, and an
international division of labor will, by themselves, not always prove persuasive.

NOTES FOR CHAPTER TWO
1

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, International
Telecommunications Act of 1982, S. Rept. No. 669, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 9
(1981).
2See e.g., the Record Carrier Competition Act of 1981, 47 U.S.C. _$222(b)(1);
Authorized User, 90 FCC 2d 1394 (1982); Overseas Communications Services,

FCC 2d

(1983).
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Chapter Three
U.S. PARTICIPATION IN THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION (ITU)
AND PREPARATION FOR INTERNATIONAL RADIO CONFERENCES
BACKGROUND

Statement of issues
To support its study of Long-Range Internationr:A .ToIeeommunications and
Information Goals .of the United States, NTIA requested public comments on the
following questions:

Should we consider the feasibility and desirability of alternatives to
the ITU,and if so, what alternatives are reasonably available?

What are the deficiencies in U.S. preparations for international

conferences, and what measures should be taken to improve "such.
preparationS?

A review of the public comments indicates that many respondents
considered the two questions to be closely related. Those that addressed the
.

matter endorsed continued participation in the ITU, but with a concerted effort by
the United States to improve its preparations and thus increase its effectiveness in
.ITU proceedings. Additionally, several respondents acknowledged the need to
although only one advanced specific proposals for
examine alternativei,
consideration. On the qUestion of improved preparations, however, specific
recommendations were made by all respondents who Addressed the matter.

Several issues recur throughout the replies to the questions concerning
participation in the ITU and preparation for international radio conferences. The
issues are:
(1)

Alternatives to the ITU;

(2)

Effectiveness of U.S. participation 4n ITU and in international
conferences;

(3)

Ne_ed_ _for

a central Government authority and structure for
coordinating and formulating international telecommunications
policy;

(35)
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(4)

Need for greater private sector and industry involvement in the ITU
and international conferences;

(5)

Need for

(6)

Need for the Government to signal other administrations abroad that
it accords great importance to telecommunications and has organized
its resources accordingly.

bilateral and multilateral diMogues in International
telecommunications with other countries; and,

These issues, as well as others that were identified, will be addressed in this
section.
Basis for Concern

A specialized agency of the United Nations, the ITU is the international
institution chartered to foster cooperation and coordination in the field of
telecommunications, which includes administration of treaties concerning the
allocation.
the radio frequency spectrum. As described in greater detail in
Attachment 1, the ITU contains a number of permanent organs and is in charge of
organizing various international conferences.
The latter. include the
Plenipotentiary Conference, annual AdministratiVe Council meetings, and
Administrative Radio Conferences of a regional or worldwide elMraeter. The

permanent organs are the General Secretariat, the International Frequeney
Registration Board, and the International Consultative Committees (CCIs) for
Radio (CCIR) and Telegraph and Telephone (CCITT);
t
Although political issues have previously surfaced in the Conference work of
the ITU (see Attachment 1), the extraordinary degree ' of politicization

characterizing the 1982 Nairobi Plenipotentiary Conference has raised anew U.S.
concerns about continued participation in the. ITU and has provoked an examination
of alternatives. The 'problems of Nairobi are discussed in greater detail in the next
section.

With regard to effectiveness of U.S.. preparations for international radio

conferences, a number of questions were raised following the 1979 WOrld
Administrative Radio Conference (WARC 1979), and during the Senate ratification
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hearings on the resulting Radio Regulations (Geneva, 1979). These concerns were
stated in a study for Congress by the Office of TechnolOgy Assessment (OTA).. See
"Radiofrequency Use and Management: Impacts from the World Administrative
Radio Conference of 1979," U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, Washington,
D.C. OTA covered'a wide range of issues while focusing on two major areas:
perceived Absence of high-level Government oversight and
accountability for effective policy development and coordination on a
consistent and continuing basis; and

(1)

A

(2)

A perceived lack of an on-going conference preparatory structure
fosiping on high-level responsibility and accountability.

The issue of U.S. preparations for international radio, telegraph, and
telephone conferences is important and relevant given the very heavy updated
sch.-dole for such conferences established by the 1982 Plenipotentiary.
Comprehensive preparatory efforts will be necessary since the U.S
will
Many
of
them
are
of
a
controversial
participate in most of. the conferences.
"planning nature" for important radio services determined to be necessary by the
WARC 1979. In .addition, important meetings concerning public voice and data
communications .via switched telephone and telegraph networks are forthcoming,
Which will have important consequences both domestically and internationally, for
the United States.
Radio conferences

deal with major topics in radio spectrum and.
ge0Stationary satellite orbit positions and other radio communication principles.
TelegraPh and telephone conferences deal with equally important matters
concerning tariff principles, and cperational questions relating to switched systems
and protocols for voice, data, and video services using wire, cable, and fiber optic

networks. At presemt, telegraph and telephone conferences are held less frequently

than radio conferences, and major effort is concentrated ln the CCITT where
recommendations, regulations, and standards pertaining to end-to-end performance
of -communication systems, interconnection of systems, and maintenance of the
world network for telephone, telegraph, and data communications are made:
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The technical standards and recommendations made by the CCITT are very

important to the U.S. in at least two major ways. First; they affect international
Oecause the CCITT 2,1 dards are
telecommunications equipment trade.
recommendations extensively used on a worldwide basis, countries and particularly

developing countries use them as a basis for telecommunication equipment
in the strictest sense CCITT recommendations
procurement. Second. and
pertain may to the international interworking of networks, the complexities and
interrelation in present daynetworks are such that international regulations have
major impact on national networks.
Until recently the major participation by the United States In CCITT has
been through representatives of. AT&T, with minimal State Department oversight.
With increased competition among telecommunications services and equipment
providers, however, companies have urges Government.to take a more active role
in U.S. CCITT preparation for international meetings, to serve as a neutral
mediator between sometimes conflicting industry viewpoints and thus to develop
.

.

more effective national policy: decisions.
While 'Government involvement in the CCITT has increased, mainly on the
part of NTIA and the FCC; it remains limited. To achieve national planning' for

CCITT, however, it is important to Obtain broad Input from telecommunication
.

equipment and services providers and Government to ensure an adequate share of
the world's $60 billion equipment market for the U.S., and the development of new
networks and services along lines consistent with U.S. interests. Fast evolving
integrated services 'digital networks (ISDN) are an example of a significant new

development which will provide voice, data, and video services via a unified digital

network consisting . of radio; electronic; and optical line networks. Services
provided will range from bole telephone to advanced packet switching, and
eventually will penetrate most households' and businesses in the developed, and
increasingly the developing, world. Issues concerning ISDN are discussed elsewhere

in this report.
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The Plenipotentiary Conference in Nairobi
In 1982, the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference met for stx-weelcs in Nairobi;
Kenya, ostensibly to consider revising the ITU Convention, a treaty governing the
ITU's functions. Several modifications to the Convention based on initiatives taken

by developing countries have resulted in an increased politicization of the ITU;
however, and a continued drift from its traditional role of ,dealing with technical
aspects of international telecommunications.
The issue of Israel's participation was a major problem. A proposal to expel
Israel fitiril ITU conferences and meetings consumed an inordinate amount of time
(almost half of the time allocated for the entire conference). This proposal was
defeated by 'a narrow margin of only four votes despite the fact that expuion
contrary to the Convention, contrary to the principle of. universality of
membership, and not within the legal scope of the Plenipotentiary Conference.
Block voting was apparent during consideration of the expulsion proposal.
The measure was defeated only through major political and diplomatic 'efforts on

the part of Western Ethlopean and other governments, a maximum effort by the
US. Delegation in Nairobi; a worldwide diplomatic effort by the U.S.` State
Department, and the piblie pronouncement by the U.S. Secretary of State that if
Israel were expelled frOm the ITU; the United States would leave the
Plenipotentiary Conference, withhold further financial paymentS, and reassess its
caused during this debate spilled over and
participation in the ITU. .Thehad ramifications in the substantive part of the Conference.
Several modifications were made to the Convention which were contrary to
U.S. proposals; They reflect the differing concerns and priorities of developing
countries. These charges Included:
the membership of the Administrative Council;

(1)

EXpAnaitin of

(2)

Expansion of the general budget to accommodate increased technical
assistance and cooperation activities, as promoted by developing
countries;

(3)

Revision of the eleCtiOn procedures for the directors of -the

International Consultative Committees, subjecting them to elections
in the political atmosphere of a Plenipotentiary Conference rather
than by plenary sessions of their technical peers; and

,
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(4)

New language "taking into account the special needs of developing
countries and the geographical situation of particular countries with
respect to the geostationary satellite orbit:"

Previously, the ITU's role had not been to offer direct technical assistance
budget except for limited activities, but to foster prOvion of.
from its ordin
such assistance from appropriate United Nations programs and resources. The
purpose of the ITU was formally modified, however, with the addition to Article 4

of the statement "as well as to promote and to offer technical assistance to
developing' countries in the field of telecommunications." Greater emphasis on
technical assistance; perhaps to the detriment of its traditional role, is an example
of the changing role of the ITU;

. Dissatisfied with decisions taken at the Plenipotentiary Confetence, the
United States stated the following reservation to the.Convention:

The United States of America, deeply troubled by developments at
the 1982 ITU Plenipotentiary. Conference, reserves the right to make
appropriate specific reservations and statements prior to ratification
of_the ITU Convention. The general concern of theUnited States of
America is based on the Union's regrettable and Pervasive lack of
realistic fiscal planning, the politicization of the Union, and a
requirement that the Union provide technical cooperation and
assistance which should_be appropriately provided through the United

Nations Development 'Programme_ and the private sector; This
reservation is necessarily general in nature due to the Conference's
inability to complete its substantive work by the time required for
submission of reservations.

At the Nairobi Plenipotentiary Conference, the United States came very

close to withdrawing

from the Conference and reassessing its continued
participation in the ITU. A similar possibility of withdrawal cannot be discounted

with respect to several of the forthcoming ITU Administrative "planning"
Conferences, where telecommunications issues vital to U.S. interests are at stake.
WARC '79 was not competent to deal with detailed planning issues; it therefore
of the shortwave
planning
referred several, controversial items, such
broadcasting bands and planning of the geostationary orbit for broadcast and fixed
satellite services, to specialized conferences. Given the recent experience in
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Nairobi, the demonstrated tendency of developing countries to favor rigid "a priori"

planning, and the numerical majority of developing countries in a one-nation,
one-vote conference forum, the distinct possibility exists that decisions could be
taken in the ITU which are not in the interests of the United _States and other
countries with similar goals. It is, therefore, imperative for the United States to
anticipate contingencies, ,ncamine alternatives, and be prepared, in case the
cooperative approach for the benefitof all members breaks down.
A frank and d open dialogue at the highest levels of the U.S. Government will
send a clear message to the ITU that the United States is very concerned over the
changing role 6f the organization. As this issue is openly discussed in the e United
States, perhaps moderating influences in the ITU will recognize the
interdependence of interests and become more active in achieving a cooperative..
1

approach.

s.

Discussion of Continued Participation in ITU

.lthough several comments addressed the issue of increased politicization
Of certain organs of the IT. all of the respondents unanimously urged continued
participation by the United States in the activities of the ITU, citing the numerous
telecommunications goats that have been achieved,"and the

that the U.S. still has in the decisions of the organization.

influence
Representative

comments included:

"Current ITU mechanisms function well."

"the United States should concentrate on maximizing its
effectiveness in what still appears to be a workable and extremely
important forum."
"The ITU sliould continue to serve as a planning vehicle... "

"Its coordination functions are extremely important and need to be
continued with strong U.S. support"
While Indicating support for continued ITU participation; the need seriously

to examine alternatives was recognized in the comments of the National
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Association. of Broadcasters,. Southern *Pacific Communications, Comsat, and
American Telephone and Telegraph. Comsat presented three broad alternatives:
-

(1)

Work more efifectively witnin the present ITU structure;.

(2)

Seek to change the ITU structure;

(3)

WithdraW from the ITU either iTnitatetally or in conjunction with

others, and use new arrangements to fulfill the needed functions.

Most of the respondents" cautioned any alternative to the ITU should be given
careful thought and attention and it should have the broad support of developed
countries.
NTIA also proposed alternatives which are discussed in Attachment 3. The
first two alternatives explore the advantages; disadvantages; and related aspects of
US; withdrawal from the ITU either alone or with one or more other major
telecommunication administrations. The third alternative examines the posSibility'
of remaining in the ITU; btit endorsihg conference decisions on a selective tiasis,
on19 when they are in the national interest.

At some point, continued U.S. membership in the ITU may beCome
untenable: N'TIA is of the view, that the only prudent approach is to maintain a
parallel effort. On the one hand, we should seek improvements within the ITU; at
the same time, however; we should explore, and develop contingency approaches to

serve our national interests in the event the fru continues its drift to greater
politicization: Prior to any final decision made on US; withdrawal; the advantages

and disadvantriOs wciiild. require in-depth study utilizing the widest range of
eonsideration by all interested Government and private sector parties:
Propcsals for-In

Rather than alternatives to the ITU, most respondents called for increasing
U.S. effectiveness and influence in the organization and trying to "make the ITU
work." Most parties argued that increased effectiveness would result from an

.improved and comprehensive preparatory effort for all ITU activities (i.e.,

5 :3
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conferences and meetings of the permanent organs). The comments indicate that
the issues of greatest concern to the private sector when dealing with improved
preparatory efforts are:
To establish a central point for all international telecommunications
(1)
policy activities;
To achieve greater private sector and ih-chiStry involvement in all
(2)
phases; and

_

(3)

.

.

To attain more dialogue with other countries.

.
Many of the other suggestions for increasing effectiveness through improved
preparations were' oriented specifically to radio conference preparations. These
.
will tie treated and discussed in the another section of this report
NTIA also believes that U.S. effeotiveneSS in the ITU could be increased;
and suggests the following initiatives.
\
Through redoubled efforts in the ITU Administrative COUndil, the Unite('
States and other major contributors sharing .the same goals have an opportunity to
influence the organization's future, direction. Many decisions Of the Council are
crucial to the activities of other ,orgwis of the ITU, as evidenced by the Nairobi I
Plenipotentiary Conference, which Wked the Administrative Council to consider
_1

and act on a wide range of important issues;

The Council has a current membership of 41 countries: To influence its'

the United States must provide leadership "and achieve
n Council members. This could serve as a counterpoint
to the narrow and politically motivated interests that are being more frequently
expressed: Better coordination among Western European and other government
(WEOG) merfibers, for example; would enable representatives to most before each
decisions, NTIA believ
better coordination be

AdminiStratiVe Council meeting and establish common positions on agenda matters,
coordinate strategy, and exchange Views;.- Although control of the Council may not

be possible nor even desirable, a coordinated effort by major contributors may
prove more effective.

`.1

A
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.

Retaining an American presence in the top elected offices of the ITU is
another condition necessary to maintain US. influence. After the change of the
method for electing Directors of the CCLs at the Nair-cti Plenipotentiary
Conference, it is incumbent upon the United States to attilyt qualified candidates

anti to promote their candidacy sufficiently in advance to develop widespread
recognition and support.
ITU preparatory activities must be part of an ongoing Government
international telecommunications policy coordination structure. Such a structure,

would put radio conference preparation in the context of other interrelated
telecommunications preparatory activities (such as UNESCO, COPUOS, OECD,
CEPT, and others) and undertake regular, systematic development and coordination

of policy objectives, strategies, and resources in the international area. This
structure could be a centralized authority with supporting secretariat that has
accountability for international conference preparations in telecommunications
matters. Such A proposal is presented in this report in the section on Government
Organization.

To make the preparatory process more accessible and the dialogue allencompassing; regular briefings on ITU activities should be given key Congressional

staff;

Additionally, regular briefings, workshops, or exchange programs for the

private sector could be given by the Government to assure that goals and policy are

based on a continuing input from all interested parties.

Perhaps the most
important prerequisite for increasing US. effectiveness in the ITU, however, is the
realization of the critical importance of international telecommunications by the

top levels of Government .and industryi and their subsequent commitment of
priority and resources.

Discuion of U.S. Preparations for Radio Conferences
As previously noted, many respondents considered the questions of US.

participation' in the ITU and preparation for radio conferences to be closely
related. Most felt that effective participation could be increased by improved
= preparation for both.
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The current U.S. procedure for preparing for ITU Radio Conferences- is
deSeribed in Attachment 4. In response to one of the principal findings of the OTA
the perceived absence of high level government attention to policy
Study
development and coordination- several changes were made to the preparatory
process. The State Department; in cooperation with other Government agencies,
formalized and established two policy groups: (I) the Senior Level Interagency
Committee (responsible for broad policy direction Of all U;S; activities relating to
international, telecommunications); and (2) the Coordinating Committee for Future.
Radio Conferences (responsible for day-to-day management of radio conference

preparatory activities). These groups' are not staffed, however, and a more
permanent structure may be a better alternative. .Furthermore, because the
United StateS will be participating in a large number of radio conferences in the
future (see Attadhinent 2); it is necessary to .identify and remedy any other
deficiencies that may exist in the preparatory process
The public comments for improving U.S. preparations for international
radio-conferences reiterated some of the previous OT ritioings Eight general
issues were identified as requiring consideration:

(I)

The _level of preparatory effort should be maintained or expanded-.
(National Association of Broadcasters, Satellite Business Systems,
Southern Pacific Communications, Xerox, Computer and BUSitieSs
Equipment Manufacturing Association, and RCA);

(2)

There should be 'adequate timing_and schedule for early development
Of etinferetied goer and positions (RCA Globcom; Satellite Business
Systerri§, American Library Association; and Southern Pacific
Communications);

(3)

There should be adequate input and consultation with private sector
and industry during all phases of the preparatory effort (National

Academy of Sciences, RCA Globcom, University of Colorado,

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Sonthern Pacific
communications, CBS, Comsat, and RCA);
(4)

permanent_ staff devoted to conferenee
There should be a
preparation (American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and RCA);

(5)

An entity With central responsibility for preparatory effort should be
eStablithed (American Library Association, Computer and Business
Equipment Manufacturers Asseciation; TRT Telecommunications,
IBM, and RCA);
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(6)

There should be early appointments of chairmen and delegations and
greater use of individuals from the private sector (Arinc, University.
of Colorado, Comsat, Michael R. Gardner, Esq. (Chairman of the U.S.
Nairobi Plenipotentiary Delegation), and American Library
Association);

(7)

There should be extensive bilateral and multilateral contacts with
other countries before the actual conferences 18atellite Business

Systems, Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers
Association; Comsat, and Southern Pacific Communications);
63)

The United States shoWd capture the initiative and shed its deferwive
posture (Comsat).

The options identified by NTIA in the next section are based on a careful review of
the OTA study, public comments in this proceeding, extensive participation in past
ITU conferences and preparations, and staff analysis of the matter.
' THE UNITED STATES AND THE ITU IN 1990
LONG RANGE GOALS

The next seven years will be a critical and pivotal period for the United
States in the field of international telecommunications. By the end of the decade,
a number of decisions and actions will have been taken in the ITU with far reaching
consequences for our national interests. Planning decisions of the World
Administrative Radio Conference fOr the HF Broadcasting Service, for example,
will have a direct bearing on the ability of the U.S. Government effectively to
pursue and achieve its public diplomacy and foreign policy objectives through the
use of shortwave broadcasting. Likewise, ITU planning conferences dealing with
the BroadcaSting Satellite and Fixed Satellite Services, and decisions regarding the
use of the geostationary orbit, could have an enormous impact on the ability and

opportunity Of the U.S. telecommunications industry to serve domestic and
international markets with U.S.-developed technology and new services. These

important conferences, together with decisions by the 1989 Plenipotentiary
Conference, will determine whether the organization will serve the needs of all its
members or whether it will be significantly dominated by administrations whose
highly political objectives conflict with the of the developed world.
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At several recent ITU conferences, developing countries with increasing
success have pursued concepts; such as expanded technical assistance, special
consideration; and long-term "a priori" reservation of spectrum resources. These
concepts are at yeriande with previously established ITU principles which advocate
the most efficient use of SpeCtrUiti resources according to actual need. Absent
changes in current trends, by 1990, the deVelopitig countries could be in a position
to block U.S. objectives significantly. It is of the highest priority; therefore; for
the United States to establish a set of long range goals for the ITU.

NTIA believes that there are two long range goaLS. First, by 1990 the
politicization trend must be reversed and the United States and other like-inirided

major donors must reestablish influence over the direction of the ITU as an
international Organization that serves the needs of all its members, including both
developing and developed countries. Second; as a parallel effort in the event
unacceptable politicization contintieS, the United States must have available a fully
developed and workable alternative to the ITU.

To achieve the first goal, the United States must tab several actions to
improve its effectiveness in the ITU. These actions include: greater coordination
by major contributors prior to meetings of the ITU's Administrative Council; more
effective advocacy within Developing countries of US. positions for radio
conferences and greater priority for bilateral contacts; greater focusing of CCI
participation to support US. positions for specific conferences; and, significant

attention to preparation fo. the 1989 Plenipotentiary Conference.

At that

Plenipotentiary Conference, issues Of MOor importance to the United States will
include:

(I)

The principles that will guide the ITU in the 1990s;

(2)

Maintenance of fiscal austerity and budgetary restraint;

(3)

Continued U.S. presence in the Administrative Council;

(4)

Continued US. presence in the top, elected offices of the ITU; and

(5)

The role of technice asstance and cooperation.
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the 1982
The United States came very close to withdrawing 1.
Plenipotentiary Conference in Nairobi and reassessing. its future pnilicipatiOn in
beedikie of the tsrtieli expulsion attempt: Had the withdrawal occurred; it
the
would have been without prior preparation of alternatives. In order to be fully

prepared for any similar eventuality, as its second long range goal the United
States must have alternatives to the ITU available in_rase they are needed.

If by 1990 the first long range goal is achieved, wittithe support of likeminded adminiStrations, the United States will have successfully passed through a
critical and pivotal period in international telecommunications, and it will be in a
strong and collaborative position of leadership in the ITU for the 1990s. If the ITU
bodOrneS more politicized; -however; the United States will be in a position to
iMplemrnt alternatives that will be compatible with national interests.

Pi

goons for Radio Conferences

°

specific actions or changes to the existing, preparatory structure
should be accomplished in order to improve preparatory efforts for international
Several

radio conferences.
The Senior Level Interagency Committee (see Attachment 4) constitutes an

initial step toward focusing high level 'Government attention on _international
teledbeinliirlidatiOnTs policy development and coordination: To eliminate other
including continuing attention to preparations, and adequate access by
interested parties to policy formulation during all phases we should broaden the
all
interrelated
coordinate
to
structure
preparatory
conference
concerns

telecommunications issues on an ongoing basis .
A
Government structure with centralized authority to coordinate
telecommunications policy was mentioned previously in the discussion on increasing

US. effectiveness in the ITU. Besides strengthening radio conference preparations

through a sharing of information on tactics; strategypotential supporters or
adversaries; and experience gained in applicable negotiations in other forums (such
as UNESCO; COPUOS; OECD; CEPT-, and others); the centralized structure would
also satisfy the private sector's need for access to a central preparntory authority
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It would also signal
during .all phases of radio conference preparations.
internationally both the importance we accord these issues and our ability to:act
.
effectively and promptly to safeguard US. interests.
An experienced and balanced US; Delegation and its chairman should be
to
organized and nominated in a timely fashion -- at least one year in advance

eliminate the transition Ofects in preparatibh, and to allow ample time for
Delegation members to become familiar with all issues and aspects likely to arise
at the conference, as well as to contribute to specific U.S. proposals. Composition
of the Delegation obviously should take into account the nature of the particular

conference and be balanced among qualified Government and private sector
representatives representing a broad, multidisciplinary range of backgrounds.
Influential developed and developing countries would be. identified for
ongoing bilateral contacrs of both a technical and political nature; Extensive
contacts with countries having different or similar points -of -view

(a) acquaint the United States with those attitudes and petitions_ most likely to
occur at a conference; (b) provide an opportunity for a meaningful exchange of
views on national needs and positions outside of conference pressures; (c) provide
an opportunity to build a reservoir of trust and familiarity among participants; and

(d) enable us to enlist like-minded countries with similar goals to multiply the
effects of bilateral contacts in regions or areas of special influence. The private
sectors international contacts and resources could be utilized to a greater extent
in conference preparations; and pre- conference bilateral negotiations and
discussions, as well as during the actual conferences.

The early definition and dissemination of broad U.S. goals and o_bjectives
would prove beneficial as it would focus the work of the CCIR and CCITT and thici
Secure greater support of U.S. positions at future conferences. Greater attention
to the coordination of CCI and conference preparatory activities would assure that
the efforts are mutually supportive and not at cross purposes. Furthermore, a
better and wider dissemination of documentation in the private sector is necessary
especially in the activities of the CCN;
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Conclusions- and Recommendations

Based on WI of the material considered in this Study of Long-Range

International TeleeOmmunications and
NT1A concludes that
(1)
(2)

(3)

Information GOalS of the United States,

At present, the United States should remain in the ITU but promptly
initiate several specific actions to increase its effecthenesst
Because politicization of the ITU is at cross purposes with U.S.
national interests, alternativeS require further study to develop
feasible courses of action which could be implemented quickly;

U,S; effectiveness_ in the ITU can be increased through :improved
preparation and participation in all activities and would aid the
private sector;

(4)

(5)

of the
The greatest private sector concerns_ are access to all phases
given the major
preparatory ef fbet and greater participation
implications for their interests;
the current
A__ number of reasctiable actions can be taken within
to increase U.S.
organizational structure of the Government
effectiveness in the ITU and improve preparations for radio and other
conferences;

is necessary, however; to centralize
effectively US; telecommunications policy.
other
To increase and broaden US; effectiveness in the ITU, as well as in
(6)

A - new- organizational_structure

is.
international forums Where telecommunications matters are considered it

proposed that:

(I)

to establi,sh, within Lhe Federal
Congress take appropriate action
policy structure
Government, an international telecommunications
report ii, the sectior. on
(as described in greater detail in th Government),
which would
organization and structure of the US.
would on a_ reg_ular and
have centralized accountability and whichobjectives;
positions, and
systematic basis co_ordinate US. pol!cy
matters while
strategies- on all international telecommunications
the
taking into account the _views of the private sectortoand
the ITU
LegislatiVe branch; NTIA's further study of alternatives
would be one of the first items for coordination;
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(2)

An action plan and strategy should be developed to enhance U.S.

(3)

As a matter of priority, _ strategy should be developed to assure U.S.
presence in the senior elected offices of the ITU;

leadership in the Administrative Council of the ITU;

To improve U.S. preparations for ITU radio conferences, it is proposed that action
be taken to:
(4)

Assure that Delegations are formed in an expeditious manner at
least one year in advance -- and s policy is established that would be
adhered to for all future radio conferences;

(5)

Establish a program and schedule for expanded bilateral and
multilateral discussions with both developed and developing countries
in support of future conferences;

(6)

De velop a program for utilizing private sector participation to a
greater extent;

(7)

Provide guidance- to and review of United States and CC1R and
CCITT considerations for international meetings in order to focus
their input effectively in meeting U.S: policy and technical Objectives
in ITU matters;

(8)

Identify and document each of the activities and functions of the ITU
that are necessary and beneficial to U.S. telecommunication
operations and development;

(9)

Determine which activities and functions carried out within the ITU
could be conducted Outside the ITU either in other international or
regional organizations or through bilateral or multilateral agreements
with other countries;

(10)

Determine the feasibility of establishing particular alternative
mechanisms to the ITU; the likelihood that other countries would
cooperate with the United States outside the ITU; and which
in addition to the United States, would consider
withdrawing from the ITU. Also determine the U.S. costs and
effectiveness of conducting these activities outside the ITU and
compare :hi.? with the costs and effectiveness of participating in the

countries,

ITU;

(11)

Examine ways for the United States to work within the ITU structure
and improve its infltience and effectiveness using_ the information,
suggestions, and comments developed in this report to Congress;
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(12)

Examine ways for the United States to change the ITU structure to
to improve U.S.
one more amiable to US. interests and seek
influence and effectiveness under the modified structure; and,

incentives for the private
(13) :Establish a U.S. policy framework providing
including the telecommunication service and equipment
sector
industry; together with the financial community-- to package _U.5_

'n
technology and know-how_ and engage Third World countries
their
ininrove
to
ventures
profitable_ joint
inutuafly
teleennimunication services. __Not only 'would this enhance the
competitiVeriezt of -the US. industry in world markets and improve
U.S. balande Of trade7, but it would also favor U.S. objectives. Within
the ITU. By addressing the Third World_problems at their source
the current
telecommunication infrastructures
improved

North/South debate over the role of the ITU_ a_nd differences in

objectives to be achieved might be alleviated. In other words, treat
the source of the problems outside the ITU. If successful, the current

focus of debate within ITU will be altered and US= influence
increased.
APPENDIXES

(1)

The international Telecommunication Union (ITU)
A specialized agency of the United Nations; the ITU was created in 1932 by

the merger of two existing organizations; the International Telegraph Union
Radiotelegraph
(founded in 1865? and the signatories of the International
and
the
purpose
of
achieving
agreement
It was created for
COnVelitiom

The fundamental
in
the
ITU
ConVention;
end prior to
governing principles and purposes are contained
the 1982 Plenipotentiary Conference, they were:
for the
to maintain and extend Liternational cooperation
1.
improvement and rational use of telecommunications of all kinds;

cooperation among nations on the use of telecommunications

2

and thew most
to _promote the development of technical facilities
efficient operation with a view to improving the efficiency of
telecommunications services, increasing their mefolness and making
them, so far as possible, generally available to the public; and
td harmonize the actions of nations in the attaintnent of those ends.
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The ITU Convention specifies that to achieve its purposes the folloWing
actions are necessary: allocation, registration, and coordinated utilization of the
radio frequency spectrum; planned development of telecommunications facllities,
setting
in
particularly thoSe using space techniques; collaboration
telecommunication§ rates; and conducting Studies; collecting and publishing public
information, sdopting resolutions, and forrgurating regulations.

The structure of the .ITU consists of a combination of conferences and
permanent organs. The plenipotentiary conference is the supreme body of the ITU.

It convenes every five to nine years to consider the Convention, formUlate general
pelleies; establish guidelines; elect members and senior officials and conclude
agreements with other organizations. In the intervals between plenipotentiary
ecinferenees, the AdMini-stratiye Council yearly acts on behalf of the entire
formulating policy mid overseeing the work. Administrative
memberShip
conferences, of a regional or worldWide character, are convened as the need arises
to consider specific telecommunications matters. Deliberations in all conference

activities are based on a one-nation, or,e-vote procedure.

The final acts of

plenipotentiary or administrative conferences become treaties following
ratification by the membership. Treaties are binding on member nations only With
their stated and formal agreement. In the United States, for example, treaties

boCome binding Only alter the advice and consent of. a two-thirds majority of the
Senate and final ratifieation by the President.
Secretariat, the,The permanent organs of the ITU 'are: . the General
_
International Frequency Registration Board, and the International Consultative
Committees (CCIs) for Radio (CCIR) and Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT). The
work ofthe,CCIs is conducted by technical experts, in each of the specialized areas
of interest and their outputs form the, basis for standards and specifications that
are generally accepted by all members. Within the CCIsi deliberationa are (Maly
conducted on a consensus basis.

The history of the ITU can be categorized into three major periods. Prior to
World War II, a group of W6stetti-eriented,nations; including the United States, had
preeminent influence in ITU eh:tits; A majority of members were in agreement on

.
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telecommunication matters and it was rarely necessary to bring issues to a vote.
BetWeeri Wk. ld War II and 1960; with thedepise of colonialism, many nations with

differing political values joined the ITU; Althotigh this period witnessed the
introduction of politics into the work of the ITU, the Western-oriented coalition;
led often by the United States which fundamentally based its proposer on technic/a
rather than political principles, was usually able to prevail.. The period betiveeti
1960 and the present is characterized by a very marked increase in the membership
of the ITU (from 78 members in 1947 to 125 members in 1965, 146 members in
1973; tTnd 157 in 1982); Many newly - independent nations (developing countries)

Were [denier colonies with limited telecommunications infrastructures; trained
personnel or established institutions. Thus, the newest ITU members have brought
with them different yitional concerns and priorities in telecommunications
matters. With their eiknificant majority in a one - nation, one-vote forum; the

developing countries are now in a position to exert greater control over the
direction and purpose of theITU.
Althqugh the United States has protected and advanced its interests in the
ITU; the effort is becoming increasingly difficult. It has required the commitment
and expenditure of. substantial resources by Government and industry; while future
success and behefitS are uncertain. The United States position has always been
international cooperation for the benefit of all
that the ITU is a forum
members. The work of the international ConSidtative COMMitteeS has most
consistently reflected this cooperative spirit.. Politically motivated adtiOnli in

certain organs of the ITU, however, are increasingly challenging the United StiiteS'
position.

.

At the 1973 Plenipotentiary Conference, a voting bloc of 77 non-aligned and
developing countries was formed. This bloc frequently usedits voting power to
adhieVe ptilitical ends such as the expulsion of South Africa and Portugal in
contravention to the ITU Convention, cancellation of the membership of trust

territories, and consideration, of other political items; The pattern continued at
the 1974 Maritime Radio Conference where a voting bloc of 45 developing
countries was forme& Their actions were such that the United Staters and seven
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other countries with major maritime interests were forced to take a reservation ona major operational telecommunications issue that had been decided on poritteed
rather than technical grounds.
Block voting did not play ,a major role at the 1979 World Administrative
Radio Conference. For the most part decisions were made on a consensus basis and
the United StateS achieved fn whole or in a large part all of its specific objectives.
Nevertheless, it was necessary to take, several substantive reservations to the Final

Acts of the Conference and several of the most controversial issues were Oferred
for consideration by previously scheduled "planning" conferences.

1r
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( )

Schedule of Future-ITU-Conferencea
1983

I:

World Administrative Radio Conference for Mobile Services (Gene VA,
28 February-18 March 1983).
conference will consider and_revise the existing Radio
Regiitatiens dealing with distress and safety communications in the
maritime mobile and aeronautical mobile servIces,A prominent issue
will be to facilitate -an improved, maritime_ distress ,enm_municlition
system. The US. Coast Guard is the party most affected by this
This

conference.
2

Regional Administrative Radio Conference for the Planning of the
15
Broadcasting-Satellite Service In Region 2 (Geneva, 13 June
July 1983).

For the .purposes of ITU radiocothmunications, the world is divided
into three_regions: Region 1 (Europe, Africa, and the entire territory
Of the U.S.S.R.); Region 2 (the Americas); and _Region 3 (Asia and
Australia); ThM conference will consider _the_ stated _frequency
(12.2-12.7 and 17.3-17.8_ Gliz bands) and geostatIonary orbit
requirements of North and SOUth American cotintries and plan the use

of the broadcast- satellite-service for Region 2; A key issuefor the
US. will be to maintain flexibility in any plan so as not tp preclude
the introduction of new technology. Those segments of the _U.S.
telecom municatiohs industry intending to serve the direct_ broadcast'
satellite (PBS) television market are the parties most affected by
this conference.
1984
3.

First Session _Of_the World Administrative Radio Conference for the
Manning of HF Barai...9 allocated to the Broadcasting Service (January
1984, for five weeks).
.

For the bands allocated to high - frequency (HF) broadcasting, this
conference will establish technical parameters and select a planning

method which will process requirements at the second seisiom
Critical issues, fcir the US. include: the deleterious effects of,
rictive attributes of a long-term, "a priori" pMn,
jamming, the
and the fa) ty of the US. Government to conduct- its public
rough shortwave broadcasting. Private and Government
diploma
(Voice of America, Board for International Broadcasting) shortWave
broadcasters are the parties most affected by this conference.
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4;

Second Session of the Regional Administrative COnference for FM
Sound Bratidcasting in the VHF -Band (Region 1 and certain countries
concerned in Region 3) (end of October 1984 for six weeks).
This is a regional conference not involving U.S. participation.

1985

5.

First Session of the World Administrative Radio Conference on Use
of the Geostationary Sa.tellite Orbit and the Planning of the Space'
Services Utilizing It (end of June to mid August 1985, for six weeks).

This conference will consider which space services and frequency
bands shoffid be planned and it will establish principles, technical
parameters and criteria for planning. Presently, the greatest interest
appears to be focused on planning of the fixed - satellites service in
4/6 CHz. The restrictive attributes cf "a priori" planning will also be
an important issue and probably be considered by this conference.

one of the most important ITU conferences from the
standpoint of the U.S. and a wide range of U.S. private sector and
This is

Government interests will be directly affected.
1986

First Session of the Regional Administrative Planning Conference for
the Broadcasting Service in the Band 1605
1705 kHz in Region 2
(first half of 1986, for three weeki).'

This conference is scheduled to plan, for North and South America,
the spectrum reallocated by WARC 1979 to the broadcast service for
AM radiobroadcast use. U.S. broadcasters desiring to _Rrovide new
service in the band 1605-1705 kHz will be directly affected by this
planning conference.

Second Session of the_ World Administrative Radio Conference for the
Planning of HF Bands allocated to the Broadonting Service
(October-November 1986; for seven weeks);

This will be the second session of the planning conference for HF
broadcasting and it is scheduled to accomplish and implement
planning based on the decisions of the first sess::fi.

5S
1987

First Session of the Regional AdminNtrative Conference to review
and revise the Provisions of the Final -Acts of the African VHF/UHF
Broadcasting Conference (Geneva, 1983) (first half of 1987. for three
weeks).

This iss a regional conference not involving US. participation.
9.

World Administrative Radio Conference for the Mobile Services. (midAugust to end of September 1987, for six weeks.

This conferende is scheduled to consider a broad range of issues
affecting land, aeronautical, and maritime mobile services.
Depending upon the issues considered; a variety of U.S. interests may

be affected.
10.

Regional Administrative Conference to establish Criteria for the
Shared Use of the VHF and UHF Bands_ allocated to _Fixed,
Broadcasting and Mobile Services in Region 3 (end Of.Rovember 1987,
for four weeks).

This is a regional conference not involving U.S. participatiom
1988

11.

Second Session of the World Administrative Radio Conference on the
Planning of Space.
Use of the Ge8stationary Satellite Orbit and onofthe
August 1988, for six
-

Services Utilizing It (end of. June - beginning
weeks).

This will be the second session of the planning COnference for space
services and It is scheduled- o accomplish and implement planning
baSed on the de&sions of the first session. Depending- on the space
services considered and planning method adopted, this conference
will have it significant impact on a wide range, of private sector and
US. Government intereSM
12

Second Session Of the Regional_ Administrative Planning, Conference
for the Broadcasting Service in the Band 1605 1705 kHz in Region

2 (third quarter of 1988, for four week):

This will be the second session of the planning conference for AM '
broadcasting (North and South America only); U.S. broadcasters
intending-to-provide-AM radio_service_in_the_band 1605n1705 kHz will
be direetly affected by the outcome of this conferende-.
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13:

World Administrative Telegraph and Telephone Conference (beginning
of December 1988; for two weeks. ,

This' conference is scheduled to consider_ proppsals for a regulatory
fratheWbrk for new telecommunications servi_ces which have resulted
from technological advances in the fields of telegraph and telephone.
US. international message carriers will be directly affected by this
conference/
1989

14:

ti

Plenipotentiary Conference (beginning of 1989, for six weeks).

ThiS oonference will consider and re'isethe Convention which is the
Actions and decisions of the
baSie charter Of the ITU;
Plenipotentiary Conference will_ determine the future course of the
ITU and its relevance for the C.S. issues of major importance -will
include: maintenance of fiscal austerit$1 and bc.dgetary reUraint;

:,uncil and top
AcilMnintrative
continued U.S. presence in
elected offices of the ITU; the rolg of tee.J,.:.al assistance and
the
cooperation. Most segments
and the Government will be affecte6

15.

,rritinicatiOM indwtry

this corib.enee.

Second Seion of the Regional Ar.:n;,nis-,:rative Confererice to review
and revise the. Provisions of the Final ^,cits of the African VHF/UHF
(September 1989, for four
Broadcasting Conference (Geneva,
weeks).

This is a regional conference no: nivolVing U.S. participation.
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Potential Alternatives to the ITU
Alternative I; The United States unilaterally withdraws from ITU membership and
no ether aditiriiStriitiets folloW.
The flitidamental issue is whether theU.S. in fact could successfully meet

its international telecommunications needs if it were unilaterally to cease ITU
membership. :f this is feasible, the option of WithdrawinZ would provide maximum

negotiating levorage in conducting herd bargaining to shape ITU decisions
acceptable to the U.S. Before any final decision is made on U.S. withdrawal from
the ITU; the following list of advantages and disadvantages would require in-depth

Study utilizing the widest range of inputs from all interested Governnient and
private sector parties.
-= Advantages
I.

United States possesses the financial and technological base to meet

2;

There would be no seriousi adverse near-term (36 years) impact on U.S.
system operations. As specific problems are identified in "going -it- alone, ""'
United States could adopt responses and initiatives appropriate to the
situation. Real problems would be identified and solved directly and not

national operational requirements.

masked by "conventional wisdom" that remaining in the ITU is the only way
to go.

3.

Financial and other resources expended in support of ITU activities by the
U.S. Government and private sector could- instead be applied to meetin_g

specific operational needs such as negotiating bilateral and multilateral
arrangements for terrestrial and space systems.

The United States would be seen by the world as an industrial power with
resources and resolve sufficiently to define and satisfy its own sovereign
needs.
5.

The United States would continue to participate in commercial operating'
consortia where the decisionmaking proees_s_is based on weighted voting
commensurate with participation, e.g., Intelsat, Inmarsat. As new needs
arise, new organizations cc..ild be ereated eg., Aerosal or new services
could be supplied by existing organizations. These organizations would
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continue to require that system equipment be procured competitively, thus
preserving opportunities for US. equipment suppliers.
6

7.&_technOlogical leadership would continue and trickle down to the world
community. as_ other countries, to satisfy their own needs economically;

,

would follow the U.S: lead.
prominence ass an_ economic trading power, foreign nations
wishing to interconnect with 13S systems would find it ne-_,.:ssary to agree
on mutually acceptable terms.

7:

GiVen

8.

The United States' would continue to work through other existing

international organizations, e.g., IMO/ICAO which aremission-oriented-tirid
where technical and economic-consideratIOTtslniluence communications

_ -c-....:ems-deelsionTs-altd commercial elements are well represented.

'o influence ITU decisions, the U.S. could advance its views through friendly
rU members and through regional organizations such as CITEL and CEPT.

Although this would present some difficulties, preferences on _technical
criteria and operating standards could be submitted to the International
ConsUltative Committees through OECD; URSI; ICAO; IMO; etc.
10.

11.

To minimize coordihatiOn and interference problems, the

.

U.S. could

generally adhere to the ITU Radib Regulations but selectively depart when
necessary:
. Fo:eign administrations once confronted with the workability of the above
process may nitsdrate their views and accept renewed participation by the
terms more compatible to our interests.
United States is: _!.e r
Disadvantages

1.

Unilateral withdrawal by the united States could destabilize the ITU as an
effective regulatory regime and prOduce a chaotic situation that would
ultimately work to our disadvantage.

2.

The United States would be viewed as supernationalistic and insensitive to
the legitimate concerns and interests of other nations and the principle of
international cooperation.
Such _a -move_

could expend the number of bilateral and multilateral

arrangements required to accommodate U.S. operational requirements with
Rossible increase in overall adetinistrative costs as compared with continued
ITU participation.
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4.

It may also adversely affect the ability of U.S. equipment Manufacturers to

supply foreign_ markets and undermine the ability of US; industry to
capitalize on its technological leadership.-

5.

The United States would lose its ability directly to influence ITU deOL4ions
relatiri,g to spectrum /orbit usage; technical and operating standards in the
CCIS, ete;

6.

7;

U.S. private sector system operators would be denied the International
recognition and protection for their systems now accorded by the ITU radio
regulations; thus they may, be reluctant to Commit _system investments,
particularly with respect to space communications; without assurance of
Government indemnification in event of interferenee or other impairment of
their operations.
Over the long-term; going-it-alone may prove unworkable with the
possibility that US. would be compelled _to seek readmission to the ITU
perhaps on less favorable terms with lessened credibility and influence as a
world telecommunications-leader.

Alternative 2. The United StateS withdraws from ITU and one or more major
telecom municatiors administrations folloW.
The advantages and disadvantageS Of going -it -abbe identified in
Alternative 1 mild be generally applicable under AitertiatiVe.2. However; en

bkiance, the likelihood of successfully opeltirg crrtside-iii_the ITU would be
increased: The United States. and ether participating Eidministrationa would' haVe
the means collectively to ensure that the enterprise would not.fail.
Of cotirSe, if Aiterrative I were not practical then critical to the success of
Alternative 2 would be the tatk of convincing other administrations to withdraw
from ITU membership. The likelihOdd Of achieving this could only be determined
on

the basis of

actual, high-le' 5.nitiati4STmdconsultations with other

administrations. At this time, the poss!*;lity Of withdrawal from the ITU Is being
at least one European adininiatration..:_______.

United States to ,,2 joined byeVett,,e. few other major
telecommunication adminis, atiuns, the likelihood of the ITU continuing as an
effeetiVe international regulatory body woad be greatly diminished. This suggests
Vere the

that at some point; an acceptable reapprodol%ment could be reached with the ITU
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and our mernbeithip in the Union renewed but on more compatible terms. Hence,
any scenario which envisions several major members leaving the .'nion could be
viewed as an interim or short-term arrangement, for possibly three-six years.
The essential functions to be carried out under interim arrangements would
be limited to international radio frequency coordination and recording among

participating members. The would be no CCI-type activity on a continuing basis.
Instead; issues of technical or operating standards could be dealt with on an asneeded bois;
Ati organization to support the interim arrangement would need the
following features:
Have a foundation charter or working agreement.
Be capable of being activated quickly:

Be a model of simplicity free of extensive administrative overhead
and procedural detail.

Provide for the coordination and recording of frequericy/otbit Wage
by its members.

Pro Vide a means of reflecting arrangements entered into by members
with non-members.

Distribute for the short -term various essential _functions among

participating members, the cost of which to be borne directly by the
administration responsible for carrying out the function.

A centralizing coordination office, probably lileated In Europe, to
oversee general operations and to facilitate dialogue /coordination
with the ITU as necessary.

In the event it proved necessary to remain outside the ITU fbr an extended
period of time; More permanent financing arrangements would be reouired. In the
short-term adminiStrations could reasonably be expected!to absorb the costs of

Carrying out the various distributed functions within their existing frequency
management structures.
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Alternative 3. The United States remains in the ITU but endorses decisions on a
more selective basis.

A third alternative is for the United States to remain in the ITU; but be
much more selective than :n the past in endorsing and adhering to conference
decisiOns. The essential advantage of this approach would be the continuing
presence of the United States to work directly within the ITU to influence
outcomes in the decision-making process. The United States wields considerable
influence now and can be expected to do so in the future, especially in the CCI
technical areas.
With respect to decisions Mketi at administrative conferences; the United
States would not necessarily follow majority decisions. We could -be more selective
in observing and endorsing only those decisions found to be acceptable. For
example, should the 1983.. BSS RARC adopt a plan unacceptable to the United
States, we could simply reserve our right to satisfy our needs as we see fit by not
signing the final acts and thereby not being bound by any moral or treaty obligation 6
to observe the conference results.
In some respects selective adoption of ITU decisions would not be dissimilar
from the Alternative 1 approach of going-it alone. Within the context of ITU
membership, the United States would simply do what is necessary .to protect our
vital national interests.

By remaining in the ITU, however,

there woula be more pressure to

"conform" to ITU decisions. This might result in somewhat different approaches as
to how we might otherwise meet our national needs if freed frOm the necessity of
accommodating ITU processes.
v`

If

the United States were to leave the ITU, there would be greater

incentive, even the necessity; of finding different or new ways of transacting
business such as establishing more focused areas of cominon-user undeitakings.

A list of advantages and disadvantages: associated with the Alternative 3
approach is set forth beloW.
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Advantages
1.

Ability to directly influence results has been generally successful in the
past, and it is reasonable to expect we will continue to-exert leadership,
especially in the CCI's.

2

Can selectively accept/reject WARC/RARC Final Acts or provisions
thereof.

3:

Have freedom -to do what N necessary to satisfy our national interests.

4.

Taking long-view, Interests of all members can be accommodated; vital U.S.
interests Have not been compromised to date.

5.

Remaining in allows time to develop support for alternative structures.

6.

Costs of continuing participation are acceptable.
Disadvantages

Developing countries eon

inue

to nibble away at :our interests

enhancing theirs.
2.

Only a dramatic break with ITU (even if only for a limited interval) will.
demonstrate seriousness with which we regard present trends; best hope of
achieving acceptable accommodation as developing countries do not regard
United States as serious about leaving the Union.

3.

United States pays more-and-more for results that are less-and-less
satisfactory.

4.

.ose incentive to finding new approaches to best satisfy U.S. needs and
interests;

5:

Lose opportunity to build anew organization responsive to D.S. needs and
interests..
Procedures

In its prep aratory efforts for international radio conferen'ces, one of the
first concerted actions by the United States is to secure adoption, by the ICU's
Administrative Cour.cil, of a conference agenda which will service US. goals and
interests.
Domestically, preparatory .1a.011S to define government and
nongovernment needs are t.ndertaken by NTIA and the FCC'. respectively. NTIA

402-796 0 -'- 83 - 6
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utilizes the advice of the Interdepartmant Radio Advisory Committee CRAC) to
define spectrum allocation or radio,service planning neetla which are necessary to
support the mandated missions of the Government. TheFCC LAMM'S its Notices

Of

1w:fry and Rulemaking procedures to ascertsin the needs of the private sector
Continuous
equipment manufacturers, carriers and users.
efforts
to
assure
that
preparations
are in
coordinatiOn is Maintained between both
which
are
usuatly
similar
as
a
result
of
the national. interest. Individual proposals,
are
submitted
by
NTIA
the resolution of any conflicts in the coordination process,
which includet

and the FCC to the Department of State. The state Department is responsible,
'submitting the U.S. proposal to the ITU and for nominating, a United States
Delegation and recommending its chairman. Delegation responsibilities. include
&ailing of poitidtt papers; conducting bilateral and multilateral meetingsi' and
participating in the conference:

To prepare teehnie0 bases for the conferences, the United States
participates extensively in meetings of the CCIR, 'FEB seminars, and Permit of
Experts. Additionally, to coordinate regionrd positions or consider specialized
issues of a particular radio conference, the United States participates in meetings
'of the follOwing international organizational
NATO/ARFA:

IMO; ICAO; CITEL, CEPTi

preparations and
With a View towards improving and strengthening
Department;
in cooperation
taking note of tht concerns raised previously; the State
two policy
established
and
with other Gavutitnent agencie,, formalized
chaired
by
the _Under
committee's. The .Senior Level Interagency Committee,
and
Technology,
is
responsible
Secretary of State for Security.AssIstance; Science
options
and
alternatives,
and final
for broad policy direction, review of 'major
international
to
decisions as to U.S. proposals for all attivitier-. relating
communications and information matters. Day-to -rlity management of radio
conferences preparatory activities is provided by the Coordinating Committee for
Ftittire Radio Conferences which consists of senior level staff Of State; NTIA; and
FCC.

-

Chapter Four
s

ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE' OF THE U;S: GOVeRNMENT
BACKGROUND

The ability,of the U.S. Government as currently organized and structured to

establish and achieve long.-term nt^fhational telecommunications and infometion
policy goals and objectives is brit .,1-verely quastioned todo:i. Spokespersons from
private ihdilatry, niernbeit Of Congress, Executive branch policymakers, even
representatives of foreign governments, are highly critical of U.S. performance to
date. They are especially concerned about Government capability to protect vital
national interests in fUture negotiations, conferences, regulatory proceedings, wtd
legislative initiatives.
More than two dozen departments and agencies of the Federal GOVerritiient
are involved in the development, implerrientation; and cmer'ation of U.S.

international telecommunications and information pplicy.1 For same it is a
primary mission;: for OtherS an occasional sidelight.. But each ha... :different
iexpertise, tools,'and available forums with which to seek its goals; and each brings
a different perspeptive, if not constituency, to an itsie. While the argument is
made that diversity and.cross-fertilizatiOn yield Strength, a review of international

telecommunications policymaking in the U.S. suggests that they also breed
confusion; conflicts, jurisdictionAl disputes, logic of coordination, and leek of
.
aduate preparation. These concerns are not new.
During its 1946 investigation of international:communications problems, the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce sought "to obtain a well-rounded ind
over-all Viewpoint from the Government agencies: ..."2 The Committee's InteKim
Report noted, however, that:

that the affected
Government departments were not of one mind with respect to the
Diming the course of the hearings it became obtriot

policy that should be laid down by this Government to govern
American international communications .
(67)

. .

. The Executive had
11-

4.
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constituted an ihnerdepartmental committee to study' the problem
and make recommendations . . . (but) this . ijterdepartmental
committee had failed to reach complete agre..trient.
The Interim Report continued:
favorable anticipation the recent
creation of anotler interdepartmental committee and trusts that this
agency will be able4 to shortly recommend to the President a unified
departmental view;

The _ committee regards with

hi 1951 President TrI unian's Communications Policy Board considered, among

other questions, how the U.S. Government could "strengthen its organitation to
cope" with the major domestic and international telecommunications Issues facing
5
th..: Nation. In what sound, like contemporary criticism, the Board reported that:

our effors to discover the current state. of Government
telecommunications policy as preliminary to recommending needed
steps toward a total national communications policy, we once more
encountered dispeWon; cenfusion,_:Eaps, and deficiencies in the
product and performance of those -agencies charged with
teIecOmmunications policy resporBibilitin-."
In

In anticipation of developing national c-olicy for dealing with other nations in
seekin5 international telecommunications agreetrientS, the Board found that:

Just as the United States has no clear policy for apportioning its own

share of spectrur space, so it has lacked satisfactory means of
determining policy a-z a basis for negotiations with other nations.'

As for maintaining a sound private telecommunications industry, the Board
found "there has been no long-range study of the question, ro long-range planning.

--;-

No agency of Government is in a position to take a comprehensive view of this

problem." ,
reported:

Similarly, a 196 Presidential Task Force on Communications Policy

Traditionallyi_government has viewed telecommunications primarily
as a mission-support function, rather than a focus fo- public policy,
The result has 8,ien that policy, has evolved as a patchwork of limited,
largely ad hoc- responses to specific issues, rather tnan cohesive
Government.. organization for the
framework for planning,
formulation and implementat'.)., of communications policies reflects
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this evolution.... The patchwork nature'd the present structure is
not conducive to optimum -. per for-for--of---the-telecInmunicatioris
activities and requirements of the Federal Government.
From these hearings, reports, and studies of the Forties, Fifties, and Sixties;

to the 1982 repprt of the Senate Commerce Committee on S. 2469 ("The
International Telecommunications Act of 1982"), the 1980 report of the House
Government Operations Committee (International Information flow: Forging a
New Framework); acid the Office of Technology Assessment study (Radio
Preqiieney Use and Management; Itnpac from the World Administrative Radio
Gonternc-of19-79), the persistent laCk of an effectiveGovernment -organization
to develop,, adopt, and implement U.S. iriternational telecommumeations policy has.
beenrwidely-disclirssed.

To recognize that these organizational problems, 'are long-standing and

..

difficult to resolve; however, does not diminish the necessity for prompt attention
and comprehensive efforts to establish a more effective government structure to
deal with theft. Telecommunications and information have become 'increasingly
vital componentS of our national security, international trade and economic well:
being, and critical to out relations with 'allies anti other countries aIike. At one
time, the United States might have been able to afford the direct and opportUnity
costs/ implicit in the present disordered and dispersed :telecommunicatiOnS
policymaking structure. American industry, too, may not have require,' in its
dealing's with other nations the collateral support which the fact or perception of
organized high-level Government can provide. Whatever, eLse may be true,
OWever,

we tiave today reached a point where the persistent inability

of

'oVerrinient to Let its own telecommunications policy "house" in order threatens
severely to affect the fatiire efficient development of key high -tech; "sunrise"
1

industries upon whose effectiveness so muchof our economy, security; and national
life stands to depend.
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PRIMARY PLAYERS

Among the major participants in the fordel.& of US.international
telecommunications and information policy are the National Telecommunications

and Information Administration of the DepartmerC of Commerce (NTIA), the
Department of State, the Fe4eral Communications Commissio0FCC); and the U.S.
Trade Reprezentative (USTRi. The role of each is discussed briefly below; Also

described are the Interagency Group on International Communications and
Information Policy, which was established by the State Department, and the'
Cabinet Council on CoMingtee and Trade, established by President Reagan. Each

can be viewed as a poterilial source of the effective interagency coordination
Which Ms been lacking to.date, and each will be discussed further.
- National T elecommunications and Information Administration Department of
Com m eree

NTIA, a part of the Department of Commerce, has been delegated broad
authority in both domestic and international telecommunications and information
policymaking and operations. Among NTIA's responsibilities which are significant
for international policymaking are to:
1.

serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommunications
policies pertaining to the Natiords economic and technological
advancement and to the regiliation of the :telecommunications
industry;

2.

develop and set forth,in coordination with the Secretary of State and
other interested agencies, planspolicies,and-prowams which relate_
to international telecommunications issues, conferences, 'and
negotiations. The Secretary of Commerce shall coordinate economic,

technical, verationul and related .:.reparations Uited States

participation in- international- telecommunications conferencesand
negotiations; The Setretary shah: provide advice and assistance to
the Secretary of State on international telecommunications policies
to stregthen the position and serve the hest interests of-the United
States, in- support Of_ the Secretary of State's responsibility for the
conduct of foreign affairs; ,
3.

provide forthe -coordination of the telecomunications act

of

the-Executive-Braneh, and .. .assist in the formulation of
standards for those activities, including but not lir,

and
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1

to
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considerations of interoperability.-; privacy, security, spectrum use
and emergency readiness;

4.

assign frequencies to radio stations or to clames of radio stations
belonging to and operated by the United States;

dever")

J set forth telecommunications _policies_pertaining to the

ceonomicand technological advancement and to the
Nsl
regtu,4-ion-ef-the-telecommunieations-iridtiStryt

a./

ensure that the Executive Branch views on -telecommunications
matters -are effectively presented-to-the-Federal-Gommut
Commission and in _c_oordination with the Director of the Office a
Management and Budget, to the Congress;

CeridUCt studies and _make recommendations concerning'the impact pf

the .convergence A computer and communications technology.
[EmphaSiS added.]

Functions relating to the international communications satellitelSysterti, vmtel in
the President by . the Communications Satellite Act or 1962,12 haVe also h!eri
delegated to NTIA.
' - NTIA was formed in the spring of 1978 as successor to both the Office of
Telecommunications Policy in the Executive Office of the President and the Office
of Telecommunications in the Commerce Department. Presidential Reorganization
Plan No, of 197713, and Executive Order 12046Y4- transferred to the Secretary of
Commerce significant policy and administrative functions in both the domestic and
international telecommunications and information areas. Thoy tiBo r3tabtished the
position of Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Communications andlnfortriatiOm
its
The ,'S,eenetary of Commerce then created NTIA, prescribing the s-ccipe

authority and the functions of the Assistant Secretary.
Rather than providing a clear demarcation of international
telecommunications pollOymaking responsibilities and authority, however,
ExecutiVe Order 12046, Congressional authorizations and appropriations, and
underlying statutes do not clearly establish in many instances the responsibilities
of
_
TIA, the Department of State, the FCC, LISTIT; the Department of Defensei and
2

other agencies.15

Ils.artInent of State
File Secretary of State serves as principal foreign policy adviser to the
responsible for the overall direction, coordination; and supervision
1're:41dent, rum
of U.S. foreign relations. The conduct ot international teleconimunications arid
information policy has been treated its a minor .i-iiihset of th.t function. Executive
Order 12046 in 1978 appeared to reaffirm this view, in its direct grams of
telecommunications authority to the Secretary of State:

;Vitt' respect to telecommunieations,_ the Secretary of State shall
exercise 'primary_ authority for the _conduct_ of_foreign___poligy.
including _the determination of United States positions__ and the
conduct of United States participation iti negotiations with 'foreign
`and

international'

bOdieS.__

In

eXereialrig

this

responsibility the Secretary of State Shall Coordinate With Other
iigencies is appropriate, and in particular, shall give _full
consideration to the Federal Communications
regulatory and policy responsibility in this area. /

Commission's

(The Secretary of State shall) [el xercise the supervision provided for
'oinniunications Satellite Act of 1962, as
in Section 201(0(4)
I)); be responsible although the Secretary
amended (47 U.S.C.

of Commerce is

tiii

iicf point a-liaison; for instructing the

(ionimurneations Satellite Corpir,ation in its role as the designated
International
to
the
United
States
representative
Telecommunications Satellite Orgaiiaeition; and direct the feraii,1

rolmtions of the United States with respect to ectiona under the
as amended. [EitiphaSiS
CominiVations
-A t- of 1962,

.

added.1-

Executve Order 12046 reaffirmed this view by its mandate to the Secretary of
Coin mereo as well:

The _Secretary (of_Cominerce) shall provide advice -and assistance to
the Secretary of State on International telecom_munications policies
to 'strengthen the pccition__and serve the best interes'.-z of the_United

States, in_s_uppor' af_the yfretary Of State's responsibility for the
eoiiduct Of foreign affairs.

The Department of State heads or names the head of U.S. delegations Co
international

telecom int:nicat ions

conferences

and

negotiations;

delegation
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members are selected by the State Department after consultation with involved
Federal agencies and consideration of the input of the p, rr s.!tor. At times
to represent the
other agencies have been designated by the State Dep,
United States at specific meetings or for special purposes.
In light of growing criticism of the international telecommunications

polipyrnaking performance of the Executive Branch, an Interagency Group on
International Communications and Information Policy; chaired by the Under,
Secretary of Statfor Security Assistance; Science, and Technology; was created.
It was designed as "a senior -level group which ensures coordinated development of
policy by the interested departments and agencies of the Executive,Brarr:h which
includes participation of the Federal Communications Commission."18 Those who
attend its irregularly scheduled meetings include reprsentatives of the
Departments of State, Commerce, and Defense, USTR, OMB, OSTP. "4SC, NASA.
the Board for International Broadcasting, USIA, AID, CIA, and the FCC.
Foetal Communications Commission

The FCC Was created by the Communications Act of. 193419 as an
indeperdent regulatory agency responsible directly to the Congress. Although its
seven (soon to be five)" Commissioners are appointed by the President, once
confirmed by the Senate for seven-year terms, they do not serve at the pleasure of
the President. fhe FCC thus is not a part of the Executive branch, nor is it
necessarily bound to Administration policies. The FCC was created:
For the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in
cornmunizatiot " wire and radio so as to make available, so far as
people of the United Sates a rapidi efficient,
possible;' to as
orld-wide wire and radio communication service
lie; at reasonableeharges;_ for the purpose of the
the psirpose of promoting safety of lif-t and
.e of wire-and -radio communication; and for
roperty tit ,n
the purpose of sncurir.g a more effective execution of thr policy by
^ranted by law to several agencieS
centralizing authority hereto(
and by granting additional arn...rfty with respect t? Lite tate and
nation-wide,

with adequa
National de

foreign commerce in wire and ;itelio communication.
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The

FCC

out these
appreving the

carries

responsibilities for international
construction and operation of

telecommunications by
communications facilities, the offering of services, and -the tariffs, or rates,

charged therefore; by allocating and assigning radio frequencies to non-Federal
by partieipating in international negotiations and
Government users;
conferences The FCC also establishes rules and regulations for international
telecommunications, has attempted to :engage in facilities planning and
coordination, and significantly influences US. policy and the reactions of foreign
entities by virtue of the speeches and statements of the Chairman and
Commissioners. The Communicatioas Satellite Act of 196223 gives the FCC
regulatory responsibilities over the common carrier activities of Comsat as wel-1.24
The Commission's international functions have been divided among eight
bureaus and offices: the Common Carrier Bureau, Office of Sciencc. and
Technology. and the Mass Media Bureau, which perform the bulk of the
international activities, and the Office of Plans and Policy, Office of General

Counsel, Private Radio Bureau, Field Operations Bureau and Office of the
Managing Director which are alSo involved. In 1981 an Assistant to the Chairman
for International Affairs was appointed to coordinate FCC planning aud activities,
Commissioners in !nternational Communications policy. An
an well as to advise
internal International Telecommunicationi; Coordinating Committee aZo was
created within the FCC "to assist in focusing the varying international functions of
the involved Commission clements."--

United States Trade Representative
The United States Trade Representative is a Cabinet-level official with the
rank of Ambassador who has responsibility for setting and administering overall
establisher, in
international trade poi y. The agency he heads (USTR) was
fur
Tri-ide
Negotiations;
and
^ Office of the Special Representative
1963 1..
functions now as part of the Executive Office of the Pre:sident.
Presidential Reorganization Plan No 3 of 1959 (implemented by Executive

Order .12188) Ms given USTR primary responsibility "for develMping, curf for

.
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coordinating the implementation of, United States intanational trade policy;'
saying that he shall serve "as the printiipal e.dvisor to th.c.

r es ic.unt on international

trade poli.iy and shall advise the President on the imp act of other policies of the
United States tiovernment on international trill: -," as well as having "lead
responsibility for the conduct or international trade negotiations."26'Whether the-

policy; advice; or negotiations are on trade

it: i-tlecommunications equipment,
telecommunications . >nd information services; e. any of the multitude of industries
increasingly dependent or. it ternationM telecommunicatiorm, the ;USTR is in the
,
rii&t of international teleconmunications policyrnaking.

While the Presidential Reorganization Plan establishing the Office ofithe
United States Trade Representative uses terms rich as "primary responsibility,"
"principal advisor," and "lead responsibility," it nonetheless assigns trade functions
to the Secretary of Commerce, and states specifically as to the Secretary of State:
Nothing in this reoiyanization plan is intended to derogate from the
responsibility of the Secretary of-State for advising_ the President on
foreign policy matters; including the _form policy; aspects of
international trade and trade-reIated matters.

Elegant distinctions on occasion are drawn amoog the trade "facilitation,"
"promotion," and "negotiation" responsibilities of these players. Again, however,
the question of overlapping responsibilities for international telecommunications
policyrnaking is aggravated rather than resolved by this ,reorganization document.
Nor has any serious attempt been made to reconcile the delegations of authority
here with the potentially conflicting grants of authority found in other
reorr...t.tatlon plans and Executive Orders, such as Executive Order 12046
d..iintssed earlier.

Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade

The Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade is one of five Cabinat
Councils '.ormed by President Reagan in 1981. The purpoi underlying the creation
to establish en crdt.ely pro 'ss for revieNing issues
of the 4abinet Counclis

cequiring a decision by the Prwilent, wl.c act; as the Ch,..rman of et th Council.
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Trie Cabinet Councils were designed to operate as Siibgtjtips of the full Chbinet.

Ytie CreatiOn _of the five Cabinet Councils has resulted in a rerouting of certain
issut, Within the Federal bureaucracy. Issues formerly decided in OMB now
receive consideration on a substantially higher poiitical level with more White

louse control.
The Secretary of Commered Serves tie the Chairman pro tempore of the
othe members include the
Cabinet Council on Commerce and 'Trade:
.Attorney General, the
Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury;
Trade
of Agriculture," Labor, and Trail-Spelt Iitiori; the US.

Seeretlities
Representative; and the Chairmen of th,.: Council of Eeoncitilie Advise-4,. The Vice
President; the Counsellor to the Pre:icfent, and -,,the Chief of .Staff are 0- ()Melo.
members of the Council.
.
Although the Cabinet Council on.Commerce and Trade was eetive the first
six or eight months of its existence, l-c-,11 no definite schedule of meetings, it has
been relatively inactive subsequently; The largest percentage of issues discussed in
the Cabinet -Council 'on Commerce and Trade telt:Cern trrcle; howt,veri the focus has
theft,
been on c"smok0itack" industries such as steel and automobiles rather
do1nestic
telecommunicatiorcz
communications. The AT&T litigation's rd propeiSed
discussed in tho
legislation (S, 858 and H.R. 5158, '97th Congress) were issues
with
the
role
of
the
Postal Service
C6bin Council on 601-qmerceancrTracle, along
otiyright:
it electronic. mail, and proposals on home recording and cable
of the Executive
!as° addre'zsed but not resolved was the organiza
telecommunications
policy
and
the ambiguity of
Branch to real with international
was
ovssed..to-a
working
group of staff
Executive Order 1.-.0.16. This problei
been
resubmitted
to
the Cabinet
incinbcrs_to resolve, and no recommendatien has

C6unell.
PROBLEMS

ixecutivel3ranet POlicymaking
in the Federal
The tradiConal organization of policy development
policy, trade;
foreign
as
of
,ssues
Government encourages the labelling
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telecommunications, spectrum, information, national security, eM For examolei
foreign policy issues are handled bYthe Department of State; trade issues by tha
U.S. Trade Representative ar.J by the International Trade Administration Within
;tie Departmelit of Commerce; telecommunications by the FCC and NTIA; and so

;on.
lnternatiatiel telecommunications issues; however, are typically complex rid
rarely so easily ciitegorited: The Computer stid Cosiness Equipment Manufactticers
Association (CBEMA) recognized this in its comments submitted in response to
NT1A's November 2, 1982 Notice of InquirY:

The Executive Bra ich of the U.S. Government, as currently
structa,-..id_ is designed to deal with well bounded problems and
policies in domestic communications, international trade in
traditional raw materials and manufactured goods, and the legitimate
"itiferitiatiotiM interests!! of citizens and enterprises. However, it is
ill egthpped to- -deal with problems and_policies which cut across the
tiotiiiiiiitieS Of those areas or the agencies_ chartered to_deal with
The existing execuve agencies__ lack the_ charter or
them.
experiential beekground necessary to deal with issues of the
conic.inporary :ech .Ology invelving interrostional channels_ for
infwmation, the information that flows latithose channels; and the
processes which might occur during transit.

Choosing a label for an issue may well determine not only where in the Executive
branch polio; will be developed, but also what expertise and point of view will be
applied in tilt process,.

Former Under Secretary of State for Security AssiStance, Science and
"Technology, MattheW Nimetz; summarized tile difficulties inherent in the
Executive Order 12046 When he; in 1980; explaRted to the Subcommittee on
Government Information and IndiVidUal Rights of the Howe Government
Operations Committee the division of Executive Branch (italic:It:I. After reviewing
the overlapping delegations of authority in the Executive Order, NImetz

So, I see two_locuses. One is that we have primary responsibility !dr
negotiations. The Secretary of Commerce
foreign affairs, ris the primary policymaker in tnie
NTIA 'falls
wider who ^
And we certainly defer- to their authority and
.
!_t is no: the simplest area to describe. You havi5 to go
e".
sn .ht Executive Order rather carefully to parcel it out.
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The House Committee was less than satisfied It responded in its Report:

State and Commerce are ceTrefMly parceling out their
responsibilities, the private :ector is understandably confused abuut
here to go to ensure effective contributions to policy development
While

and *.0 get heip4for particular problems.

Indeed the Subcommittee had received highly critical privy to indlistry testimony.
For example; the Association of Data Processing Semi:- Jrganizations (ADAPSO)
wrote;

The United States enters discussions, debates and part: pates in
other fora involving internal-low:1 computer services with no real

many disjointed representation.
coordinated national policy acid
As a result, Independent Americ,:in firms do not have the support of _a
unified natiopi policy when they negotiate with foreign governments

or PTTS....

Tymshr re Incorporated told the Subcommittee of its lengthy difficulties
dealing with Inc Japanese Government and the Japanese international telephone
agency (the KDD) when trying to establish a computer services venture in Japan.
They then ecath.Ued having -,"worked extensiirely, with the numerous U.S.
Government agencies apparently involved in the area of international inforr 'ion
flow, in an atternpi to get some useful assistarice."32 Their experienc,. and
resultant attitude is significant:
our disappointment and frustration due to _tie
apparent lack of interest, assistance, aid results from any' U.S.
Government agency. was in some ways mo-e frustrating than the
agonies in:dealing_ with the Japanese. We really 'had hoped and
expected some form of support and assistance from our U.S.
Government agencies: We._vere thoroughly disappinted by their

Unfortunately

rehtcuince_ to be involved and to te.ke action_ hut were tr-.;'

by the eftiso' of each

ency to acknowledge the'

responsibility or authority to provide such assistance.'

The fact. that the forty-eight Federal Geivernme
were dr:swn rrom nine different agencies (FCC, N

WARC-7P

parts of the

Commerce Lepartment, Defense, State, NASA, ICA, Transpor*ation, the Nati 'nal
S-ience Foundation and the White House Office of Science and Technollgy
further illustrates the broad range of concerns involved and the need for
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,.:dernin.:it Go ;pal with international
4
U.:.
coordinating mechanisms
I.terrtational
^ne
ro..p
interi.genc..)
telecommunications issue,.
to try and
J.tis
c
dencribed
uommunicationsand lnr -t.;aLt..ttt
Ittport
t_r
in&
coordination.
`:eta
deal with the lack of effective F.,. .f utivc
Trans..trtation
on S. 2469 by the Senate Committe.. on C.- nm,,ree, Science. and
or administrative basis for the
recently noted; "there is no
interdepartmentalgroup;"34 its activities are not necessarily treated as priority
participating vg.ncies; nor given adequate higt:e.vel attention.
matters by.
Despite the international ferment in telecommunications ;.r;,es in recent months,
the Group has met only sporadically.
While Issur before the Interagency '.roue may not receive enough highlevel attention, the only other established mecnanism for coordinating

international policy development efforts, the Cabinet Council on Commerce and
Trade; suffers from the opposite problem. Only the rare issue will warrant the
study and attention of a multitude of Cabinet-level officers; and none will be able
to have continuous monitoring; feedback, industry input, etc. over extended periods
of time.

At the State Department; the former Under Secretary for Security
Assistance; Science and Technology told a House hearing that he had "responsibility

for ensuring a comprehensive U.S. international communicatiors policy and
the same time,
ensuring close collaboration with other interested agencies:"
announced
a
transfer
of
principal
responsibility
for
transborder
data
however; he
a_
flow proole 47 effecting the interests of U.S. farms to the Bureau of Economic and
Which is responsible to the Under Secretary'for Economic Affairs.
Business MI,

He also noted that "Other Bureau will; of course; retain their lean roles in such
matters as advanced technology, legaa _matters; end 'Ynanagement of U.S.
partfzipation in international organizations."36
The House Committee on Government Operations responded that these

Bureaus are scattered throughout the State Department, report to different
authoriti s; and represent the U.S. in various forums. The attached organization
chart of offices within the State Department concerned with international
communications policy gives a pic444re of the complexity,
responsibilities and diffused authority within that Department alone.
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One Of the areas where the lack oTeffective"ExeCutive Branch policymaking
raising
the greatest concern Ls in preparatiorl for international Cohferatfecs and
is
negotiations: Vital U.S. interests are at stake inmectings of organizations such a3
the ITU. UNESCO; and the OECD. Yet r" another section of this report detail%
the U.S,1loVertlitient seems ill-p,-epared to meet the challenges presented.

In view Of the intern-606MAl telecommunications policymaking structure of
ie,
the' Executive Branch, both between and within agencies; it is not suvprisi
the
private industryis oiten confused. Spokespersons from the private sector
.-.r
fragmented, ambiguous grants of 'authority, and consequent problem.
CLer
coordination; myopia, and tack of accountability. They call for an MD'
of U.S. policy; with sufficient resources of 'ooth expertise and poWer, WhO can then
Serve as a focal plpt for -irive',. '.ecter input and for foreign negotiatiOnS. In
intitreetional
nation,
to
the
.6rtance
their
reeogiiitiOh of
.utive
.;uire
high
level
attention
in
the
televoilvinurlieriti6iN

.

branch.

Iti cinch and the lndepende :: FCC
Stri.etural .deficiCneics within the Executive branch have long been
discessel. and many remedies have been proposed to. improve the de:idlOprm-it and

Another
.itation of U.S. international telecommunications policy.
Structural "flaw," with us since the Communications /Net of 1934, howeVe.r; haS only
recently tiedome Significant; or at least been recognized as such. Irrespective of
any pi-licy developed Within the Executive Branch; the FcCiinclependent of direct

Presitiential control; may effectively establish international pciieIon its own, and
:nay tAvanee or 'thwart Administration policies. The FCC wasestiOlished by the
.:!einmenierit.r.-:. Act of 1934, in part, ".5".. for the 1.:..i-pose ot securii.g a more
et 'ectiez, execution of this policy by centralizing a.itherity heretofore g,anted bylaw

agencies. .

.

."37

Itt:t while the neei.! for c,.ntralizerfa 4ority was recOgnized even then; the
nonetheless; carefully .;;video responsibility for allc_liting the radio
frequeiire. Sp-eel:ruin btwrint the FCC for non-Federal Government users and the
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President (since delegated to NIA) for Federal Clover] ment users. See 47 U.S.C.
See: 365:

As a practical !natter; responsibility for international telecommunications
policymaking alSo has been tiPiided between the FCC and the Executive branch;

although with no clear dividing lines such as thoss which exist for frequency
allocation authority. Tne PCC has increasingly taken an affirmative wilier 'Acing
role, not one limited to its regulatory or adjudicatory model, in part because o:

failure of the Executive branch itself to develop and implement policy in a
coherent manner. Control Data. Corporation; for example, has written in terms of

the FCC acting "to fill the vacuum" left by the failure 4-' other Government
entities, ever, thoup,-1 some such actiorz are generally echsidered to be outside the
statutory s'erne set forth by the Communications Act -)f 1:34, and cannot lead to

the reso' ition of existing problems in the international telecommunications and
urformation r:ow aseti."38
A' international telecommunications has grown dramatically, so too has the
significance of FCC policy decisions; not merely for telecommunications, bz,' also
in theis impact on national security; trade; and foreign policy. Therefore', as the
Gcric aT Accounting Office reported in its recent analysis of the FCC's

international telecommunications activities:

_process tor auihorizing communications facilities;
Under its no
FCC constders !actors such is technological development and
consumer economies that can result from the,: de-velopments.
However, in several proceedings over the last toy years, rcc has had

to go beyond its traditional areas of expertisbto consider foreign
affairs; national security, and U.S. trade policy.

The GAO cited as just one example the facilities authorization proceeding in which
the FCC reviewed AT &T's proposed award of a contract for fiber optic cable to
./Western Electric instead of to a lower-bidding Japanese firm. The Departments of

Defense, State, and Commerce, and the USTR, among others, discussed the
national security, foreign policy, and international trade §sues at stake, butt was
the FCC which he,-1 final authority to decide the matter.

9 r4

i

ti:i
.' In carrying out his foreign poli'cy functions with respect to
telecornmui,:cations, the Secretary of State is. required by Executive Order 12046

to "coordinate with other agencies as appropriate," and in particular to "give full
coit;ideratton to the Federal CoMmunications CommiSsion's regulatory and policy
responsibility in this area,"" No similar statutory or other requirement mandates
that the FCC must take foreign policy, trade; and national security concerns into
account, nor.even that it must seek or consider the views of the Executive Branch
agencies whose pr: iitry functions these are. Concerns such as national security; of
course,

are generally considered important components of the broad "public

inte "rest" mandate under which tl,e FCC operates. The statute gives the FCC little
clear guidance; howe'ver, concerning the decisional weight it should accord such
concerns. Rather; the FCC is obliged on an ad hoc basis to endeavor to balance

to which it-lacks full knowledge) with a diversity ,f
other matters, a process ofteri"'as frustrating to the FCC as to the pertinent.
ExecutiVe brariCti needs

Executive agency.'"
OPTIONS

Maintain the Status Quo
Despite the;,preceding,feview, of some of the prcems and criticisms of the
!al
with international
of the tliS:" Government to
Organization
rich must be considered by
telecommunications policymaking; one obvious OPC
Congress and the Peesident is maintaining the prez.,e:It

Telecommunications policymaking responsibler.es are fractionalized, with

and final decisionconsequent problems ,of 'insufficient planning.
making authority. The present system is clearly ina,,equate to meet Current needs,
However, given the diversity of institutionF :Lid Congressional committees
involved; not to mention private sector conslauencies, the transaction costs of
major changes obviously could prove,substantial.

/

Executiv .3ralich Policyrna lung
rased Coordination. The focus, of the analysis thus far has been on the

r..e GovernMent, looking at the multiple and overlapping grants of
structwe
authority both to various Government agencies and within those agencies. Many
have expressed concern not only with the number and diversity of agencies
interested in international telecommunicatiorts and informal:1,in issues, however,
but rathlr with the general lack of adequate coordination, communication, and
cooperation among those agencies. The formal mandates of th;Theeretaries of
Commerce and State and of the USTR; among others, all require, coordination of
efforts, put without setting forth specific mechanisms by which this is to occur.42

As a practical matter, all too often coordination faits victim to questions of
jurisdictional disputes between departments and agencies, lack of adequate highlevel attention, varying agency priorities, time pressures, and lack of resources.
Expressing what has become a commonly-held point-of-view, the Computer
and Business Equipment Manufacturers Ass, -.4tion told NTIA:

as t:iere is a central authority
7esponsibility of coordinating
in the United_Statns ---.I
in' 'national communications and
articulating
NUJ
ling international rules with our trading
information policy.
partners, "id articLpatti g in the development of appropriaCe means
by which thos .fides will De enforced, the U.S. will coVtinue tcmbe of
CliENIA believes_ thn: ..rf .q such

a disadvantag .

Alternative iproposals which could -be considered to overcome the lack of
. Executive Branch coordination and cooperation include:
Formalizing the present Interagency Group on :^ ternat
and strengthening As
Corminunications and Information Policy
mamiate.

Settling up another interagency council, task foriye. or body headed by

eitner the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Commerce, or I le
us-r , or their Senior level designee.

Chaiging the President's Nativnal Security AdViSer, OMB, or -mother
Exeiutive Office entity with coordinating interacency efforts;

Designating a Special Assistant to the President for International
Communications Policy with a small professional staff.
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(5)

Giving all responsibility for international communications policy to
either the Deportment of State or Department of Commerce.

6)

Creation of a Department of Communications.

Each alternative is designed to establish the specific process and to hold a
specific individual responsible for the coordination which broad agency mandates
have not accomplished.. gach would provide a focus for private sector input. Yot
each seeks consensus, which may translate to the lowest common denominator and
produce inherently weak policies; or fails to address what occurs in the absence of
consensus. Will the agencies .continue-to 'speak with, more than one voice, so that

the Congress; the FCC; U.S. industry, and foreign entities are unsure what
Executive Pranch policy is? There must' be established within the Federal
government by whatever meerianZtti or strulure Lail point for the handling of
time; the private sector.
international communication matters. At the c,
foreign governments, and even the U.S. goverhmerit itself are not altogether cle,.
as to w_hien part of the Federal government deals with the matters and has the
authorlity,to express the views of the United States.
,CtImsolidation of Authority. In reviewing the record to date, one could
arg-Ue thst efforts merely to improve coordination and communication among the
many Allerse Government entities with a hand in international telecommunications
policymaking are superficial and doomed to failure because they fail to deal with
the underlying cause of the problem. What is musing is not coordination but
coordinated decisionmaking, the develop:nent.of a single Executive Branch position
on an issue which is then accepted and followed throughout the Administration.

This requires not only a person charged with obtaining various age.-,cy views and

drawing on agency expertise, but also with the, specific authority to arbitrate
differences alt.] finally determine the /L,Iministratiores policy, a policy which
individual agencies are not free to contradict; ignore, or Undermine.
The guiding principles in tablisttinz.such authority are:
(1)
(2)

the authority must be centralized in a single place;

the coordinating entity, agency or person must have a clear
strong grant of authority and responsibility for
and
telecommunications
cooroinating
international
information policy;
and
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?5)

the entity, agency or person must have the power to mediate
differences among agencies and make final decisions;

(4)

the entity should establish a formalized interagency policy
advisory body, supported by a secretariat, and which meets
regularly to assist in the formdation and implementation of
policy.

(5)

there should be fk clear and regular structure for industry
input.

In addition; the coordinating entity shouted be respowsMIe for representing the U. S.
at all international conferences dealing with telecommunications and information

issues, and the head of the entity should be clearly identified as the President's
principal adviser on international telecommunications and information issues.

Private sector input

is

also a critical element in the development of

effective and responsive policy. In the view of Michael R. Gardner, Chairman U.S.
Delegation, Nairobi Plenipotentiary Conference:
A Council on International Telecommunication should be established
by the White House consistin of ten to twelve leaders from diverse
segments of the telecommunication industry. This Council should
have as its primary goad!- thelask of forging a -new and much needed
alliance between the U.S. telecommunication industry and segments

of the federal government appropriately involved in international
telecommunication.
By forging a more open and meaningful
partnership between industry and government, a new form of
entrepreneurial diplomacy should guide the Joint activities of
government and industry in the international policy fora and the
worldwide marketplace for telecommunication.

While many agree with the need to consolidate final decisionmaking
authority; there is no consensw as to where in the Executive branch that authority
should be vested. Within existing ;institutional structures, potential designees
include the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Commerce, the President's
National Security Adviser, and the U. S. Trade Representative. Consideration can
also be given to establishing a new Special Assistant or Adviser to the President, or

a new Board or Office within the Executive Office of the President, or even a
Department of Communications. Each would bring a different expertise and
perspective to the issues.
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Recognizing the previously discussed problems of labeling issues -0 merely
foreign policy or trade or national security or telecommunieatioriS, hoWeVer, the
question must be raised as to whether even the granting of final decisional-eking

althority is sufficient. Will the designated official have sufficient access to the
diverse expertise housed in other tericios in order to exercise that dccisionmaking
Or must adequate staff expertise on the array of
responsibility wisely?
interrelated issues be consolidated along with the final authority?

Having been granted responsibility of preparing for and rewesenting the
United States at international negotiations, this centraliied authority will require
the additional staff to meet the crowded international confereriee agenda which
has already been set. A strong case has been made for the establishment in
GOvernment of a permanent conference preparation staff, whether consolidated at
one agency or drawn on a continuing basis from existing entities. The skills,
knowledge of the issues and players, and the continuity of representation, all under
the control of a high level political appointee, would greatly strengthen U.S.
capability to achieve the goals set for international negotiations!"
A possible way to implement the approach described aboVe is indicated in
the following diagram. By clearly designating central accountability and by
coordinating interrelated policy objectives, strategies, and resources on a
systematic and regular basis; U.S. actions internationally will be mutually
supportive and better achieve U.S. golds.

The senior level policy authority would be supported by a policy advisory
body comprised of concerned and affected Government agencies; thus providing a
full opportunity for pol cy input from all interested agencies.
From the senior level policy authority, the advisory body Would receive
broad policy guidance on the Administration's goals and objectives for interhetiOng
telecommunications: The policy authority might also task the advisory body; Where
policy voids exist; .to make appropriate policy recommendations. In this way, the

adViSory body would be responsive in a timely manner to any changes in the
Administration's positions and such information would be disseminated quickly and
comprehensively to the appropriate activities. The advisory body; in turn, would
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EXAMPLE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH STRUCTURE
COORDINATED DECISIONMAKINC
Coordinated
Policy

Senior Level Policymaking Authority

Congress

\

\'

(Adv Ice, data,

zesolutlon of
policy differences)

(Broad policy guidance, \
AdminIstratlion goals
and objectives

Interagency Policy Advisory Body
(meets regularly, has secretariat)

Government Agencies Having Policy
Formulation Role
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Private

Sector

refer for resolution and guidance to the senior level authority ttMae policy issues
which appear to elicit differing or conflicting positions on the part of advisory body
in e mbers.

The advisory bckly Would Meet on a regular basis; possibly twice a month. It
would have a small professional Staff to oversee policy development activities and

a secietarfet to support its distribution of papers and agenda items among the
membership. The Secretariat would also keep eiinkilidated and eentralkzed records
of advisory body actions and policy statements. Its terms Of reference should be
minimum, all of the major interrelated
a
broad,, to encompass at
telecommunications issues identified by NTIA in its Notice of Inquiry.
Some ehanhel would also be established to take note of the views of the
Legislatiyo branch and private sector and facilitate meaningful interaction in the
policy formulation process. The private sector could have access in a number of
ways. "'he senior level policy authority might establish an advisory grout, or the
private sector could organize itself into a telecommunications council and make its

views known on issues of importance or concern. Cbritadt with the Legislative
branch Gould be in the form of periodic briefings and discussicins.
The Executive Branch and the Independent FCC

The options discussed above may solve or alleviate structural deficiencieS
within the Executive branch. If they yield an Executive branch speaking with one
'voice, they will also have solved a Major problem for the FCC, which is often
confronted with competing, if not conflicting, views Of individual federal agencies.
Today the FCC, without the mandate or expertise to do so, must balance concerns
of national security versus trade policy, or foreign relaticing versus balance of
payments effects;

Instead;

the FCC should be presented

With

a single

Administration position which already represents the trade-offs and cost/beriefit
analyses whigiti are the Executive's function to make.

Given a single; clear representation of the Administration's views on the
foreign policy, security; trade; or other implications of contemplated action,
howeVer, the FCC is still under no legal mandate to consider the Administration's
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position; let alone defer to it. Nor is the FCC specifically required to consider: the
foreign policy or trade implications of its decisions. Legislation is possible to
require the FCC specifically to weigh these factors in its deliberationS and to
require consideration of the views of the Executive branch agencies. It would be

Very difficiilt, of deitese; to measure the impact of such requirements on the
outcome of ftitiire FCC deliberations; To provide greater assurance of Eiecutive
branch influence or control might require the establishment of a Presichntial veto
.
power over FCC international telecommunications aetioris;
President'to
The first question in exploring a grant of authority to the
override FCC decisions is what are the appropriate reasons for the exercise of the
veto Possible grounds for intervention include national security, foreign policy;

international trade; economic well-being, or any combination thereof. Second;
within What time limits must the President act? Clearly the President cannot be
expeeted to review each proceeding nor would the marketplace be able to function

if every FCC order were left as only tentative. Setting an automatic effective
date of 15 or 30 days after the FCC issues an order -- unless the President takes
would provide sufficient certainty; Finally; a decision must
affirmative action
be made on the extent to which the power to exercise the veto May be delegated.

Delegation could again spark battles over "turf" and control in.the Eiteeutive
branch; and if multiple grounds for intervention-are provided, the risk would exist
Of having many Executive- agencies all looking over the FCC's shoulder. It is alad
important to note that a veto power can only void an FCC decision. lt,eannot
do;so would require
modify the decision nor deal with a failure to act:
affirmative policymaking authorityin the Executive branch.
Another option, therefore, is to transfer the bulk of the FCC's international
telecommunications policymaking responsibility into -the EitecUtiVe branch. The
execution of that policy, such as the issuance of licenses or the approval of

facilities within guidelines set by the Administration, could remain at the FCC;
The underlying policy formulation; and the consideration of issues such as Midi:Mel
aeeiirity, foreign policy; trade; and economics; however, would be within the
control of the President: =Without a controlling Executive branch statement. of

policy, the FCC would -be powerless to act. New policy initiatives thus could not
be undertaken by an independent 4eney which was not subject to direct
Presidential oversight. Many of the traditional tegulatpry criteria applied by the
FCC have now been dwarfed in significance in the international area by concerns
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such as security and trade. Therefore, the traditional public utility reguMtory
model may no longer be the" appropriate one for international telecommuniwitions
policymaking, and the FCC may no longer be the proper Sifts for that
responsibility:
The various organizational and operational options discrtissed in this 'chapter
Are graphically represented in the following charts.
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Chapter Fjve
FACILITIES AND NETWORKS

undeEsea cables and
International telecommunications
geoatationary satellites -- link the United States with overseas networks end are
owned jointly by United States carriers and foreign telecommunications
administrations. Each generally owns half of each link extending to the imaginary
midpoint for undersea cables and from earth station to spacecraft in the cast of
satellite circuits: EstabiNhing Aternational teleCommilnications facilities is thus a
private,
cooperative undertf;king inKolving entities of two or more nations

regulated firms in the case of the United Stat0; and theTovernment or
ernment-desigrAted
government
- designated monopolies in other countries.

Sdtellite Planning for most international communicai.ions (capacity; cost;
quantity, etc.) is undertaken through the International _Telecommunications

iiittellite Organization (Intelsat), whick, Is jointly owned and administered by
operating entities ot708 nations. Undersea cable systems for use by the United
,ktateS are planned for by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company in
consultation with United States international record carriers (e.g., Western Union
International, RCA Global Communications, Inc., ITT World Communications, Inc.,
TRT Telecommunications, Inc., FTC Communications, Inc;) and the relevant
foreign telecommunicaiions authorities.
This chapter reviews the major issues involved in the establishment Of
international facilities and networks by focusing one
o
o

o

Allocation of spectrum resources;

Allocation of satellite orbital resources;

..

Facilities planning and authorization;
Comsat and Latelsat issues; and

Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN).
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BACKGROUND

lest two decades have witnessed rapid development of
telecommunications and information' technology. Increases in capacities and
lowered unit costs are the most obvious results of these technological advances.
The first modern transoceanic submarine cable capable of providing voice
servicesvVas placed in operation'across'the North Atlantic in'1956 (TAT-1). It was
capable of providing only 36 basic 4 kHz.two-way voice circuits. The latest: North
A tlanticsubmarine cable, nor/ under construction, is TAT-7 With a capacity of over
4,000 voice circuits. It is expected that the next generation of sUbmarine cables,
using fiber optic and digital technology, will be available for transoceanic use in
Thek

the,late 1980s. This digital cable should be capable of providing (in a basic
configuration) over 12,000 voice grade circuits, ,3r a mixture of voice and television
tremsmissiom Conversatior{"throughput" is expected to be increased several-fold
through the use of more efficient speech encoding and interpolation techniques.1
The technology of international satellites has Ws° developed rapidly. The
first commercial international communications satellite, =known as Early Bird, was
launched by NASA for Intelsat in 1965 and had a total capacity of 240 vdice grade

circuits or one TV channel. Each of the current, or fifth generation Intelsat
satellites can bedoafigured to provide more than 12,000 voice grade circuits plus
two TV channels. The capacity and flexibility of these satellites will be enhanced
by advanced earth segment technology such as time division multiple access
(TIMM, compandors, and speech interpolation s?stems.2
Flexible regulation. of the radio frequency spectrum and of the
geosynchronous orbit (GSO). is necessary on an international scale to ensure the

viability of iioth domestic and international satellite systems. The growth in
technology has fostered continuing' increases in efficiency, both in the use of the
spectrum and the GSO. It is vital to U.S. national interests to assure international
regulatory features are adopted that support efficient use of the GSO, guarantee.,
equitable access, and ensure the orderly introduction of new technologies to the
be:nefit of all users.

4
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A recurring problA is the obsolescence otexisling U.S. legislation in light
of''(I) the increasing, Importance of international telecommunications and
information to the nation's economic well-being and national interest, and (2) the
changes that permit transformation from regulated monopoly conditions to full and
fair competition in a deregulated environment.
MAJOR ISSUES IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL FACILITIES AND NETWORKS

Allocation of Spectrum-Resources

Allocation of the electromagnetic spectrum for specific radio services is
accomplished at periodic World Administrative Radio Conferences (WARC) and
Regional Administrative Radio ,Conferenees (RARC) of .4the International
Teleyimunication Union (TU). The ITU allocation table divides the World into
three regions and makes a basic distribution of the frequency spectrum up tO,275
GHz.3 This spectrum is diVided into.544 separate frequency band allocations.
These allocations are made to 37 different radio services on either an exclusive or
sharedMs-is.

The basic allocation table was reviewed in 1959 and again during the 1979
WARC; The ITU allocation table may be changed in limited ways as a result of
specialized conferences held more frequently, when the terms of reference permit
auch action; Most specialized conferences, however, are devoted to development
of specific details for frequency use by a specific radio service and work within the
framework of the overall allocation table.
The U.S. National Table Of Frequency Allocations is a separate allocation
table for use in the United States. This docuraent follows the general framework
of the ITU Allocation Table to the extent unique U.S. operations permit. In those
instances where the U.S. allocation table differs from the international table,
operations must be on a non-interference basis relative to ;,other administrations
operating in accordance with the ITU allocation table or in accordance with bi- or
multilateral operating agreements. As a,.matter of practice, the United States
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deviates from the ITU allocation table only white operations are unlikely to cause
interference outside.of U.S. borders.
The
Economic Significance of -Speetrum--Alfoeation Tables;
telecommunications equipment manufacturing industry obviously has a vital
interest in the allocation of radio spectrum on a national and international basis as
it cleterrriiiieS both potential demand for products
and the cost of the equipment
_

involved. When new radib equipment approaches the developmental stage, the new

system must be designed to operate In a frequency band allocated to that
particular radio service. If the system is to be marketed worldwide; it must be
designed to operate in internationally allocated frequency berith. This presents
major economic considerations because the wider the area of the world where a

new-product can be used; the greater the potential market, the larger the
production quantities; and; in Many cases; the lower the cost of each unit produced.
This prospect Of leiWer costs influences buyers and sellers and produces an!incentive
to strive for spectrum allocations which are consistent worldwide. Due to these
factors many ITU disputes over spectrum allocation issues relate to how much
spectrum in what frequency range a particular radio service will be allocated; as
well as uniform applicability to all regions.
_

P011tical Aspects of Spectrum' Allocation Tables. Different nations Clearly
_
.
have different internal" and international telecommunications needs; they tend to
be guided by their internal nee when negotiating for spectrum allocations at
Additione problems arise when the spectrum
international conferenceS;

requirements for national security operations are the basis for a particular

allocation.4

Currently, the use of spectrum on an international basis Is :-accomplished
through specific coordination and notification procedures; Frequencies are
registered to whomever first coordinates the use with other countries for a
partictilEir frequency at a designated location and subsequently notifies the
International Frequency Registration Board (1E10). This process has satisfied the
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needs of most administrations, although questions have arisen concerning the
complexity of the process by those with limited spectrum management resources.
Questions have also been raised by some lesser developed countries concerning the
ability of the present process to accommodate their future needs - which; in turn,

hes- stimulated interest on their part in long-term "S priori planning" for the
spectrum and GSO.

Current Policy On Allocation of Spectrum Resources.

U.S. policy for

international spectrum management tWc. es into account a large number of specific
policy objectives. These objectives fall into several categories.
(1)

The first category of objectives inVolVeS obtaining International
recwnition andprotection of new and existing -radio Systems; asfor
example,_the new U.S.-developed Global Positiona.ry System (GPS);

which has the_ potential of replacing a number of existing radio
navigational aids.
(2)
(3)

(4)

The second category involves the adoption of frequency allocations
that realistic-ally advance our economic and national security goals.
The third category' involves the introduction of spectrum

conservation measures to permit more efficient use of the radio
spectrum, as for example, the inUoductfon of single side band

modulation in the aeronautical and maritime services;
A feurth cateOry of U.S. policy objectives ConcernS the'conduct of
future spectrum planning conferences, which will further refine how
some radio services will be operated in the future.

The last category as received significant attention on the part of Congress
'
and the public given that a number of developing countries are now seeking
detailed frequency planning which woad reserve spectrum assets for their future
use. This approach is wasteful of speetrtut assets and would inhibit technological
progress.

U.S. preparation for international conferences the process of developing
concrete US. spectrum allocation p r oposaLs involveS deVeldping comprehensive
information on the current use, needs, and rate of development of rattle servicis;
assessing the state of the art, and reviewing the operational practices used
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these services. The ability of radio services to share allocations must be under
constant evaluation if the most efficient applications are to be fostered. When
US. requirements for international telecommunications systems or allocations are
presented, coordinating these proposals with other nations materially enhances the

likelihood of their acceptance.
Since the International Spectrum Allocation Table is reviewed in its entirety
..
only about every two decades, the task of forecasting detailed spectrum
requirements is a substantial undertaking. As the rate_of change in the state of the
art continues, this challenge becomes more acute. The consequences of faulty

projections can have a serious impact on the future of many different radio
services.

.

Recommendations on Allocation of Spectrum Resources. U.S. policy seeks

to ensure timely application of the latest technology to minimize transmission
bottlenecks and spectrum scarcity. The policy of allocating the spectrum in
response to demonstrated economic, national security, and foreign policy needs and
st

future requirements is most effective and should be maintained. Management of
these allocations should be grounded on sound procedures that afford users

flexibility, equitable access to meet operatioMI needs, and facilitate the
systematic introduction of new technologies beneficial to all.
The overall importance of planning for future radio spectrum requirement's,
both nationally and internationally, cannot be overstated. Service allocations and
management procedures are the keystone to the entire spectrum management
structure. The United States thus must continue to improve its overall ability
adequately to prepare sound international proposals and to obtain international
support. In few other areas of spectrum management is it more difficult to correct
mistakes. A full discussion of methods to improve US. performance in attaining
its goals at future scheduled radio and other ITU conferences (such as
DBS-RARC-83, Mobile WARC-83, HF Broadcasting WARC -84; Space -WARC
85/88) is presented elsewhere in this report.
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Allocation of GeostationaryOrt3it-Ressurees

During the last five years there has been much diScussiOn concerning
",equitable access" to the geostationary orbit (GSO). The twentieth anniversary Of
the orbiting of the first ,successful geostationary satellite, NASA's Syncom II, Will
be marked in 1983: In these two decades there has been and continues to be a
remarkable growth in the number and diversity of types of satellites which have
been placed in orbit.

Most satellites relaying communications are located in the geostationary
orbit. These satellites have created an institutional and structural re \i'r.2ution in
both dorneatidiSlly and
the field of telecommunications and information,
internationally. The global connectivity made possible by satellites has had a
fundamental impact on the practical delivery of communications.
AlthoUgh many_space services utilize the geostationary orbit, the. Fixed
Satellite service (FSS) 5 is the largest in terms of total satellites. Dramatic growth
in GSO use has occurred over the past 15 years, particularly in telephone, data
transmission, and video distribution. This growth tics occurred largely in developed
countries, although developing countries have shared in this growth through their

participation in Intelsat, through special leasing arrangements, or throUgh
construction of their own satellites. In 1981, Intelsat served 160 countries,
Several developing
, territories, or possessions either directly or indirectly.
countries (e.g., Mmcico, Brazil, Indonesia, India, and China) are already operating or
haiM firmly planned domestic satellite systems. Regional satellite systems, such as
Arabsat, have planned launch dates, and interest in an African regional satellite
system has been expressed. In addition, Intelsat is considering plans to offer nonpreemptable domestic leased satellite services. This activity exemplifies the
extensive interest and growing demand for use of the OSO by developing eountrim
The current method of orbital assignment in the ITU kir bOth geOSMtionTtry
and non- geostationary satellites is similar to but more fleidble than procedures
Used for international notification of radio stations on earth. These procedures are

used' to Obtain international Interference protection of the satellite, to avoid
interferende to Other satellite networks; and to inform administrations of others'
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plans. The procedures are technical in nature and involve parameters including
satellite location, transmitter power; operating frequencies; antenna coverage, and
receiver sensitivity.
advance
The satellite notification process involves three phases
In
the
fitst
Phase;
the
ITU's
IFRB
publication, coordination, and notificaticin.

circulates to all administrations the information submitted by a country on its
planned satellite network. After a six month comment period, the proposing
adminiStration coordinates with other's to resolve any potential interference
problems. After an additional six months and the resolution of all potential
Interference problems, the proposing administration submits notification of the
satellite operation to the IFRB. Thia botifiCation is an administration's "license" or
"assignment" to use the orbit (and frequerieieS), and forms a basis for commenting
on potential interference by the planned networks of other administrations.
A first step in considering potential orbit alicieation scenarios involves an
assessment of available GSO capacity. In order to provide a common bateline aid
becaUSe analog TV and telephony are the two most common uses of the FSS; system
capacity is most commonly measured in equivalent 40 MHz transponders, which
relate to one TV or 1000 equivalent voice grade channels. This measure of orbital
capacity represents substantial simplification: It provides a reasonable means of
estimating the potential for orbital crowding, however; since it understates acual
achievable capacity for modern systems.
In analyzing the subject of the total capacity of the IVOStiitionitry orbit; it is

instructive to estimate current in- orbit- capacity along with an eStimate of its
present usage. As a means of providing some insight into this inforthation, two
elements or blocks of orbit capacity now being used are:
(a)

the Intelsat system, and

(b)

the systems for the - Western hemispheric arc to provide fixed
domestic satellite service to the US;-, Canada; and Latin America,
which have been, or are in the planning process;
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Japan, Intelsat, the United State3, and the Soviet Union have undertaken
analyses of the capacity of the GS0._ The results of some-of these analyses show:
o

ievable capacity is very ueat, something in the order of 5 to 20 x
IQ telephone channels, and this could be increased if standards were
adopted which maximize satellite orbit capacity in relation to service
area.

o

The U.S.S.R. study estimates the maximum theoretical capacity in
television channels, to be in the order of 400 to 1,176 per degree of
orbit.

These estimates have all been based on certain technical assumptions, all of

which are practicalaind many of which are in operating systems. The analyses
mentioned above have indicated that there are certain directions in which satellite

System design and operation should evolve if further orbit capacity is to be _
achieved. These include the following:
o

The use of cross polarization to achieve frequency re-use;
Increasing the number of areas served from a given orbit location;

o

Increasing use of limited coverage beams;

o

Better control of satellite and earth station antenna side-lobes;
Further improvement in satellite station keeping; and

o

Increase in intersystem noise allowance:

Current-Situation-concerning GSO Allocation. There have been cdmments
and observations regarding possible "crowding" of the GSO. These comments have
fueled fears, particulirlY among developing countries, that no orbital slot Will be
available at such time as they may launch their own satellites. At the 1979 WAR,C,

the LDCs proposed and obtained concurrence on a resolution to convene a
conference to "guarantee in practice for all countries equitable access to the
geoidationTtry satellite orbit and the frequency bands allocated to the space
services"6 The 1982 ITU Plenipotentiary schedWed sessions for 1985 and 1988 on
this topic. Many technologists and poliFymakers in the developed nations believe:
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o

o

o

There are a number Dr techniques and improvements Which can
implemented over time to increase availability of capacity
dramatically.
No satellite system -in -the relevant frequency bands has yet been
denied access to the GSO.

The United States; in its domestic regula -tory procedures; is breaking
ground in forcing the implementation of improved orbit utilization
technology techniques.

o

The actual number of satellites which may be adcommodated in the
GSO in any particular_ frequency band is very large and is being
increased constantly through the use of improved technology.

o

Effective management procedures that have_the flexibility to take
into account changing requirements; technology, Euid operational
arrangements offer the beet_ means of ensuring both efficient use of
and equitable access to the GSO.

The fact that several- countries located ofr the equator have claimed

_
sovereignty over the GSO has further complicated the situation. The United
states and most of the world have opposed the notion of sovereignty. The issue
"Wita addreased at the UNISPACE '82 Conference and its report stated: "Clearly;

such a planning mailed should take into account the specific needs of the
developing countries, as well as the special geographical situation of particular
countries."7 These ideas were suliSequently adopted by the ITU Plenipotentiary in

Nairobi although they were consistently opposed by the United States, other
Western; and; indeed, Eastern Bloc countries.
Finally; and importantly, the LDC's have been and Will continue to be the

direet beneficiaries of hundreds of millions of dollars of R&D funds spent on
Satellite system de.sigN which will lead to reduced costs for the systems they
select to implement. many of .these funds are directed toward those technologiei
' which lead to enhanced capacity. This capvity; however, cannot be enhanced if
restrictive orbit Nanning methods arh adopted;
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Recommendations on Allocation of Geostationary Orbit Resources. The
current regulatory scheme for obtainirng access to the GSO Is contained in the ITU
_Radio Regn lationt as, revised at the 1979 WARC; It is bUsed on accommodating
orbit access on the basis of defined needa. Because of concerns of the developing
countries that all available orbit locations, may be used by the developed countries,
however, there is growing concern in the United States that many LDCs Will use
the 1985/8 ITU Space WARC to establish .a plan in which orbit and spectrum are
pre-assigned rather than omployed on the basis of need. It is the U.S. view that
such an approach would be detrimental to space communications development and
to the interest of all users.

The United State§ has supported ano continues to support the concept of
equitable access to the GSO. The United States, in preparing for the 1985/8 space
WARC 8 must develop proposals that promote flexibility and use of the orbit on an
"as needed" basis. Must importantly, the United States must develop technical

.

information and rationales that will Assure the LDCs these procedtues will provide

"equitable access". to the orbit better than a pre-planned, longkerm assignment
approach:

Faeilities-Plaiminvand Authorization

International satellite, systems are planned within Intelsat, while cable
systems landing' in and used by the United States are planned jointly by US;
The Federal Communications
Carriers and their foreign correspondents.
Commission (FCC) has exclusive authority to permit U.S. carriers' construction of
new or additional domestic or international facilities. It also authorizes US.
entities to provide basic services 9 over existing or new domestic and international
facilities; The FCC; however; has no jurisdiction over the non -U.S. activities of
foreign telecommunications entities istot; of course, can the FCC authorize
U.S. carrier entry into; or provision of service in foreign market:3.
The planning and construction of new international &Citifies as' well as the
provision of international services requires a joint effort between U.S. carriers and
their foreign correspondents, or between.Comsat and the other members of Intelsat
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and Inmarsat. The FCC is placed "in the middle" of these joint actiVitied..
IO
Moreover, the primary statute's Which authorize Commission action provide little

guidance regarding the manner and extent to which national interest, foreign
policy, nations./ security. and international comity concerns must be balanced by
the FCC in conjunction with its international facility and service authorization
activities. While each of these-concerns constitutes one component of the broad
"public interest" standard under which the FCC operates, there are instances where
it requested and followed Executive Branch advice on these subjects and other
instances Where such views were neither sought nor, when offered, accorded proper
Weight.

The' ownership and management of satellites and cable facilities pose major
their operations and capabilities; their economic
differences in terms of

characteristics, aneplanning. Submarine cables landing in the United States are
owned and operated by the U.S. service carriers and their foreign correspondents;
generally on a 50-50 basis. They provide point-to-point communications between

two ,coptries or continents, and are traditionally planned for and operated
primarily tinder the control of. these entities, in conjunction with any other
administrations which purchase trammission capacity for extension to their
The total cost of a submarine cabk. System;
with a typical design life of about 24 years, is established by including
manufacturing and laying costs, operating and management cost-s, research and
domestic communications networks.

development, repairs, and other directly associated expenses. The costs of cable
circuits have thus been relatively simple to deterMine.
Interhational communications satellites are primarily planned, owned, and
Operated by the international organization Intelsat. Ownership-, of Intelsat is

vested, according to use,' in the various Signatories to the Intelsat Operating
comsat, the U.S.' Signatory; owns the largest share of the
Agreement.
Orzanization. A single modern satellite can simWtineously accommodate many
point-to-point or point-to-multipoint communications pathl; this providing great
operational flexibility. Since earth stations accessing the ItiteLlat system are not
owned by Intelsat, however, but by the individual adminiStratietist; significant
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international technical cooperation is necessary and has beCome
Furthermore, the cost of an Intelsat circuit is not as simply determined, since a
major objective Is the establishment of universal and flexible access to its global

Earth station costs of each nation alsb are different.(
Finally, Intel:sat prices reflect a significant amount of averaging among satellites.
and ocean regions, so that efficient high volume routes provide some subsidy to low
volume routes. Economic and operational comparisOriS between satellites and
coinmunicatiena rietWOrk.

cables thus have been, and are likely to remain, complex and dentroVeratal-.

Current Policy Concerning Facilities Planningand--Authorization.
regulation of international communications is now accomplished by the FCC as
required by the Communications Act of 1934 (s amended), the Communications
'Satellite Act of 1962, and the Internationialgaritime Satellite Act of 1978-12 With
the exception of the amended Section 222'3; the re4UMtory scheme imposed by the
1934 Act does not distinguish between domestic and international common carrier
facilities and services. Hence, the same broad " publrc intereae standard contained

in the 1934 Act applies to all facilities and services, and there is no explicit
legislative requirement for the FCC to take into account corsiderations such as the

ALS. national interest or foreign correspondentrequirements." The Comsat At
also doeS not address the legal obligations .imposed by the Intelsat Agreements,
which were created after the Act was pmsed; neithe the, Interim nor Permanent.
Agreements were ratified by the Senate.
The FCC's public `interest analysis regarding the licensing of international
facilities and services has a major impact upon the plcals; investments; and
revenues of many foreign telecommunication entities. The FCC participates in the
development, of V.S. guidance to Comsat regarding Intelsat facilllias and services.

The FCC has also actively participated in the North Atlantic Consultative Proceas
for the planning of both satellite and cable facilities although it lacks jurisdiction,
over the activities of foreign telecommunication entities in these joint
enterpriies. It is difficillt for the FCC to engage in meaningful unilateral review
of international satellite facilities for which Comsat seeks authorization, when
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Intelsat has already approved the fong-range plarming for such facilities. This has

led to greater FCC focus upon submarine cable facility applications, although,
has proved difficult not to authorize cable facilities which are
similarly; it
deemed necessary by us; service carriers and. their foreign correspondents.
Because of the continuing problems with the FCC's application of outdated
'egislation, an alternative approach to the planning and authorization of
international facilities was sought by a group of European AdminiStratiOtia.
Starting with a 1974 meeting with U.S. Government representatives (inchidihg the
FCC, the Office of Telecommunications Policy, NTIA's predecessor, and the

Department of State), they sought to devise a procedure wherein cable and
Satellite planing for the North Atlantic regirn could Include:consultations with

both US. carriers and Government representativeti at an early stage.

This

procedure has evolved into d'fiatinal arrangementl$ now called the North Atlantic
o
Consultative Process.16
By the lste 1970s, the FCC processes for approval of international
telecommunications facilities in general, and for Intelsat V and TAT-7 in
particular; were the subject of much controversy in .the United States as well as in
Europe. Pursuant to a Congressional request, the General Accounting Office
reviewed the overall situation and issued a final report in March, 1978.17 The

report made SeVeriiI cogent observations and reconimendations, some of Which hatre

affected .continued FCC activities and have been incorporated in proposed
There has been some attempt to extend the Consultative Proems to the
Pacifin'0,-..een Basin and elsewhere. To date, the other nations of these areas have

not indicated a high receptivity to the concept. The FCC has instituted a
proceeding, 18 however, that attempts, to involve joint cable /satellite Planning Tor
the Pacific Basin by U.S. carriers only. Whether such'one-sided planning can be

useful in the long term is unclear.
There are aerial's &awbacks
In the current gTOCeSs which necessitate an
_
improved long-term ri.atitiori of the international facilities and services planning
and authorization process. These draWbackS indUdet

0

Eiteive economic control by _the _FCC_ over the international

o

Undue FCC focus on engineefing and economic factors; and too little
consideration of national interest, foreign policy; and national
security concerns; and

o

The difficulties of addressing the facility and access needs of new
and potential service providers when the cooperation of foreign
correspondents is required, and when such new entrants seek to

communications marketplace, evidenced _by extensive allocation of
cable and -satellite market shares and detailed country -by- country
approval of carrier plans;
ti

compete with those U; S; carriers owning existing facilities.

In sumniary, there is excessive economic regulation and it inhibits attainable
market competition, diversity, and innovation. Ag a result; the existing process is
inadequate to promote U.S. national interests.

Options. concerning Facilities PlanningandOrganization. ResolVing the
problems in the planning and authorization of international facilities and services
hinges on two question& First, how can the advantages of full and fair competition
and attendant deregulation be achieved; when there is one legislated monopolist,

and one de facto mencipoliat,. among US. carriers, and when the overseas
correspondents of U.S. carriers are also monopoIbb?. Second; in either the current
U.S regulatory regime or in a future, more competitive, deregulatory mvironment,
how can the national Interest, foreign policy, public interest, and national security
be protected and promoted?

As these two questions have come to be understood and appreciated;
alternatives to the current statutory process for international facility approval
Before describing specific options to resolve the problems
with the process as it is currently implemented; however, the detailed goals the
haVe been adVariced
U. S.

Should attempt to adhieVe In the Pinning; construction; and use of

international facilities should be considered These goals are:
Access for U.S. telecommunications users to international _facilities
in sufficient diversity; quantity, and quality to ensure the Iow.,cost,
reliable choice of desired services.
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Minimal governmental regulation or overnight over 11._&_ carriers
cooperating :with foreign entities in the planning; construction, and
operationof facilities.

o

o

Endoilragtment of intermodal (cable vs. satellite) and interscompany
competition.

o

Statutory recognition of the growing importance of international
facilities to U. S. national interests, foreign policy, and national
security.

o

Prohibition of the construction of inefficient or Unnecessary facilities
and_ other improper activities by "bottleneek" carriers in or.der to
protect U.S. telecommunications users. ------

o

GoVerrirtient recognition- and ameliOration of the diSadvantages of

competitive U. S. carriers attempting to negotiate with monopoly
foreign correspondents while still accommodating the needs of
international ccimity.

Some of the alternatives to the current statutory process for :nternational
facility approval, which have already been propoed.as options by others include:
Maintain the status quo; permit the. COmmtcsicin to continue the
o
consultative process, anti take other ad hoc actions as necessary.
o

o

o

Make sections 214, _309, and_ 319. of the 1934 Act inapplicable to
international facilitiea_and services, thereby allowing facility choice
to be deterinined by the_ carriers in response to marketplade forces
°
and foreign regulatory actions.
Create a Government/indwtry task force for the, planning Of
international facilities.

Require the4 FCC, or -a joint.U. S. Government group /e.g., FCC,
detailed guidelines, including
State, Commerce/NTIA), to develbp
underseis cable and
cost comparison methodology for international
satellite systems, and specific operational dritaia; which w9ld form
the basis . of Commission decisions on facility construction and
operations.

o

Retain section 214 substantially BS is, but add an "alternative"
process
international fadility construction_ and authorization
prior
permitting carriers to invest in and construct facilities without
revieW-.
FCC approval, and With post-consirUction regulatoweighing
the
Carriers would then be free to select either avenue,
benefits and risks of each.
0
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Recommendation for Facilities Planning andOrganization. None Of the
alternative appreaChea is perfect; nor will any single one solve all extant and
foreseeable probleMS. Maintaining the status-quo would be particularly troubling,.
_

The FCC has neither the legislative mandate nor the expertise to negotiate

effectively with foreign governments. Fiirtheritiore, pending litigation could well
requirethe FCC to discontinue the consultative ProcaSS.19 Existing legislation
reqWres lengthy regulatory proceedings entailing costly uncertainties about
projects involving hundreds 'of millions of dollars. Finally, the existing legislation
perinifs the FCC tenet wjthout adequate consideration of the national interest or
foreign policy of the United States at a time when these concerns are of increasing
importance In international telecommunications:
COMSAT/INTELSAT

Historical Background

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 was enacted after intense
COngrealiOnill deb4e; at a time when the Soviet Union was considered to be
leading the "space race by being th first to place both an artificial satellite and a
man into earth orbit.The 1962 A t was intended to lead to a demonstration Of
Ctical uses of space teehnology. Other factor§
United States Slipreniacy in the
influencing the legislation inclidied the imminent 1963 World Administrative Radio
Conference for space applicatioria, the &Sire to show the advantages of privat3
over govergmental ownership, and a U.S. commitment to help developing countries.
The 1962 Act provides for the

establishment, ownership and regulation of a private corporation
which would be The United States participant in a commercial
Satellite system. This system is to be established in cooperation and
conjunction with other countries and is to be a part of an improved
global communications network; It would be responsive to public

needs and national objectives serving the communications needs of
the Ilnited States %V other countries and contribute to world peace
and understanding.
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The corporation conceived in the 1962 Adt Is the Communications Satellite
Corporation (Comsat). The ownership and operation of the global satellite system
has

devolved

to

the International Telecommunication Satellite Organization

(Intelsat); which, in turn, is owned by 108 national Signatories, irieliiditig Cornet.
The ownership of the U.S. corporation was the major subject of controveity,
surrounding the legislation; Indeedi.an unsuccessful filibuster was carried out by a

group Of SenatorS who believed that the Government-financed research and
development leading to the operational system should not be given to a private
corporation, particularly the existing international common carriers; but instead to
a Government owned, TVA-type entity..- A compromise was reached; whereby half
of the initial Comsat stock was offered for sale to the public, and the other half to...
telecommunications carriers "authorized" by the FCC. The board of direeterS was
to consist of.six members elected by public shareholders, six selected by carrier
owners and three appointed by the President.
The 1962 Adt also assigns to the FCC regulation of the corporation and the

satellite system 21, while national interest, foreign policy, and national security
oversight responsibilities are assigned to the President; NASA is directed to
provioe assistance to the corporation.

Growth of Intelsatthe Global-System. The global communications satellite
system envisioned by the 1962 At has become an unqualified, outstanding success
on institutional- financial- and operational grounds, and must be considered a
. triumph of US. foreign policy;
The initial institutional concept to base the system on a series of bilateral
was rejected by major foreign communications correspondents at
arrangerhents
the outset, and a joint ownership/consortium arrangement was instituted in its
place. A multilateral, interim'agreement took effect in August; 1964; and was

called the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (Intelsat);22
Nineteen entities, including Ccimsat, participated in the interim arrangements;
This agreement made Comsat the majority owner and manager of the system, with
ownership based upon usage of the system. The interim arrangements also included
a time sehedille for arriving at Definitive Agreements.
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As a result of three international conferences, agreements for Intelsat's
permanent arrangements were finalized in August 1971.23 The agreements:

preserv( el the commercial nature and viability of the system, would
give participants a greater measure of responsibility an determining
policy, would provide for the establishment of -an integrated
management body responsible only to the Organization and
independent of any signatory, and-Would afford fair opportunities in
the supply of equipment for the system. The final texts ... provide
for a four-tier structure comprising:
(a)

an Assembly of Parties composed of representatives of

Governments to consider general policy and scheduled to
meet every two years;

(b)

an annual Meeting of Signatories of the\ Gperating Agreement
(the telecommunications entities);

(c)

a Board of Governors (about 25) which will meet several

(d)

an executive organ. During a transitional period of 6years

times a year and have responsibility for the design,
development, conkruction, establishment, operation and
maintenance of the system;
the United States Communications Sa4llite Corporation

(Comsat) will perform technical and operational management
functions under contract; its performance _being monitored by
a Secretary. General who in additio,n-will be responsible for
the other management functions. After\ the transitional
period, a Director General will assume responsibility for all
management functions, acting in accordance with the policies
and directives of the Board of Governors.
.

ignatories each
Party or Signatory, as the case may be, will have one vote. Decisions
on matters of substance will be taken by a two-thirds majority, In
the Board of Governors, voting will _be releifd to in estment which,
in turn, will be related to use of the system.

In the Assembly of Parties and in the Meeting of

As ofJanuary, 1983; membership in Intelsat included 108 nations. On the
operational side, Intelsat has been successful. The initial Early Bird" Satellite;

which was something of a technical gamble, was lau ched into equatorial
geosynchronous orbit in

1965.. It had a capacity of 240

oice circuits or one
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television channel. The first of !the IntelSat V series wtvs launched in December
1980 and has a potential capaCily of 12,000 circuits and two television channels.
Intelsat now carries the major portion of the world's intercontinental

communications traffic on almost 30,000 circuits. There are more than 1,000
satellite paths connecting over 220 antennas in 136 countries using InteLsat
satellites. Circuit uses has been growing at approximately 25 percent per year,
although economic Conditions have lowered this rate to about 20 percent. In
addition, More than 20 nations now we spare Intelsat space segment facilities for
their domestic services.
Corresponding to this subStential traffic growth In operations is the
financial growth of the organization. Its current capittilizatitm is over $1.1 billion;
and the worldwide investment of its users in earth stations is probably double this
amount. Ongoing programshave required raising the capital ceiling to $2.3 billion.
Finally; there has been a continuing reduction in charges for ga5tellite users. The
annual pride Of a 1965 Early Bird:channel was $32,000, while the 1982/3 price for
an equivalent but tectinicOly superior channel is $4,680.

the 1978 International Maritime Satellite (trimarsat) Act, In 1970-71, the
Radio Subcommittee of the Intergovernmental Maritinie Consultative Organization
commenced a long Process, significantly stimulated by the success of MARISAT;25

that culminated in a convention and operating agreement establishing the
International Maritime Satellite Organization (inmarsat). The organization, came
into being on July 16, 1979".,.:

Folio Wing the 1976: international conference, where agreement on the

convention had been reached, domestic debate began on designation of the U.S.
representative. Those supporting Comsat believed that a' single voice; speaking
with the experience of MARISAT and Inteliat behind it would best represent the
United States. Others, concerned about potential confliets of interest if this role
'were added to the many already assumed by Comsat, and desiring to bring the
/experience and financial strength of all the U.S. international and maritime
carriers to the enterprise, supported a consortium approach for U.S.
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representation. After considerable dthate, Congress designated Comsat as the
U.S. representative to Inmarsat.

Current andFutureIssues. It is more than two decades and five
generations of satellites -- since the United States formulated its original satellite
policy, based on a chosen U.S. entity and a single global system. Both the U.S.
company, Comsat, and the global system, Intelsat, have prospered.
At the same time; the satellite communications environment has evolved in
unforeseen ways. As satellite tectmology has developed; opportunities for
competition in the provision of services have increased Today, competition.is a
reality in the U.S. domestic, if not the international, satellite market.
The remainder of this chapter reviews a number of current issues in
international satellite communications. These issues would not have arisen absent
fundamental changes in U.S. regulatory philosophy regarding competition in the
telecommunications field. They also resulted from a number of historical trends
that reflect the growing sophistication of all participants in the Intelsat system.

First, Comsat began to explore new fields of activity in addition to its
statutory mandate. In the late 1960s, Comsat put forth the idea of a pilot program
for the US. domestic satellite maricet. In 1973, the corporation obtained approval
to launch a maritime communications satellite, MARISAT. More recently,
Comsat's business activities have continued to diversify.
Second, users became increasingly impatient with various "middlemen" in
the international satellite market. On the one hand, large customers such as the
U.S. Department of Defense sought to buy satellite service directly from Comsat
as "authorized users," rather than indirectly through the carriers designated by the
FCC. On the other hand, the carriers themselves have begun looking for ways to
circumvent Comsat and secure direct access to the Intellat system.
Finally, countries other than the United States began to launch satellites in
partial competition with those of the Intelsat system. Increasingly, US. carriers
became interested in such regional satellite systems and called for changes in the
US. policy vis-a-vis such non-Intelsat systems.
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Unlike other aspects of international telecommunications, the United States
can be effective in trying to create a competitive domestic environment in
international satellite communications. The provisions of the Intelsat Agreements
permit the U.S. and other nations to decide for themselves, as sovereigns:
o

o

Which ent4.ty or entities will be the ultimate seUrce of capital
investment

for national Intelsat space segment allotments.

Who shall own and operate national earth. stations in the Intelsat
system.

o

HOW many national earth stations will operate in the Intelsat system.

o

The composition of national delegations to various Intelsat meetings.

The major conditions that must be satisfied by the Agreements in this regard are
that all earth stations operate within Intelsat standards, that a single entity serve
as Signatory for each nation, and that the Signatory or Party assume responsibility
structuring and demonstrating the advantages of a
for all national allotments:
competitive erni:,onmerit-, the United States can provide significant advancement
to the goal of competition in telecommunications on a broad international front.
The major issues currently being debated include:

Regional satellite systems;
o

Provision by Intelsat of services other than "fixed Satellite";

o

The "Authorized User" question; and

o

Ownership of earth segment by Comsat, carriers, and/or users.

Each of theSe issues IS briefly discussed below.

Regional Satellite-Systems
During the negotiatiOns leading to Intelsat's permanent arrangements, the
United States sought to make a single global system a mandatory element of the
Agreemerits.28 This issue was among the most contentious of the riegeitMlion% A
compromise was struck concerning the preamble's stated desire to achieVe "a

2
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single global" system; and language permitting thorough, although non-binding
eonsuItations regarding international use of non-Intelsat space segment are
incorporated into Artie XIV(d) of the Intergovernmental Agreement.
Article XIV(d) requires that non Intelsat satellite systems. used by members
for international public teledbriiiiiiinidatiting services be technically compatible
with the Intelsat system. It also describes a process Whereby organs of Intelsat can
express "findings" and "recommendations" regiirding the potential for "significant
economic harm" to Intelsat by the use of such non-Intelsat space segment, as well
as whether the establishment of Intelsat links is prejudiced by such use. There is
no specific prohibition or penalty based upon negative findings. Intelsat members
may thiiS legally use non-Ititetsat space segment for international services
.regardless of the finding Of economic harm; as tong es they adhere to the Article
XIV(d) process.
Beginning m 1979, several groups of nations (ArabS for Arabsat, Southeast

Asians for Palapa, Algeria for Intersputnik and Europeans for ECS/EuteLtat)
completed the Article XIV(d) process. More than two years later, after pressure
from U.S. applicants and other government agencies, the Department of State set
forth a policy modification regarding the use of non-Intelsat space segment for
international telecommunications; In a July; 1981; letter to the FCC Chairman;
the Under Secretary of State acknowledged that:
members may decide to rely on space segment_ facilities separate

from the Intelsat global system to meet their international public
telecommunications service requirements.
and that:

Certain exceptional circumstances may exist where it would be in the

interest of the United States t2 use domestic satellites for public
intemayrial telecommunications with nearby countries. [emphasis
added]
_

_

_

The policy deSeribed in the !mer quoted above affirms this country's strong
support for Intelsat, but recognizes that under certain exceptional circumstances;
it would be in the interest of the United States and Other countries to authorize the
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use of domestic satellites for international communications. Many of the
respondents to NTIA's Notice of Inquiry agreed that the United States should
continue to support Intelsat, but suggested that U. S. carriers should be able to use
competitive, non - Intelsat space segment for regional communications.
Provision-of-New-biternationalSatellite-Services

Intelsat was organized primarily to provide international fixed public
message satellite services. On a preemptible basis it has been using its spare space
segment capacity to provide domestic services to many nations. In addition,
however, Intelsat has shown an interest in entering the field of international mobile
satellite service; which is permitted by the definitive agreements.
Two issues concerning the provision of mobile satellite services that are of
particular interest to the United States:
Second Generation Space Segment for Inmarsat; and
o

Aeronautical Satellite Services.

The first generation Inmarsat space segment is composed of the residual
capacity, of three Marisat spacecraft, a European built' and launched MARECS, and

several maritime subsystems on Intelsat V spacecraft. Inmarsat is now engaged in
advanced planning for ia second generation space segment. One of the issue; in
the Inmarsat Council is whether again to consider Intelsat as a potential supplier.
The use of satellites Mr communications between commercial aircraft and

the ground has been considered for at least fiZteen years. At this time, the
Inmarsat Director General is holding exploratory talks with the staff of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) concerning a future joint
aeronautical/maritime satellite system. Intelsat's staff is also holding discussions
with ICAO. Inmarsat's discussions with ICAO were directed by Recommendation 4,
which was sponsored by the United Sates to the Inmarsat Convention.

-In-adclition -to-mobilsatellite services, Intelsat is in the midst of planning
and designing a new fixed service. Traditional Intel.lat service is characterized by
one or a few very large antennae serving as a gateway for traffic to each country
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in the system. In the U.S. domestic arena, advances in technology, innovative
spectrum engineering, and the spur of competition have led to "customer premises"
services. Siinilar service is expected to be provided on a tegfong basis in Europe
by the EuteLsat organization. The primary advantage of customer-premises service
is the elimination of costly and technically degrading terrestrial end linkl, Which
are particularly troublesome for wide bandwidth and high speed data transmission
services. Intelsat is now considering Alternative design changes to Intelsat VA and
VI spacecraft that would allow the organization to offer this type of service at or
near customer premises on an international /intercontinental basis for several
geographical areas.

Comsat by statute is the chosen instrument of US. participation in the
Intelsat system. Comsat's role in these activities is currently subject to Oversight
and instruction by the U.S. Government. This mechanism should be continued:
The Authorized User Question
In Section 305(a) of the 1962 Act; the Congress authorizedCcimsat to:
(1)

plan, initiate, construct, own; manage; and operate itself or in
conjunction with foreign governments or business entities a
commercial communications satellite system;

(2)

furnish, for hire, channels of communication to United States

communications common carriers and to other authorized
entities, foreign and domestic; and

(3)

awn and operate satellite terminal stations when licensed by
the Commission

.

Exactly who would be Comsat's customers was the subject of much
controversy following the passage of. the Act. In I967i.the FCC decided that the
Act gave it the authority, to designate such entities. The FCC determined that
Comsat, for the time being, should only serve other carriers; except under unique

or

circumstances. The FCCpromisedtorevisIttliN--determination,
hoviever; "in light of experience gained."
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By 1979, use of satellite communications had grown substantially, and many

users believed they would save money by eliminating the "middleman."

In

December 1979, the Department of Defense,petitioned the FCC for a declaratory
ruling designating the Federg Government an authorized user of Comsat's services
and facilities." In October 1979, Aeronaucal
ti
Radio, Inc. (Anne) had also
petitioned to become an authorized user. In May 1980, the FCC released a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking on this subject. The FCC proposed that following a
corporate restructuring, a Comsat unit would be allowed to offer space segment
and earth station facilities and services directly to large users." The FCC also

proposed concurrent elimination of FCC-prescribethsatellite fill 'factors and
mandatory composite rate formulation.
In August 1982, the FCC issued its Authorized User Report and Order. 31 It
directed Comsat to remove user-type restrictions in its tariff for services
terminating at earth stations. It required, however, that only a separated Comsat
subsidiary. .could ...'fer "end-to-end" service. Prescribed fill factors and mandatory
composite rates were eliminated. The provision of services by C omsat directly to
individual non-carrier users was authorized.
Earth Station Ownership

The 1962 Act limits earth station ownership to Comsat and<carriers.
Paragraph 201(c) of the Act gave the FCC authority to- determine whether Comsat
or the terrestrial carriers or both would own the U.S. earth stations associated with
the global system.
Under an "interim" earth station ownership policy 32 established in 1966,

Comsat operated the stations and owned 50 percent of each. With minor
exceptions, the remaining 50 percent was owned by the terrestrial carriers
connecting with the space segment service. This arrangement led to the
establishment of an Earth Station Ownership Committee (ESOC), that has made
m_ ajor decisions concerning U. S; earthtatiorts in the Intelsat system;
This ownership policy was adopted because existing technology required
expensive stations (about 510 million each), and because multiple access to a single
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satellite caused significant loss In capacity. Technology, however, has changed.
Earth stations costing $1.5 million or less today have routine access to the Intelsat
space segment, and techniques have been developed to minimize' the deleterious
effect of multiple access. Furthermore, the "new" business service being planned
by InteLsat will employ even less 'expensive earth stations located at 'or near
customer premises.

In Most, 1982, as part of the Comsat structure and authorized user
decisions, the FCC instituted a Notice of Inquiry on earth station ownership.33
INTEGRATED. SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORK

National and international work toward an Integrated Services Digital,
out in various forums and countries around the
Yet, ISDN is still only a concept: Many technical and standardization

Network (ISDN) is being..
woFid.

problems exist. Likewise, many domestic and international policy decisions must
be made before ISDN comes into reality. M the network of the' future; ISDN is a
vital consideration in a study of long-range goals.
The ISDN Concept
The core concept of ISDN is a network that will be based on and evolve from

the telephony, integrated digital network (IDN) by progressively incorporating
additional. functions and network features, including these of any other dedicated
networks, so as to provide for existing and new services (CCITT Recommendition
G705). Telephone networks around the world have evolved through two distinct
stages, and are embarking on the third. The first stage was completely analog,
both transmission and switching; and was designed for voice transmission. The

second stage began evolving with the introduction of digital transmission and
switching; It is identified as IDN and; in addition to voice, carries services such as

data and facsimile. The third stage will encompass end-to-end digital connectivity
and provide the backbone of ISDN;

t.
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There are three factors' motivating ISDN. They are (1) new or expanded
services which can be offered, (2) the economy or lower cost of offering the '
services because of digital network characteristic and (3) new technology which
can permit the new services to be offered at reasonable cost.' Combining these
factors results in economic benefits through services integration.
Since the present telephone networks already carry various services,' there
Q currently exists a form of integrated services network. And, thus, it is not the

evolution and digitization of the network in itself that has made ISDN a major
subject of national and international importance and a subject of debate. Rather it
is the philosophy in the planning and design of the future network and of siibscriber.
access to that network, including the interconnection of constituent (telephone and
non-telephone) networks as well as peripheral netwOrks (e.g., private networks).
Although all ISDN services have not yet been definec or perhaps even
envisaged, these services are expected to fall into the following categories:

a

Digitized voice, with voice encryption a future possibility.

o

Facsimile and graphics.

o

Vide&

Whether digital TV will be provided is uncertain because of
the large bandwidth required. Other video services are planned,
however.

o

Other services, including telemetry; videotex, software transfer,
electronic mail, data base access, computers, and other terminals.

Because the ISDN concept is now only defined in very general terms, it is
open to different opinions and interpretations. One reason for this is that some

countries are better able to implement a total digital approach than others,
because they do not have a large plant investment in the latest analog switch
technology. Other reasons arise in the differences between countries in the degree

of governmental control of telecommunication resources and-theirpolitiCiirand
economic philosophy. The differences in interpretation of the ISDN concept are
indicative of the nature of issues and standardization which will have to be
addressed. Some examples of the conflicting views about the.scope and impact of
ISDN are:

\
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o

There isill be a single, worldwide ISDN.

o

Each cOuntry will have an ISDN with a (high) degree of international
;connectability.

o

Several ISDN's may exist within a single country with varying degrees
of connectability.

o

The ISDN will operate in parallel 'kith dedicated public networks and
private networkS and compete with them for customers.

o

All services will be provided by the ISDN with little room left for
other telecommunication service providers and networks.

Foreign ISDN Influence

The drive toward establishing an ISDN has varying strength in different
parts `of the world In the United States; the common carriers are adding
interfaces to end - office, analog switches to permit digital operation, while some

countries; such as France, have essentially planned to leapfrog a technical
generation by establishing a new digital telephone network. Many European
countries and Japan have done major planning for ISDN and in some cases have or

are establishing pilot and experimental networks which include not only metallic
but also optical fiber and satellite transmission. A number of European countries
seem serious about setting standards for ISDN soon. The United States should
continue to participate strongly in the activities of international standard-setting
bodies, so that the interests of our domestic manufacturers; service providers, and
network operators are recognized, and so that US. procompetitive policies will be
taken into account.
DomestidciSDN

In the United States, the emerging ISDN will evolve from the current and
developing technology..which includes digital switching, digital subscriber loops,
digital transmission via lightwaves; satellites, digital data services and signalling
systems:

_
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The U.S. communications environment 1s7.characterized by a number of
factors which do not, or only to a much lesser degree, exist in other countries.
Some of the major factors that may effect ISDN are:
Distinction between basic and enhanced services.
o

Multiplicity
networks.

of domestic common carriers ;And-,

henc%

public

Multiplicity of private networks that need to be corrected to the
pUblic network(s).

Development of alternative local distribution schemes.

Multiplicity of international carriers.

These factors raise critical policy and standardization questions. Standards in an
analog environment are more forgiving than is true in an all-digital
communications world; Ensuring full and fair access to technical; interface, and
other standarft as well as operating protocols is critical to ensure competition..
The distinction between basic and enhanced services wfii; from the US;
perspective, have to be considered by the CCITT on the subjects of services to be
provided by ISDN and on service claaSification.
U.S. Domestic Issues

There are numerous issues relating to ,domestic ISDN implementation.
Three major issues which appear to subsume a number of others are described in
this section;
!lapse on Procompetitive Polley; The evolution of the ISDN raises serious
questions as to some of the assumptions Underlying the US. procompetitive policy
to date. One viewpoint has been expressed as follows:.

It will be increasingly difficult to ground service distinctions in
regulating network facilities. The multi-service and multi-facility
(integrated packet and circuit switching) environment increasingly

relying on or utilizing new net*rk storage and processing (not

neeessarily__Tcoinputingl _resources will frustrate attempts to
regulate the "basic-enhancgr service dichotomy and related
segregated facility provisions: "'
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General Competitive-Access-in the United States; There are two types of
access of concern wish regard to ISDN: (1) access by service providers; and (2)
access by equipment providers. In the case of multiple service providers,"to what

extent will the U.S. requirements of full interconnection be reflected in the U.S.
ISDN thereby providing maximum competitive access? In addition, will the same
leVel Of interconnection apply to private networks, by -pass carriers, broadcasters,
and information service providers?
Opportunities fbe suppliers of customer premises equipment (CPE) could be
limited not only by normal interconnect-type barriers; but also by the unique

:complexity of ISDN. An example of this concern hag been described as follows:
TheASDN also greatly complicates the segregation of service markets
from -CPE_ markets when standards, functional allocations _and

performance parameters of the ISDN significantly affect a CPE

The concern is that the network VerviCe provided could
configure network equipment so as to favorNhis own CPE, or (by
placing most of_the "intelligence" in network equipmer to reduce
required.

the role of the CPE. and thus the size of the CPE market.

Multiple ISDNs. The two major concerns relating to the existence of
multiple U.S. doinestie ISDNs are: (1) Will they be interoperable, particularly in a

deregulated market, and (2) hotif will the interoperability or lack thereof affect
national security requirements?
International and Global Considerations
In addition to the domestic issues, there are a number of more thridamental
questions which ;Wise in the international and global sphere:

Underlying these policy _issues _are basic ideological_ and even
philosOphical questions Will ISDNs be configured to allow_ major
roles for competing private eriterprNes; or will the public service
Fltiw are me inevitably divergent
monopoly principle prevail?
policies in different nations to be accommodated at the International
level? Can countries favoring a dortil"iaiit PTT role be expected (or
entreated or pressured) to open their equipment and service markets
to "free trade"? Will advocacy of a public sector monopoly approach.
justify. technical standards-setting behavior which pro-competitive
governments may regard as "protectionist"?
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Viewing the conger -term and the broader world beyond the major
industrial countries, even larger issues may- loom. Shol2d ISDNs be
configured to serve developing countries as- efficiently and powerfully
as developed countries (even if the economies are less favorable?)
Could affordable access to ISDNs (and its productivity-enhancing

services) significantly improve the position of some developing

countries in the world "economic order"? Might unfavorableterms of
developing sountry access exacerbate north /soul it differences over
the future shape of the world "information order"?"'

Recommended Actions. The effort to establish basic parameters for the
ISDN, and access thereto, is seen by many administrations around the world as an
urgent matter. That is because it is viewed as essentiO that standards be agreed
upon before national implementations have reached a point where compromise will

be too difficult to achieve.
Progress in developing ISDN standards is underway within the CCITT. U.S.
Government and industry participants have devoted considerableeffort and have
contributed significantly in this undertaking. However, because of the tar-reaching
impact of ISDN on competition; equipment and service trade, and U.S.
technological leadership, it is important that the U.S. Government provide a
reasonably specific policy framework on which future US; efforts to develop ISDN
standards could be based. Tow.ard this end the FCC, Which Is presently considering

a Notice of Inquiry on ISDN development, should initiate it without delay.
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Chapter Six
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

The provision of international telecommunications services is vital to the
national interest of the United States, and the significance of these services in our
economy is growing daily. This section summarizes current US. policy on
competition In Ynternational telecommunications services, any analyzes resulting
issues and their future consequences for US. interests.
BACKGROUND

Since the late 1960s, there has been a fundamental shift in the philosophy
underlying U.S. telecommunications policy from pervasive economic regulation
toward reliance on unregulated marketplace competition. This change has been
soundly based on the premise that the benefits normally considered in the public

interest -- a strong US. telecommunications industry with competitive and
efficient rates, high quality of service, wide choice of services, and innovative
technology -- can best be achieved through maximum possible reliance on
competitive marketplace forces rather than through the regulatory processes of
the Federal Corn munications Commission (FCC).

The FCC commenced the expansion of international telecommunications
competition in December 1979.1 Since then the FCC has taken a number of
actions to increase competition in both the international voice and record markets.

The international record carriers have been granted additional domestic and
international authority. New firms have been authorized to provide. international
service and Western Union Telegraph was authorized to reenter the international

market in accordance with the Record Carrier Competition Act of 1981.

In

December 1982, AT&T was permitted to enter the international record market and

the record carriers to enter the voice market. The FCC has also undertaken a
number of initiatives to restructure US. access to the Intelsat system. In August
(131)
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Corns lit.
1982, it completely removed all restrictions on noncarrier access to
certain
end-to-end
service
market
with
Comsat was also permitted to enter the

Structural safeguards.
of
The relationship between regulation and competition is an integral part
A
central
question
that
must
be
all of the issues discussed in this section.
addressed is what minimal amount of regulation or redidual Government oversight
promoting the maximum possible amount of

is needed to achieve the roe of

competitiun.
associated with international
Before discussing specific issues
basic
telecommunications services, it Would be helpful to clarify a few
domestic
and
considerations; namely: (1) the institutional differences between
rekarding
monopoly
and
competitior.
international telecommunications; (2) trends

in foreign countries; and (3) different levels of competition in the international
environment:

Institutional Differeeees-aetWeaii Domestic and International TeleeommunicatiOria
Although international telecoth munications service is a cooperative venture
Of the United States and other sovereign nation-s, not all the market opportunities
the
OH-sting In domestic telecommunication§ can be automatically achieved in

the United States
international arena: In a 'cooperative international venture,
Wh.ne
structures,
or
market
opportunities:
cannot unilaterally mandate policies,
the
basis
of
communications
policy
reliance oncompetitive market forces serves as
not generally the case overseas. In addition,
in the United States, this
safeguards intended to encourage fair competition; suchas antitrust legigIatio
and requirements fdr
rate7of7return regulation of underlying facilities;
carriers;
are
only
applicable generally
nondiscriminatory interconnection betWeeri
in the United States.
1n Most countries; telecommunicatioria equipment, service offerings, rates,
and conditior0 are controlled by a government-oiied monopoly whose motivation
States: For
and objectives are different from those of private firms in the United

example, in many countries; Unemotional telecommunications is run by the
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government as a profit-maximizing busineas, and International revenues areused to
services, including domestic
other domestic
postal
and
Subsidize
telecom municatiorm services. This is not the case in the United States, and the
differences must be addressed in polleymOing,. or they will obstruct the

implementation of U.S. international telecommunications Objectives.

International carriers in the United States have not only operated under
different economic conditions and motivations, but have also been.subject to a
unique regulatory scheme. In the past, the foreign administrations have adjusted to
U.S conditions because of the very large American traffic streams and the need
for access to U.S. technology. In part because of the changes in U.S. regulatory
policy, however, this stance B-beim reviewed.
U.S. efforts to apply a deregUltited competitive approach in the
international arena are a matter of some .concern td several foreign
telecommunication administrations. They have reacted in various ways.' For
example, some have declined to interconnect promptly with new U.S. carriers; and
some have tried to exploit the new U.S. environment by having U.S. service
providers bid against each other for the exclusive right to carry data services.
Monopoly and Competition in Foreign Countries

-

In July 1982, NTIA commissioned a study of 17 countries to determine the
extent to which each was moving toward competition in the provision of
telecommunications and information products and services.2 PrehMinary findings
indicate that Japan has been considering a liberalization of its telecommunications
marketplace and, indeed, plans to restructure Nippon Telephone and Telegraph
Company, the domestic monopoly, into regional and long-distance enterprises
(similar to the court-approved restructuring of ATWI) are now underway.
Australia is also studying the possibility of adopting a more procompetitive policy,

primarily in the dioniestia market. The Davidson Committee there; for exarriple,
recently proposed deregulation of customer premises terminal equipment and
liberal entry criteria for private networks.
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Canada and the United Kingdorn.have.already begun moving toward certain
liMited ferniS.Of service competition:. In the case of the United Kingdom; for
example, British Teleeom has been restructured (with the Creation of a separate
international subsidiary), a private specialized carrier, Mercury, ho been
authorized and, indeed, has recently been permitted direct access to Intelsat under
liberal conditions. While British Telecom is likely to control a significant share of
British telecommunications services for the foreseeable future, ''privatising" the
organization and fostering competition are major goals of the Thatcher
government.
Moat of the remaining countries in the study appear to favor the status quo.
Some countries apparently wish to increase the role of the government monopoly.
In those cases where there does exist some movement toward selective

competition, the focus appears to be .exclasively on the domestie Market.
Monopoly control of international service would be maintained. There is
affirmative movement toward fostering a competitive environment in
telecommunication services in some countries. Telecommunications deregulation

haS thus become in some senses a major American export especially given the
positive experiences of the United States; In summary; however; the global
environment is likely at ti-eat to be enetatterited by "selective competitive. entry"
(limited to certain service categories) And "administered competitioN" managed
through government-licensing and standards-approval autbority for yet some time.
Levels of Competition

Within the United States; competition in telecommunications service
generally involves interoifying commercial rivalry among U.S. carriers. This level
Of competition, riewev&.; cannot. be automatically projected to the international
arena, where two Additional leVela of competition must be considered.

In the international market, U.S. carriers and service providers must also
deal with foreign telecommunications administrations (usually. government -owned
monopolies).

The issues it stake in this international tug-of-war include the

division o: revenues between US. carriers and foreign administrations,.the types of
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services authorized, the terms of interconnection, the technidal characteristics of
transmission facilities, and their place of manufacture.
The third level of competition occurs among the nations themselVes -- the
United States and foreign countries. The subjects of this level.of competition
inehide national security, employment, technological leadership, balance of trade,
and-infhience in the determination of global telecommunications standards.
ISSUES

FroM the preceding background it should be apparent that some conflict
exists between the desires of the- United States to create a competitive market for
international telecommunications services, and the perceived intention of some
foreign administrations to maintain a monopoly market: structure. How long this
conflict will persist is unclear. The same technological forces chiefly responsible
for competition, in the United States are increasingly being felt abroad.' if the
implications of foreign monopoly power in telecommunications services are not
fully recognized and adequately addressed, however, the United States may not be
fully effective in its efforts to promote competition in these areas.
_
The issues discussed in
n this section include:
Computer II Decisions;
o

International private leased service;

o

InternatiOnal operating agreements;

Financial arrangements for international switched services;

Foreign entry into U.S. international telecommunications service
markets;
o

Competition invoice services; and

o

U.S. participation in 001 Standards Activity in a Deregiaated
Environment.
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The Resale and Computer 11 Decisions

As mentioned earlier, the FCC started taking steps towards improving
international telecommunications competition beginning in December 1979. The
actions that have generated the most dehate are (I) the FCC's Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking for International Resale and Shared Use of Services and Facilities, and
(2) the FCC's Second Computer Inquiry (Computer II), which commenced in 1976.
Because they relate to subsequent issues, these two actions are discussed more
fully..

Resale is the subscription to communications services and facilities by one
entity and the reoffering of services and. facilities to the public (with or without
adding value) for profit. Sharing is a nonprofit arrangement in which several
customers collectively use communications services and facilities provided by a
carrier, with each user paying the communications related costs accarding to its
pro rata usage. In 1976 the FCC required carriers to remove from their interstate
tariffs restrictions prohibiting the resale and shared use of private lines. In that
decision the FCC concluded that resale and shared use of private line services
would yield a number of public benefits, including:
o

the curtailment of unwarranted price discrimination (1.e, charging
different cmtomers different prices for essentially the same service)
and possibly provision_ of communications services at rates more
-closely aligned to actual costs;

o

better management of communications networks, and facilitating the
availability of noncarrier management expertise by intermediaries to
users;

the avoidance of waste of communications capacity; and
o

the creation of additional incentives for research and development of
ancillary devices to be used with transmission lines.

In 1980 the FCC came to asimil ar decision regarding resale of domestic MTS and
WATS service.3

The question of international resale and shared use was addressed as part of
4
the 1976 decision but the issue was deferred in a 1977 reconsideration. Among the
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factors contributing. to the FCC: deferral was the international debate then
underWay.

Re Sale and shared use had been subject to considerable debate in the

In
International Telephone. and Telegraph ConSilMtive Committee (CCITT).
addition, many foreign administrations had expressed opposition to the Initial FCC
decision. The CCITT at its Sixth Plenary session in 1976 adopted its
Recommendation prohibiting resale and shared use of international private linet
and the United States concurred in this Recommendation. Because the issue was
pending at the FCC; however; the United States added a footnote to the 0.1

Re Commendation; stating: "There is in the USA; a continuing discussion of issues

re'lated to the dedietited use of customer private /eased circuits, and the U.S.
delegation is pleased that this will be the subject of fUrther study in Study Group III

during this study period."5 The footnote was intended to hairy' Other CCITT
members that the issue was under review in the United -States and that We
expected the Recommendation to be reviewed bv the CCITT in' its next plenary
period (1977-1980).

In April 1980; the FCC again raised the subject of international resale,
adopting NOtiee of Proposed Ralemaking "to consider whether or to what extent
common. carriers subject to our jurisdiction which provide international
communications services should be allowed to continue to restrict the resale and

shared use of the services and facilities they offer under tariffs filed with the
CommiSsion."6 The responses from U.S. parties divided along predietable lines;
The established international record carriers, who benefit from the present resale
restrictions.; opposed the change. AT&T took the position thatth\mefits could result
from resale and sharing if the policy is carried out under competitive conditions. A
large number of users easo filed in the proceeding. In general, users supported the
concept, although many recognized it was a controversial international issue and
the larger users, especially, feared retaliation.
The benefits that would flow from resale and shared use include opening the

possibility for a wider variety of services, promoting more efficient we of network
\,facilities, and reducing the costs and potentially the prices charged users; Under
the current CCITT restrictions, only large users can obtain the cost saving benefits
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of flat rate private lines. While the costs savings of resale.and shared use could
stimulate demand, foreign administrations also see it diverting traffic from the
higher priced switched services. The additional revenues flowing from increased

demand could offset any revenue losses associated with traffic diverted froth
switched to private line service: Some foreign administrations nevertheless fear
that, on balance, they would lose.

The CCITT D.1, Recommendation was one agreed upon mechanism for
preventing 'this diversion. Naturally, foreign administrations are concerned that, if
the United States were to permit unlimited international resale and shared use, it
would be difficult for Ahem' to prevent such activities, although they control one
end of the facility. As a further measure, some administrations have threatened to
retaliate by imposing volume - sensitive p ricing for private lines or eliminating them
altogether. Either action couldsgreatiy increase the annual cost forlarge users of
international' telecOm municationS such as. DOD and. US. companies that use Maid
channels throughout the world for their internal communications. It could also
hive a mr.ior effect on US. data processing firms proViding services that compete
with foreign companies, and in some cases with foreign administrations as well. In

addition, possible small users' gains from resale services might be reduced or
eliminated if volume-sensitive pricing were initiated.

The FCC's Computer II RWem&inK. Both the First Computer Inquiry
(Computer 1) and the Second Computer Inquiry (Computer II) represent efforts by
the FCC to redefine and limit the scope of traditional common carrier regWstioN
taking into account the convergence of computer and telecommunications
technology.
In Computer I, the FCC drew a distinction between communicatior.s services

and data processing services; and concluded that the latter were not subject to
common carrier regulation under Title II of the Communications Act. This
deteim1riatitin applied to WI domestic and international services provided over
common carrier. fadilities. As the technology advanced; however, the criteria
adopted in Computer I for diatinguishing between "communications" and "data
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processing" services became increasingly ob,Solete. Accordingly, the FCC adopted

new criteria for determining the scope of its Title II jurisdiction, based on a
distinction between "basic" and "enhanced" services. Under Computer II, providers
of tnysic services are regulated as communications common carriers, but enhanced
services'fall outside the scope of the FCC's Title II jurisdiction. The FCC defined
the dichotomy as follows:

We find that oasic service is limited to the common carrier
offering of transmission capacity for the movement of information,
whereas enhanced service combines basic service with computer
processing applications that act- on the format,- content, code,
protocol or similar aspects of the subscriber's transmitted

information, or provide the subscriber additional, different, or
restructured inforrgation, or involves subscriber interaction with
stored information.'
in Compliter I the FCC decided not to regulate data processing services; in
Computer II, it concluded that enhanced services (which encompass both data
processing and some transmission component) should not be regWateck The FCC's
action in Computer II has thus served to reduce 4further the. scope of common
In its
carrier regulation in an increasingly competitive environment.

reconsideration of the final Computer U order, the FCC indicated that the
basic /enhanced dichotomy applies to international services as well as to domestic
8

serViceS.

While a broad variety of new services would be dereguletedi Computer II
does not, deregUlate basic transmission service nor in any 'major way alter the
FCC's Title II jurisdiction over the comnion carrier transmission facilities used to

provide international services. The FCC structured Computer II so that =briers
authorized to own international transmission facilities must provide basic serviees
under traditional common carrier regulatiOn. An international carrier must
therefore separate Or unbundle its enhanced services from its basic services so
ttiat other enhanced service vendors can use the basic transmission facilities in a
manner consistent with the eirrrier's tariffs governing use of the facilities.
The Commission adopted it Computer U decision. in April 1980. Parties
determination that the
a Commission
Challenged
have subsequently
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bale/enhanced dichotomy applies to international services. As recently as
August 1982; the FCC affirmed that Computer II applies to international
services. 9 Petitions were filed seeking reconsideration of the FCC's August 1982
Order.1° Some petitioners contend the FCC ha-s taken precipitous action without
adequately considering the international ramifications, They argue; for example,
that the FCC has, in effect, already ordered international resale and thereby
prejudiced the outcome of its international Resale proceeding. If this were true;
there would be cause for concern over possible foreign reactions.
Insofar as resale is concerned, the FCC has made clear that Computer II in
no way alters existing prohibitions against international resale. When confronted
with this issue, the FCC in its August 1982 Cyder stated that Computer II does not
",prejudge issues pending before the Commission in International Resale." Order
at para. 22. This is supported by the fact that the FCC has not required carriers
to alter any tariff provisions restricting third party use that were in effect prior
to Computer IL In addition; Chairman FoWler in a response dated October 20,

1982; to correspondence from Mr. Burtz, Director of the CCITT, stated that
"(a) ny interpretation of Computer II to the effect that the Commission has

establiShed a new pcilidy with respect to international resale or otherwise
prejudiced the outcome of the International. Resale Proceeding is simply
incorrect."

It appears that some misunderstanding may exist among some foreign
administrations as to the effect of the FCC's Computer II decision. The cause for
It is apparent, however, that some of the
this uncertainty is unclear.
misunderstanding can be attributed to actions taken. by certain U.S. Carriers:
Western Union International (W110, for example,. has appended to its Petition for
Reconsideratien of the FCC August 1982 Order correspondence from various
foreign adminiStrations expressing concern over the Computer II decision." An
examination of Will's outgoing- correspondence to these foreign administrations
that 'Concern on their part may be premised on
reveals, however,
misunderstandings as to what the FCC did in Computer II. Statements are made
in Will's correspondence that. "the FCC has held that 'enhanced services'
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value added services) may be shared and resold without lima

tion." Will goes on

to state it concerns that "this trend might broaden the b daries of enhanced
services to include basic services such as tele; message t lephone, and leased
channels ... ."
These statements appear inconsistent With past statements of the FCC and

that basic services
inconsistent with the underlying theory of Computer II
would continue to be regulated as common carrier services, In additioN the
Commission has stated that "application of the basic/enhanced dichotomy to the

international arena will not alter existing opeilitional relationships between
enhanced service providers and their foreign correspondents. Enhanced service

providers will have to adhere to established practices with respect to offering
international services." (August 1982 Order at n.7.) It appears, therefore, that
some misunderstanding currently exists among foreign administrations as to the
scope of FCC's Computer II decision. Any misunderstanding should be clarified so
that it does not needlemIy precipitate actions by foreign administrations that are
adVerse to US. interests.
Issues of major concern to the U.S. are (1) the continued availability of flat
rate leased circuits, (2) the possibility some foreign monopoly administrations may
exploit financial arrangements to the disadVantage of U.S. industry, and (3) the

potential for unfair competition resulting from unregulated foreign-owned U.S.
service providers acting in concert with their overseas affiliate. While the
issues will be discussed in the following sections, certain observations are
Warranted here. First, application of the Computer U basic/enhanced dichotomy
to international services is sound public policy. There is no need to subject
enhanced services provided over common carrier facilities to a common carrier
scheme of regulation. Experience gained over the last decade as a result of
,Computer I demonstrates this. Second, even though individual enhanced services
are not subject to traditional common carrier regulation, regulatory action may
be required to prevent foreign entities from utilizing U.S. transmission facilities
to the competitive disadvsntage of U.S. service vendors.
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Whether the FCC can provide effective regulatory safeguards sufficient to
protect US. interests in an unregulated environment remains to be seen. Under
Computer II the FCC retains a full panOpoly of regulatory authorities to license

ccmmon carrier facilities and regulate their U. The court of appeals has
affirmed the FCC's ancillary authority with respect to enhanced services where
necessary to effectuate the FCC statutory mandate. AT&T V; FCC, 572 F.2d 17
(2d,Cir; 1978). How the FCC will exercise its jurisdiction to safeguard U.S;
international communications interests is unclear. The FCC appears to be
proceeding on the ,stitaiStion that so long as it retains jurisdiction to regulate the
common carrier transmission facilities; over which enhanced services are
provided, it will be able adequately to meet its responsibilities in accord with its
statutory mandate.

Current Policy. Restrictions on third party use are currently contained in
the tariffs of various international carriers. These restrictions serve to prohibit
resale of private line services. The FCC is currently examining whether the:::
resale restrictions should be removed.
The FCC has deregulated various services provided internationally.
Computer LI removes the provision of international enhanced services from the
scope of common carrier regulation under Title II of the Communications Act.
While the FCC hasiremoved regulatory barriers to. entry, an enhanced.service may

'be offered internationally only if it is provided consistent with tariff provisions
governing the use of common carrier transmission facilities and meets the
approval of foreign administrations.

International Private Leased Service

Private leased service" is one of three basic network options

public

switched, packet switched, and private leased networks. Large users, both U.S.
and foreign, make extensive use of all three options in order to satisfy different
technical needs. Private leased service is especiMIy important to maintain
highly-sophisticated business networks, because of the following unique
advantages:
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(1)

Private lines permit the user to attach

customer prems

equipment of the latest technology, thereby maximizing circuit
utilization. Private lines thus encourage innovative technology.

(2)

Private line circuits offer more efficient and technically superior
services, including quicker response time and a broader range of
applications.

(3)

private lease offers substantial_ cost savings for a user with
sufficient traffic to cover the relatively high fixed costs involved.

The continuation of international private Iemed service is a seldomrecognized but important US. concern. In part because of the controversy over

application of the FCC's Computer II and international reziale actions, some
overseas administrations may review their policies concerning private leased
service. Should this happen, the U.S. business community and the Department of
Defense would face major cost increases for international telecommunications,
estimated In DOD's case to be as high as 300-700 percent.
Private leased service is technically feasible even in an Integrated Services
Digital Network (ISDN). Not all foreign admintrations that favor ISDN are
opposed to private leased service. In fact, there are distinct economic, technical,
and political advantages to retention of private leased service by other countries.
in order to retain this type of service within an ISDN environment, however, the
U.S. Government must promote it vigorously, while encouraging broader
participation in the ISDN development process.
International Operating Agreements

One impediment to Increased entry of U.S. service providers into
international telecommunications markets has been the reluctance of foreign
administrations to sign operating agreements with addition-al US. carrier& In most

cases, an operating agreement must be negotiated by a US. carrier and foreign
administration prior to the initiation of direct telecommunications.service between
countries. The operating agreement usually sets all relevant financial and
operating arrangements.
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Most foreign administrations appear reluctant to operate with a large
number of carriers, because there are added administrative and operating costs
associated with each new carrier. Although not all European markets may be large
enough to. support an unlimited number of U.S. carriers, recent actions by some
European administrations have nonetheless caused concern in the-United States.
The Nordic and Benelux countries recently indicated interest in possibly limiting,
the number of U.S. carriers for public data communications service between those
countries and the United States, on the basil of competitive bids.

Even prior to deregulation, U.S. policy favored multiple suppliers in the
The Nordic-Benelux proposals were
record communications marketplace.
originally perceived as a step backwards from the status quo, because they implied
an interest in reducing the number of carriers of a particular service to Only ..one -creating single carrier exclusivity.
The pcsitiohs of the Nordic and Benelux administrations were clarified after
they became aware of several US; concerns. Informal discussions between
representatives of the U.S. Government and the Nordic and Benelux
administrations were held in Paris during January 1983. These discussions have Ied
the U.S. to interpret each inquiry in the following manlier:

-- The inquiry should not be understood as a formal request for

competitive bids, but as a commercial inquiry seeking information
about new services previously unavailable;

It is similarly not intended_toleati to renegotiation of existing
arrangements; but is a preliminary inquiry about interconnection
with U.S. carriers for the new services;
Interconnection with multiple (four, five or more) US. carriers
for new services is envisaged;

There is no intention to alter cuBent arrangements in respect to
accounting rates and their division.
Current U.S. policy is to encourage an environment in which users are free
to choose among competing suppliers on the basis of price and service quality. To
this end, the United States favors an international market in which new carriers
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foreign
are free to enter, and king-teeth mcIusive arrangements between
administrations and U.S. firms are not permitted

Financial Arrangements for International-S,nitehed Services

The mechanism used to divide the revenues earned by jointly-provided
international telecommunications switched services between U.S. carriers and
14
foreign administrations is known as the, accounting and settlement process.
Unfortunately, Withotit US; Government oversight; this process could be used by
foreign administration-a to "whipsaw" one US. carrier against another. The current
policy of the FCC is intended to help prevent such exploitation.
US. carriers generally share revenues from the Switched services with their

foreign correspondents, based on 6 negotiated "accounting rate." This rate is
distinguished from the "collection rate" (the rate the customer pays) at either
terminal; During a given month; if the number of paid minutes froth calls billed in
lxith countries is equal, the US. carrier and its foreign correspondent would be
entitled to the same amount of accounting rate revenues, and no transfer of funds
would be rdquired. If; however; the number of paid minutes is greater In one
direction than the other, the carrier with the higher outbound paid minutes must
make a payment to its correspondent.15

In 1980, for example, there were more inbOUnd minutes (to the United
States) of both telex and packet switched services than biltboCiri4 and more
outbound (from the United States) telephone minutes and telegraph words than
inbound. Therefore; the US. carrier industry as a whole was in a receivable or
creditor position with respect to telex and packet switched services, and was in a
payable Or debtor position with respect to message telephone and telegraph
services.

The term "whipsaw" WS been defined by the FCC as "the ability of the
foreign correspondent to utilize its monopoly power to play one carrier against
others to gain, concessions and benefits from ttiC US; international carriers."16 In
the past; only international record carriers (IRC6) haVe been deemed vulnerable to

"whipsawing"; switched international voice services were supplied by just one
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carrier, AT&T, in the continental United States. The FCC authorized the IRCs to
provide voice services in its decision of December, 1982. Carriers such as Comsat,
MCI, and others may also provide voice services if they can obtain the necessary
operating agreements with foreign administrations.
In the past, the foreign administrations have had the potential power to
"whipsaw"' the IRCs for two reasons: (1) the foreign administrations are typically

monopolists, with the poWer to choose which US. carriers they will have an
operating agreement with; and (2) these administrations generally control the
distribution of return traffic to the United States amorg those carriers with whom
they have signed operating agreements.

As an example of "whipsawing," a foreign administration might insist that a
new telex carrier agree to a telex accounting rate lower than the prevailing rate in
Alternatively,. an
order to be allowed to interconnect with that country.

established carrier might be threatened with a reduction in its share of return
traffic if it did not agree to a lower telex accounting rate. Once the accounting
rate for one carrier is lowered, other US. carriers would have to agree to reduced
accounting rates, to avoid a loss of inbound telex traffic.
The process can then be repeated by the foreign administration, starting
with a different carrier. In this fashion, one carrier can be played off against the
others, with the foreign administration constantly gaining a larger share of total
revenues. "Whipsawing" thus diverts revenues from the U.S. industry to the foreign
admintrations, and reduces the potential for any significant reduction in US.
users' rates.

"Whipsawing" cod actually result in increased rates for U.S. users. On one

hand, the US. carriers may simply 'twa/ow" their

loss,

with no resultant

compensatory rise in the U.S. collection rate. On the other hand; the carriers may
have to compensate for the revenue loss by raising,the US. collection rate. In
either event, however, the U.S. balance of payments is adversely affected:
The marketplace cannot adequately protect the US. industry from the
monopolistic tactics of foreign administrations in the accounting and settlement
process.

Once it became evident that "whipsawing" could occur, some US.
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Government intervention was necessary to protect the U.S. industry. The
Government agency most deeply involved in the process has been the Federal
Coin nu.nications Commission (FCC).

To prevent "whipsawing," the FCC in 1980 reaffirmed a long- standing policy
requiring uniform settlement rate agreements on parallel international routes.17
This means that all carriers .must abide by the same accounting and settlement
arrangements for the same destination. However, the policy as reaffirmed by the
Commission allows some departures from uniformity. The Com Mission has stated:
We will consider, on a case -by -case basis, waivers of the policy of

uniformity. Our consideration of a waiver request will be in
accordance_ with the public interest standard and will include
examination of the potentiaiefects of a grant on the ratepayer,
the carrier; and the industry;
This uniform sattIement policy prevents "whipsawing" by foreign
administrations, while allowing for waivers if such action is demonstrably in.
public interest. Such a policy strengthens the industry, promotes lower consumer
balance of payments in
rates, and contributes to a favorable US.

telecommunication services. Under Computer 11 as presently interpreted, however,

the uniform accounting and settlement policy -would not apply to enhanced
services.

Foreign Entry into U.S. International Telecommunications Service Markets
In recent years, as US. deregulation has continued; the

US.

telecommunications service markets have become increasingly attractive to
foreign entities. A number of US. carriers and Government agencies, as well as
Congress, have expressed concern about the openness of U.S. service markets in
contrast to the continuing lack of such openness abroad. In this situation, with the

lack of truly reciprocal overseas markets, there may be a need to determine to
what extent foreign entry into U.S. international telecommunication markets
could result in unfair competition with U.S.-owned firms. This is an issue
Congress, in any event, is likely to address.
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In general, the United States has sought mutually open international markets
in services as Well as equipment, as a matter of sound trade policY\ Open world
markets offer the consumer lower prices, better quality, and greater diversity; new
technologies may be more rapidly exploited; exports are stimulated; and worldwide
employment opportunities are expanded. In such a mutualy open environment,
foreign entry into U.S. domestic and international telecommunications service
markets would be highly beneficial. In services as in product niiirketS, however; It
IS i important to assure that competition is fair both in U.S. and foreign markets.
Iri the product area, if a foreign company engages in "dumping" flooding
the U.S. Market with large amounts of an item at anunjustifiably low price US.
companies can take legal action. Equivalent legal protections do not ',exist for
services. While consumers may benefit in the short run from "dumped" services,
the practice could have serious long term effects if it weOerM US; industry and
endangers the success of procompetitive policies. The United States should
therefore be prepared to eat against unfair competition in U.S thicitets by
foreign -owned telecommunications service providers.

There is always some potential for anticompetitive conduct implicit in a

Market

in

which

numerous

firms

are

competing vigorously.

When

a

telecomthunicationa firin operating in the United States is owned by a foreign
government, 19 additicirial competitive issues arise:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The foreign-owned firm may be able to benefit from discriminatory
access to markets in the foreign country,- through the parent foreign
administration's monopoly control of the foreign half of international
transmission facilities and networks.
Foreign7owned_ 1.1.Sfirms may be able to benefit froth more
favorable financial arrangements with the parent country than are
afforded US; firms.
The foreign country may be willing top;ovIde the foreign-owned firin
with service betWeen the United States and third countries at a lower
coat than is offered to U;S:-owned firms (for example, service frorn- the U.S. to Singapore, via Hong Kong).
foreign-owned firm may be able to benefit from a
disproportionate share of return traffic from the parent country or

The

countries.
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Some of the practices described above could haVe some distortional effects
and might be difficult to detect. Unfair 'competition by foreign -owned firms could

bd detrimental to the interests of the United States, and could haVe adverse
effects On trade and -national security.

The FCC has deregulated domestic resale carriers. There are statutory
restrictions on foreign ownership of firms holding radio frequency licenses (47
U.S.C. Sec 310(b)). Foreign entities, hOwever,cM obtain transmission capacity
from common carriers to provide basic or enhanced services; The Commission's
recent Authorized User decision alloWs noncarriers to obtain transmission capacity

from Comsat. Since the Commission did not restrict the types of entities that
could Obtain satellite circuits directly from Comsat, foreign entities can Obtain, on
an end-to-end basis, an international satellite circuit for private or commercial
use. A foreign firm could Operate In conjunction with a foreign administration in a
Ndiscriminntory manner to the detriment of US: service vendors.
Anticompetitive activities by a domestic firm that have an impact On U.S.

commerce are subject to the antitrust laws, whether the firm is US. or foreign
owned. The fact of non-U.S, ownership confers no immunity from possibly severe
At present. antidumping law; dO not apply to the
antitrust sanctions.
telecommunications services market. There are no explicit statutory requirements
informaticin that
governing ditclosure of financing, ownership, and other relevant
are unique to foreign-owned firms. Authority to investigate anticompetitive
activity by foreign-owned or other providers of enhanced services would reside in
the CommiFsion's ancillary jurisdiction respecting competition in commerce (e.g.,
.

47 U.S.C. See. 313, 314). The stated policy of the US; Government has been to
sanction foreign investment in this country and participation in our economy by
foreign firms. The United States thus does not oppose the involvement of foreignowned entities in our competitive telecommunications marketplace. At the same
time, the potential competitive issues posed by such involvement that may be
--Unique to' tembottirittitildatiol
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Competition for Voice Services
During 1981, international record services in the U.S. accounted for only 19

percent of total international telecommunications revenues, whereas international
voice service revenues were responsible for 81 percent" of the total. Congress
and the FCC in recent years, however, have concentrated on increasing record
service competition, and have paid comparatively little attention to competitive
conditions in the voice market.
The Record Carrier Competition Act (RCCA) of 1981 amended Section 222
of the Communications, Act of 1934, in order to improve domestic and international
'telecommunications cOmpetition in record, service.21. The new- Act allows the
Western Union Telegraph Company to compete In the interistional arena, and the
. IRCs to offer domestic telecommunications, without prior FCC .authorization; It
also requires nondiscriminatory interconnection among all record carriers.
Recently, interpreting the general requirements of- the RCCA, the FCC
(a) required record carriers to unbundle their overseas transmission charges into
separate domestic and international components, (b) established provisions to
determine the charges for domestic handling of international traffic; and
(c) established a formMa to negate any advantage an IRC may derive ftpm an

operating'agreement with a country that refuses to grant one to another US.
carrier. The FCC has also released a Report and Order which eliminated the
vbice/record dichotomy in the provision of internationalservice.22

Interconnection of voice services may be addressed by the FCC in the
future. To ensure fair competition in the voice market, the FCC should, at a.
minimum, take steps similar to those adopted in the record communications
busines§ concerning interconnection. Unbundling of overseas transmission charges
for voice services into separate domestic and international components as
presently required for record services may be also necessary. These and other
approaches to foster competition need to be eveuated.
US. Participation in-CCI Standards-Activities-in a Deregulated Environment

International consensus on technical and operating standards and tariff
principlieS is reached in the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
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resulN are incorporated in ITU regulations and in the recommendations of the
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) and the International
Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT).

United States participation in ITU activities is ultimately the responsibility
of the Department of State. U.S. working groups of thb CCIR and CCITT include
usera and various agencies of the Federal
representatives from industry,
Government.
The delegations are always headed' by a U.S Government
representative.
In U.S. CCITT working groups, where preparations are made for
international meetings, the Federal Government must act as organizer, mediator,
and catalyst in arriving at consensus views among industry representatives. In U.S.
CCIR preparatory groups, by contrast, industry plays a different role because the
Federal Government has a direct responsibility for most matters covered in the
CCIR. Although members of US. industry submit company papers and make
presentations at international meetings, particularly CCITT meetings, only Federal
officials can state the US. position. (There have recently been proposals to
modify this restriction.)
The recommendations of these international committees are legally
voluntary hut, are generally accepted throughout the world. Those in which the
United States has concurred are the functional equivalent of international
agreements. The US. Government ensures compliance with these international
recommendations within the United States, principally by means of the authority
granted the FCC under the Communications Act of 1934. The FCC powers consist
s-

primarily of tariff and certificate authority governing new carrier facilities and
services (Title H) and radio licensing authority (Title III). In addition, radio
frequencies for U.S. Government use are controlled and assigned by NTIA pursuant
to section 305 of the 1934 Act and under authority granted it by Executive Order
12046. NTIA's responsibilities in this regard are carried out in accordance with ITU
rules-and- recommendations.
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Recommendations

Some Government involvement In the international telecommunications
arena is required to protect vital US. Interests, Full and fair Competition cannot
be ensured without Government oversight, as long as foreign aditinistrations resist
movement toward a truly competitive international marketplace.
At present; the United States is promoting a competitive marketplace while
much Of the World stiU lags behind. Other governments have %taken commendable
initiatives to fciter competition, Othough more needs to be don6.
The United States should continue aggr4sively to seek a more competitive
international communications marketplace. We must make clearer to other nations

that competition does not constitute ti threat to their sovereignty and that the
benefitS of competition are substantial. We should also indicate that the same
technological forces driving competition in the United States are haVinig similar
effects eNkoad; A possible approach would be for the United StateS to have more
high leV,-; _;;Jeussions with those Segments of foreign governments concerned4ith
foreign Policy and economic_ matters. These policymakers would have less of a
vested interest in the existing telecommunications arrangements of their countries
and could see the troader benefits of competition to users, consumers, and
equipment suppliers.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX
10n December 12, 19792 the Commission took action in the following cases related

to competition in international services:
(1)'

International Audit and Study, 75 FCC 2d 726 (1980);

(2)

InternatioriaI Gateways; 76 FCC 2d 115 (1980);

(3)

International DATAPHONE, 75 FCC 2d 682 (1980);

(4)

Alternate Voice/Data Service and Interconnection with Domestic
Network, 76 FCC 2d 166 (1980);

(5)

Interface of International and Domestic Telex and TWX Services, 76
FCC 2d 61 (1980);

(6)

New Telex Service Arrangement via Mexico and Canada, 75 FCC 2d

(7)

COnsortium Communication International, Inc,, 76 FCC 2d 15 (1980);

46t (1980);
and-

(8)

Regulation of Domestic Public Message Service, 75 FCC 2d 345
(1980)

2

The NT1A studK focused on Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, France,
West Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Philippines, Singapore, Sweden,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and Venezuela.
3

Resale and Shared Use of Common Carrier Services and Facilities, 60 FCC 2d 261

(1976); MTS/WATS Resale & Sharing; 80 F.C.C. 2d 54 (1980).
4

'

Resale and Shared Use of Common Carrier Services and Facilit'es, 62 FCC 2d

588, 593 (1977) (reconsideration).
5

ccirr Orange Book, Vol. 11.1, "General Tariff- Principles, Lease of Circuits for

Private Services," p. 83 (VIth Plenary Assembly, Geneva 1977).
6

Internation'al Resale, 77 FCC 2d 840 (1980) (notice).

7

Amendment of Section 64.702 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations (Final

Decision), 77 FCC 2d 384, (1980).
8Amendment of Section 64.702 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations
(Reconsideration), 84 FCC 2d 50; 53 In 4 (1980).
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_FCC Memorandum Opinion and Order, "GTE Telenet Communications
Corporation and Tymnet, Inc," Authority to extend Packet-Switched Services to
9

Western Europe, released August 25, 1982.

10 Petitions for recoaideration of the FCC Memorandum Opinion and Order of
Inc.,
August 25, 1982,_ were Filed by WUI, RCA Global Communications
Association of Data PrOe&-sing Organizations; Inc.,, and International
Communications Association. These petitions were supported hy Control Data
Corporation and GTE Corporation. AerOriautice Radio, Inc., and IBM supported

having Computer II apply to the' international arena.
11 Western Union International, Inc., Petition for Reconlideration in_the matter of
GTE Telenet Communications Corporation and in the matter of Tymnet, Inc.,

Appendbc-Ai September 24; 1982.
12priVate leased line service in this chapter refers to the use of voice grade

circuit bandwidths and greater.
1 3Letters from Matthew V; .Scocozza, Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Transportation and Telecommunic-ations, Department of State, to Nordic and

Benelux Administrations, January 28, 1983;

channel services do not entail such a process; Each administration
charges a monthly rate for its half-circuit (from the_eetintry to the theoretical
14 Leased

midpoint of the path.)

15The description of the process hai been simplified somewhat for purposes of
explanation.
16 Uniform Settlement Rates on Parallel International Communications Roates, 84

FCC 2d 121, 122 n..3 (1q80);
17Uniform Settlement Rates, 66 FCC 2d 359 (1977) (notice); 84 FCC 2d 121 (1980)
(order).

1884 FCC 2d at 128.
t9 For example, Pacnet Communications Corporation (PACNET); aresale common

carrier, Is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cable and Wireless PLC, -of whieh the
British government owns 49 percent. Cable and Wireless and its affiliates serve
as the Retognized Private Operating Agency (RPOA) for A Large number of
countries around the world;
20 Includes

AT&T and four-other voice carriers, .See Federal Communications
Commission, Statistics of Communications Common Carr;ers, Tables_14 and 25
(1981).
21 Pub. L. No. 97-130 (Dec. 29, 19181); 47 USX. S 222;
22 1,CC

Report and Order, Overseas Communications Services, CC Docket

No. 80-632, released December 22, 1982.
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Chapter Seven
TRADE IN EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
U. S. policies concerning trade in telecommunications and information
equipment and services are developed under a separate rubric from other
international telecommunications policies the rubric of international trade as a

Because of the distance between trade and telecommunibatiorm
between the USTR and the- FCC, or between the GATT and the
institutions
whole.

ITU -- there. is some danger of a lack of coherence or consistency within the
poIieymaing apparatus; Nonetheless, the importance of the telecommunications
and information industries is increasingly recognized in trade circles.

The major part of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of trade in
telecommunications and information equipment.. At the end of the chapter,
however, an effort is made to, explain the special problems posed:by service-related
bai.riers to trade and investment.
The U. S. Equipment Trade Position

The. term "telecommunications and information equipment" could be
interpreted to cover ail almost unlimited varier:: of products that play a role in the
transmission or processing of information.' In order to provide a manageable
discussion,

this chapter concentrates on three major equipment categories:

(1) telecommunication's equipment (SIC 3661 and 3662); (2) computing equipment
(SIC 3573); and (3) electronic components (SIC 367):2
EaCh of these industries constitutes a large and rapidly- growing sector of
.

In 1982, product shipments amounted .to $26 billion for
telecommunications equipment, $33 billion for computing equipment, and
$28 billion for electronic components. In the last decade, all three industries haVe
the U. S. economy.

The
manufacturing - as a whole.
teleCommtiniCtitiOnTs and electronics components sectors have experienced real

grown much more rapidly than

U. S.

annual growth of 8 pardnt and I0 percent respectively; while the computer
.
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industry has grown at an 18 percent annual rate. By contrast/the overall U.S.
output of electrical and electirohie MaChinery has averaged only 4.3 percent real
growth, and U.S. manufacturing as a Whole has inched along at 1.2 percent per
year.3 Estimates for the telecommunications equipment market in 1987 indicate a.
US. market of about $34 billion and a world market of just under $60 billion.
In'the material that follows, a rough "trade picture" is drawn for each of the
three industries; discussing (1) the trend of U. S. exports and imports over the latt
decade; 1(2)

the importance of exports and imports relative to overall U.S.

-production and consumption In that industry; and (3) the U.S. share of world export
maricetS. It will elle 15611051'01 to compare the trade_status of .these
U.S. mantifacturert at a whole. Our manufacturers have become ;
with that

significantly more export-oriented, with manufacturing exports increasing from 6.6
percent of total shipments in 1973 to 10 percent in 1950.4 Imports :cs a perecageof domestic consumption have increased in a similar fashion. Howes e... the _United
States still has a long way to go before these percentages match those Y.' most

other industrialized countries.

Telecommumeatieni Equipment. The Commerce Department
telecommunications equipment in two main categories; SIC 3661 and 3662, ma!'<ing

an overall evaluation difficult.

The fit§t category; SIC 3661 ("Itlephonr and

telegraph equipment"), contains the type of equipment and facilities traditionally

used for point-to-point communications,. but it does not ineltide a variety of
advanced products such as fiber -optic cables, microwave. systemt, mobile tadiOS
facsimile machines; and satellite facilities. These are included in SIC 3662: ( "radio
and television chrtimunicating equipment "), along with 'broadcasting a.nd! a wide
.

variety of specialized equipment.
purposes.

This category has been modified for our

5

In SIC 3661, U.S. exports tiave increased substantially since 1972, from
about 2 percent of U.S. production to about 5:5 percent: Imports have increased
mainly in the last five years, from Iass than 2 percent in 1977 te, almost 5percent
of U.S. consumption in 1982. Both sets of figures, however, are stibstantially below
the for U. S. exports and imports as\a whole.
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The relatively backward U.S. export position in this type of equipment Can
First; the U.S. industry, while .

\be attributed to a number of factors.
chnologicWly

formidable, has been severely handicapped by the voluntary;

deeanes-long exile from the world market of the industry giant, Western Electric.
Second,in most of the developed world, telecommunications continues to he a
heavily regulated, highly concentrated industry, inwhich a single buyer (Many a
"PTT" or government administrative agency) purchases most telecommumeations
equipment from a handful of favored suppliers, usually domestic. Thus,
telecointnunications equipment imports by developed countries have always been
substeintially smaller than in technologically similar industries.
In the modified SIC 3662 category; on the other hand, the export figures are
more substantial: approximately 13 percent of 1982 production was exported. In the

subclaification "broadcasting equipment" (including cable and closed circuit
television systems), exports ac-counted for over 20 percent of U.S. production. In
the subeltiification "communications systems and equipment (except broadcast),"
which includes fiber-optics, microwave, and satellite systems, as well as Mobile

radio and facsimile equipment, close to

15

percent of U. S. production was

exported. If the SIC 36t31 and modified 3662 categories are combined; it can be
inferred that exports accounted for about 9 percent of 1982 industry shipments.

By contrast, as early as 1975, the other six major equipment exporting
countries all exported over 10 percent of production, and the percentages have
probably increased since then. In the SIC 3661 category, the U.S. share of 1981
smaller than the of Japan,
telecommunications exports came to 13 percent
West Germany, and Sweden. The same data indicate that, in the last five years,
the U. S. share of telecommunications exports is growing faster than that of any
other major exporting country except Canada and Japan. However, imports to the
United States are growing even faster. As a result; the U. S. trade surplus in SIC
3661 telecommunications equipment is growing much slower than that of other
reading countrit, with the exception of Britain and ItAly.
Computing- Equipment.

This sector includes all varieties of computing

equipment, from desktop "personal" computers to large-scale supercomputers. It
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also Includes equipment such as disk drives and printers; which can be used for
either computers or other office machinery such as word proCeELsors. Since 1977,
computer exports have leveled off at 252.30 percent of total U. S. production; while
imports heVe suddenly risen from 2.6 to 8.2 percent of U. S. consumption. The
lion's share of U.S. imports; as M the case of telecommunications equipment,
comes from Japan and East Asia. The U.S share of OECD computer exports was
typewriters and
46 percent in 1982. For computers and offied machines (such as
remained
fairly
constant for
word processors) combined, the U. S. export share has
the last decade at about 35 percent.`'

Interestingly, while the Uttt LI States and Japan ha'Ve the largest Shares of
e largest European producers (France, West
OECD computer export-, t:c
Germany, and Britaih) FR\ awl , 're export-intensive than either of the leading
^nd Britain exporting well over 50 percent of their
countries, with West G...
production. On the other hand, these three European countries are also leading
importers, and each has a negative trade baIanee in computer equipment.
Electronic Components. Electronic component-a industries (SIC 367) provide
Many of the key ingredients of telecommunication; rmd computing eqUipment. As
in the equipment industries; imports are growing ftr&t.,..* ^r excicirtS; Siffee 1977;

total producti6n, while
exports have remained relatively stable at 18-2tt
imports have increased from 15 to 20 percent of consumption. The U. S. Share of
OECD electronic components exports hW decreased from about 40 percent in 1970
to 27 or 28 percent in 1980. A key indicator of declining U. S. competitiveness in

the industries is our trade balance with Japan in integrated circuits, which in
1978 moved, from surplus to deficit. In 1982, it is estimated that United States
imports from Japan were almost three times as large as our exports from that
deutitry. In 1983; for the first time, the United States is expected to have a slight
Wicit with the rest of the world in the electronic components sector as a whole:

In summary, the U. S. telecommunications equipment industry Is day
States, mainly because
beginning to become a major expert sector for the United
of Western Electric's vOluntary exile from export markets and the difficulties of
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exporting to monopsonistic markets: Although exports in this sector are growing
rapidly, imports are growing even faster. In the computing equipment industry, on

the other hand, the United States has long held a dominant share of the world
export market, but is beginning to face strong challenges from Japan and other
countries. Finally, the decline in relative competitiveness that is feared by U. S.

computer makers has apparently arrived for at least part of the electronic
components industry. The Japanese, and increasingly. other manufacturers in the
Far East and Latin America, have eroded the U. S. position in that sector:
The discussion below presents issues and options in four gene:6.1 categories
of trade policy:
o

elimination of foreign barriers to U.S. exports and extension of trade
agreements;

o

protection a U.S. suppliers from unfair foreign competition;

n

improvement of export promotion and removal of U.S. export
barriers; and

o

treatment of telecommunications and information services under
trade policy.

Reduction of Trade Barriers

One aspect of the trade dilemma that the United States faces in
telecommunications arid information is the reduction of barriers to free trade and

investment in the equiprent industries.
erected or maintainer:
o

Amnng the barriers that have been

eountries throughout the world arc the following:

Traditions. ;rad* barer such as quotas and tariff; am, still used;
espec!ally in ..Troping countries; but have been repiaoA in many
countries by non-tariff barriers such as those listed below.

o

Govern-m-procurement r3olic'es may constitute the most serious
provide
trade barriers in the telernsimiiifieutions industry, and
information
significant protection for tiata.pro;:essing

industries. A majority of telecommunications equipment is purchased
by government agencies. In some countries, government proe.uroment
Ili others,.
is subject to explicit "buy-national" policies.

discrimination against foreign suppliers occurs informallyi often
through failure to adequately publicize bidding opportunities or
unexplained delays for approval of products offered.

,
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Technical Standards have also_ functioned as significant trade
barTiers; inasmuch as even terminal equipment must be approved by a

PTT before it can be sold; Standards of_ other countries are often
different from those in the United States, and have arguably been
In_ addition,-the
applied to, discriminate against U. S; firms.
equipment approval process often results In long and _unnecessary
delays. Technical standards appear to pose a greater obstacle in the
telecommunications than in the information equipment sector;
o

Industry-tanzeting.practices aimed at promoting a country's domestie
telecommunications and information industries, through subtidies,
ventures, and 'market
loans, tax breaks, government-business
Segmentation; can create major barriers to importation.

Performance .1tlirerrients; including local_ content_or employment

quotas and technology transfer requirements, are imposed on
suhsidiaries of foreign manufacturers in order to support local
production. These import substitution policies me most commonly
used by developing countries, out in the telecommunications and
information sectors, they are also being practiced by industrialized
countries.

Trade Agreements. In negotiating for a reduction of such barriers, the
United StateS Stiffen from aleck of bargaining chips -- trade restrictions of our
own that can be exchanged for the reduction of trade barriers in other countries.
In-the telecommunications sector, the United Stites was the first country to decide
that Rs government-regulated monopoly shOWd give way to a more competitive
industry structure. Moreover, the United Orates has until recently perceived little
need to intervene to protect or promote our computer and electronics industries;
Trade barriers are more likely to be found in declining U. S. industry sectors than
in growing ones._

AS a result, other countries have good reason to believe that they can freely

enter the U.S. Market without opening their own markets in return. It is not
particularly surprising, therefore, that U.S. efforts to negotiate for more liberal
government procurement practices and technical standards requirementS,11mits on
government-subsidized R&D,' and a floor on export financing terms have met with
limited success.
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A major negotiating setback for the United States was the refusal -of
European countries to allow coverage of PTT (i.e., telecommunications) purchOing
under the GATT Government Procurement Code: Although the United States has

concluded a separate telecommunications procurement agreement with Japan,
further success in reducing barriers will not come .easily. The Government
Procurement Code is scheduled for review in 1984.

Even after agreements have been reached, there is the further problem of
their implementation and enforcement; Identifying violatims is not at all easy;
because they often take the NMI of subtle discouragement rather than explicit
For example, the U.S. -Japan .telecommunications
rejection of icriports.
procurement agreement has so far produced little in the way of NTT-orders troni
U.S. suppliers. Since the time of this agreement,. Japanese exports of
telecommunications equipment have increased by over 60 percent, from ab'out $400

milliOn to about $660 million in 1981. The Electronics Industry Association
estimates that in 1982; telecommunications equipment imports from Japan were
approximately $1 billion; while U.S. exports to Japan were about $40 million.
In view of the diffiCilltieS encountered in making agreements and enforcing
them, there has been growing sentiment in favor'of a more aggressive U.S. stance.
For example, in 1981-82 there was considerable Congressional support for adoption
of a "reciprocity" policY, in which U.S. equipment imports from a given country
would bf. conditioned on the hospitality of the latter to U. S. exports, regardless of
any agreement. Such proposals were included in various bills. A "sectoral"
approach to reciprocity; - however; has been strongly opposed by the Administration.
Options
o

GATT --Coverage of
eXtended
for
negotiating
Continue
teiecommunications procurement policies and other import barriers.

The advantages of negotiating in the GATT are that it reinforces the
post-war trading system, in -which world trade and economic interdependence have

achieved unprecedented progress, and there is also a common framework. of.
principles to serve as the basis for agreements. Moreover, agreements made in the
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GATT cover a majority of countries: The main disadvantage is-that the negotiation
and enforcement of GATT agreements take a long time In addition, there is some
doubt as to whether other countries would be willing to enter a multilateral

agreement on telecommunications and computing equipment, and as to how the
U.S. might induce the unwilling to participate.
Pursue uliaterai wreements with key countries in the
o
telecommunications and information equipment sector.

'I his apprOadh may be particularly effective in addressing the problems
posed by a country such as Japan, which not only maintains an effective array oft,
import barriers, but also poses a significant competitive threat to the U.S. in the
high-technology sector.

Develop- !'linkage" between the telecommunications and information
sectors and other industries, in order to increase negotiating leVetagC
and define issues.
,
For "linkage" to be_used effectively, the United States must be willing to
trade-off barriera in its declining industries. Unfortunately, domestic pressure for
continuing protection ecif such typically labor-intensive industries may often
outweigh any incentives to exchange them for export opportunities in thriving
o

sectors.
o

Enact sectoral reciprocity-leOlation for the telecommunications and
information equipment industries.
.

Under sectoral reciprocity legislation, foreign suppliers' access to US.'
markets would be conditional oa "equivalent"
access of U.S. firms to the
_
corresponding foreign markets: One appeal of such a policy is its conceptual..
.

simplicity:.. A major disadViiiitage >s that it would almost certainly lead to violation
treaty obligations; triggering a ehath reaction of protectionist
of U.S.
counter-measures. Sectoral legislation operates automatically: it is triggered-by a
finding that U. S. products have been excluded, and there s only limited discretion"
to withhold sanctions for foreign policy reasons. Such ail automatically triggered
sanction could violate the GATT in two ways: (1) by hypes-Sing the established
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GATT complaint procedure, and (2) by emoting trade barriers which are illegal
under. the GATT. Thus,.sectoral legislation would prbVide other countries with a
legal excusefor retaliation against the United States in other sectors.'
In addition, sectoral reciprocity lkislation would accomplish little iiinleTst
the offending country valued access to the 'U. S. market 65 much' as or more than
we value access to theirs. In the computer industry, for example, only a few.
countries are, in a position to benefit from open U. S. markets to the same extent
as we stand to benefit from access to their markets. Where a sectoral approach is
likely to be successful, it shoWd be pursued under* a more flexible statutory
structure..
Sectoral legislation has been strongly opposed by the Reagan Administration
and could lead to serious disruption ,f the GATT system.? Nevertheless, there is
likely to be further Congressional pressure for such legislation if current economic
conditions persist.
o

Strengthen the Executive branch's authority to retaliate against the
most harmful foreign trade barriers. .

Under this option the U. S. would retaliate against Closed foreign markets,
where appropriate, but the occasions for tetallation and the means chosen huld
remain within the Executive branch's discretion. If credibly eXercerl; such a
.

policy could be more effective than sectoral legislation, and would involve less risk
of violating treaty obligations.

Statutory authority for such retaliation exists, under section 301 of the
Trade Act Of 1974; Scction 301 could be particularly effective as a response to
foreign actions that impair the United States' obligations under the GATT and
other agreements, but which are not eMily provable under other trade laws (see
below). However, the section 301 process as currently practiced works exiremely
slowly. Additionally, section 103 of the Revenue°Act of 1971 (26 U.S.C. Sec.
48(aX7Xd)) delegates to the President authority to suspend eligibility of foreignmade products for the investment tax credit when he determines that a foreign
government has unjustifiably restricted U.S. commerce by its "tolerance of
international cartels." Petitions urging the exercise of such authority have been
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filed with the US: Trade Representative. The value of this potential remedy has
not yet been established, however;

Unfair Foreign-Competition
The telecommunications andinformation indtiatrieS have been "targeted" for
zovernment-promoted growth by increasing numberd Of both industrialized and
developing countries. The result of this "targeting" phenomenon, it is widely

is to render obsolete the United. States' traditional mechanisins for
preVenting unfair foreign competition in its domestic telecommunications and
believed;

inforthatieii markets. Altritiiigh these domestic indpstries remain generally, strong,
specific sectors within them have been successfully ehVIerges,',.. ...reign imports.
The following are the basic kinde Of ."targeting" practices that have been
identified by the Department of Commerce with respect to high,-teehrioIogy,
industries:
o

Financial assistance_and fiscal incentives are used by many countries

to "target" the telecommunications and information industries by
means of direct subsidies, loans, or tax incentives. Assistance for

R&D is particularly commonplace, because the telecommunications
and information_ industries are R&D-intensive and because R&D
investment entails considerable risk:
ce,

o

Govemment,artiekatiOn in the economic development of domestic
telecommunications and information induatries often can re.sulz in
unfair export practices. Such participation may take the form of
for intercorporate cooperation and market
authorization
segmentation activity, government-industry Joint ventures in R&D,
and government direction of capital or credit to specific sectors.
Import barriers such as those described in the preceding subsection .
haVe an indirect export-promotion effect when they are applied to
"targeted"Andtistries;

Einsting-Unfair--Trade Practice Laws; Industry- targeting practices are not
easily addressed by existing U.S. trade laws. Violations take a long tir7iei to.,
prosecute, and are often difficult to prove under the present anU-damping and
countervailing-duty statutes. When a case can eventually bC proved, the unfair
practice may haVe changed the competitive situation to an extent that cannot be
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compensated by provable damages. There is growing sentiment that these statutes

should be revised to streamline procedures and ease the burden of proof. Such
revision would be particulary useful in the high-technology industries involved here,
because the lapse of time and the difficulty of proof make prosecutions especially
problematic for those industries.
Options
o

A
existing laws by tightening deadlines, providing for
StrearIline
interim relief, and for permitting "tot-track" treatment of the most

serious cases.

o

new legislation that widens the coverage of existing unfair-

s
camp tition laws, and eases the burden of proof for indutry-

targeting practices in high- technology industries.

o

Conduct aggressive bilateral negotiations with those countries in-.,
which targeting practices pose a serious threat tc., fair competition in
U. S. telecomniunieations and information markets.

o

Consider

use

of On Revenue Act sanctions in

approp:iste...

circumstances, o discosed above;

Export Promotion and Self-Imposed Barriers
In the telecommunications and information equipment lector, export
promotion has assumed greater importance for a number of reasons. First, this

export sector is viewed as a prime growth sector of the world economy that is
Second, the sector is
increasingly impotant to the U.S. trade balanci
characterized by a variety of non-tariff barriers and diverse bUsiness practices in
different parts of the world; government assistance can be crucial in helping U.S.
firms to cicumvent barriers and understand business practicleS. Third, the sector
has seen aproliferation of small suppliers of terminal equipment; computets, and
electronic components, who are particUlarly in need of. trade development
assistance. fourth, especially in the telecommunications equipment sector, many
'companies -- even large ones -- are only recently exploring export -marketS, or

arr seeking markets in countries that-. haVe just begun to modernize their
telecommunication networks.
POI' all these reasons, the Department of
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export....promotion-pi:ograms...coulcLplay a key role over the next two
r;teades in establishing Or maintaining a healthy export sector.
In addition to traditional export promotion activities, the Government can_
also site-et the hcatth of the export sector by removing or moderating the impact
of laws and regulations that act as a disincentive to exports. Such disincentives
are created by a variety of U.S. tags; including tax; regulatory-, patent, antitrust,

and export control statutes. In addition, :U.S. policies on research and
development and the availability of export credit may act as export incentives or
disincentives.
.
.

Trade Development Programs. Traditional export promotion (or 'trade
development) activity is carried out primarily by the Commerce Department's
International Trade AdminMration (ITA); particularly, the Office of the AssiStant
Secretary for Trade Development. Us addition; ITA's Foreign Commercial Service
and other embassy officials provide on -the -spot Information and assistance for
expdters to particular countries. Key aspects of trade development Liclude (1) the
provision of information to exporters about market opportunities; business
practices; and government policies in particular countries, (2) the tt.:anlement of
contacts between U.S. suppliers and foreign buyers or distributors, and (3) the
coordination at US: participation in trade shows.'and other promotional event§ to
increase the visibility of U.S. products.
Unfortunately, many exporters in'these sectors are small businesses without

the resources to handle the complexities of world markets on their own. Jf
exporting to more than one Jourty, they face a wide variety of market conditions
and opportunities, as well as idiosyncratic' distribution systems; Even in One
country; the U.S. Tcporter .vmfronts a bewildering array of non-.tarlff barriers;
many of them subtle and ill-dafined, that hinder. effective trading by outsiders:
-,,,qiderable difficulties in simply getting their goods
. ie self-imposed barriers described below: In
coping with'these ri;;;.161.1)/N7.ol. %Is; oAportelS may need More h Ip than they are

Finally; exporters may P
out of the Ur.ited Ste:, ...

currently "receiving [rein ine.7)S. Government.

k
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Export Financing.

Telecommunications equipment infrequently bought in

bulic, as part of a package deal for large-scale improveMent of the ,national
network; This ins particularly true in the developing el:nth:ries; where many
telecommunications networks remain in poor shape, but were there is a growing
recognition of the importance of a sound telecommunications infrastructure to the
Because of the Ca6ital-intensive nature of
whole industrial base.
telecoMmunicationa projects, the terms of financing often determine who gefiS the.
contract. Other developed countries are willing to offer government-subsidized
credit, arrangements that undercut anything now available from the United States.
In this regard; it should be noted that the Reagan Administration has proposed
increases in Export - Import Bank financing authorities;

° fteffulatoryinisineentives. It has long been recognized that aspects of U. S,
tax, antitrust, and other domestic policies create unnecessary disincentives to
exporting, which cause the greatest harm in strong industrial sectors such as
computers and telecommunications. Some steps have already been taken to
,remove such disincentives e.g.; the Export Trading Company Act of 1981 and the
depreciation provisions of the Tax Recovery Act of 1981. Others shoUld be
ekploredineliiding a revision Of the regulations and procedures for granting export
licenses under the Export Administration Act.

Attitudinal Problems. ...The Covernment's past l uneven record in trade
development and its maintenance of self-imposed barriers to export may suggect a
more fundamental underlying problem in export promotion. Partly because of our
experience in an earlier era when U.S. high-technology products "sold themselves;"

partly because of our strong commitment to free markets and free trade, and
partly bediise of concern shout too close cooperation between Government and
quarters that Government
titisirie; there may be a lingering attitude inefforts to promote international trade are inappropriate, because they inevitably
favor certain industries or certain companies and by implication disfavor others.
Concerns have also been voiced that any expansion of Federal effortt in these key
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"high-tech" sectors may lead to the unwise instituting of various protectionist
schemes. Nonetheless, there is growing recognition that export promotion in the
sectors must receive greater attention. *-7.xamples of increasing interest in export
rading Company Act of 1981 and
-!promotion include the enactment of the
among several U.S. computer firms.
the recent formation of an R&D consort,.
This is/an area where despite obvious potential downside risks, there are also very
substantial upside gains. It is itr.SO an area where the risks of inaction to the, long-

term performance of our economy are great. Moreover, the steps that the
Government takes or fails to take have direct implications for the ability of U.S.
firIns effectively to compete abroad. This is because such steps signal the
importance that the U.S. Government attaches to these industries and its
willingness and ability effectively to counteract foreign actions to'ensure'our firms
a full and fair opportunity to compete.
options
o

Leave export promotion primarily to the private sector.

o

Enact legislation to remove the most serious self-imposed beiriers.
The Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade is currently seeking to
identify such barriers in the high-technology sector.

o

tb support
Authorize a concentrated government 'effort
financial
telecommunications and information exports with
o.sZtance; tax benefits, antitrust exemptions, and export credit.

Trade Issue -s in Telecommunications and Information Services
With the. development of high-speed data communicationsi and
technology;
convergence of data processing and tel

the
the

importance of telecommunications and related services to world trade his
For many industrieg, telecommunications and data
increased dramatically.
processing services have become key factors of production, in which innovations
can -radically decrease operating costs. International data communications have
bedome crucial to the operatioh of U.S. multinational companies.
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Telecommunications anditata processing services are also major growth
industries in themselves. Mature countries such aas the United States increasingly
rely on these industries to offset the decline of low-technology sectors, and it has

become virtually s requirement of US. economic health for such industries to
expand abroad.

As U S. trade policy has turned to the problems of trade in services and
foreign investment, the importance of

telecommunications and information
services in the overall trade picture has begun to be appreciated. Barriers to the'.

supply and use of such services can have a serious impact on U.S. trade in services
and foreign investment activities.
Barriers to Trade and Invc
!ent. Three types of service-related barriers to
trade and investment have bc,,,ine evident in the new telecommunications and

information environment.
First, there are the barriers arising from the application of traditional
regulatory pclicies in a new technological setting. In every industrialized country;
technological advances have posed a dilemma between
preservation of a
regulated monopoly or cartel providing uniform, universal
e; and the pressure

for greater economic efficiency and more open competition. The united States,
however; has moved much faster than other countries toward the adoption of procompetitive policies. As a result, there is a clash of expectations between U. S.
multinationEd firms, who wish greater freedom to experimmt with new applications

of technology, and foreign telecommunications administrations, who perceive
traditional regulatory objectives to be threatened by such frericibm.
Second, there are barriers that arise from socio-political concerns about the
impact of new technology. Such concerns include privacy; cultural integrity; and
national security; the policies to which they may give rise are discussed in more
detail in ,,Uler parts of this report:
Finally, some countries have begun to use the traditionEd tooLs of

telecommunications regulation as an instrument. of trade policy, in order to
promote infant industries and limit foreign competition, in information-intensive
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:sectors. The most vocal proponent of such an approach is Brazil, but the sense
tendency is .isible in other countries. One serious challenge to U. s. trade policy
Ls to develop an appropriate response in such cases, where trade considerations_
form the dominant motive for maintaining a barrier, and where there is no standard
international process for resolving grievances.

Non-Tariff Barriers. What follows is a partial list of regulations that can be
regarded as non-tariff trade barriers. No distinction is drawn between those
barriers that are explicitly "tracs:-orientecin and tticc, that are merely the product
of traditional regulatory policies, or socio-political concerns. ,
o

Restrictions on the Use of Leased Private Lines. Private-line_p6Iicy
in other developed countries is far more stringent than in the United

A variety of restrictions in the countries limit resale and
shared Sse of private lines, as well as interconnection between
private line and the pitblic switched network. Such restrictions pose
significant problems for multinational users and particularly fur
companies providing .lata processing and other information-based
States.

services. (see, e.g., the KDD-Control Data controversy in Japan.)
o

-o

UnreasonableHig-h Fates for International Services. Transatlantic
tariffs for both private lines and public_ switched circuits are
substantially higher than in the United States._ International rates
that are unreasonably high in comparison with domestic rates would
arguably constitute an unfair barrier to foreign investment.
However, the appropriate standard of-comparison is not easy _to find.
Although
terminal equipment has been _almost completely deregulated in the
United Stattn, most other countries still require government approval
e obtained from or through the
of such equipment e.nd require tha_
Limitations on
monopoly,
government-owned telecommunic
tnnected can be applied in a
the type of equipment that may

Restrictions on the Connection of Terminal Equipment.

discriminatory manner or sev

;.salt the international user's

network options.
o

Discriminatory Technic-EdStandards for Dal. Communication
cations can be
Standards for protocols in data comr
OM to discriminate against foreign users )y limiting the
oompatibility of U.S. and foreign equipment or software.

Services.

.

l7
o

Restrictions on the Use of _foreign- Data Processing Facilities.

In

Canada and West Germany,_ bank records may not be transferred to
caner _countries /or _data_ privessing u;ithout t.le approval of bank
regulatory authorities. In addition; leased line restrictions- in many
countries may have the intended or unintended effect of assuring that
data processing takes place within the borders;. Finally; Brazil

pursues an explicit policy that makes- mWtinatiori* access to

international communications links conditional oh the use of dOnftic
labor and machinery iur their data processing requirements.
o

y. Increasingly, governments are
assertufg the right to determine that certain sensitive data and data
processing functions remain within their borders, on the grounds that
it is too risky to allow them to leave the country;

o

Broedeasting,
Cultural and Other Information Restrictions.
advertising; and data-base trwnsactions by foreign firms are subject
to restrictions in many countries_ for a combination of economic and
cultural reasons. The most well-known exfoopIe is the _Canadian
statute impcsmg special tax burdens on Canadian, firms for
advertising on US. television stations received by danadians. See
also, however, the recent UN declaration on direct satellite
broadeasting.

o

National Assertions of Data Ownership. increasingly, countries are

asserting the right_ to protect datepertaining to them from.
eXploitation by other countries, on the grounds that informr don is a
national resource subject to government control. This right 1-.F:s been
asserted; for exemple,_ in order to oppose "remote sensing" of
geogreohic data by satellites.

O

Privacy. Laws in many _European ec,.ntries authorize limits on
Transberder transmission of computer-st,,eed persona: data in order
to protect the privacy of their citizens. Licenses to transport such
chtt,, can be denied if the privacy laws of the receiving cou:itry are
not equivalent to those of the originating country. In a few
countries; this restrictive authority covers data about "legaipersons,"

such as corporations and unions, as %ell as private individuals.

Problems in Negotiation. The re.anIting challenge to U.S. trade policy is
substantial. First; many other countries are not ready to address these issues in

existing fora:r.. On the one htir i the members of the GATT have only recently
begun to consider coveragL of investment and trade-in-serviPe issues. On the
other hand, international telecommunications and data processing organizations
such

Lhe ITU hav traditionally maintained a technical focus.
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Seectiad; it is not easy to separate objectionable barriers from legitinitite
ones. As point:-:] out earlier, riot ell the barriers listed abot,'.! sra .no'irrate.1 v-11:ity
or even in part b trade Considerations. Discrimination against foreign companies
genurally, or U.S. firms in particular; 15 not always easy to prove. Furthc:more,
the application of the "national treatment" principle to'tclecommunicatiorrs is not
yet accepted by many countries. It is also necessary to devise rettsonati:: "ground
rules" for international telecommunicaticm, given the grOWitig intirdependetine of

nations and their mutual need for maintaining high-volume cOrrienittridationS linkS:
Finely; there is the reluctance of injured par-ties to make comclaints to the
US. GoVr.:,:liiiient:

The typical victim of the barriers described above is a

multinational company; with a strong interest in maintaining good relations with
the country in questio:: Given the lack of tested forums:for resolving disputes, the

ambiguity of J S. policy on most of the issues involved; and the well-known
problems of U.S, Government coordination in these sectorS; it 15 understandable
that many multinationals prefer to reach their cwn accommodations with
regulatory authorities. Such reluctance,.however, may contribute to.rsome of the
difficulties encountered

finding a place for the issues on the U.S. trade polies?

agenda.

o

Statt,s-9-uon continue to seek inultileteral and bilateral negotiations
on seruces, while withholding (in most casqs) the application of
strong traue sanctions.

The e:rir:tg policy , ward trade barriers in services is flexible but 'largely,
ad hoc: frublems brought to the Government's attention a.^e addreSsed in the
forum and r: the fashion that seems most appropriate. Over the long terra, the
CIATT is beihg encouraged to examine services and investment issues on a more
and to deveI,;p new work Programs in these areas Aithouge
systematic
member countries rec 'ay
GATT was not origintiliy designed to covet se:tg.eed to begin studying services issues. The short-term results of current pc.::1
haye not been entirely unsatisfactory: negotiatibii Of OECD muidelines on the
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privacy issue; bilateral exchanges on specific problems in which the "trade"
eIemew seems dominant: partial resolution of-primarily teehniercl and regulatory
putIems in tradition foru:ns, such as the ITU Committees. Building on these
inituil effo;ts, the United States and other like-minded countries may eventually
develrp a more cohesive multilateral approach to the long-term 7roblems of a
sector that is increasingly important to the world economy.
o

S.:ctoral Recikrocity: impose "recirocallt ccnditions on the entry of
s?ec-ificfereign teariologies and service suppliers into US. markets.

Under this option; which the Reagan Ad Ministration has strongly opposed,
the conoitions uncle, which foreign firms can enter US. markets as suppliers (or
users)

of telecommunications and information services woule be adiusted to

"mirror" the treatment of U.S. firms in the corresponding foreign Countries. Since
there is .to GATT coverage of services, sectoral reciprocity legis' tion in the

services sector would be less likely to violate U.S. treaty obligations :hen would
However, it is open to ...ther
similar legislation in the equipment sector.
objections. A major disadvantage of sectoral reciprocity is its inflexibility. A
"mirnor-image" rnatchup takes no account .of whether firms from country X are
actually in a position to enter the corresponding U.S. market. Even in the one
the
recent case where a mirror-image or-?icy has received widespreA approval
it is considered questionable whether the
Canadian border broadcasting er.se
proposed legislation will inflict enough `jury to ccuse a change in Canadian policy.
An even more serious disadvantage of sectoral reciprocity is that it may he
.tssible to apply while preserving the cooperative aspects of international
telecommunications. Its unthinking application could jeopardize the existing
operations of U. S. multinc'tionals.

r

Selective Sane ,;as:_ exte-sl the Executive branch's diseretion_to
exert lave -age ori unfair trade practices in cases where-it is clearly
warranted and is likay to have a beneficial effect;

Thy .approach has been suggesied or used nr, a number of occosions: (I) the

approval for,
Canadian broadcasting dispute, where the witnholding
heen suggested, as an effective, if Unrelated,
Janadian Telidon technology
bargaining chip; and (2) the KDD-Control Data problem, vht- a the attachment of
conditions to approves o';' a new transpacific facilit: desired by the Japanese was
trI-4:d in Vn.il upon the FCC. A selective policy is more difficult to implement than
rigid, sectoral reciprocity, rya could ultimately prove more effective.
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more ofit than is .generally believed
outside the goverii, 'int,' but in a subtle fashion that rarely conies to th.e attention
of 'the public. However, the .subtle and flexible application of leverage is a
the Executive branch, whose authority over foreign
strategy l)est practiced
It Ls likely that leverage is

fitry in the corn inunications sector Lc limited. Effective-diplomacy in this area
may require gri titer Executive control over the available policy levers in those
see t. ?N.

Regardless of the opticin chosen, it will be necessary for the U.S.
;overninent to gain more experiene.. in the economics and politics of international
telecommunications and inforinatic., services i.eetor. Policymaking in this
amorphous urea requires far Ur ore knowlecVe than we now have about the impact of
service-related trade barri,:,s on the affected industries, the significance of '

various multinational operations to the U.S. economy, and the likelihood of change
in the teleeommunication:, and information policies of other countries.
NOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN
IA

comprehensive list of telecommunications and information equipment would
include sdch categories as radio and telev.sion sets and other consumer electronics
gear; photographic, photocopying, filmmaking and tape recording equipment;
engineering, scientific, and other ar,asurement instruments.
2The abbreviation "SIC" refers to the Standard Industrial Classification system
used by Federal statistical agencies. Unless otherwise indicated,_ all stattsti in
this - chapter are derived from U. S. Industrial Outlook, ch. 27-29 (U. S. Department

of Commerce; .;anuary 1983/.
3

IndliStrial Ou'IOOk. p; xxi.

4

Industrial Outlook, p. xxiv.

The utility of SIC 3662 for 'trade analysis is significantly di,ninished by the

6

inclusion oc vast mounts of equipment with primarily ,miIitary a,)plications. The
largest subclassification, "search and detection and navigatiiM and guidance
rnents.. If shipments and exports
-systems," accounts for 58 percent of Sir 38'
:3662 shipments and exports, a
subclassification arc subtraci ,
in
s,:mewhat more reali_itic trerle
6

,le,,

OECD; Foreign "rade, Seri

_President Reagan has stated that "America must be an unrdlenting advocate of
free trade. AS Some nations Lira tempted to turn-to-protectionism, our strategy
the v+-ac toward freer trade."
cannot be to follow them but to
State -of- the -Union Message, ilanuary 25, .983.

Chapter Eight
INFORMATION

International concern over information per se -- its creation, dissemination,
and cora-int -- as distingUished from transmission facilities and serviJes,1 raises a
variety of policy issues, including:
o

mass med,a and press freedom, davempment of communicati ns
capacities;

o

direct broa least by satellite and claim of national sovereignty in

o

ransborrIer
yrotectio.i;

determining ,ontent of information broadcast into a country;

data flows of persotal information and privacy

O

economic aspects of transborder sta

o

valuation and taxation of information;

o

encryption; and,

intellectual property rights.
l
BACKGROUND

Some of these. information policy issues have been the subject of
;nternation-I debate for generations; others are just emerging as a result of recent
technological developments. Growth in the use of computers and in the capacity

and efficiency of .transmission facilities vrcalt the rapid movement of large
amounts of information from one country to another. As governments have come
to perceive the growing significance of information to their economic, social, and
political interests. thephatie begun to devise policies for promoting or controlling
its creation; processing; storage, and transmission. Examples incluck calls for
licensing. of journalists, privacy ;.i.otaction laws; requiretnents for in-country
computer processing, information "gateways" that funnel all c4nputer data leaving
(175)
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iiri..rtirM to riev;
and entering a country through a single nctwo
ecntenr. Thus,
methods of taxing irforrnation based on the
when technology is increasing the capacity to create tin Iissemin,-...i informs
trol over
ntern-rah:Melly; tOO many governments are moving to inerc.Ac thc,,
interests.
information flows. SUch actions are already creating problem, ','or
If the kinds policies Should increase in number am' frequency. seems likely,
they will have serious effects on free expression ancl on U. econ.mic interests.
MASS MEDIA AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION`,. CAPACITIES

In mass media, particularlyprint an broadeaNt journalism, there have been

Serious efforts by individual governments and international organizations, in
particular, the United Nation-s Educational; Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), to impose restrictiors on the activities of journalists. This issue has
arisen as part of the debate on a "new world information order," a phrase used by
some representatives of developing eouncries for a reduction of Western influence
in mass media and redressing of what they view as an "imbalance" of flows of
information.
Press Freeoom

In 1972; the Soviet Union prepared for the UNESCO General Conference a
the. Mass Media" which supported state control of
"Draft Declaration on the Use
ries Of debates and draft declarations la
the media. This set in motion a
UNESCO on control and responsibility of the press; licensing of correspondents;
establishment of c.-des of ethics, the setting of ptate-rtnpOseid standards for

journalists, limiting access to information, and the invocation of sanctions againgt
those who iolate the codes.
Current Policy. The United States has consiStently provided uneompromised
support for a tree press, and has strongly opposed any attempts by -nations or
international orgam,.ations to control mass media for political purposes. The issue

1
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is taken so seriously that a 'r -cent law -- Sections 108-109 of the 1983 State
Department Authorization A::*. (Public Law 97-241) referred to as the "Beard
A mendin en*"
requires with:,.;Iaing of VS; funding for UNESCO If tliat
organization "implemenLs any policy or procedures the effect of which is to license

journalists or their publicatirl
inforinatlon

io censor or otherwise restrict the free flows of ,

or among countries, or to impose Mandatory eckles of

journalistic practice or ethics."

Options. One respondent to the NTIA Notice of Inquiry stated that "a way

must be found to

develop principles

to. regulate program content on

ari'.

international bests; Such principles will have to respect national sovereignty and
national cuiltures." In contrast, another -commented that "the concept of a New
World Information and Communications Order involves the regulation of content of
information flowing among nations.. :;"[The respondent] Urgers) NTIA to include
in its report a statement expressing strong oPpcisVlon-lo such throats to worldwide
press freedom." Most of those who commented on this issue generally supported
,
this latter view.
Recommendations.

U.S. policy will continue uncompromised support for a

free press and free international flows of information.

Actions that work to

Junter movements that seek to control content or restrict the activity of
journalists should be strengthened and reemphasized at every opportunity. Through
positive aciions, policy' shotild work toward attaining and upholding the objectives
of Article 19 of the. United Nations- Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
which states, "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression: this
right includes freedom to hold cpinions without interferences and to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas thr,:do:i any media regardless of frontiers."
The Role of Communications in Development

In recent years there has been inerecc. anent'
.

-,s;veri` to l

role of

communications in economic and social developme: t. A simultan.:oui recognition
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of this importance of communications to development on the one hand; anti -of the
discrepancies that .sxist between 'developed and developing countries in

communications infrastructures, access to technology and know-how, and the
availability of information on tp.e other, has raised a contentious international issue
requiring attention in years to come: namely, what is the most effective 'means of
closing Vie gap between countries wish well developed communications sectors and
those with poorly developed communications sectors?

Current Policy. U:S. policy on this issue supports the view that the most
effective way to reduce the current imbalance is not by _attempting to control or
inhibi the existing comfn'unications capacity of developed countries; but by
ries. ln support of
increa,iag the communications capacity of the deveionirr,
the Internatiomil.
this vi. w, the United States proposed' in 1978 the c,c
he auspices 0!
Program for to Development of Corn munica.,:c:n r.:11 '
UNESCO; ann
Institute iUSTTIL

It:T2 the creation of Ce U.S.' T..

act..tions Training

interna f,ional Program for the Df:vel:Joinent of 'Communications.

The

- concept of th, 1PTIC was formally etabliShed at the UNESCO General CI:inference
in Belgrade in 1530. The original U.S. proposal was for an "aid clearinghouse"
sponsored jointly by 1.NESCO, the Universal Postal Union, and the International
Telecommunication Union. Because tie developing couatries regard UNESCO at
the Irganizaaon over which they exercise the greatest influence and be.atase the
UN :SCO secretariat was especially enthusiastic, IPDC eventually evolved into a
totally UNESCO-sponsored organNation;
Establisheo es an autotiOrtious Kody; IPDC is; 'coordinated by an
IntergoNcer.imente:i Council of 35 member states of which the United States is a

member. It firm met in Paris in June. 15P1 to diietes practical communications and

information needs of the develooing countries and tc consider the criteria for
its second meeting
presentation, seleetion,and fritifleirr of specific projects.in Acapulco in January 1982, IPD C,' became eperatioat then it adopted a tudget of
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$910,900 and aPproved'and funded4-45 regional and intra-rtgiorial projects. CCs thi'd
and most recent meeting, held in Paris in December 1982, brought the apptivvill of
a $1,662,000 budget and several new projects.

/
The function of the IPDC is still evolving. At the second meeting, there ,
were still major dispu'.es over whether the IPDC would serve only r..7.; an aid
clearinghouse or as a donor agency. A "Specie' Account" was eitiolished for
general donations to be allocated to projects r.:usen by the IPDC. Bilateral
iiistance to projects proposed through the IPDC was also found acceptable;
'hough several developing countries urged an "administrative. fee" to he paid
!PDC to handle money not given directly to the Special Account. The Unite,1
St 'es successfully argued against such aree at the Acapulco meeting.
The United States has consistently pressed at all stages of the development
IPDC for the private sector to ue considered both a legitimate recipient and a
'egitiinate donor of aid. This was. agreed to at the Acapulco meeting. Through
tr

priy.te initiative; a US. Alliance for Communieations Development Abroad is
being created to mobilize private sector resources and expertise. It is to serve as
mass media,
the UM: between major etemenla of the, information industry
telecommunications, information prccessing, and bMiness users,Of Information -kind UNESCO's IPDC. Its ptirpopz,s are to 1.1cctiten the ciMmunications indaltry'S
in thin aspect of International
awareness of the issu,s and of opportui.'' t
communications, end to mobilize the privet,: sector for expanded participation I"

the development of overseas communications.

At the ITU
States Telecommunications Training Institute.
Plenipotentiad Conference held in Nairobi in 1982, the United States announced
creation of the United Statd Telecommunications Training Institute. Its purpose is
United

to promote the planning and operations of sotind telecommunicSss and
inforaation systems as rt of national development in developing count-:"s. The
initial curriculum iacludes courses such as riitchiii; syStems, basic telegraphy,
satellite communications management, bridcast management, and spectrum
management. The Institute will provide advanced training to senior management
t-,
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and teChnidel personnel from developing countries at training sites -throughout the
United States. Private firms Wi II.provide the training; equipmpnt, and funding.
.

Reeem-m-endation.. On the question of r, mmunication development; U.S.
policy is evolving in conformance-with the Mal principles of free flovi/and free
markets discussed in other chapters of this repo t., PriVato initiative is providing
7
an important component of the expertise and guidance needed for the development
of indigenous telecommunications and information sectors of deOelopitig. countries.
./

Greater efforts by the private sector in this kind cif activity will be mutually,.
benefidial. Such activities will serve as a spur to the growth of 'the deyeloping
countries and their markets and thus increase opportunitiesor two-way trade and
exchanges.

Because of th., importance with which developing countrjes view the
evolution of their telecomniunications and information sectors; and because of U.S.
interests Ir. their countries in corning,5;ears, it would bediffrablefOr the agencies
in Government responsible for the granting of foreign aid to review the position of
communications development. 'A'signal from.eovernment could sr
a-rsNtarice
fiirther private- sector support.

Direct 9rnadcast by Satellite (ribs)
By the early 1970 , it was dear that it would ultimately be techr.
lag
feasible to broadcast directly from a geostationary satellite to a home
new
In
time,
with
the
developmcnt
of
larger
end
more
pow:!rful
satellites
a.
set.
techniques that increased satellite power (such as the focusing of a sr.-. I,te's
it would become possible to traniMitiiiinal powerful enough t5 bP
ben

n small receiving antenna -- one that would cost no more than
iivr d

d dollars. Broadcasting by satellite directly to the home might t!'

become

:. r

probleins

-st observers then saw Ai wass whether the development

Peonornienr.? f...asIbIe. The developed nations already had extensive
len :):.

1.

10

a'icinal broadcasting; and for them, the development of

,

DBS did not seem to make econo c sense; It is truc that some developed
Countries -- Canada and AuStrOit.,
ample -- have remote areas that are
spurge's ;)opulated and poorly served (if served at till) by their national television
systems. The direct broadcast satellite -- which '-ean span large geographical
distances and obviate the need for terrestrial facilities
offered the promise
that adequate service could be proviJed these areas for the first time. But even
here, DBS would be less a matter ol economic logic and more a matter of social
policy.
For the developing world, however; DBS did seem to make economic sense.

The developing nations have limited television facilities, which are ,typiceIy_
confined to their largest cities. For them, the creation of national television
systems using terrestrial facilities 'Would never be economically feasible. But the
direct broadcast satellite is another matter. It could make it economical to
establish national systems, particularly if the developed nations prnvidt. echnical
and financial assistance. It would also make it passible for nat.r,e.. ';naring u
common language and a commonculture to establish
net, cie- With a
national or regional system ;n place; there would
'urged Jpportunit. to
I
serve the people of the nation or region beneficially; I.w stc (Mite could be used to
educate, to BiSsemimate information for the improvement of health and economic
Well-being, mind to provide a stream of cultural and entertainment' programs.
But nations perceived serious risk as well as potential benefits in the direct

broadcast satellite. The risk arises because the beam of a direct broadcast
satellite cannot be confined within the borders of a nation or group of nations. The
signals will inevitably spill over into neighboring countries. Thy will do so
unintentionally. They may also do so deliberately -- because one nation or grotr,
of ruc'ions ihaz aimed its satellite beam so that it can broadcast directly to the
both unavoidable
pc pies of 'other riatiom; And it is this potential for spillov,er
aria intentipnal
the\ has dominated the internatione. discussion of DRS for the
past ten yekti rs.

The iinternational concern about spillover reflects the nature of television.
C.,overnmenits recognize that it is the most powerful mass medium created by man.
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It has an Immediacy and an impact that no Other medium has. Some governments

are concerned that the direct broadcast Satellite Cm. be used for political

propaganda -- to broat:ca.lt programs that are deliberately designed to change or
influence peoples views. But it is not only overt propaganda that is of concern.
For some governments; ordinary news programs and foreign cultural programs are
equally anathema; because they can bring in unwelcome information, tie hostile in
tone, or invite unfavorable comparisons. They fear a break in the walls surrounding
their closed societies.
But even among governments that are not worried about propaganda and do
It may be
not maintain a closed society, here is widespread concern.
One
aspect
is
cultural
-characterized as a concern for national sovereignty.
deeply
affected,
by a
fear that a national culture may be submerged, or at least
foreign direct broadcast satellite. The fear is that the foreign brtiridee7st
inculcate alien Wanda. Another aspect is institutional -- that a foreign direct
broadcast satellite Will seriously effect a nation's arrangements for the form of it
tional television syStem and the kinds of services the system provides. Each
ation (including the United Statel), believes strongly that it should determine for

itself the essential character of its national television system, and satellite
(broadcasting across borders poses a threat to the interest of a nation in
`'lletermining its own television destiny.

The Soviet view is that direct satellite broadeasting Shaild be placed rider
a regime of :Oh l& control. In August 1972, the Soviet Union subthitted a draft
convention on international satellite broadcasting to the General Assembly of -the
United Nations. The convention combined a code of broadcasting conduct With a

requiremer.t that the .country receiving a satellite broadcast consent to the
broadcast when it is deliberate and be consulted when it is unintentiona:.

the following months, thiS proposal was debated heate.'7; nd, in
November l, 2, the General Assembly voted to reer the matter to its Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. The resolution recited both the potential
bentfitl of satellite broadcasting and the need to respect the sovereignty of States
in its use, and it requested the Outer Space Committee "tc elaborate principles
In

ti
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governing the use by Stases of artificial earth satellites for direct televisiont
broadcasting witr; a view to concluding an international agreement or agreements."
The United States at the only vote against this resolution.
Concurrently; UNESCO issued a "Declaration of Guiding Principles on the
Use of Satellite Broadcasting for the Free Flow of Informatioh, the Spread of
Education and Greater Cultural Exchange." Article IX stated that "it is necessary
that States, taking into account the principle of frqedom of information; reach or
promote agreements concerning direct satellite broadcasting to the population of
countries other than the country of origin of the transmission."
The Outer Space Committee established a,special Working Group on Direct
Broadcmt Satellites to pursue this matter. The work of the Group continued over
the years In 1974, the Soviet Union submitted to the Working Group a draft
deeleratiOn of principles in substitution for its 1972 draft convention. The draft
contained a shortened but equally rigid code of broadcasting conduct. Article IV
stated:

States undertake to exclude from television programs transmitted

by means of artificial earth satellites any material which is
detrimental to the maintenande of international peace and
security; which publicizes ideas of war, militarism, national and
retcial hatred, and enmity between peoples, which is aimed at
interfering in the 'internal_ domestic affairs of other States; or
which_ undermines the foundation Of the local civilization; culture,
way of life, traditions or language.

The SoViet declaration retained the requirement that there be prior consent for
deliberate satellite broadcitata and consultations when there is a potential for
interference or when signals may spill over unintentionally.

For the United States, there were several objections to the

_

SOViet

declaration. First, the code of conduct is expresied so broadly and in so general a
way as to be meaningless as a foundation of international legal obligation. The
proscriptions of the code have no precise meaning and do not embody clear-cut

legal concepM Second; the United States felt that the Soviet declaration was
, premature: It :vas the Ariletieet view that the nations of the world should first
experiment with DES -- to deVelop its potential and the spirit and methods of
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international cooperation In this field; The United States felt that in time
cooperative relationships could be developed that might well do the work of an
agreement. Finally, and most importantly, the United States opposed the Soviet
position because it ran tirectly counter to the cherished American principle that
informatio*and ideas should be allowed to flow freely throughout the world. The
Soviet proposal for a regime of strict control over international DRS offended the
American tradition of free speech, and enforce rnent by the United States
GOVertiment of any such regime would clearly violate the First Amendment of the
United States Constitution;

In. 1974, the United States set forth its own position in a declaration of

principles that it propos ed for adoptiOn. The-declaration was short and couched in
general terms. While it placed no express restrictions on the conduct of

international satellite broadcasting, it stated that it "should be carried out in a
manner compatible with the maintenance of international peace and security with
a view to enhancing co-operation, mutual understanding and friendly relations
among all States and peoples," The declaration then reiterated the Amerietin view
that international satellite broadcasting "should ... be conducted in a manner
which will encourage and expand the free and open exchange of information and
ideas." At the same time, the declaration recognized that differences among
cultures must be taken into account; and that the ultimate good was to maximize
the beneficial use of this new space communications technology. The declaration
also contained several article,s on international cooperation in the field of satellite
broad( asting.

Canada and Sweden introduced a fresh declaration of principles to govern
interifatiOrial direct satellite broadcasting hi the hope that they could mediate the

differences between the Soviet and American proposals. Unlike the Soviet
proposal, the Canada/Sweden declaration did not seek to proscribe any specific
program content. But there was a primary requirement that "direct television
broadcasting by satellite to any foreign State shall be undertaken only with the
consent of that State." Canada and Sweden Maintained; however, that consent
could best be made a reality if nations worked together; And so the declaration
went on to say that a consenting State "shall have the right to participate in
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activities which involve coverage of territory under its jurisdiction and control"
and that "participation shall be governed by appropriate international arrangements
between the States involved." The Canada/Sweden declaration looked to
international cooperation to smooth much of _the way for satellite broadcasting,
and it called expliCitlyfor extensive cooperation.
For the United States, the Canade/SWeden declaration, while less restrictive
than the Soviet proposal, would still constitute an undue barrier to etc f,e flow of
information and ideas. It contained no limitation on the power of a State to
withhold consent, and that power could be exercised arbitrarily without reference
%

to any international standard or obligation. The right of consent conferred on a
recipient nation would be absolute. The United States was thus firmly opposed to
the Canada/Sweden declaration.
By 1976, experimentation with DBS had begun. Canada was first with its
Hermes satellite and was soon followed by the United States (the ATS-6 satellite).

Shortly afterwards, Japan (the Yuri `system) and the Soviet Union (the Goristint
satellite) began to experiment with DBS. These experiments have now given way
to a brcad range of operational plans -- by the United States, Canada, the Soviet
Union, Japan, Austrialia, and several Western European countries. The Western
European plans are both national and regional. Japan will deploy- a DBS "starter"
system this spring. If these nations stay the course, DBS will be a fairly
widespread reality by 1986 -- only a few years hence.
These plans have varying motivatioriS. Some are designed so, that outlying or

remote areas that now have poor television service may be serve& Others are
designed to add new channel capacity to an existing national system so that new
services may be introduced. And intermingled is the motive of indu.striid
development. In a study prepared in 1981 for the British Home Office, it was
estimated that the worldwide market for satellites capable of direct broadcasting
was of the order of two billion British pounds (or more than ;3.5 billion). While,
some of this market would lie in the developed world and be the captive of
domestic manufacturers within a particular country, a substantial portion would lie
outside, notably in the developing world, and be open to international competition.

.
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The earliest attempt to deal with the issue of spillover was undertaken by
the ITU. In 1971, the ITU held a World Administrative Radio Conference for Space
Telecommunications and much of its attention was devoted to establishing the
technical rules that should govern the use of the geostationary orbit; The rilleS
that Were adopted have the status of treaties under international law.

The rules set forth procedures to provide advance Information on the
establishnierit of it` Satellite system; the coordination of new space facilities with
space and terrestrial communications of other nations; and consultations, and
negotiations to resolve technical problems in advance of the emplacement of a new
satellite system. The 1971 Conference also adopted an itriporta-rit new regulation

dealing with satellite radiation of foreign territory. Number 428A of the new
Radio Regulations provided:
devising the characteristics of a space station in the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service; all technical .means available shall
be iiSed to reduce; to the maximum - extent practicable the
radiation over the territory of other countries unless an agreement
In

has been previously reached With such countries.

not clear; For one thing, there is
The precise meaning of this provision
considerable room for interpretation and differences of opinion

obviously

concerning what technical means are "available" and What eetttitut& "the
But more important is the question of the
maximum extent practicable."
regWation's reach. The regulation itself makes no explicit reference to program
content; but speaks only of reducing radiation. A large number of counties IffiVe
taken the position that since it is impossible as a practical matter to distinguish
between s, signal and its content, Number 428A means that a broadcaster may not
establish a system that traris"iits beyond the range of unavoidable spillover without

the recipient nation's consent, which may be withheld for any reason; including
program content. (Where spillover is unavoidable; that is; where it is ne.
.technically practicable to reduce it further, spillover LS not prohibited by the
regulation.) The United States has always disagreed with thiS pOsititin; Di its view;
Number 428A is a technical regulation confined to technical matters and dried not
authorize a regime of prior consent concerning Program.
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Subsequently, the forum if international discussion became the Working
Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites established by the United Nations Outer
Space Committee. Its discussions continued throughout the 1970's without any
final result. In the meantime, UNESCO continued to follow the issue. In 1978, it

adopted a second "Declaration of Guiding Principles on the Use of Satellite
Broadcasting for the Free Flow of InforMation, the Spread of Education and
Greater CulturC Exchange." The declaration stated that "satellite broadcasting
shall respect the sovereignty and equality of all States"; and it called upon states,
while taking into account the principle of freedom of information, to reach *or
promote prior agreements concerning direct satellite broadcasting within countries
other than the country of origin of the transmission. This declaration, however, is
not a binding document and created no international legal obligations.

As the pace of DBS development has quIckened in recent years, the
international discussion of the problem of spillover has acquired a new urgency.
For the nations of the Soviet bloc, the issue remains the same: how to prevent
satellite broadmits from reaching its citizenry. For the' developing world, the
issue is still that of cultural iiiiperiaism. As the representative of a Latin

American nation stated recently before the General Assembly of the United
Nations, DBS "implies the greatest danger of exporting culture which one could
imagine."

The United States, however, remains dedicated to the principle of the free
flow of information and ideas. For the United States, the problem may not always

be an academic one. A British consortium -- United Satellites -- plans to
establish a system for DBS in 1988. The British satellite -- to be. called
Unisat -- will radiate the eastern portion-of the United States because of the
orbital slot it hits been cs4ned. It. Is estimated that Unisat will be capable of
reaching. as much as 40 percent of the American population (if .one Assumes that
the necessary receiving equipment is in place).
The development of DBS has now led to action in the General Assembly of
the United Nations. In December 1982, the General Assembly adopted a resolution
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One hundred and eight nations voted for adoption. Thirteen nations,
inehiding the United States, were opposed, and another 13 abstained from voting.

on DEIS;

The crucial portion Of the resolution is Section J, entitled "Consultations and
Agreements between States." It reads as follows:
13. A state which intends to t4tabItsh or authorize__the
establishment of an 'international direet television broadcasting
satellite service shall without delay notify the proposed receiving
state or states of such intention and shall promptly enter into
consultation with any of the states which so requests.
14. An Arttermational direct television brdadcasting satellite
service shall only be established after the conditions set forth in
Paragraph 13 above have been met-and on the basis of agreements
and/Or arrartgernenZ _in conformity with the relevant instruments

of the IntertititionAl Telecommunication Union" and in accordance
with these principles.

With respect to the unavoidable overspilt of the radiation of
the satellite signal, the relevant instruments of -the- International

*;5.

Telecommunication Union shall be exclusively applidable.

Section J no longer speaks of prior consent

fs:r

deliberate direct satellite

broadcasts. Instead, it requires that all such broadcasts be made on the bil-sia of

"agreements and /or arrangements" with the recipient country. The effect is the
same -- Ze give the recipi-nt country an absolute right to bar satellite broadcasts
where spillover can be avoided. Admittedly; where spillover is unavoidable, a
direct satellite broadcast would not be barred: But liere, too, there may be
controversy. There will surely be instances in Which the Issue of what is
unavoidable and what is not would itself become a matter of dispute
The resolution of the General Assembly is not a binding legal instrument; It
does not itself create new law, and for the moment the principle of free flow iss
still the prevailing rule of international law. But the December 1982 resolution is
elearly Only a first step; and there will undoubtedly be an attempt to enshrine its

principles in a new treaty that will modify the present rule. The major battle in
defenSe of the principle of free flow is thus yet to be fought, and the United States
will be called upon to defend the pritietpte with all Its vigor.

1 98.
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In June 1983, the nations of the Western Hemisphere (ITti Region 2) will be
meeting in RARC-83 to determine what kind of DBS planning (rigid; flexible,- etc.)
will be appropriate for them. The potential for future international TV DBS in this

hemisphere cannot be determined until this conference has been concluded.
However, since the Latin Americans were the leaders in bringing about the UN
vote on restrictive DBS principles, there is little cause for optimism. The US.
preparations for the RARC are well along but the UN vote on DBS should signal an
increased concentration on the political aspects of our groundwork.

Recently, Stimulated in part by Congressional questioning, several U.S.'

4
international broadcasting have been
investigating the potential for direct broadcasting from' satellites. This activity
should be continued with appropriate safeguards and notification to our

Government

agencies

involved

in

TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW

Growing capacity to store and process large amounts of data in computers
and rapidly to transmit the data among computers located in different countries
'has given rise to concerns over privacy protection, and the economic aspects of
international data and information.

Privacy Protection
Practices followed by financial and insurance institutions, retailers,

employers; and governments regarding the 'kinds of information collected on
itidiVidU&N arid the way it is stored and used have been the subject of attention by
many governments.

To protect personal data stored in automated systems, several European
countries including Austria, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, Norway,

France, Sweden, and Luxembourg have enacted comprehensive or "omnibus"
privacy laws uniformly covering all sectors of the economy. Comparable
legislation is being considered in the United Kingdom and Italy.

2
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While governments can work to improve privacy protectitin for their citizens

through their domestic laws, they have far less control over the .treatment of
The
information held in computers outside of their own territories:
communications and information technologies that permit large volumes of
information to flow rapidly from computers in one country to computers in
another, potentially compromise the effectiveness of national data protectionlaws
Judging what"
unless the receiving countries have .comparable safeguards.
legal
different
with
constitutes "comparable" safeguards among cotriitries
traditions has been the subject of_international debate.
To evoid the erection of barriers to flows of personal data among countries

in the name of privacy protection, there have been international efforts to
,

establish commonly accepted standards for the protection of Individual privacy;
The "Guidelines Governing the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flow of
Peraorial Date," a voluntary agreement adopted by the Organization for Economic
Coop ration and Development (OECD) in September of 1980; and 'signed by the
United States is the result of one of these efforts.
The Guidelines outline minimum standards of privacy proteetion; including:
.

_

o

limitations on the collection of personal data

o

o

requirements that what is obtained be relevant, accurate, complete-,
and up-tolia?e;
specification of the purposes for which the data will be used;

o

limitations on disclosure without the F abject's consent or by authority
of laW;

safeguards against unauthorized access;
openness about developments, practicies, and policies with respect to
personal data; and
the right of subjects to see information about them and to challenge,
o
correct, or amend it.
The OECD Guidelines have provided a basis for- voluntary agreement among
countries With varying national approaches to the protection of privacy.
o

.1917In October 1980, the Council of Europe with 21 member nations adopted a
"Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Piocessing
of Personal Data." When ratified by five=firiember nations, it 1;4111 be'a treaty,
legally binding on the countries that have ratified it. The terms of the Convention

are such that the United States,

even

if so disposed, could not ratify the

Convention without unprecedented legislative changes in the present approach to

privacy protection.

These changes would include the enactment of an all-

encompassing statute covering computerized personal data held privately or by the

Government, as well as the-requirement that/data bases. be registered with a
central authority. The United States does not approach privacy pFotection this
way.

In most instances, laWs and praetiem regarding privacy protection pertain
exclusively to individuals, or "natural persons." The data protection laws of
Austria. Denmark, Luxembourg, and Norway, however,
extend the same
.

protections to corporations and institutions, or "legal persons." Such laws increase
the burdencompliance for international firms and may thus inhibit, flows of
many kinds of data necessary to conduct business internationally.

Current Policy. The United States has a long-established tradition of laws
and case law protecting personal information. Privacy law in the United States is
characterized by unusual diversity derived from a variety of sources; including the
Constitution,
common Iaw, and statutes and regulations at both Federal and
state leveLs. This tradition is in sharp contrast to the unitary schemes of
regulation adopted by many countries of continental Eut'.ope.

An international problem arises when personal information flows among
countries that take these different approaches to privacy protection. Whose
standards should apply?- Will the standard of protection offered in one country be
.met in others? If not, ere"the purposes of the laws comproMised? Should this

justify restrictions on flows of personal data to keep them hi-country where
protection is enforceable?
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The United States supports the position that individual c,:iiiritries shod seek
to promote the protection of privacy within their own national legal structure and
traditions. It is signatory to the OECD Guidelines; which seek to harmonize°
disparate approaches to privacy protection in member countries through vc) hintary
compliance with basic, generally accepted privacy principles. The United States
instituted a successful pro-gram to inform private sector firms about the Guidelines
and to seek their support through voluntary adoption of policies that adhere to the
principles set down. To date, approximately 180 Major corporations and trade
zusociations have publicly endorsefi the Guidelines.

;

Options; Short of making, the dramatic changes in U.S. lavr that Would be
necessary to bring our approach to privacy protection into precise copformance '
a development that is neither likely
with approaches taken by other countries
to
current
policy.
nor desirable -- there are feW alternatiVes
Recommendations. US. of its to obtain support for the OECD Guidelines
have been successful, both in raising the awareness of Us-. corporations to privacy

as an international issue and in obtaining their voluntary compliance with the
and
principles involved; ; Policymakers in international telecOmmtiilleatiOns
privacy
protection;
information should continue to recognize the need for adequate
and support efforts made by individual countries to implement privacy safeguard1
traditions: We believe the U.S. legal structure
according to. their own
It also
provides adequate safeguarda for protection of personal privacy.
necessitates a reliance on international agreementg that support recognition of
varying legal traditions. Unnecessary barrierja to internationaliflows of information
erected in the name of prhacy protection could have serious effects on commerce.
Any ouch ;developments should receive swift attention with immediate resolution
Sought through high-diplomatic channels.

1

2
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Economic Aspects of Transborder Data Flow

The growing s4nificwiee of 'Information as a component of gross national
product 'in industrklized countries
leiecommunicafion
and Information

well-docuirnented:
technologies facWtate

Ineremingly,
international

Large-scale networks routinely transmit computerized' data among
stZsidiaries of multinational corporations located in different countries. These
capabilities are helpik to shape the structure of international commerce
the
geographic distribution of subsidiaries, - the types of industries that operate
internationally,the kinds of goods and services that will be provided, and the

commerce.

A

overall efficiency with which productive resources will be consumed.
Individual governments and severM international orgardzatione have turned

their attention to the issue of ,transborder data flow. There are indications that
this attention will result in restrictions of various kinds on flows of information as
a means of achieving commercial or economic objectives. These developments,

when projected into the future, wilt have serious consequences for U.Npiirect
foreign investment and for the operations of U.S multinationals in coming years.
Many pf the issues raised with regard to policy fall under the heading "trade in'
services" and are treated elsewhere in this report. The issues relevant to
information per se include economic consequences of attempts to value and tax
flows of information ET.n(7 the risks this kind of activity would entail for control of
content.
Valuation and Taxation of Information.
Under certain limited
circumstancd, information can be packaged and sold ,,tist as any other
"commodity," with its marketvalue established by transactions between sellers and
purchasers. The market yalue is determined essentially by prevailing competitive
and technological conditions that affect supply of information, and by what the
purchasers believe the information will be worth in their use of it. Their
assessment of its value is expressesd by what they are willing to forego to have the
information, which is indicateby their spending a prTrticar amount of money on
the Information insteid of on something else. If they have the authority to do so,

A

2
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tax agencies may assPss some sort of_ excise tax on the basis of the transaction;
just As might be done with any other commodity.

A vast majority of information; however; while certainly of 'great value to
its twer, never hai an "objective" market value established for it. Information that
serve! some "valuable" intermediate function in the production process of a firm by
contributing to the ultimate value Of its final product ha no "market" value as
described above. and hence no objective basis upon which-to assess a tax.

The international aspect of the value of information comes into play when
information as an intermediate good is transferred among the geographiCaly
dispersed subsidiaries of a multinational firm. Officials of a particular country
may coriaider that something of value is crossing the border, and that it ought to be
subject,to the same tariff procedures or customs duties as other objects of value
crossing the border.
There seems to be a growing Concern that an increasing proportion of the
.

value of economic activity in the 'futtre 1Will emanate from the production,
proceaing, and dissemination of infOrmation, and that the provision of
Information-intensive "services" will gradually overtake productiOn of physical
merchandise as proportions of total output in developecreconomies.
If the economies of the future are information-based, governments will have
to ascertain hOW they can maintain an adequate tax base. In the case of countries
that rely on the Vabie-added tax; the methods of assessing taxes will require
attention. 'When :an inereitaing proportion of value added comes from Information
with no objective market value, how Can. the taking authorities efficiently
distribute the tax burden?
A second motivation for attempting to place a value on information; which

then becomes taxable, arises from, a perceived increase in the volume and
significance of internaTIonal information flows, primarily in the forrri of computer`to- computer communications among dispersed subsidiaries of transnational
Information, entering and leaving countries in this manner, a
corporations:
great deal Of "value" is crossing borders. Some governments would argue thrt the
information ought to be subject to the same tariff principles that apply to rii;,sical
goods that have value and cross bordera.
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Recommendations. The majority of information used in industrial and
services activities, commerce aid trade, is an "intermediate" product whose
economic value cannot be determined in isolation. All that can be- known with
certainty is that some unknown portion of the value of a final product exchanged
on the market can be accounted for by the information "embodied" in it.

Attempting to value this intermediate product' would be an arbitrary and capricious
exercise, entailing unnecessary and costly disruptions in the production process.
Aliermitive means of regulating and taxing productive activities are available.

The U.S. position on this matter, consistent with the Iong-range goals of
promoting the role of telecommunications and information technology as a
contributor to the efficient utilization of resources,- would be to strongly oppose
any actions that would interfere with the ability of producers-and users to make
optimurn use,4of information as a productive resource. This will lead to a more
efficient utilization of resources: It will also lead to greater revenues for both\
private entities and, ultimately, for taxing authorities.
A second argument watimt tryirg to value information as an "intermediate"
,
good used in productive actitity is perhaps more compelling than the first :' the
obvious need for surveillance of content m the process of evaluation. This could
lead to dangerous abuses of personal and proprietary information. One can imagine
the dilemma posed by communications networks that carry all forms of
information -- voice, video, record -- on all subject matters -- news, personal,

corporate, research, educational --

in an indistinguishable stream of bits.

Surveillance of specific kinds of information for economic reasons could too easily
become surveillance of all information for political reasons:

These same arguments also militate against unnecessary regulation of
information sold as a- -final product. Information as a final product that has an
established market price may seem to solve the problel of valuation because an
exchange takes place at an agreed upon price. Government involvement in such
transactions for purposes of taxation or other reasons may seem lesiburdensome or

dang. erous than in the case of the mass media or when information is an
intermediate commodity. Neyertheless, the basic view that Government should not
manipulate information as a tool of policy should apply there too.
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Encryption
Concern over unauthorized surveillance of peftonul or nonpersonal
information or other. forms of disruption of communications have ,accompanied an

increase in the volume and types of flow of informEiticin -- electronic funds
tiwnsfer; electronic mail, and proprietary corporate data of all sorts. There is a
growing demand- for new or improved techniques of assuring the security of
communications: Ceyptcgraphy; the use of codes to render messages or data
unintelligible to unauthorited parties, is one technique:

Cryptographic methods are generally used to prevent two kinds of
tampering. The first is "passive" surveillance, through Which the unauthorized
party gains access to the signals or messages of other parties (with or Without their
knowing it); obtaining knowledge of the content, which may then be used to some
Commercial or political advantage. The second kind of tampering is the "active"
Variety, when- the unauthorized party not only gains access to the message of other
parties, but may then change the content; moving a decimal point a few places in a
financial transaction, or Changing a word Or meaning in other communications.

Until recently, cryptography had been an issue of interest largely to
agencies of Government responsible for national security that have to send secure
Messages and that seek to break codes. A growing deriiMid for secure
communications in commercial activities, however, is engendering a transfer of
cryptographic technology to nongovernment users.
Lsues. TWO teiated 'aspects of the cryptographic issue have emerged as

issues of policy. One concerns the national security implications of research on
cryptography, and the broad diSsernination of new cryptographic techniques. The
other concerns the encryption of everyday communications.
Zr

The-US. Government's primary concern regarding the first aspects

is that open research and publication in cryptography jeopardize
national security by making available to foreign governments
encryption. techniques that the National Security Agency)- would

have difficulty breaking, calling to the attention of foreign
governments the vulnerability of thei_ current encryption methcicki,
and revealing knowledge that mighi endanger the inviolability of
Government,"
codes used by the

S-
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Controversial efforts have been made by governments to inhibit the transfer of
technology on cryptography.
The vsi& regarding the potential demand for an application of
cryptographic techniques m international communications include the availability
of cryptographic services altogether and the question ,of standards. Tariffed

encryption services are not now available from either domestic or foreign
international communications carriers. In developing such services, there will
always be at least two telecommunications entities involved, and they will have to
come to agreement on procedures to be followed and equipment to be used. In
addition, the wide adoption of tariffed encryption techniques could require an
eraborate international standards- setting procedure. Encryption services available
to the users of private dedicated leased-line networld nfay be Iess cumbersome to
develop, and may provide additional incentive for resisting actions of
communications administrations seeking to encourage the use of public networks.
Recommendations. Currently there is no clear U.S. policy on encryption. It

is a difficult issue to resolve because of the role encryption plays in national
security. Nevertheless, methods of protecting proprietary data from surveillance
will likely experience growing demand in coming years as a consequence of growth
in information flows. Efforts shoWd be undertaken to formulate a policy that will
accommodate both the concerns raised by national security and the needs of users
of international facilities:and networks.
Intellectual Property Rights

Incentives to create new information such as contents of data bases,
computer software programs, novel "firmware" programs with algorithms
permanently etched on microchips, are provided in part by the expectation of
financial returns from sWling such properties. Some of the peculiar attributes of
these new kinds of property, however, complicate the recognition and enforcement
of property rights in these intangible "commodities" through traditonal patent and
copyright concepts. Recent revisions to U.S. copyright law have attempted to
address some of these issues.
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Factors which make the enforcement of property rights a problem include:
the following: information does not come in well-defined units, it is not "used up"
in consumption, the creation of information can be costly, but the incremental cost
of reproducing it very low, and excluding nonpaying beneficiaries is very difficult.
While computer and communications technologies have created new opportunities
for creating and disseminatinginformation, they have simultaneously complicated
the methods of establishing and enforcing property rights in it.
The Mae is further complicated by nations' policies in some countries which
require registration of imported software or data 68jses while, at the same time
denying copyright protection.

Society has not reached a consensus on the most appropriate balance
between the right to use and the right to exclude use of these new kinds of
property. Problems inherent in conventional technologies, such as print, are
magnified by evolving computer Sand telecom munications technology. Among the
questions that will require the attention of policymakers in coming years are: How
will technological developments and the accompanying difficulties in establishing
and enforcing property righ affect incentives to produce new information? .What
inhibitions on international flows of information will result from the system society_
eventually chooses for production of these noperty interests? .What international
agreements or procedures should be used to protect property rights in information?,
The U.S. is signatory to two major international conventions on intellectual
property rights, the Universal Copyright Convention, and the Paris Convention on
Industrial Property. The principle international organizatons in this issue are the
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIP0), a U.N. specialized agency, and
UNESCO.

WIPO addresses several issues raised by new technologies, such as piracy of
sound and audiovisual recordings and piracy of broadcasts. UNESCO tm not been
as valuable a forum for protection of the interests of intellectual property holders
but it has recently taken on some useful work in the piracy area.
The United States should also aggressively pursue unauthorized reproduction

and dissemination of recordings and broadcasts on a bilateral basis by urging
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passage and enforcement of stricter tational copyright laws in the countries where
the offences occur. Additionally, the Sehate Should promptly consider ratification
of the 1976 Brussels Convention.. This international agreement obligates

signatories to take adequate steps to curtail the unauthorized reception and
commercial exploitation of copyrighted and proprietary information transmitted
via satellite. Trade in film, television programs, and similar "software" constitutes
an important component of our overall export portfolio, and steps necessary to
safeguard this trade and commerce should thus be accorded prompt and, favorable
consideration.
The United States shcfuld maintain dose contact and cooperation with other

countries to ensure development of mutually acceptable forms of protection for

these new kinds of property, and continue within the bounds of ex%ttn1
arrangements to protect the interests of US. businesses in this area.

NOTES FOR CHAPTER EIGHT

'This is not to suggest that -a sharp distinction can be made between policy on
facilities and policy on what flows over the facilities- Indeed, conditions placed on
the use of facilities can affect the way information flows internationally, and rules

imposed on information floW will influence the development of facilities and
networks.
2Stephen

H. Unger, "The Growing Threat of Government Secrecy," Technology-

Review, February/March, 1982, p. 32.
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Chapter Nine
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AND INFORMATION INDUSTRIES

Longstanding U.S. leadership in telecommunications and information
technology is beim', -challenged by increasingly strong and concentrated foreign
competition. Further erosion of the U.S. position has serious implications for the

Iong -term competitiveness of the US. telecommunications and information
industries and would Ws6 adversely affect the entire U.S. industrial sector. A
thorough review is thus needed of current US. policy in research and development
(R&D) as it relates to telecommunications and information.
This chapter discusses some of the factors that require attention. The
material reviewed does not indicate the United States has neglected R&D funding,
or that US. research and development no longer generates patentable inventions or
advanced products. The evidence doe's indicate, however, that the United States no
longer enjoys an overwhelmingly dominant position in "high-technology" industries.
BACKGROUND

For decades the United States enjoyed a position as a world leader in
Underlying U.S. technological leadership was its ability to generate
new scientific knowledge and innovations, and to continually transform them into
useful products and services in ways superior to foreign competitors. Investments
technology.

in research and development have contributed importantly to exports,' job
creation, 2 new products, productivity improyements3, enhanced the quality of life;
and accelerated advancements in science.

Projections for the 1980s indicate very rapid growth in high technology
American industries. Projected growth rates include: for robotics (25 percent),
computers (18 percent), semiconductors (12 percent), guided missiles and space
4
vehicles (16 percent), anci,communications equipment (5 percent). Each of these
(201)
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"sunrise" industrie is highly dependent on telecommunications and information
technology. Technological advances in these industries have brought Improvements
in productivity to all sectors of the economy, through such innovations as digital

communications, electronic funds transfer, electronic mail, automated office
equipment, factory assembly operations, and smaller, more affordable, computers
for home, business, and scientific purposes.

Recent foreign technological advances create concern that the U.S.
leadership peitiOn in high technology b eroding; U.S. trade deficits (especially
with Japan), declining world market shares, increased competition for the U.S.
domestic and international markets, and the rapid appearanCe of sophisticated
foreign products, such as semiconductors,--satellite communications, lasers,

computers, consumer products, and robotics, are cited as evidence of a
deteriorating U.S. position. The ability of other nations to select technologies for
concentrated R&D focus, to provide government subsidies, to encourage joint
government - industry cooperation; to devote resource to nonmilitary enterprise,
and to protect indigenous, enterprise from competition through tariff and nontariff
barriers, are seen as factors contributing to foreign advantages.
A review of U.S R&D in telecommunications and information technology
has particular importance because technological leadership in thee and related
areas is widely seen as the cornerstone of economic advancement in the decade of
the 19803.5 Nations having outstanding capabilities for generating and applying
advanced technologies are likely to flourish.

Thb chapter reviews U.S. R&D in telecommunications and information
technologies from a number of vantage points; and recommends improvements.
Although substantbl progress has already been made, continued efforts are needed
to improve incentives for makhig the best use of US. genius for innovation and
commercialization of new prciducts. Aggressive foreign competition for world
leadership and in telecommunications and information technoIegy, as well as in
other technological flelds, is likely to be permanent. In this environment, the
United States will have to use every possible means of maintaining a strong
position capable of countering foreign policies.
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R&D PerspectivC: Current Strengths,
Trends and Problems
Government Role in R&D
Federal Government support for R&D activities-falls into three categories:

first, backing those activities which meet needs in which the Government is the
sole or primary user (such as national defense); second, backing those activities
which assure the strength of the economy and the welfare of its citizens (such as
agricWture, energy, and health); and third, funding basic research. The 1983
Budget of the United States helps clarify the dNtinction between Government and
private sector responsibilities for R&D. The Government views its role as follows:
providing a climate for technological innovation which encourages
private sector R&D investment;
o

focusing its direct R&D support in areas where there is likely to be
significant economic, gain to the nation, but where tffe private sector
N unlikely to invest adequately because of long-term risks;

o
o

maintaining a growtng technological base in categories where

government and industry must cooperate fully; and
promoting basic science and engineering research.

Federal Support for R&D

The Government supports R&D in many' ways -- by sponsoring Federal
laboratories; by providing over $40 billion Annually for R&D; by contracting for
R&D with research universities; colleges; and businesses; by allowing tax credits
for industry-conducted R&D and by encouraging entrepreneurs. The United States
spent $4.6 billion for R&D in telecommunications in 1980 -- $2.8 billion in private
sector investment, and $1.8 billion in Federal Government expenditures -- mostly
through the 'Department of Defense (DOD).8 DOD will incroase fundinl for R&D in
intelligence and cemmunicati&s7 from $1.13 billion in 1981 to $2.77 billion in )
1983.8
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About One-half the total Federal obligations for all basic research are made
to support researchers in universities and colleges, who account for about one-half
of all basic research conducted in the U.S.9 Theitey questions here are:
o

are we investing enough in the proper areas and through the most
suitable institutions?

o

hover

we measure and projectU.S. progress in contrast with our

most aggressive international competitors?

should we discount some DOD-funded_ research as a generally
inadequate substitute_fer civil nency-funded research, in terms of
contributing to the II.S. technologicW position?

where can improvements be made (in terms of removing obstacles to
private sector investment, in transferring technology to the private
--sector, in providing incentives_to private sector investment)?
o

what are the most promising opportunities for advancement of
technologies; and are we positioning ourselves properly?

Federal Laboratories

Continued efforts to improve the role of Federal laboratories will ensure
;that appropriate types of R&D are didertideen, that long--term, high-risk programs
with significant potential commercial pay -off are funded; that suitable industry
collaboration is involved, and that research results are promptly transferred to the
private sector. NASA's Advanced Communications Technology Satellite program is
an example of a Federal laboratory targeting high-risk, long-term research based
on industry advice, and contracting out a substantial portion of the research,

the-ry rapidly transferring research findings.
Planned budget reductions in the Space Shuttle program between now and
1994 -- and termination of NASA production of _Atlas and DeltatCentaur rockets,
the main launching vehicle for communications and other commercial satellites -are prompting the private sector to consider -.Increasing its ,,invelltment in these
activities. 10 Partly as a cprisequenee a the shift in NASA involvement;.dys in
the Space Shuttle program, and the $1 billion investment of the &net:man:Space
Agency for development of the Arianne rocket, strong foreign competition for the
commercial space launch market is expected within a few years.11-
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Industry Support for R&D

Deripite economic recesion, industrial research and development spending
surged in 1981. In particular, companies producing computer peripheral equipment
vices in the information processing industry led
and providing data process ing
other industries with a 34;2 percen/ increase in R&D spending (to $344 million).
Office 'equipment manufacturers In the information processing field increased R&D
expenditures by 24.8 percent; and telecommunications firms' expenditures
increased by 20.1 percent.12
The Semiconductor-Industry Association has established a Seriliediichieter
Research Cooperative which will channel $40 million into university laboratorieS by
1986;13 Advances in telecommunications and information technology, as well as in
11[4)14%60ns, have continued to progress in areas ranging from large-scale
_computer end personal microcomputers (now _Li $6 billion market, with continued
rapid growth projected), to subscriber- loops, earth sensing from space, and-Office

automation and medical electronics.I4 Foreign countries; such as Japan, West
Germany, and the United Kingdom, however, are aLsci very active in R&D in many
of these areas -- especially . in integrated circuits, in .fiber optics and
opto-electronic components, in portions of 'the satellite communications
components field, and in office automation. While it is unclear whether there is a

shorWe of industry support for R&D, a comprehensive summary of R&D.
investments ,amorw the world's leading competitors, -- including amounts, rate of

change, areas of focus -- woWc1 be helpful in assessing the comparative U.S.
position.

U.S. Patents and-Licensing-Trends

Trends in U.S. Patents. The number of U.S. patent grants'(U.S. origin plus
foreign origin) in telecommunications increased from an average Of 174 in the
/969-70 period to 420 in 1981-82, a growth of over 140 percent. The proportion of
foreign-origin patents to -US.- origin patents has risen from 30 percent to 36
Percent for these periocb.13 Japan's share of U.S. foreign-origin patents has risen
to slightly more than 50 percent in the 1981-82 period from 34 percent for the
1969-70 period.16
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During the 1978-80 period, the actual growth of US. patent awards in
semiconductors and circuits improved by 48_percent, indicating substantial activity
in solid state technology.17 The General Purpose Programmable Digital Computer

Systems and the Miscellaneous Digital Data Processing- Systems subclaSses
commanded a major share of patent activity.

Trends in Foreign-Owned U.S. Patents.

An area worthy of further

investigation is the changing role of foreign multinational corporations (FMNCs) in
the United States: A recent study by thei Uo.S. Patent and Trademark Office18

nJies that foreign direct investment in the US. has been growing at an average
rate of 20 percent since 1973. Part of the study focused on the largest FMNCS
five 'European and five Japanese -- and sought to, gain insights into questions
including how much U.S. technology the FMNCscIntrol, how much of their R&D is
performed hi this country; what technologies they patent, and what the trends are

in their patent activities?
The study scope was not lirrated-Tri-particular-teehriologies_f;dthough four
71apanese and one European FMNCs are in the electronics and appliance industry
grpup). It indicated that:
o

one out of eight U.S. patents of foreign origin was owned or
the study, an
indication of their strong position in the internatiolial technology

controlled by only 10 FMNCs during the time frame
marketplace.

o

foreign-origin patents, as a whole, increased from 20 percent of all
US; patents in 1963-66 to 40 percent in 1980.

o

_ten FMNCs own or control, on average, 4.7 percent of all U.S.
patents granted each year.

while the five European FMNCs had an aver of aboutiO_percent
of their patents filed as being of U.S.-origin, during,1976-80 the
five Japanese FMNCs averaged about 0.4 percent.

the percentage growth 2 0 of the five Japanese FMNCs patents

compared to the average was especially high in the Computers and
Data Processing Systems class (71.6 percent versus 49.8 percent) and
in Static Information .Storage and Retrieval (67.6 percent versus 47.1
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percent), but slightly below the average for teleccinimunications (44.4
percent versus 47.2 percent).

Licensing of Technology to Overseas Companies. A recent survey of 161
.
companies' attitudes,....liased on. prior experience with licensing technology to
22 indicates that the predominent resWt of the overseas_
overseas companies,
licensing was long-term damage to the licensors, The consensus conclusion, Wed
on comments of 107 of the companies, is that U.S. technology manufactured abroad
by foreign firms finds its way into the US. domestic market.

Industry sources also note that Comsat -- and formerly AT&T -- are
. required to license their technology to other companies. Foreign firms that
eatOlUh U.S. subsidiarie; have made use of., this regulation, to acquire JS.
technology. Reciprocal licensing arrangements are not prevalent in foreign
countries.

I

U.S. Restrictions-o;; -Tehnology-Tansfer
The central issue of technOlogy transfer is balancing national security (vials

with other national goals, such Ls preserving First Amendment rights and the

tradition of op enacademic exclinge, while at the same time encouraging
invention; commercialivition, and exports.

N at ion& security interests sometimes require restrictions of technology
transfer in the form of prcklucts, industrIal processes, designs, and technical data
that might aid current or potential foreign adversaries in a direct military wai, or
indirectly, by providfng them with resources that otherwise would be as located
from military endeavors. The range of technologies that can be restricted includes
23 The mecheutisms for effecting.
telecommunications and information technology.
restrictions include: the Export Administration Act and the Inventions Secrecy Act,
both administered by the Commerce DepartMent; the International Traffic in Arms

Regaations, administered by the State Department; and the national security
Cleasification system.
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Studies halie been erdered by Congress through the Department of Defense.

Some of these studies recommended that restrictions on technology transfer
affecting "cornerstone" technologies processes, and designs be mirimized and
clarified. Iri the most recent effort toward clarification, the Commerce and
Defense Departments were to prepare R. joint Militarily Critical Technology List in
There have been .difficulties in implementing such recommendations,
1982.
however, and some public confusion still exists.
Ttte United States has the most stringent restrictions on technology transfer
in the Western World. While there is little doubt that national security interests

justify restrictions on transferring critical technology overseas, there is e:.0 a
.preming need to streamline these restrictions as much as possible, while balancing

them with overall U.S. policy goals. With clarified guidelines to protect national
sect urity goals,--the private sector will be able to compete more effectively ip the

international marketpraVe-througkrapid technological advancement.
U.S. Entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurs play an important role in the United States in advancing
in providing employment opportunities, and in sustaining the
competitive position of the United States. Collectively, American entrepreneurs
represent a critical component of the nation's vitality, contribute to U.S.- exports
and have created approximately 70 percent of all new private sector jobs during
the last decade. California's Silicon Valley alone adds over 25,000 new jobs
technology,

annually, and Massachusetts' small and mid-sized high-tech firms have sparked an
industrial renewal that now accounts for over 250,000 manufacturing jobs.
Associations of entrepreneurs (e.g., National Association of Small Business

Investment Companies, AmericLn Electronics Association, American Business
Conference), generally dam that the U.S. Government does not understand their
needs, and favors big business in tax legislation. Entrepreneurs recognize
"protectionism" policies as anathema to innovation and a process that leads to
higher consumer prices. A recent GAO survey of 72 young "high-tech" companies
started with venture capital shows that more than 15 percent of their total sales
($900 million) were to overseas customers.
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A substantial amount of U.S. innovation is provided by small businesses and
independent inventors. Federal support for innovative research by small businesses

can be found in recent legislation, which requires Federal agencies to increase
their R&D activities with small businesses, and which creates a new Small Business
Administration information' service to keep. small businesses alert to opportunities
for participation..24
SmMr.1, high-technology businesses are extremely sensitive to tax laws and
.

policies, such as capital gains taxes, accelerated depreciation, R&D tai credits;
All of these affect the ability to generate
and borrowing capabilities.25
investment capital to finance expansion. It tax policies encourage entrepreneurs,
the long term benefits to the United States could be significant..
Foreign Strength in Key Technological Areas
Although the levels of U.S. R&D expenditures and growth in U.S. patents
give the appearance of well - being; other factors suggest signi:icant risks in some

key areas. One such factor is the. rising cost of continuing technological
advancement, coupled with an uncertain pay-off in the distant future. An example
of the problem of rising cost and questionable long term compensation is .in the
field of supercomputer technology, where there has been an erosion of the U.S.
leadership position over the past 20 years.

Supercomputers. Many U.S. companies once were active in supercomputer
development. The high expense and risks for this low volume market, however,
have reduced their number to twos -- Cray Research, Inc. ` and Control Data
Corp. 26 As of ,June 1982, as few as 50 US. supercomputers were in operation
38 in the United States, 10 in Eorope; and two, in Japttom U.S.
worldwide
Government laboratories have 25, while a few private companies use the
remainder, thus accounting for the absence of national support for supercomputer
development. 27
Japanese inclUstry recognizes the importance of supercomputer research and

has instituted an ambitious joint government-industry program to advance the state

402-796-0 - 83 -

1fi
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One large program, the
Proleet;
is
aimed
at
developing
a computer more
National .Superspeed Computer
powerful -than any now available. This $200 Minion program is jointly funded by
the government and six major Japanese companies; with 85 percent of the research
contracted among the companies. Another large project is aimed at developing
fifth generation computer technology with new capabilities in problem-solving,
man-machine interfaces; and' cognitive processes. A number of US; scientists
who recently visited Japan and were briefed on the-se 'programs were generally
confident of their success, while etheit expressed some doubt.28

of the art in this and other selected technologies.

A major recent repcirt28. on the U.S. position in supercomputers hi
relationship to the positions of West Germany; prance; Great Britain, and
especially Japan, concludes that the United States is rapidly losing its leadership.

The report observes that the United States retreated from its support of large
Scale computing in universities and elsewhere during the 1970s when other
countries' support grew substantially. An expert panel concluded that "there is
little likelihood that the-United States will lead in the development and application
of this new generation of machines:" The final report provides wellconsidered
recommendations for imprning the U;S; position;

leadership in semiconductor or chip
antes' early market entry with a highly
posed a serious
memory, chip; the fit time*a foreign country

Integrated Circuits. Miring 1982, U
technology texas, shocked by Japanese co

reliable 64K byte .
threat to U.S. leadership In this area. Thli was quicIdy followed by development of
epmmitted
a prototype Japanye 256K byte chip. In the mid-1970s, the Japanese
large
scale.
$350 million to a joint government-industry research project for very
ne.arIy20.times
as
much
during
thiS
integrated circuits. Japanese companis spent
program, which resulted in Japan'a leaderthip in world markets for the 64K byte
the'256K byte
30
random access memory chip, and perha.ps for the next generation,
chip Es welt.

These examples illustrate how concentrated efforts by a foreign country can
Loss of
drastically increase its technological leadership in a relatively short time:
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technological leadership has a number of serious consequences ranging from loss of
access to the most advanced machinery for conducting research and forfeiture of
technology spinoff opportunities, to inability to undertake new applications
available through more sophisticated technology. In addition, there is the

possibility that advanced U.S. scientific and military research could become
dependent on access to supercomputers of foreign manufacture.

Other Nations' Support of R&D
The United States lags most industrialized nations in providing government

incentives for invention wid innovation; such as cost-sharing, salary grants; or
interest free loans to strengthen the industrial technological hoe. Cost - sharing of
high-risk efforts and more advantageous tax treatment is commonplace in other
countries. For example, West Germany's accelerated depreciation for buildings and
general purpose equipment devoted to R&D is tending to shift an increasing amount
of U.S. R&D abroad. 31
Canada's Industrial Research and Development Incentives Act, and the
Program for the Advancement of Industrial Technology, provide tax free
grants-in-aid up to 50 percent of R&D operating costs and 50 percent of the cost
of new facilities, excluding land. In addition, Canada reimburses private firms for
the salaries a their technical personnel assigned to government-approved research
projects and allows all research costs, undiluted by grants, to be deducted from
earnings for tax purposes.32
Japan provides even more incentives, including outright subsidies, cash
grants repayable out of successfLe projects, and long-erm, low-interest rate loans
from development banks. Tax benefits include a 20 percent tax credit for
increases in industrial research over expenditures during a base period (limited to a
maximum of ten percent of the corporations' tax liability). Excluded from taxable
income are 70 percent of royeties received from the export of technology.33 In
the computer area the Japanese governmeht, acting jointly with leading Japanese
computer firms, spent over $1 billion on computer R&D programs between 1972
and 1982 to catch up with the United States.34
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Israel provides R&D grEcnts that cover 50 percent of costs where the product
to be developed is intended primarily for export.35

Current Activities to Improve the U.S. R&D Position,
and Continuing Problems
Improvements in Federal Policies

There is widespread awareness that the U.S. position in the conirnerclEd
niarketplaCe and in technological leadership is increasingly threatened by strong,
aggressive foreign Competitors; To bolster the U.S. positicin, a variety of steps are
being considered or have been taken; which include those based on Congressional or '
Administration initiatives, or on recommendations from trade associations, and the
academic and scientific communities. Few of these efforts' focus primarily on
telecommunications and information technologies, however; with some notable
exceptions, such as NASA's space shuttle, DOD'S Very High Speed Integrated
Circuits program, aild part of NSF's program to establish technical centers jointly
supported by universities and industry, all of -which are Federally supported
programs.

There is a need for continued efforts to bolster the ability of the U.S.'

teledommunications and information
technologically. Such efforts include:
o

industries

to

remain

competitive

removal of unnecessary Federal'- disincentives to private _sector
research investment (in the form of antitrust taws and procurement
regulations);

creation of new incentives (such as improved tax dedtieticins for R&D
expenses and promotion of joint research projects); and,
Congretsiond attention to improve the nation's education system
o
(e.g., to upgrade science And mathematics education in elementary
and high school% to facilitate universities' ability to upgrade obsolete
laboratory equipment and to retain competent faculty, as well as to
retrain the work force);
Efforts already under way to improve the U.S tech/0140dg position include:
o
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o

added incentives for R&D investments through the Economic
Recovery Tar Act of 1981;

o

broader use of limited partnerships;

o

changes in patent and technology transfer policies; and;

b

bettecoalignment of Federal laboratory programs with industry
needs.''

Some areas identified for flirther review, which are discussed below include

tax policies, Federal funding of research, and support for industry research
consortia.

Tax Policies. A study performed by Data Resources; Ine. (DRI) for Texas
instruments, Inc., indicates that a 25 percent credit on R&D spending starting in,^
1966 would have added 0.2 percentage point per year to annual productivity during
1966-77, 0.3 percentage point per year in 1978-87, and 0.4 percentage point per
year in 1988-97. DR1 estimated that a 50 percent tax credit would have ttieleffect
of returning R&D expenditures to their (1964) peak of 2.15 percent of GNP, within
eight years, and that it would take about 35 years to achieve the same level of
productivity improvement with a 25 percent R&D tax credit.37
Incentives for Investments in Research. Federal tax laws_ 38 provide a credit

for investments for certain qualifying R&D of 25 percent of the maximum
incremental increase over the base period investment. This may be an overly
restrictive ceiling that discourages additional investment. Similarly, many types of
R&D are not tax deductible, such as research and development for quality control
and testing. Firms that are new or starting up receive no initial inducement to
invest in research, while limited partnerships- receive no deduction incentives at
an.
A review of existing tax policies is warranted to determine whether a more

favorable investment environment can be structured39 which would be more
.

sensitive toi the needs and special characteristics of high-teCh firms. These firms
are different from others in a number of ways:
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o

investment.in Imp, which in
They Must_ make substantial; continual
turn necessitates rapid replacement of irotting plant and equipment.
Therefore; favorable tax policies relating to the treatment of R&D
expenditures and short -lived equipment are important;

o

between-l5 and

Thete companies_ often have_rapid growth in aarel
to
and retained earnings that are generally insufficient be
30 percent
new _equity investment must_
meet capital heeds; Typically, meeting_
these needs. --Tax policies
obtained as the primary means of
not be especially useful In

that favor debt financing thus may
promoting U.S. high technology firms.

o

They often must have sigiiifiditiit international sales and_operations;
they must be competitive in
To stay ahead of foreign competition,
tax
Wald markets, and therefore, are especially sensittve_to U.S.
policies relating to foreign operations and to US; exports.

F-ederal-Funding of Research; Federally funded research will Increasingly
Advanced
focus on longer-terrii, higher-risk, basic research, such as the NASA
is

Communications Technology Satellite program.. in which the private sector
funding
unlikely to invest adequately. Thare D also increased Government
universities; as well as encouraging joint
emphasis on contracting through research
Foundation
!edit:MI-university cooperation. Over the years; the National Science
become
self(NSF) established seven centers for research which are eventually. to
communications
sufficient. The most recently established center is for research In
Include both
and signal processing at North Carolina State Univeraity, which Will
industrial
products
and
services;
The NSF
basic -and applied research leading to
each
participating
private
company
grant is $650,000 over five years; with
in this
contributing approximately $50,000; Ntne companies are taking part
Rensselaer
Polytechnic
cooperative effort. MIT (in polymer processing) and
40
Institute (in computer graphics) are among other universities participating.
also being
Cooperation between Federal laboraterled and industry is
with the
Commerce
hat
begun
working
closely
encouraged. The Department of
transfer
from
the
Federal Laboratory Consortium to encourage technology
liSeal governments and to
laboratories
to
state
and
hundreds of U.S. Government
Inventors, and univeraitleS at the periphery
industry. Small comPaiiied; independent
for
many of the major inventions to the
of an industry, have also accounted
.
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twentieth century.41 Under NSF's Small Business Innovation Research Program,

approximately 52 percent of the grants have gone to firms with 10 or fewer
employees, and several new firms have been started as a result of these grants.
Annual funding is expected to reach $150 million in grants through NSF and uther
agencies.

Support for Industry Research Consortia. Some high technology industries
faced with very high R&D costs and intensely subsidized fora4n competition, have

p:oposed joint R&D consortia that would be immune from some conventionM
antitrust restrictions. Recently the Justice Department approved establishment of

the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation, a consortium of
several major computer firms. Similar consortia may also be accorded freedom
from any threats of Government antitrust prosecution. The position the Justice
Department has taken may encourage Improved U.S. leadership in selected
technologies, such as computers and microelectronics.42
Continuing Problems
Education - Related Problems.

In order to maintain a viable position in

technology and international trade, it is essential to ensure adequate talent is
available to perform the research necfmary to develop new concepts and new
products. America's strength in these fields has long been a functon of its
engineering and scientific human resources. In 1981, approximately 18,000
students graduated with Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctoral degrees in high
technology fields in the United States. Since 1979, however, there haS been a
declining number of students in the important fiel&. 43 The problem that began
with inadequate elementary and secondary school student preparation in science
and mathematics in the Sixties and the Seventies is now being reflected in the
shortage of college engineering gracivates. With a shortage of U.S. engineers, U.S.

companies currently confront an additional problem in the form of proposed
restrictions that would prohibit foreign nationals from being hired immediately
after graduating from U.S. universities.
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There are thud three problems Icontributing to the present engineering
09nundrums

(I)

(2)

Students entering, higher-level educcitidii-in science and engineering
at the
too often are inadequately prepared. Thid problem begins
ista lack of
primary and secondary_ education level, Where there
adequate teaching proficiency in mathematics and science;
leaVing teaching
Competent high school and university instructors areproducing
a 40 to
careers, Often to &Oita their salaries in industry,
50 percent shortage Of engineering faculty.

has
Much of the laboratory eqUipMent in the academic environment,
several bills to
become obsolete. The 97th Congress considered_
provide tax incentives to industry to provide more modern equipment ,
to higher level_ institutions. The same opportunities are not yet
available for secondary school education.
President Iteegtut spoke concerning these educational defidiencie-s at a May,

(3)

1982, Nationel Adadeitiy of Science Conference. He noted that elementary
they
secondary 'school science and mathematics had deteriorated to the point that
future
ability
to
develop
and
advance
our
threatened "to compromise the nation's
Ile
traditional industrial base and to compete in the international marketplace."
to
do
more
to
caned remedial action "tong overdue," and invited private industry
44 Two recently created organizationd; the National Commission on
help' SelitiO
Excellende in Education under
the Department of Education, and the Naticinal
_
Science Heated Commission on Pre-college Education in Mathematics; Science and
Technology are seeking remedies for -these educational inad6quacies;45 and
improve elementary;
Congress may soon consider proposals to provide assistance to
in
mathematics
and
science.
.secondaryi and post see-tindery education
Education at the secondary level provides the basis for those pursuit* higher
instrumental in
education needed for development 'and innovation of products
standing
in
international
society
and
its
determining the advancement of U.S
and
scientific
secondary
of
technical
Even more importantlyi the quality
and

trade;

force.
edueetien is reflected In the majority of the population entering the labor
howwell
prepared
Our,children
are
to
The success Of this country will depend upon
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face the information oriented world that is emerging due to massive technological
From the standpoint of the needs of research and
advancements today.
development, with little additional training these students will be the technicians
46
who create and apply R&D products.
One effort to modernize primary and secondary education is through
introduction of computers at thit level. Proposals have been made to allow tax
incentives for industry to contribute computer equipment to primary and secondary

schools, as well as to provide grants to states for electronic and computer
technician vocational education programs.47

In regard to the issue of foreign national graduates, immigration policies
also are relevant as a number of qualified potential research employees educated
at U.S. universities are not U.S. eitizens.48 The basic prOblem is, of course, not
the retention of foreign students, but rectifying educational deficiencies that lead
to this lee< of American engineering talent. These educational deficiencies could

cause profound, long-term damage to the 'US. technological and international
trade positions, as well as to national security. Twenty4our measures were
proposed durihg the 97th Congress to deal with these issues." Continued intensive
attention is warranted until suitable remedies are found..

Bell Telephone Laboratories: Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL), AT&T's
research arm, has produced a remarkable number of technological advances for
more than 50 years. BTL is recognized as an- undisputed world leader, at the
forefront of technologies such as semiconductors, computers, and lasers.
With a 1982 budget of $2 billion, of which $156 million was spent for basic
research, funding for research has been generous es well as consistent. BTL has
almost 20,000 patents in effect,-and currently receives new ones at the rate of one
per day.5 0 Under the 1956 Western Electric antitrust consent decree, AT&T was
required to license these patents to other companies. Consequently, it has 400
licensing agreements with U.S. companies and nearly 200 more with overseas
corporations today.51 Some of these licenses have spawned entire new industries,
perhaps years sooner than they might otherwise have been launched.
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In August 1982, the Justice Department ended its 1974 antitrust Stilt against
AT&T. A major reorganization of AT&T was required. The terms of the den-Sent
decree may affect future BTL research and development in g number of potentially
significant ways.
First, under the new consent decree; AT&T will no longer be required to
license its patents. Second, BTL is leSsi likely to continue its traditional pattern of
publishing hundreds of scientific and technical papers annually without concern for

commercial value or patentability. Third, the new consent deeted Would also limit
the operating companies and the Long Lines Department to funding specific
direeted research through BTL. Previously, BTL basic research was funded by all
parts of the Bell System through payment of a general license fee.52 Pressures on
the unregulated portions of AT&T to be competitive in the marketplace are likely
to result in more product-oriented research by BTL at the expense of basic
research.53
The AT&T settlement does permit the retention of BTL as a single entity.

The long-term consequences of the divestiture on BTL's continued ability to
generate technological achninces, however, are not predictable.
Recommendations for Stimulating US. R&D

Our review of the U.S. international posidon in R&D in telecommunications
and information technologies shows significant shortcomings, and obstacles

affecting continued advances by U.S. industry. The main obserVation is that
foreign competition for leadership In these 'technologies IS exceptionally
aggressive; and has grown rapidly over the past few decadeS; The ShiZIe most
important concIwion drawn is that continued US. success will be very much
dependent bbth on Federal funding for R&D as well as on policies that create an
environment conducive to continued vigorous private sector investment in R&D.

Option: Deelare R&D A National Priority
Over the past few decades achieVement in scientific and technological fields

has varied as a priority in the United States. Adniintrations have at times
actively sought scientific and technological advice froth the private sector and at
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other times avoided it. Government funding of nondefense R&D has generally risen
between 1953 and 1982, with some exceptions, but ,frequently at a rate below that

of inflation. Between 198I and 1983, total Government nondefense R&D will
deereaSe by Si billion to $17.3 billion; a 5.7 percent drop before adjusting for
inflation.54 At the same time, the Administration's overall economic recovery
program has restored needed Stability and predictability with the result that the
private sector has stepped up its support of basic research.
If the U.S. becomes determined to make every feasible effort to maintain a'
position of technological leadership, then this effort should become a national

priority. Maintaining technological leadership will require reinforcing current
activities to remove investment disincentives, as well as providing additional
incentives for the private sector. As noted earlier, investment incentives may be
achieved by:
o

partial relaxation of some actual or perceived antitrust constraints
on joint research activities (now underway);

o

revision of procurement regulations that deny contractors f0.1 rights

to patents developed under Federal programs klready accomplished

for nonprofit companies and for universities,'" but not for larger
companies);
o

improved tax credits for R&D expenses; and

promotion Of joint research projects.

OptionARew-Federal Policy on Raiding of R&D

The need to "[C] reate the incentives and the supply of technological
innovation" is applicable to the telecommunications and information technologies
as well as to othere.56

Given the long term interests of the nation, aggressive Federal funding of
R&D in telecommunications and information technology may be warranted.
funding for this research and development would be consistent, generally
increasing at least as fast as the inflation rate; and sufficiently flexible to counter
foreign activities.
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Most agree that projects in which Federal resources are allocated to assist
private industry and universities build long-range cooperative research capabilities
should be encouraged and strengthened. A review should be made to determine
whether sufficient Federal grants and contracts for R&D in telecommunications
and information technologies are targeted toward small businesses, independent
inventors, and universities. Ongoing U'S. Government activities that stimulate
innovation include: '
focusing Federal policy to support basic research in R&D;

improving technology transfers from Federal laboratories;
o

finding incentives for industry support of innovation; and

o

steps toward
technology.

establishing

joint

university-industry

centers

of

Demand for innovation, competition, and economic reward are three factors
that stimulate innovation. Federal policies can positively influence the Wt two
factors by, establishing a suitable environment with tax advantages, minimal
regulatory 'irnpediments, and direct Tederal funding of R&D. Methods should also
be sought, however; to encourage business and industry to transform research
results into commercial products as soon as practical. It has been estimated, for

that a considerable amount of research never leaves government
laboratories. Efforts shoidd be continued to use tax credits, improved Federal
procurement regulations and patent policy, and consortiums with industry, to
example,

motivate increased innovation. The long-term benefits to the nation should appear
in the form of increased exports, employment, tai revenues, and decrewed
dependence on foreign technology..

Option: Create a Government Structure to Obtain Industry Advice
The Office of Science and Technology Policy is charged with advfaing the
President on the nation's science and technology needs, and currently obtains
f
private
sector advice through the White Howe Science Council. Additionally, "a
White House Conference on Productivity was mandated through legislation at the
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. end of the 97th Congress,57 and the creation of a White House Council on
Industrial Competitiveness is under consideration. Outside advice to the U.S.
Government for Federal funding of R&D is strongly encouraged in- order:
o
O

o

to identify the best emphasis for Federal funding;
to obtain expert views for decisionmaking concerning targeted versus
generic research;

to provide guidance on the beSt bOance of support for research
conducted by_universities and by private industry;

to improve commercial exploitation of government funded`R&D; and,
o

to evaluate the merits of joint industry and joint government-industry
research projects.

Option: Increase Use of R&D Limited Partnerships (RDLP)
US. indTstry could make far broader use of limited partnerships in research
and development as a major means of funding technological advances. Because of

the current trend toward lower interest rates, coupled with the effect of recently
enacted reductions in Federal taxes, the volume of funds available for venture
capital is growing substantially.
As a first step toward forming an RDLP, private businesses could identify

individual R&D projects which, when commercialized, would make substantial
contributions to U.S. competitiveness. The criteria for undertaking these projects

shtad be that they:
(a)

require more than simply the finwiciEH or technical competence of
one firm acting alone, and

(b)

have good prospects for being commercialized within a short period,
such as four years.

Subsequent to project identification, market' and technical data should be
assembled to prepare a "commercial opportunity package," showing market
segments, expected domestic and foreign demand, linkages into user industries, ,
patent needs; etc; ,Private business (with Government encouragement, and
technical and organization Erssi-stance; as needed) should develop a research and
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R&D. The RDLP can provide tens of millions, even hundredsof millions of dollars
of off-balance sheet funding without 'any obligation of repayment if the R&D is
unsuccessful. Depending on the structure, the General Partner (the key player in
any RDLP) can exercise management control. If structured properly; major
antitrust problems can be avoided. The limited partners benefit froth liberate tax
shelter provisions; and the expectation of royalties which can be taxed at lOht terra
capital gain rates; A sponsoring company can retain control of proprietary rights:
Equity partieipatiOn is tilS0 possible;

The Department of Coinmereers Offide. of Productivity,. Technology, and
Innovation can provide assistance in the RDLP
Recommendations:

Appropriate Level for R&D Funding. The appropriate amount of US;
Government funding for R&D might be determined through indirect measures, such
as a comparison of the U.S: position with that of other nations in terms Of
-.

technical advances, patenI3; and innovative product development, plus amounts
expended for R&D, both In dollars imd as a percentage of GNP, etc.58 A
comprehensive analysis would be useful for developing periodic projections of U.S.
R&D funding in comparison with that of major competitors over the long term,
US. Patent Position versus that of-Foreign-MaltinatiOiliil Corporations: The

US; Patent and Trademark Office initiated a major statistical effert in the
mid -1970s to develop a comprehensive data base with which to examine trends in

U.S. patents both by technology and by country of origin. A recent study cited
previduSly58 note's that very' few foreign multinational firms (FMNCs) control a
significant proportion of all foreign origin patents (one out of eight; in fact, for the
ten FMNCs for the time frame studied). The USPTO patent analysis studies
should be encouraged and expanded -- along-With earlier warning methods -- to
.devel.lp insights into areas of potential foreign penetration into US;. and world
markets.
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hiee. A study cited earlier notes a survey of 161
companies' attitudes based or experience, with licensing technology to foreign
firm;. The survey was primarry negative in tone; reflecting the companies' view,
that the licensees too often become competitors for US. or foreign markets.
Further study is suggested to expand the findings, to target similar studies on
selected areas of high technology in the future; and to advise US. indistry;of the
results.

Trade Practices. Many studies have been undertaken that concentrate on
the ability of foreign competitors to subsidize sales, marketing, and R&D for new
products. Their ability to "dump" (sellLbelow cost) products on the U.S. -market;
and their practice of providing low-cost, long-term loans for procurement has also
been reviewed. Nevertheless, we recommend that further study be initiated to
determine how our major foreign competitors fund or subsidize R&D in
telecommunications and information technologies; The results of this type of study
should be useful for projecting the future US. technological position in regard to
that of foreign competition and for planning U.S. strategies.
Bell Telephone Laboratories

In view of the singular importance associated with the BTUs historically
large production of innovative technology; future BTL progress s4.1.1d be monitored

for indications of decline, and, if needed, alternatives to restore overall U.S.
innovations should be explored.

QSRestrictions on Technology Transfer
We recommend that restrictions on the export of telecommunications and
information technology for national security purptses be
o

limited to that which is essential,

o

clarified for the public, and

orchestrated in a way that substantially :narrows the negative
influence on invention and exports; and retains an atmosphere of open
academic exchange.
Implementation of the aboye recommendations will assist the U.S.
telecommunications and information industry to remain competitive and competent
o

technologically in an increasingly aggressive world market. In additioni periodic

assessments of the position of the US; Industrial sector in relation to foreign
competitors would serve to point out when further adjustments are needed.
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Chapter Ten
NATIONAL SECURITY

Analyses of international telecommunications and information policymaicing
must include consideration of the impact of any actions on the Nation's security.
This includes not only the immediate tactical and strategic communications needs
of the military. Also included..are the facilities and services necessary for the
foreign relations and en..ure the economic vitality of
United State-s to conduct
the country. The strength of the domestic Industries providing telecommunications
and information services and equipment is vital to our national security. The
communications necessary to deal with natural or man-made disasters and other
crises or emergency situations are also a critical dimension.
Effective and reliable worldwide communications have served as a pivotal
component of our national defense since World War II. Indeed it was the wartime
demands of the military and the technological response to their needs that first
established a worldwide communications network, which in turn provided
significant benefits to commerce, aviation; and many other civilian, enterprises.
From 1945 through 1947, the Congress held hearings foaming on the concern that

the communications networks necessary during the war might be too readily
abandoned in peacetime, to the Nation's detriment.1 The significance of
telecommunications to both national defense, defined narrowly, and national
security,

defined

more

broadly,

has

since

grown

dramatically.2

Telecommunications systems and their actual and perceived robustness have a
direct impact, moreover, on the credibility of our nuclear deterrent and ability to
safeguard world peace.

Military Command-, Control, Communications arid Intelligence (C-3-I):
.
Systems. The growing need by the military for command, control, communications;
(229)

.
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and intelligenee (C I) Sy Sterna haS produced substantial Department of Defense
(DOD) demand for commercial as well as military international communications
facilities and services. DOD operates various military satellite systems, such as
the Defense Satellite Communications System with six operating communications

satellite§ of its own, and US. government-owned terrestrial communications
equipment; in order to communicate both between and within numerous countries.3

Yet the Department is still the largest single US. user of commercial leased
international telecommunications services; expending more than ;50 Million per
year for private line channels alone-.4 The Armed Forces now use approximately
290 submarine cable circuits and 225 commercial satellite chann.6 While it no
longer follows an official policy of dividing equally its use of militaiy systems,
commercial cable systems, and commercial satellite systems, nonetheless DOD
mixes its use of media to enhance survivability and redundancy.6 The Department
106;000
radio frequency , spectrum allocations
also uses approximately
internationally.?
DOD has all of the legitimate concerns of other major U.S. users of
international communications facilities; such as costs; availability; and standards.
DOD also has significant concerns unique to its critically important mission. It
regulatory and legislative fOrUMS;
thus has been actively involved in U.S
international organizations, and in direct consultations and negotiations with
foreign entities.
Other National Security Related International Communications. In addition
to US. Armed Forces international communications needs, DOD has arrangements
Whereby it provides point-to-point or mobile telecommunications services to

government entities of other countries (e.g., Canada; United Kingdom, Federal
Republic of Germany) and to multilateral international orgaMzations (e.g.,
NATO). Other US. Government agencies also make "significant use" of DOD
international communications facilities-6
In order to fulfill its foreign affairs mission, the Department of State has a
continuing need to communicate with its Chiefs of Mission and posts abroad. It
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must aaso meet the telecommunications requirements of those agencies which
have representatives overseas or are responsible for conducting negotiations on
behalf of the United States. The Secretary of State must communicate with
representatives of foreign governments and. international organizafions. The
Department of State this has in operation a worldwide telecommunications system
to meet both the normal and crisis needs of Federal entities.1°
The National Communications System. The National Communications
System (NCS) was established by the President in 1963 "to provide necessary
communications for the Federal Government under al conditions ranging from a
normal situation to national emergencies and international crises, including nuclear

attack."11 Initial emphasis was to be on "meeting the most critical needs for
communications in national security programs, particularly to overseas areas"12
Policy direction responsibilities were retained in the Executive Office of the
President, while the Secretary of Defense was named Executive Agent for the
NCS. The Secretary of Defense in turn designated the Director of the Defense
Communications Agency (DCA) to also serve as the day-to-day manager of the

The NCS looks not only to DOD; but also to the international
communications assets of the Department of State and other agencies to meet its
NCS.

challenge. In 1979 Presidential DirectivefNSC -53 (PD 53) emphasized

It is essential to the security of the United States to have
telecommunications facilities adequate to satisfy the needs of the
nation during and after any national emergency. This is required in
order to gather intelligence_, conduct diplomacy, command and
controlmilitary forces,_grovide continuity of essential functions of
government, and, to rectistitute the political, economic, and social
structure of the tration.
ISSUES

The national defense and security community seeks to ensure 'secure;
reliable, restorable, and survivable means of carrying. out all necessary
communications. Many telecommunications policy issues affect their ability to
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Tire issues dornniorily labelled "security" are nonetheless distinct:
i) message seci.rity, or the protection from interception or tampering of the

succeed.

information being transmitted; and 2) the protection of the physical facilities being

:used to communicate, their survivability and the availability Of Mternative
facilities.
Message Security and Encryption. Communications via cable are considered
_

more secure from interception and tampering than satellite or microwave
transmissions, and fiber optics are more secure than traditional cable.14 These
preferences are teinpered not only by cost and availability; but also by the need for

a mix of media to ' enhance survivability, as discussed beloW; In each case,
encryption is commonplace. Use of encryption requires close coordination and
cooperation among NATO and Other combined military forces and our allieC It
also requires protection of encryption technology from our potential adVerSaries
'The debate over private cryptographic research for use by banks or other
commercial entities with their own security needs, as 'well as the debate over
technology transfer, both focus In part on the potential damage to the ability of
the U.S. militarY, foreign affairs, and intelligence agencies, to maintain adequate:
message security..

Facilities Protection and Survivabilityof-Networks. Many actions are taken

to protect vital communications systems from accidental disruption, natural
disaster or military attack. The include physical hardening of transmission media
through use of underground relay and terminal points, burying of cables, protection
of _redid relay antennas, etc: A key topect of survivability, however, is redundant
routing of circuits by various paths; It is for this reason DOD distributes its
communications among a mix of media commercial cable; commercial satellite,
as well as Government-owned and operated facilities. It is alge why DOD has
string interest in maintaining the quality and viability of both international cable
and satellite transmission media and the health of the US. firms providing those
services; 15

.
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Ensuring sound defense communications requires application of accepte
standard and ongoing international negotiations to assure interoperability o
equipment and required interconnection of systems. Military systems mus
interchange with commercial systems, commercial systems must be able t
substitute for each other, domestic systems must link to international systems, an
there, must be a great deal of cooperation among various foreign and iniernatiOns

systems as well.

Achieving this level of effectiveness is far from simple

pre-planning and cooperation are crucial. As DOD spokesmen have stated:

to facilitate military deployment or overseas sale of equipment
.[DODi must be -able to conduct
without costly modification.
its telecommunications operations both in the United States and

abroad with the same figuipment and under regulations which are as
consistent as possible.'"

CC's Resale and Share
Private Lines, Vo
Use Proceedings. The FCC's consideration of proposals to permit unrestricte
. resale and shared use of private international leased line; causes some concern i
the defense commurdty. National security interest in this issue was summarized i
recent testimony to the Congress where the DOD expressed concern aboUt "seriou
adverse repercussions" from any "unilateral attempt" by the FCC to bring abou
unlimited resale and sharing:
First, without prior bilateral international agreements between- the
entities involved, providing reasonable assurance Wet unlirnited

resale and sharing will not result in the demise of international

private line services, there is substantial risk of significant adverse
operational -impact upon our ability to provide secure international
communications for Defense and non-defense users (e.g.,
limitations upon the use of U.S._ secure communications
equipment). Second, unilateral FCC action could generate actions
by foreign tdecommunicatiorts entitles to remove current
"fMt-rate" pricing techniques applicable to international private
line servicft, thereby suWtantially increasirg the _costs of ppD's
voluminous and vital international telecommunications needs.
DOD concern about the costs of being forced onto the public switched networks o

foreign countries extends not only to the increased

costs,

of volume areiitiv

pricing, but also to the costs of converting protocols to function on these networks
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Serviee-Initiation, Circuit Restoration; and Preemption Priorities. Over its
own facilities, DOD can determine priorities for thitMting service among users, set
restoration priorities for circuits rendered inoperable by enemy action or natural
disaster, and preempt use of its networks for higher priority messages.
Domestically; assuring that the capability exists to accomplish this in the caa a of
commercial facilities may require legislation. Internationally, howeVer; the US;
GoVernment cannot unilaterally exercise such control over foreign-owned or
jointly-owned facilities; Pre-planning and the negotiation with PTT's and foreign
governments of specific agreemenb establishing such plans are thus essential.

Research and-Develepmenteelmology Transfer; and Domestic Sources of
surrounding telecommunications research and development
i
Supply. Policy issues
and technology transfer have been discussed elsewhere in this report. The
Department of Defense maintains that:
this Nation's

domestic and international telecommunicationd

resources are critical to our national defense and security and
emergency preparednen; From this perspective, therefore, the

in
leadership
technological
US.
of
maintenance
through a
technology,
and related
telecommunications
technologically advanced and international ly competitive United
States telecommunications industry is vital:
Translating the broad goal of maintaining technologieal leadership into
Specific workable strategies; however, is difficult. Concern over the flOW of U.S.
.

tedhilology overseas is not limited to losses to hostile nations. U.S. iridaStry 'Often
finds itself in head-to-head competition with foreign firms from friendlY nations
which have capitalized on U. research efforts. DOD is legitimately concerned
that the U.S not becOme dependent upon foreign firms to provide vital
telecommunications equipment or services nor upon foreign dominated technology.
Prior to the Second World War, the United States found itself almost exclusively
dependent on Germany for critical high-grade (Vida; and heavily dependent-on

foreign sources for other necessary defense materialt (e.g.; rubber; strategic
ititherMs); Our mobilization base was inadequate to meet the challenges Of that
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conflict. The needs of today's far more complex defense estkiblighment are even
greater and include products such as silicon chips and related microcircuitry which
constitute fundamentally important building blpcks essential to build and maintain
advanced weapons systems.

In recognition of the strategic importance of domestic supplies of critical
high technology, and fOr related purposes, DOD supported AT&T's selection of the
lowest cost domestic bidder to provide fiber optic cable in the Northeast Corridor,
viewed as a
_ despite competing bids from foreign suppliers. This construction was
decreasing the vulnerability of US.
to begin
unique opportunity
telecommunications from disruptiOn. DOD focused on the need .to limit

unnecessary foreign firm involvement in classified analyses and ditesions of
improving the survivability of the nation's long7haul telecommunications
infrastructure. Also stressed was the need to encourage domestic fiber optics
research and deVelopment to ensure the ready availability of domestic te-chnologY
and sources of supply should emergency reconstruction ever become necessary.19
In short, and `despite the benefits of free trade and openly competitive markets,2°

national security requires appreciation of the defense implications of foreign
competition and the export of telicommunications technology; As DOD has stated,
there is a strong national Interest in a telecommunications indiStry predominantly
owned acid controlled by Americans to ensure national defense; sectirity,
emergency preparedness; and related economic needs.
Policymaking and Operational Responsibilities. As previously discussed, the
'other Govement
entities constitute large users of US. international
rn
DOD and O
\telecommunications facilities and services. They also lease substantial amounts of
.culmunications services directly from foreign commercial entitim As described
by DGD:
In- tensing or operating__ the Department's international
teleCOmmunications services and facilities, many of the

international _telecommunications activities are
governed by provisions of Status of _Forces _Areements. The
Department; ; .is heavily involved in the Allied Radio Frequency
Department's
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Agency of the North A tlentic Treaty Organization. Furthermore;

the Department of Defense's lease of coMmereik international

services requires extensive dealings with foreign communicattorLs

entities, and it is common for the Department to order, pay for;
services within
use and terminate international communica
relatively short time periods (e.g., 7-30 days).

These governmental activities require continuing consultation and negotiation,
contractual or otherwise, with foreign entities. DOD and the State Department
aLso freiqUently negotiate memormdurns of understanding or other arrangements
This has lad DOD to believe that any
with foreign ginVernitiefitt,
telecommunication; policymaking structure which might be established should not
be directly involved in the many day-to-day planning, programmatic, and

operational decisions affecting their international systems and operations.
Telecommunications Policymaking.. Many telecommunications policymaking

issues raising terioint national security concerns are discussed elsewhere in -this
report. These include:
explicit inelittien of rtiational defense; national seciwityi_ and
1)
emergency preparedness in LegisWiveiy-mandated standards_ foi
telecommunications policymaking and specifying the weight to be
accorded such interests by regulators;
participation of national defense and national security agencies in the
coordinated development of unified Executive branch positions on
telecommunications policy issues;
3)

J

having national defense and national security Policy determinations

made within the Executive branch rather than by an independent
regulatory agency;

4)
5)

establishing it Presidential veto power over FCC actions on national
defense or national security grouncb;
the international telecommunications facility
streamlining
authorization and licensing process to avoid unnecessary delays in
obtaining necessary commercial communications internatiorWly; and

assurini; effe_e_tive representation of L. interests in international
negotiations and conferences.
1
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APPENDIX B

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN COMMUNICATIONS

This appendix presents brief descriptions; in alphabetical order, of _20'
international organizations in the telecommunications and information field: Some
of the organizations profiled have an impact on only a few of the issues covered in
this report. Others, such as the International TelecommunieStion Union, have a
major role in many aspects of the subject. Involvement of the United States in the
some of the
fb-runis described here ranges from 'heavy Co little or none;
is
organizations, the United States is not a member, and any U.S. participation
limited to obserVatititi). As discussed in this report, the United States should
review the nature and extent Of participation in each of these international forums.

Allied Radio Frequency Organizatiotz_(ARFA)

Conference of European Postal and Teletammicationa Administrations (CEPT)
Conference of Inter-American Telecamunications (CUM)
Council of Europe <CoE)
tritergorverrmental Bureau of Informatics (IBI)
Iriternational Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Iriternatiorial M-itittie Organization AIM))

Internatibnal ffarittim Satellite Organization

(INMARSAT)

International Program- for Development of Cantunication
International Standard Orgall-zation (ISO)

(IPDC)

International Telecarnunications Satellite Organization (NIELSAT)
International Telecanninication Union arup

Organization for Econanic Cooperation -.and Development (OECD)
United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations (UNCTC
United Nations Camiittee on Information
United Nations Committee on Peaceful Uses of Miter Space (TiNCOPUOS)
United Nations Development Prozram (UNDP)
United Nationa EWantionaL; Scientific and Cultural Organizations (UNESCO)
Universal Postal Lotion (UM)
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
(242)
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ALLIED RADIO FREQUENCY AGENCY (ARFA)

Affiliation: NATO agency formed to serve NATO.
Menthemhip: Members_ of the NATO Alliariee: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,
Norway; Portugal; Turkey;
GernitTriy; Greece; - Italy;
The Netherlands;
Umtea Kingdom, and the United States.

Conducts radio frequency planning in support of allied war plans and
eTTTy coordination for day-to-day operations of the member administrations.

Function:

Bae-kground,-History. The forerunner of ARFA was the European Radio Frequency
Agency (ERFA), formed in 1950-1951i with headquarters in London. In the early
1960's the name was chan_ged to A RFA, the headquarters moved to Brussels, and
WAS loca_te_d in the building_ housing-NATO- with 30 full-time staff members. The
chairmanship has been roleted_among different administrations with the U.S.

having_ provided approximately 75 percent of the _chairmen-. The current chairman
CoL J. H. Weiss,
Army, and the. _U. S. member is stationed at the
Headquarters of the U. S. Eu.opean Command in Germany.
is

Issues-WEdragged: The basic issues addressed are:. (I),development of long range,
radio frequency plans in support of NATO war and peacetime operations; and (2)
basic frequency coordination and assignment functions required for daily military
operations of the member administrations such as the resolution of interference,

planning for different frequency bands,. channelization,_ determination of policy
issues; and consideration of the impact of ITU Conferences on ARFA activities.

was
U; S; Involvement: Since the chairmahof ARFA is from the U. S, and the U,
instrumentW HI the _formadon of ERFA in the early 1990's;-many of our European
allies consider_the LI; S; to be the itifYst involved_of_at_the NATO administrations;
The 'Wintery Communications Electronics Beard (M.CE13)_Of the Department of
Defense is in constant liaison with ARFA; and examines all ARFA documentation
to provide guidance to the U. S -member.

CONFERENCE OF EUROPSAN_POSTAL AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ADMINISTRATIONS (CEPT)

Affiliation: Independent; closed regional organization.
Membership: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, West Germany; Greece;

icelaria; Ireland, Italyi Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, PortUgal; Spain;
Sweden; Switzerland, _Turkey and the_ United Kin_gdoin, plus every other WeStern
Eiiropean state; The Montreaux Agreement_reguires that only the European PTTs.
Of member countries of UP U; or ITU members; can be members of the Conference.
Function: To maintain and extend international cooperation _for the use of
telecommunications among European nations; and to coordinate national policies,
practices, and standards in telecommunications and postal services:
t

_

Background, History:_ Agreement was signed on June 26, 1959, by representatives

of certain administrations. Ratification followed, and the Agreement went intO
effect under Article 11, officially establishing CEPT.
established _a Special Group on Integrated ServiceS
Issues Addressed: __CEPT
Digital NetWork (ISDN) and there are several _organizational units within CEPT
dealing with CEPT problems_tb_provide a means of European cooperation on studies
of digital local networks. CEPT representatives have been involved in the North
Atlantic Consultative Process (NACP) for the Ia-st seven years to improve _the
planning of cable transmission facilities across the North Atlantic. There is also an
established CEPT standard on videotex.

not a member of CEPT, but monitors ita involvement
U. S. Involvement:
With issues described above.

CONFERENCE ON INTER-AMERICAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS (CITEL)

Affiliation: Regional organization; Organization of American States (OAS)
Membership: Pc.Irttiatient Secretary: Mr; _Mario Pachajoa Burbano; United States;
Canada, Cuba; as of Central America; and South America;

Function: Serves as the center of _con-stilt-titian and cooperation for the member
states to facilitate the orderly development of telecommunications_ in the Western
Hemisphere. Assists in developing telecommunications on a regional level.

Background, History:

The first International Conference of American States

(Washington; DC; 1889-18901 established the International Union of American
Republics; forerunner of the Pan American Union and present day OAS.
Government subsidies for a submarine telegraph_ cable to link Pacific Ocean ports
to_Chile were dWtussed._ In 1924; the first inter7American_cdnferen_ce_devoted_to
telecommunications matters was heltLin_ Mexico_ City._ Four Inter-American Radio

Conferences Were held _ between I93.7-1949 to ad&ess radio spectrum and

broadcasting natters in the American Hemisphere. In 1963; a predecessor body to
the present CITEL (Inter- American Telecommunications Commission) way _ setup
as a special committee of the Inter-American Economic and Social Council of the
OAS. The earlier CITEL met annually from 1965-1970. The organizational
structure of C1TEL was elevated to that of a specia:ized conference in 1971. The
full CITEL, in accordance with its organization plan, convenes once every four
years; wnile its executive organ; COM /CITEL, meets once a year. The Cite!
headquarters is in the OAS Secretariat in Washington, DC.
Issues Addressed:

_Coordinates end prepares regional views anC__positions for

conferences and activities of the ITU. CITEL has three permanent technical
committees dealing with the following subjects:
Coin Mittee 1

is concerned
planning and development; technical

Inter-Attleridail Telecommunications System

with three principal areas of activity:

standards, and tariffs and operations.

deal§ with technical standards on
Radio broadcasting
Committee 11
broadcasting, conducts studies o the use-of the broadcast frequency spectrum,
assists member countries with national broadcasting plans and their

implementation; and promotes the establishment of bilateral' and multilateral
agreements in the broadcasting field.

deals primarily; with
-Radio Communications
Committee III
aeronautical; maritime; and meteorological telecommunications; .radio spectrum
matters, and educational television.
The 12th meeting Of the EitediitiVe Committee of CITEL wars held May -June; 1982;
ins. Buenos Aires.
Permanent Secretary Pachajoa presented a document,

COM /CITEL 256, on the activities of the General Secretariat in development'_ of
information networks,'related to the following: the study of the use of existing
telecommunication networks for promotion of education, science and culture, and
use of aata networks for an exchange of information at the inter-American level.
Reference was also made to the Inter-American University Organization (IUO) with
headquarterS in Canada as an educational and cultural project Zo be used by the
inter-American telecommunications network.
U. S. Involvement: Ttie U. has been an active participant in planningsessions
under- theauspicess of CITED; The second CITEL_ ._elected_ the U. S. as a member of

COM/C1TEL :long With Argentina; Brazil; Costa Rica; Guatemala; Mexico;
Paraguay, Peru and Venezuela. CITEL is the most important regional organization
in which U.S. deals bn communication.

CITEL negotiates before the ITU, OAS, and
UNDP on 'Regional Integration of Telecommunications" with UNDP /ITU project
and LA R/77/010 to be maintained before the end of 1983.
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COUNCIL OF EUROPR (C013)

Affiliation: Independent.

Membership: 21 European nations: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Frande;
West Germany, Greece; Iceland; Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta,
the Nether !arida, Ntimay; Portugal; Spain; Sweden, Switzerland; Turkey, United
Kingdom.

Function: To implement and enforce the European Convention on Human Rights of
improve living conditions
1950. Its aims are to work for greater European unity;principles
of parliamentary
told develop human values in Europe, and uphold the
democracy and human rights.
Background, History: The_Council of Europe was the first West Etiropean
Organization to be created and thslill _the one with the largest membeithip; Its
committee of Ministeit and
statute, endowing it with two organs -Parliertientiity ASSerribly, was signed in London on May 5, 1949. Its headquarters
were established in StrasboUrg the same year.
Issues Addressed: To coincide with Its _mandate, the_ Council.has drafted a
"Convention for the Protection of IndividOals with Regard ,to Automatic Data
Processing of Personal Data." It will be legally binding_ and will come into effect
when ratified by five_ member countries at the end of 19_81 CoEt_ __committees
include; inter alia, those on: Political Affairs, Economic Aff_Wit and Development,
Social and Health Questions,_ Legal Affairs, Culture and Education; Science and
Technology, Regional Planning and_ Local Authorities, Agriculture ltelatior,: with
European Nonmember Countries and Migration, Refugees, and Demography;

and is
The COE_ attaches great _importance. to international communicatiotil
particularly concerned with the mas5 media_ and__the_ recent growth of data
in ndustrialized
industrialized societies and its iimpact on the_computer industry. The
Committee of Miniateit established a steering committee to follow the
development of the mass media as a whole. It will analyze all aspects (legal,
economic, technical and soci-political) of the press; radio and television.
U.S._ Involvement: The U.S. is not a member Of CoE but remains interested in
issues which the organization addresses.
a lar ge number Of intergovernmental
Other Coordination/Involvement: _Du
organizations with competence in_ matters of economic cooperation_ between
European _65U-riffles --such _ as_ European Economic Community (EEC),_ United
Nations (UN) -and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(04CD), the Committee of Ministers under CoE's statute, now deals with matters
in this field.
Once_ aear, the Assembly devotes a day's debate to OECD activities: The
Committee' on Economic Affairs and Development prepares the main report onAhe
The
Subject accompanied' by _opinions _from other committees concerned.
Parliamentary Assembly has tnus become an unofficial parliamentary biidy for
OECD;

The Nieliiiitiiehtiley Asetribly alto takes a close interest in the Euro_pe an Free Trade

Assocation (EFTA), and the concerted actions of multinational corporations- and
multilateral trade negotiations in the GATT.
-;,

The Committee on Science and Technology death with Europe's needs regarding
remote-sensing, the space techniques in the management of if/R&M resources; and
periodically organizes discussions of European space policy.
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL BUREAU FOR INFORMATICS (ISO

Affiliation: Independent, outsideUN.
Membership:. 40 nations composed predominantly of developing countries: France;

Italy, Ireland and Spain are the only developed member countries with France
-

providing most of its budget.

Function: Provides forum to aid countries in understanding broad policy and legal
questiois relate_d to__ transborder__ data _ flow (TBDF) and -related electronic
information_ issues. WI is most influential among less developed eountries,and its

resetutiots have major impact. Its goal is to have these countries sensitized to
impact _of informatics_on society.and discover potential of informatics capabilities.
IBI has been successful in causing less developed countries to understand the issues
behind arid the impact of information flows. Its major objectives are the promo'don

of applications of information technology in developing_ countries; as well as
aovising, promoting, and recommending adoption of national and international
policies for informatics.
nue_rounci,_ History; _IBI;_forrnerly the International Computation_ Center_(ICC)

e.rtublished in itome Jn _,196I; wu created under the auspices of the UN and
U_NESCD by_general resolutions dating back to 1946._A decision was made 4n 1969

to modify__Ine organization's objectives, and. in 1974 the name was officially

---6nangea: The headquarters is in Home.

.

Issues Addressed:
International Working Party on "Data Protection and
International Law" first met May '25,26, and country case studies were proposed on
economic and commercial aspects Of TBDF. Other issues are described above. In
addition, 181 conducts a large number of specialized activitiesi such as an experts
group on standardization in informatics and a user's group on informatics
applications in the field of public health.

U. S. Involvement:_ The U.S. is not .a member of_ 191; but haS official observer
statu> as do several other developed countries; It. has participated in several 1131
sponsored international. conferences. - The_ Hitt was- its Intergovernmental
Conference on Strategies and Policies for Informatics (SPIN I) held in 1978 in
Spain. It provided main publicity for the 181 with 78 countries in attendance. The
next major conference was the World Conference on Transborder Data Flom. held
in June, 1980. Three working groups on TBDFs were formed, each of which has
met once. They are:
(1)

International Working Group for the Analysis of EConomic and
Commercial Aspects of Transborder Data Flows;

(2)

International Working Group on Data Protection and International

(3)

International Working Group on' the International
Transborder Data Flows.

Law; and

Contact of

Other -Coordi-nation flovolve-ment:
Interacts with UNESCO.
The MacBride
Commission suggested UNESCO and other organizations take a closer look at
ir.rormatics and telecommunications. IBI: received official observer status at the
ITU five days before the World Conference onTrahsborder Data Flow Policies in
Rome
1980. IBI's major activity will be SPIN
(the Second _Intergovernmental

Conference on Strategies and Policies for__Intormatics) in Havana, Cuba, in
It plans to sponsor SPIN II withbut the co-sponsorship of

September; 1984.
UNESCO.
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INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION (ICAO)

Affiliation: Specialized agency of the United Nations; intergovernmental.
Membership: 150 natiOti.S.

Finction: To develop the principles and techniques of international air navigation;
to foster the, planning and development of international civil aviation; including
promoting safety of flight.
Backgroundl_History: ICAO was established under the convention on International
Civil Aviation conciuded_At_Chicago on December 7, I.944; and the U. S. became a
Member hi 1945.. It became a specialized agency of the "UN- System 'on May 13;
1947;

4

Issues Addressed: As pat of its responsibility -in ensuring safety of flight, ICAO'S'
focus is to develop Standarft and Recommended _Practices (SARPS) pertaining to
the orderly uses of telecoinmunicatiOnB used for aviation_ applications. Within the
allotment for civil aviation, ICAO apportions specific bands for various aviation
uses and the frequency assignmentto specific services;
ICAUs primary value is in standardizing technieitd evaluations _and_procedures.
The organization has done work recently in replacing current instrument landing
systems:
U. S. Involvement: The U, S. recognizes ICAO as the technical forum for adopting
ensure the
international standuds and recommended practices (SAItPs) of ICAO'S
COuneiI
The U. S. isa member
regularity f international air navigation.
and maintains a permanent mission in Montreal. We also participate in the various
committees, Commissions, and working groups of ICAO.

The U. S. is supportive of ICAOts work in establishing standards and practices in
technical areas affecting the safety and ordbriy flight of _civil aviation. The U.S.
howeveri is in opposition to the majority view that ICAO should play_ a larger role
in the economic sphere as, in activities such as establishing- airline fares i rates
and regiAation of air transport services, and collection of statistics. These ICAO
goals are contrarr to the U.S. interest in achieVing greater deregulation of and
competition in civil air services.

the ITU in those
Other Coordination /Involvement: _ICAO works closely
aspects of frequency management associated with the radio spectriiin allotted to
the aeronautical set vices; The two crganizations have been coordinating poSitiOnS
for the 1983 Mobile WARC; ICAO provides_ the_ technical inputs to ensure that the
uses and assignment of frequenbies allocated are consistent and applicable with
ITU radio regulations;
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INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION (IMO)

Affiliation: Specialized Agency of the United Nations.
Membership: 122 countries;

Function: IMO is charged with establishing technical standards for maritime safety
and preventing marine pollution.
History:

The convention establishing Me International Maritime

=rot WMCO) was negotiated in 1948. It came into being in 1958 following its

acceptance by the required number of states. The title of the convention and the
organization name was changed to its present form in May, 1982.

Issues Addressed: IMO's focus is primarily to facilitate international cooperation
on technical matters affecting shippingi_particularly as it relates to the safety of
life at-sea. The organization operates through an assembly which meets biennial1j;
the Council,_which meets semi-m-nyucllyi and the principal committees concerning
maritime safety, marine environmell protection; legal and 'technical cooperationi
and facilitation.
IMO had originally interpreted its role in maritime communications to be restrici-..C,

to matters related to distress and safety.

U.S. Involvement: U.S. is preparing for the 1983 Mobile Radio Conference in
February in Geneva.
_IMO has a Subcommittee on Radio
Other Coordination/Involvement:
Communication which sets _carriage _r_equirem_ents for vessels on international
voyages. _In addition; IMO has a Maritime Safety Committee and coordinates with
CCIR Of ITU on radio communication.
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INTERNATIONAL MARITIME SATELLITE ORGANIZATION ( INMARSAT)

Affiliatin: Independent. Set up in a putatel manner to INTELSAT of which
Comsat is also a signatory.

Membership: 37 major maritime nations and associated operating entities.
Purpose: To develop and operate the space segment (Satellites and ground
equipment)-_of the global satellite system to serve maritime, commercial; and

safety needs;
MARSAT was formed based on international agreements
Background- History:
on July 16; _1979: The Radio Subcommittee of _the 'International Maritime
Convention (IMCO) began a long process stimulated* the success of MARISAT. It
operates under two international agreement% _ the eonventioni__ signed by the

government of each participating nation (pwty); and the Operating_A_greement,

signed by the government or designated public or private telecommunication_ entity(signatory). INMARSAT consists of an Assembly comprised of representatives of
Parties; and a Council, now consisting of 24 representatives of signatories; The
headquarters is in London. Service began February, 1982.

,sues Addressed: The major issue for INMARSAT is its financial viability: The
isSileS of Interest to US. are_the_joint_Aeronautical/Maritime Satellite, RS tiSe in
poet.s and hurbors; and the second generation space segment.
U. S. Satellite Involvement: _COMSAT is the_ U. S._ signatory of INMARSAT, based
upon the 1978 Act. It has a financial. interest in INMARSAT facilities/ and shares
the revenues and expenses.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT.
OF COMMUNICATION UPDC)

..

AftiliatiOh Autonomous body of UNESCO;
Membership: Member states Of UNESCO,
P-une don:

To help meet the practical communication needs of developing

countries.

the U.S. initiated the IPDC concept to offer UNESCO an
alternative to unproductive, political debates on the New World Information and
Communication_ Order (N WIC0); an off -shoot of the New International Economic
Background,_ History:

NiVICO prOposals; which the __U,_S.__strenuou&y__ opposes, include
Order;
international eotleS Of journalistic" ethics; restrictions on commerciaLnews agencies
and adVertising, licensing of journalists, and endorsement of government "use" of
the :media for political purposes.
___

The 1PDC was established in 1980. The first meeting in Paris, June 1980, was
primarily concerned with organizational business. At the second Meeting in
Acapulco in January, 1982, IPOC became operational when it adopted a budget of
$911%0(10 and approved a number of regional and inter-regional projects, A budget
of $1;662;000 and several new projects were approved at the third IPDC meeting
(Paris; December, 1982);

issues Addressed: Developing project proposals for ...training, _procurement of
equipment, and other practical needs of Third World media; soliciting_voluntary
financial and technical assistance from donors in order to meet these needs; and
helping to raise communications as a priority issue among development planners;
donors, and the general public.

U. S. Involvement: At the second IPDC meeting, the U. S. announced that $100;000
in AID__funds was being reprogrammed for bilateral assistance lo 1PDC-approved
projects; A_ second $100,000 was earmarked by AID a' the third IPDC meeting,
together with a $350,00_0 grant from _USIA for educational exchanges. The U.S. has
not contributed to the IPDC Special Account.

The U. S. sits on- the 35-memtier Intergovernmental Council; which_ sets policy for
1PDC at yearly meetings, and the eight-member bureau; which guides the 1PDC
between Council meetings.

Other 'Coorciinationflovolvemeni: IPDC coordinates with other communication
programs in UNESCO and other agencies in the U.N. system, such fig

There is a standing inter-agency committee of participating U.N.
UNllp.
It also coordinates with regional and international
specialized _agencies.
organizations; such as IN_TELSAT_i the Arab Gulf Program; the African,
Development sank; as well_ as bilateral aid donora, and numerous other public and

private organizations that have _an interest_ in communications development.
Among these are several in the U; S. such as the _World_Press F_reedorn _Committee,
and the Atherican Newspaper. Publishers Association, an affiliate of . the

International Federation of Newspaper Publishers (F1EJ), both of which have
observer status with UNESCO.
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INTERNATIONAL. STANDARDS ORGANIZATION (ISO)

Affiliation: Independent; non-treaty organization.
Itiembership: 89 natior.-I standards bodies.
F-unction:

Develops, coordinate-a and -promulgates international standards_ Mit

cover all fields except electrical and electronics arigineeringi_ which

is

the

responsibility of the International Electrotc&Inical Commission (1EC);

Background; History: ISO was founded in 1946 in London. Its .headquartera are-.now

located in Geneva. The General Assembly meets every three years which elecM
the President of the organization. The Council acts as the organization's Board of
Directors me is responsible for accepting_ _publication of International Standards
deVeloped by -its technical committees; There are -163- technical committees and
200 subcommittees and working groups reporting to the technical committees.
Isaues-A-ddressed: ISO fulfills the need for international standards for use -by all
countries. One of the issues it is currently concerned with are the challenges posed
by GATT standards , codes. It sees a need to develop more product - oriented
standards than in the past.
11;S: Involvement:

The U.S. is represented at ISO by the American Nation-al

Standards Institute (ANSI). It coordinates U.S._participation in ISO technical work
and.alse des a voice in its adininistration_iribein_g_a member of 4.137e governing body
(Council). AS the participating_ member of -many IS_O_tecrillietd committees, it
determines the interests of Industry; government; and Other groups__It forms a U.S
Technical Advisory Group (TAG) Which -also represents these groups. For example;

ANSI is a participating member of the techbical committee on photography.

Other Ceordination/Involvement: More than 400 international organizations have
liaison status with ISO. This includes all U.N. specialized agencies working -iii
similar- fields; LSO_ has coidtative status with the U.N. Economic and Social
Cow-mil and equal status with nearly all bodies and specialized agencies of the U.N.
system.
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
ORGANIZATION (INTELSAT)

Affiliation: Independent.
Membership: I0& countries_ and associated operating
nations use the system although not members.

entities.

Several other

Baelcgroundt ; History: _ INTELSAT was formed on August 20, 1964; when
representatives frbin 19 nations signed e.'interim"__agreements establishing the

International TelecomailiniCation7s Satellite Consortium. During the following
years,the global satellite communications system was established and many more
countries joined the consortium.

Intenim agreenaints called for a series of conferences _to -beheld in Washington;
DO; to negotiate "permanent" agreements during the 1969-1971 period to establish
Agreement and
a permanent structure. Two agreements (Intergovernmental_
./periiting Agreement) resulted and went into effect in 1973. These agreements
established the International Telecommunications Satellite Orgiiiiitation With a
foiir-tier organizational structure; which is described below.
(1)

ASSeiribly of Parties 77 meeting of the goyernments that are PartieS
The Assembly_considers those aspects primal
to the Agreement
sovereign states_i as well as resolutions,
of interest to the Parties
recommendations or views from the Meeting of Signatories or the

Board of Governors. It meeU biennially ,:as called for in the
Agreements, unless there is an extraordinary basis for a special
meeting.
(2)

(3)

(4)

of all
Meeting of _Signatories -- composed of representatives
governments or- designated telecommunicatiOnS entities to Operating
matters
_put
to it
Agreement. The Meeting of Signatories considers
by either the Assembly of Parties or Board of Goverribit and matters
relating to financial; technical and operational aspects of the SySteiti.

Board of GOVerribrs:,- composed- of Signatories whose investment
shares, either individually or groups;_are no less than a specified
Responsible for all decisions related= to the &sign,
amount.
development, construction, 6E:keret:Ion; and- maintenance of INTELSAT
satellites and all other activities: Assisted by Advisory Committees
on Technical Matters and Planning and _a Budget_ and Accounts
Review Committee. The votes of the Signatories are weighted
according to their investment shares.

Executive Organ -- staff of 400, headquartered in Washington; DO;

headed by Director-General Santiago Astrain, responsible to Board of
Governors for its management and operation.
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AS an international organization - responsible for global
communications- for two-thirds of the world, the INTELSAT system provides global-

ISsues Addressed:

service, and is concerned with research and development activity on satellites for
its space se.rinwht.
Other issues include the leasing of INTELSAT satellite. capacity
p r
tor,,domestie communications, earth station standards, regional satellite systems,
allocation of satellite orbital slots, and maritime services to IN MARSA'i'.

U.S. Involvement:' COmsATi the. Com mumeations;Satellite Corporation, is the
U. S: signatory to the INTELSAT systein. Under the Satellite Act it is the only
entit eligible to participate iii INTELSAT. Through its World_Syslems Division; It
provides _communications satellite_ service; using INTELSAT facilitter; among the
U. S. and other co_untries, as. well as (although on a limited basis) b.:t_w_cien__the
continental Unite'd States. and offshore U.S. points. To date. .2011SAT_ is
primarily- a earriel.s carrier. It should be noted, that based on the 1962
Cornmun.cations A .t, INTELSAT is a U.S., originated organizatio.

(Nher Coordhatti, n/Involvement:
INTELSAT has and maintains a working
agreement with the ITU (a U.N. entity); its agreements are m.ae-,ordance with UN
General Assembly Re,OlUtion 1721i and it sends a report of its activities
to the U.N. General Secretary.

2
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION'17NION (!MU)

Affiliation. Specialized agency of the United Nations for telecommunications.
Membership: 157 nations;

Function: TO achieve agreement arid cooperation among nations on the rational use

al.ecommunications.
Background, Structure: The ITU was created in 1932 by the Mager of two eidsting .
org_anizations. the International Telegraph Union (founded in 1865) and _the.
signatories of the International Radio Telegraph Convention. ITU consists of 'four
major elements: -10 the Plenipotentiary Conference; (2) the AdminiStratiVe
Conferences; (3) the Administrative Council, and (4) the Permanent .Organs:
Genet& Secretariat; _'International_ _Frequency__ Registration Board; and the
IntertiatiotW Co0AWtativ_e_ Committees for Radio ACCIR),__and for Telephone and
Telegraph (CCITT); The Plenipotentiary Conference isits suprerne_bodya_nd_meets
every fiVe tehitie yeart: Betweeil_Planipotentiuy Conferences, the Administrative

Council acts yearly- on behalf Of the entire membership to formulate_poliey.
Administrative Conferences, either worldwide or regional, convene when need
arises to consider specific telecommunications matters.
:

Issues Adaressea:. The ITU works to effect the efficient allocation of the_ratllo
frequency spectrum and to register radio frequency assignments (through the

International Frequency Registration Board) to avoid harmful interference betWeen
radio stations of different _co_un_tries. In addition, the ITU addresses issues such as

the development of telecommunications: facilities and networks; the creation,
deVelopment; and improvement of telecontrnunisations equipment and networks in
developing countries; partieipatirq iniappopriate._pro_garns of the United Nations.
Other dutiet ineltide the establishment of (the lowest_possibleirates_consistent with

efficient service and taking into accoWit the need_ to maintain independent

financial addiinistratioii of telecomintinications;_ establishment _of _teledommunications -standards through the CCITT and CCIR; communications development
assistance to LDCs for expanding and building communications hifrastructurei_ as
well as undertaking .studies, making regulations, .adopting_ resolutions; and
collecting and .publishing information concerning telecommunications matters;
Other Coordinatiort/Inv_olvement: The ITU interacts with UNESCO, UPU, -and
UN DP on technical cooperation and assistance projects to less developed countrielL
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ORGANMATIO1CFOILEC_ONOMIC COOPERATION
AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD)

Al filiation: Independent.

24 industrialized countries:
Membership:
New Zealand; 19 Western European countries.

U. S.,

Canada, Japan, Australia,

The OECD pro-vides a high-level forum for discussion of economic,
trade; end industrial policy issues. Most actions of the OECD are non-binding on
signatories, such as the Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy or the Declaration
on Trade PPolicy.
Function:

Background, History

OECD was formed in 1948 as the Organization for

oration (OEEC) as a means for the European countries to
European Ec000ri:.. C
cooperate in ttenomi, , g the Marshall Plan. In 1960, recognizing their economic
interdependence the . ,rshall Plan countries, pits the United States and Canada
i.onvsntion. Australia, New Zealand and Japan later became
signed the tiiik
members.
A Working Party- on Information, Com_puter and Communications Policy aCCP/ was

created in the Directorate for Science, Technology and6Industry in 1977.- An
Experts Group on Transoorder Data Flows was created under this Working Party'in
1978. In 1982, the 1CCP Working Pert" was _elevated to a_ full,committee; and the
Experts Group became the Working Party on Transborder Data Flow's.

T icbOrde.. Data Flow& drafted the
Issues Addressed: The Working Parts
Guidelines governing the Protection of Priv,:ry ad. Transboraert Flows _of persona
tix:..rnination of :he legal aspects of
Data in 1979. and has since been enF.Avu
transbcrcie. Gate flow, and the economic aspects of transborder data flow of non,
The OECD Committee co, Information, Computer and
personal data.
Communications Policy has addressed issues in the last five years such as the
impact of Microelectronics on productivity and employment, the vulnerability of
computerized _society, information technology statistics, opportunities for energy

saving through microelectronics, the transfer of technologiCal information to

developing countries, ana _most recently; the international implications of changing
market structures ,!.7 telecommunications services; :Correa_ projects include
studies on the use of information technology in manufacturing and on software.
U..S. Involvement: The U. S. has been a full and active participant id OECD
activities. Other OECD Committees have addressed the telecOmmunications'
equipment industry (Industry Committee), science anu technology _ policy
(Committee on Scientific and Technological Polies.), trade in telecommunications
services_(Trade Committee), and the impact of computer technologies on consumer
information (Committee on Consumer Polidy). The OECD is .also involved in high'

technology_ trade discussions egret:1 to by heads' of state at the June, 1982,
Vers&illes summit t;

.

Other Coordination /involvement: The Committee on ICCP has cooperated where
appropriate with the ITU, and has recently been informed about the activities of
the
and
on-___TransnationW. Corporations
United .Nations___ Center
the
Intergovernmental Bureau for Informatics by representatives of those
organizations.
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UNITED NATIONS CENTRE ON
TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS (UNCTC)

Affiliation United Nations Commission on Transnational Corporations
Membership: 48 countries.

To do the Stall work for_Itio__U; N._ Commission on Transnational
Corporations. Transborder Data FlOW (THEW) has been placed (mitts agenda as a
permanent item. Specifically, UNCTC is to aid in strengthening the negotiating
capability of developing countries vis-a-vis multinational corporations..
Function:

Background, History: r:stablished in 1974 through a resolution of the U. N. tienerg
Assembly. UNCTC and the U.N. Commission on Transnational Corporations' serve

as focal points of tne U. N. system on all matters relating to Transnational

Corporations (TNC's). In 1981; the Commission and the Center began examining
questions relating to the role of transn_ational corporations in transborder data
flows. ,§ince then, the work program has focused on country case studies of the
developmentt-d impact of transborder- data flows -and the role of TNCs in these
flows, issues pertaining to the international market and remote-sensing data. The

headquarters are in New York.'
UNCTC is in the first year. of a five-year work program on
: developed
transborder data flows. The programs consists of a study on
cow:tries' .access to the international on-line data be marl:et; eduntry_c&se
Issue-S:Addressed:

studies on the role, impact uf, and policy responses to TBDF; and a study on TNCS
and remote-sensing data.
S. Divs.:lye:tient:

The U. S. recently became an active, participant in UNCTC

activities:; kt its 1-"r!2 Commission tneeting, Brazil submitted, an extensive case
study Of ins ..,!lectommunications and computer ,)ulicies. The U. S. considered this
an apprt.pruc.! forum _and godd opportunity_ to pt- sent the 'Cree-market approach,

and has c,:tried to submit a U. S. case st.ids, at in. next Commission meeting in
June, 1983

,
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U.N. COMMITITE ON INFORMATION

Standing Committee of the U. N. General Assembly

AfI

Membership:

67 members representing a regiorial cross-section of the General

Function: The Committee has a three-fold mandatet.
(1)

To continue to examine United Nations public information policies
and activities in the light of tht evolution of international relatiOnS,

potieWarly during the past_ two decades, and in regard to the
of the imperatives_ a the New International Economic
Order (NIE0); and Of a New ; World Information and Communication
Order (NWICO);
(2)

(3)

To evaluate and frIllow up the efforts made _and the progress _achieved
by the United Nations system in the field of information' and
communications; and

To promote the establishment of a new, more just and more effective
world information _and_ communications order tntended to Strengthen
peace and international_ understanding, based on the free circulaticid
and wider and better balanced dissemination of information, and to
make recommendations thereon in the General Assembly.
r>

Backgrourtd-listory:. The Committee was established in its presentformin 1978.
It meets for several weeks in the summer to examine U.N. Information activities_,
coordination-and planning, and to produce a report of its WOrk for the fall meeting
of the Special Political Committee (SPC) of the General AtsembIsr; _This report
becomes the basis of a draft _resolution in the SPC on "QUeStions Relating to
Information" The U. S. had joined the consensus in adopting Coriiiiiittee reporUi
but On two occasions_ (1981 and 1982) _voted against SPC resolutions which, in our
.
view, departed from the consensus reports.
examinea_ongoing
public information
Issues-Addressed: The Committee primarily
programs_ of the UN Department of_ Public Information, such_as_ the_ proposal to
lease a satellite television channel, commence international _ahortwave,_radio
broadcasts on UN activities, continue publication of Development Forum_ and
publish_the UN Chronicle in all official latigiiageS; strengthen U.N. Information
Centers; regionalize its Arabic. radio and visual services, strengthen cooperation
with the Pool of Nos -Ali gned _News Agencies and with regional-news agencies of
developing countries; and_promote the establishment of a New World Information
.

and Communications Order.

Involvement: _ The U-S.i _as _a member of the 67-member 'Criiiiiiiittee on
meetings and in trie
InftrmatiOn since 1978; participates actively_ in_
Special POlitidal Committee of the U.N. Oeneral Assembly.

Otheroordiriation/Involvement:

The Committee_ is represented_ in _the Joint

United -Nations-I: rcirmatien-COmmittee--(JUNIC)r.-_-the-AL-N-.-: system-wide _public

information coordinating body. Representatives of UNESCO, . the_ITU_and other
U.N. specialized and- international agencies _participate in Committee sessions,
speaking for their organizations and supplying information as requested.
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UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE ON TkiE PEACEFUL
USES OF OUTER SPACE (COPUOS)

AffUlation: Wilted Nations General Assembly (Standing Committee)
Membership: 47 nations.

Function: To study the legal problems arising from the use of outer space.
Background: COPUOS was established in 1959. Through its.subcommittees, whose
deliberations are based on consensus rather than voting, COPUOS has become the
focal point in the formulation of internatioaal_laW_ governing _the_ uae_of _outer
space. The-Outer Space Treaty of 1967 is considered to be the basis of space law
embodying the principles of: (I) equal access by
nations; (2) use in the interest
of peace, security, cooperation, and understanding in accordance with-internationM
law; and (3) strictly nonmilitary purposes.

issues Addressed: The Scientific and Technical Committee of the COPUOS
recommended in 1964 that intensive study of DBS be undertaken. Its Working:
Group on Direct BroadcAst Satellite (DBS) was formed in 1968 as a direct response
to this suggestion. The inereasing_possiblity of direct television broadcasting,
remote-sensing satellite,_ and the expansion of membership to accommodate the
wishes of developing countries has led _to a hardening of ideological positions. The
Working Group has been trying_ to _reach _ consensus _. on legal__ instruments and
principles to govern DBS;_ The debate centers around- the .conftiet_of free flow
been
versus _national sovereignty .(pricTr comarit): -In addition; COPUOS
examining the physical; technical, and legal attributes- of the geostationary orbit,
including claims by the equatorial countries ttiat orbital positions and slots above
them are a natual resource and belong exclusively to them:

The U.S. has been an active! participant in COPUOS and the
prior consent debate for ten years. Significant departure from consensus principle
in outer space activities occurred in November, 1982, The U. N. Special Political
Committee approved .a._resolution. barring DB.S. across_internigional boundaries
without the prior consent of the government of:the receiving country._ Vote was 88.
to 15 With 11 '_abstendomi backed by 18 Asian, Africtm; and Latin .American
countries. U. S. feels At violates freedom of expression; -ant considers it _an
obstacla to the Western Hemisphere COnference on DBS service in Geneva, in the

. U,S=. Involve-merit:

summer of 1983.

.

The issues under consideration are directly
:
relevant to and have serious consequences for-actions taken by the ITU in the

planning of the geostationary orbit for DBS and other use. Referencels continually
made tc the applicability of international law and to the technical procedures of
ITU.
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UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (UNDP)

Affih-ation: United Nations.
Membership: State members of the United Nations or any specialized agency.

To provide developing countries with technical cooperation -and
Function:
assistance .fo economic development. Is th-e central, organization in the U.N.
system for technical cooperation between developed and developing countries.
Backgroima; History: Following a consolidation_ by the U.N. General Assembly of
the Expanded Program of _Technical - Assistance .created in 1949) and the U.N.
Special. Fund (established 19$8); the UNDP was established in_1966. The main role
in planning and programming UNDP assistance is played by less developed countries
themselves.

.

UNDP has been a dominant source of communications
IssuesAddr-essed:
development assistance to less developed countries with various training
institutions established -= i.e., for broadcast engineering with the National
.

Broadcasting: Academy at Bangkok -- and other regional projects based on its
course development in telecommunication (CODEVTEL) funded by UNDP.
'

Other CooFdinatiori/Involvernent: _The_ ITU Ls annually allocated approximately $30

iicffrs-S percent of UNDP funds) for technical,assistance in telecommunications
to less developed countries. (Within the UNDP and less cLesloped countries,
telecommunications assistance htis a lower priority than programs in agriculture,
fb15d; health, Literacy. transportation or construction.) _The bulk of the Union's
technical cooperation activities are carried out as an Executing Agency of the
UNDP. The ITU is involved in a wide variety of educational and trauung_programs
many of Which are funded by 1TU. UNDP also coordinates with UNESC0_,_ESCAP

(Economic and Social Council for Asia and the Pacific), as well as 27 other
international agencies to aid in supporting many development projects in less
developed countries.

4
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, scrarrunc. AND CULTURAL
ORGANIZATION (UNESCO) -

Affiliation: OM Of 14 UN specialized agencies..
Members-hip: 158 nations.

Funetron: Promotes exchanges and collaboration among nations in the field of
education, natural sciences, social sciences, culture and communications. UNESCO
headquarters are located in Paris.

Background; History:. UNESCO was created in London in 1945 by-44 nations

including the United States. UNESCO is recognized in the U:N. system as having a
central role in the field of information; ineludingmeaia issues and communications
development. With theadeptiOn of the 20th UNESCO General Confer?.nce in 1978
informatiT issues in UNESCO were put into sharp focus with a_ major document,
known informallyas the "Mass Media Declaration," which called for the_ promotion

of the establishment 'of a New World Information and Communication Order
(N WICU). Several unacceptable N WICO concepts, particularly the endorsement of
goverment "use of the media for political purposes, were- included in original
drafts_of the Declaration, but were negotiated out of the version which was -finally
.
adopted;
.

:

,

T6 turn UNESCO away frqm unproductive and political debate on NWICU issues,
the U. S. proposed_creating the International Program for the Development of
Communication (1PDC); an autonomous body-of UNESC0_which was formed to help
meet the practical communications needs of developing countries. (See profile on
'PDC.)

Apart from IPDC projects, the Communication Sector of UNESCO; which_ was

established as an equal sector with the Educational, Scientific, and Clitoral

Sectors on December 1, 1981, also carries out communication projects. These
basic projects' include theoretical programs, such as seminars, studies, analyses,'
meetings of "experts," and some training programs.
UNIZCO'S Second IdediuM-Term Plan (1984-1989)i_ the six -year

Tanning docuinent

governing the regular programs _in communications, contains many_ improVements

initiated by the U. S., and stitaild strengthen the trend away from, unacceptable
NWICO initiatives.

.

_o

Issues Addressed: In the communications sphere, UNESCO covers the range of
issues from journalistic ethics to the development of communication ,faMT.ties in
the Third World. The U. S. strenuously opposes all initiatives within UNESCO to
limit free press_ _practices, such as international codes of journalistic ethicst
restrictions on commercial news agencies and advertising, licensing of Journalists,

'
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purposes.
and endorsement of government "use" of the media for political
to help
addition; the U.S. supports constructive non-ideological initiatives
developing countries improve their communications facilities.

USA-nvolverneiiti Ongoing UNESCO affairs are,:Monitored by the U. S. Mission to

UNESCO in Paris in consultation with the Department _of State.

The U. S.

contributes 25 percent of UNESCO's budget under klong-standing formula.

The Beard Amendment to the Department of Sfetc appropriation' authorization for
FY 1982 and FY 1983 is a key elemenst in U.S. strategy regarding communication
issues, because it demonstrates C, S. resolve against anti,frec press initiatives.
The- measure calls foe withhOlding all funds from _UNESCO if the Organization
implements anti-free press measures.
Other Coordination /Invoke rent; UNESCO coordinates with other communication
programs in the ITU, UNDP; and regional and internec ;.
aid donors, and numerous patine and private organizati.,,,. :hat have an interest in
communcations and research and development;
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UNIVERSAL PWTAL 'UNION (UPU)

Affiliation: Specialized agency Of the United Nation,s.

Membership: 163 countries.

Purpose: To secure the organization_anclimprovements of postal services, and to
prOMOte international cooperation in that sphere.
.

Background, History: The UPU'S predecessor agency _ the"General_Postal Union

was founeed in 1874 to facilitate the reciprocal exchange of 'letters and postal
items. Thy U.:S. was an original member representing the first participation of the
U. S. in an international organization. The union became a specialized agency of
six months prior to the ITIJ attaining the same status.
the U.N. on July 1-, 1946
Issues Addressed:

l'he UPV_s focus is to establish standards and operating
?-

procedures itr__the international exchange of mail.

.

Its technical responsibility

includes the setting of postaf_rates and fees; _determining_ air conveyance dues, and
eiarges; 'Dile to the _rapid _ evolution of__ electronic information and
UPU has; by virtue of
communications systems --- including "electronic mail",
its responsibilities, ticoine involved in _comMunications issues It .3 also inv-olved
in the. controversial- issue of the subsidization of_ costly mall c'slivery _Systems
This cross7
through high tariffs on electronic Communications systems.
subsidizdtion is common among countries with integrated government
_

administration of postal, telephone, anc' telegraph systems and, therefore, has an
impact on the dependence of muitinatienal firms on Such international
communications.

The UPU has established a working Party of the Consultative CounCil for Postal
SitlWes (.CPS) to examine electronic mail as part of its ongoing review of the
future of the Postal t.,ervice.,
U. S. Involvement: The lead agency _is the U. S. Pestfil Service. The U. S. is a
member of the UPU Executive council until 1989 and participates as a membe: of
the COPS.

Other Coordination/Involvement: The UPU is considered to te -ITU's sister
In .much of the world, the same ministries of PoStS and
organization.
Telecommunications (PTTs) have both the postal and telecommunications
responsibilities. These members have interests in maintaining their monopoly

4ainst U. S; moves to deregulate and create competition in the marketplace. The
UPU_and ru continue to have consuli.,tions on electronic mail and 'the .future of
the Postal Service.
.

:
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WORLD 1:14TELLECTUAL-PROPE8T-Y-ORCANIZATION (WIPO)

Affiliation: United Nations Specialized Agency, intergovernmental.
Membership: 97 countries:

.

P_unelo_n: To promote the protection of intellectual property through cooperation
among nations and administer the various "unions," each founded on a multilateral
treaty_ aria dealing with the legal and administrative aspects of, intellectual
;property.
Background, structure:_ Although the origins of what is now WIPO go.back to 1883,
WIPO was establiShed in 1967 in_StOCIttiolm_by_"The_ Convention Establishing the
WIPO." It entered into force in 1970. WIPO is diVided into two parts:

(1)'

Governing bodies consisting of representatives of states vino decide
matters on treaties and states; and

(2)

A secretariat or international bureau which ensures cooperation and
coordination among the intellectual property' unions created by the
treaties which WIPO adminstertr.

The two principles unions are:,
_

;

__

Union of Conritris -- signatories to Porit Convention of

II)

Paris

(2)

Berne Unibn of Countries -- signatories -to -Berne convention of 1886
for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works.

Industrial Property of 1883; and

A country doesn't have to belong to either to be a member. Its headquarters :s in
nevai Switzerland.
Issas Addressed: _ le.P0_ assists in explaining its treaties to inember countries,
helpa draft domestic legislation for member countries and gives legal and technical
assistance to lets developing countries in modernizing their industrial property and

copyright systems. The Geneva Convention for the Protection of Producers of
Phonograms Against Unauthorized DupliCation of thele__Phonograms___signed
October 29, 1971, is an example of a convention where WIPO' cooperated with
sqre and provide protection for__the :text of an instrument
interqted groups t'
that _Would niccorr

and pr vide
It alsot_follow:

compurs

1

studies
`or their creative work. WIPO- continues to
the. .Convention.
to facilitate protection provided
developments -- i.e., cable television and
,liernoer states in adapting t e protection. of -the

t.n

an: asist-

convention to thy' new technologies. A recent event held to highlight a problem

,?72
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that has become particularly acute is the Worldwide_ Forum on Piracy iof Sound and
Audiovisual Recordings, held in Ueneva, Mardi, 1982;
I
U.S. Involvement; The U.S. is a member of WIPO. It IS One ,Of.the organizations of

main interest due to its involvement with trademari.S and copyright; _industrial
designs, unfair cOmpetItion, international protectfon and patents'. _ Tie Paris

bUirtesses
Convention is fundamental to the protection of uwnership rights 9f/US.
,
engaged in foreign investment and technology transfer.
Other CCOrdinTtiori/Involvernent:_ Many of the programs irdne copyright area are
sponsored in cooperation with UNESCO_and the International Labor Organization
The important event was the Convention
(ILO) in the communications area.
relating to the Distribution of Program E,CETreying Signals_ transmitted by satellite
in May, 1974. This was also established due to eoordinalion.batween WIPO and
UNFSCO.. All three organizations provide Secr_etariat services for the
International Convention for the Protection of PefOrmers; Producers of
Phonoirams and Broadcasting Organizations (Rome Conventieth), October, 1961=

C

BILLS AND PUBLIC LAWS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AND INFORMATION POLICY IN THE 96TH AND 97TH CONGRESSES.
(1979 - 1982)

A compilation of the significant bills and public laws pertaining to
international telecommunications and information policy appears below; listed
according to a subject index and numerically by bill and public law number. ThiS.
listing is intended to supplement the report with a substantive representation of
billS introduced and laws passed in the lmt four years; it is not; however;
ell-inclusive in scope.
(200)
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Subject Index
RILLS CONCERNING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

To Stimulate the Use of Computers
H.R. 5573
H.R. 6397
S. 240
S. 2281

The Federal Role in Technology Transfer
H.R. 4564
S. 881 i(Public Law 97-219)
S. 1657
5: 2272
Ethi,i.itiontil Initiatives in_New_Technology
IL' 4242 (Public Law 97 -34L
266 (Public Law 97-34)
H.
H.R.. 4326

:iR. 5573

H.R. 5742
II.R. 5820

.11.8,6093

S. 2421
S. 2475
Employment and Training of Skit:
in New TechnoIngy
HiR; 5254
H.R. 5812
H.R. 5820
H.R. 6950
S. 2224
S. 2476

:kers

To Encourage Joint Government-Industry-University Hesearth and
Development
H.R. 3137
H.R. 4242
H.R. 4672 (Public Law 96-180)
H.R. 5890 (Public Law 97-324)
H.R. 6262
11.R; 6933 (Public Law 96ri5I7
S.414 (Public Law 96- 5I7) -5. 1250 (Public Law 96-480)

U. BILLS CONCtRaING FACILITIES ANI-Y NETWORKS

H.R. 4927 (Public Law 97-30)

S. 271APublic Law 97-130)
S. 2469

268
III, BILLS_CON_CERNING INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNIGAMONS A NO
INFORMATION SERVICES

To Deregulate Certain Types of Carriers and Services
H.R. 4927 (Public Law 97-130)
H.R. 5158
S. 271
S. 611
S. 246 9

S. 2827
Foreign Entry into U.S. Service Markets
H.R. 4225
TO Regulate Foreign OwnersUip of Cable Television Franchises
H.R.4225
S. 2172
IV. BILLS CONCERNING-TRADE IN SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT

To Promote Service SectorTrade
H.R. 5383
H.R. 5510
H.R. 5690
H.R. 6093
11.R, 6773

S. 1?33
S. 2058

-To Promote Export Trade
H.R. 4612 (Public Law 96-481)
S. 734 (Public Law 97-290)
To Reduce Trade Barriers

-

H.R. 5205
H.R. 6433
H.R, 6436
S. 2283

5.2356
To Promote Reciprocity
H.R. 4177
H.R. 5205
S. 2051
S. 2067
S. 2094
S. 2223

To Promote.International Negotiations
H.R. 537i;
H.R. 5596
S. 205C
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IV. BILLS CONCERNING TRADE IN SERVICE AND EQUIPMENT (Continued)

To Deny Prefereritial Treatment to notintr4-. with Suhetantial
Exports_to the _U.S.
II;Ft. 5623'

To Centralize Trade Functions in an Independent Office
H.R. 7015
S. 970
S. 2837
V. HILLS CONCERNING NATIONAL SECURITY AND EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS
5-

To Erfs.we NatioraTI Security Controls and the Free Flow
of Scientific Information
11.1t, 109

H.R. 513
H.R. 3567 (Public Law 97-145)
H.R. 4590
H.R. 4934
H.R, 7015
S. 1860
S. 2837
VI; BILLS CION_CERNING GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION AND INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITIES

To Reorganize U.S. National
H.R. iP57
,

International Activities

H.R. 3137
H.R. 8443
S. 611
2469
S. 2827
S; 2837

To Improve Domestic Competition
H.R. 4801
H.R. 4927
H.R. 5158
H.R. 7292 (Public Law 97-r .37)
S. 270
S. 271
S. 898
S. 1159
To Authorize WU 't
JCR; 3239
S. 2181

Fo Authorize the Department of State
H.R. 4814 (Public Law 97-241)
S. 1193 (Pnblic Law 97-241)
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VII; BILLS CONCERNING PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATI::NAL
ORGANIZATIONS

PtepariLor_Int4trnational Conferences
11.J-.1C 36
EUtLit,

H.J.R._ 108

To Cw.ttrol Efforts of International Organizations to Rest:. .ti
Freedom of Expression
d.R. 4814 (Public Law 97-241) (Bartm'Amencin_ent)
S. 1193 (Public Law 97-241) WeardAmendment)

VIII: BILLS CONCERNING MASS MEDIA-AN-D4N-F-ORMATION ISSUES

To Promote Patent and Copyright Protection
ILK. 1805
H.R. 2397 (Ptiblic Law 97 -366)
H.R. 2108 (Public Law 97-366)
H.R. 4242
11.R. 4441 (Public LAW 97-366)
H.R. 4564
11.12. 6168 (Public Law. 97-215)
U.R. 6260 (Public Law 97-9.47)
H.R. 6933 (Public Law 96-517)
5: 414 (Public Law 96-517)
5: 603 (Public Law 97-366)
To P; 3.note Prohacy Isstie3
11.11.3486 (Ptib lie La...) 96-440)
H.R. 5935
S. 503
S. 865
S. 1790 (Public Law 96-440)
_

_

To rueilitate Public: Broadcasting
S. 2'":.
IX. RU-E-LIC LA WO CONCERNING INTERNATIONAL TP.-LE-G-0-M44 N1CATIONS AND

To Promote Research and Development
Public Law 96-480
Public Law 97-34
'ublic Law 97-219
Public Law 97-1:47
Public Law 97-324
_

Public Law 977367 _

TO Proktzd.a Tracie in Equipment
96-481
PAbiiir. 1.4W 97-145

Public Litii4 97-290
IX. PUBLIC LA -WS CONCERNING INTERNATIONAL TI,EGO-M-M-UNICATIONS AND
INFORMATION- ZContiniied)

International Copyright Legislation
Public Law 96-517
Pu'rlin Law 97-215
- Pubtit._ Law 97-366
1.1 Promote Trade in Serlite
P5blie La_w_977730

To ContrOl_the Efforts of International Organizations to Restrain
Freedom of Expreslion
Public Law 97-241
Mandate to Study U.S. Long F riga international Telecon.m.,'icntions and
Information GoalS
Public Law 97-259
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Hmise Bills on International Telecommunications and Information Issubs
(1979-1982)

. it. 199

1'o "amend the Arms Export_ (70i.troi Act. Authorizes_Seeretary of
Defense-to regulate information. pertainieg to items on the Munitions
List:.

Publication of such information is prohibited in order ..to

preclude its _unauthorized export. Opposed by the Association for
Computing Machinery on Die -growid th-'t it will inhibit research and
development of computing technologies, and "treats the plit.ication
of ideas in the same category as the export of hardware." Tr? billhas
.created quite a stir in the academic community and high technology
industries.
Bennett (R -FLA), 1/5/81.To Foreign Affairs
om nil t tee. -

H.H. 513

To amend the Export Administration Act of 19e9 by: assigning to
Secretary of Defense the primary responsibility for-identifying the

types of technologies and goods that_shoW be controlled for nattoiint
security purposes. _Provides _for _stiffer export contrOIS for critical
technologies. Roe (R -NJ); 1/5/81.
To Yor-tgn Affairs and Arrneci
Service:, Committees.
H.R. 1605

L'airnmercial Use of Sound Recordings Amendment; also known as the

-"Pay-For-Play Bill." . To give copyright owners of sound recordings
(usually performers or rbcord companies) public performance rights in
these works. Currently, copyright owners of songs and music (song
and music writers) have _public pert'. rinance rights in their works.
.Bill distingdishes these two sets of rights (rights in "sound recordinzs"
and rignts in."iiterary, musical; or dramatic :works") as _septet:1D:
indepe: dent._ Bill would require broadcasters (and others) to p

no

royalty fee ,!o perforiners/producera_of records whenever they play
these records over the atr (through the mechanism of a compulsory
license). Currently,. broadcasters pay such a- tee to copyright owners
of songs through -HMI ai. ASCAP: The new fee.:_would be in addition

to these. One of the 'arguments given in favor of this bill was that 65
foreigi countries hrwe established such rights, and that other nations
will nut pay rdy.:.ties to our perfoi mers unless we give theI
p), tJrmers sini.ar rights. Rearing 5/20/El.
11.1t. 1957

International Communications Reorganization Act of 1981. A bill to
reorganize the .".ternatiorial communications ,,ctivities f the Federal
Ciovernmult. English (D-OK), 2/19/81. Tu government Operations
Committee; hearings ,/31/81 and 4/2/8... To Committee of the
Wilole;:71I6/8L

AsterisP,S indicate bills which have be-orne Public Law.
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11.1t. 2007

1-Public Law 97-366. Copyright 0:fice Pees, Perfbemance Rights; and
'.3ommissioner of Patents and Trademarks. See under listing for
Pftblic Laws.

II 11. 2108

Publi2 taw 97-366. Copyright :/ffice Fees, Performance Rights, and
Commissioner of Palents and Trademarks. gee under listing for
Public Laws.

H.R. 3137

Information Science and Technology_ Act of 198;. To maintain and
c:thance U.S. leadership in information science and .technology by
e..tablishing an Institute far Information Policy Tod Research to
address national information policy issues; to prolf:cie a forum for the
interaction of government; industry, and commerce, and educational
issues in the fry- !filiation of rational information policy options; to
provide a focus and mechanism for planning and coordinating Federal
rese4cli and development activities related to information scrence
and technology; and to amend the National Science and Technology
Policy, Organizatbn, and--Priorilies-Act Of 1976 to create a new
position of Special Assistant forlaormation Technology and Science
Information, Brawn 113-CA); 418/81. To Science and Technology
Hearings by Science, Research; and Technology
Committee.
Subcommittee 5/27,'5/28, and 6/9/81:

H.R. 3239

Public Law 97-259. Communications Act of 1034, Amendment. See

11.1t; 3486

listing under Public Laws.

First Amendment. Privacy Protection Act of

Public Law 96-440.

to limit governmental search and seizure of
Kastenmeier (D-WO,
privateiy-_owhod documentary materials.
4/5/79: TO JUdleite_y om_m i t ee. Hearings held by, Courts, Civil
1979.

A

Liberties, and the Administration_ of Justice Subcommittee, 4/24,
4/25, and 4/31/79- Reported out of Subcommittee as amended
2/26480. Reported as amended by Judiciary Committee 4/17/80.
H.Rept. No. 96-1064 filed by Judiciary Committee and ceferred to
Committee of Whole Howe. Bill passed as amended; and was
incorporated into S. 1790, 9/.2/80.

*H.R. .567

Public Law 97-145. Export Administration Amendments Act of 1981;
See listing under Public Laws.

ILII: 4177

Communications Act of 1922i Amendment. A bill to amend thc Act
ii mications Commission to regulate the
to authorize the Friar ^
.nications carriers into domestic U.S.
entry r` forefgt.
.; upon terms which are reciprocal with
Aelo.on -nutip af r.. ran.
fer U.S. ttlecortimunications carriers are permitted
t .r iris
!sign markets involved. English (U -0K;, 7/16/81. To
entry 1.1
_Energy aria Commerce Co:nmittee.
f:f

I

,

2S0

.
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Communications Act of 1934; Amendment. A bill to amend the Act
to establish certain limitations relating to the ownership of cable
television franchises by certain foreign :.-cities. Walgren (U -PA),
7/21/81. To Energy and Commerce Committee.

H.R. 4225

Publi. Law 97-34.
under Pu.',1,c Laws.

11.8.4242
H.R. 4326
.

Economic Recovery Act of 1934.

See listing

and
A bill to establish a Nation.'! Commission to stud_y the se'
technological_ _implications of information technology_ in education.
Scheuer (D-NY); 6/5/79. To EducatiOn and, Labor; and Science and
Hearing by Science; Research; and
Technology _Committees.
Technology Subcommittee, 10/9/79;
_

*11.11. 4441

Public Law 97-366. Copyright Office Fees, Performance Rights, and
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. See listing under Public
'taws.

11.R. 4564

I In,' c. Federal Res( arch and Development Utilization Act of 1981.

o p.,:mote p_atent p,otecton arid the commercial use of new

t almologies resulting from fedcrally-s_ponsored research. Req_uires
the /4fice of Science_ and Technology Policy (OSTP) to up_grade
planning. ;And administratie.n. of federal_ programs pert.tining
invention.s, patents; ..tratiea,ar.ks, copyrights; and rights in technical
data. Specifies_ conditions under which government _or contractor will
own the invention, and. conditions for licensing of federally-owned
patents. Ertel (U -PA), 912.i/81.- To-Judiciary and Science and
Reported out of
Hearing, 9/30/81.
Technology Committees.
committee, 12/10/81 !H.Rept. No. 97-379, Pt.1.).
H.R. 459"1.

To amend the Expcit Adr:amstration Act of 1969. Provideg stiffer
.513:
critic,1 technologies. Similar to
export controls
Doman-(R-GA), 9/2.4/81. To Foreign flairs Committee.

4672

Public . Law -96480. StevenSon-Wydler Te.:.hnol..igylnnowZiori Act.
See listi.:g under Public Laws:

11.R. 4801

Communications

-ACt

of

1934,

Ain r.soinenZ.Record

.

Competition Act of '1981. A bill to amend tne Cominumcctions
to eliminate certain provisions relating to c.-msolidatioas 'or mere:
of telegraph and record carriers, and to create a fully corn,-aitiv
marketplace id record carriage, and for other purposes. V,'1'...11 (11by
amended,
as
Ordered
reported,
10/22/81.
and
Finance
Protection,
Consumer
TelecomMunications,
Subcommittee. 10/22181. This Dill was changed to li.R. 4927 by
House Energy ar.d CommerCe Committee.
CO);

4814

Publ:c Le.w s7.-241. Department of State Authorization for FY 1982
and 1983: Sec asting under PubHc Laws:

2

.

Public Law 97-130. Record

H.R. 4927

.to amend the Conimunica1.(,..
provlsions

.:10:-(:' 41' A.-.111,

A,:t et IR!, A bill

of

to e.inir..st,. cot-tam
rinrgers of Ielet:riso). and

ruby competitiv, myket4.."ace.
record carriers and to ..
(1)-(n), 2108/83.
rOrel carriage, and for_other por.

Energy-and Commerce _Cortimit4.,,,, This nb.-.c.tire was incorpo:,,,ied
into S.271, which passed in lieu of 11.R 497, 7;8.'81.

To .amend the Export Administ:stion A. i . f ,96u, Similar to_11.R;
513. Introduced by Doman (R-CA), 11/10/81. To Foreign Affairs.
Committee.
0.7-Ate the
A bill' to
Telecommunications Act of 1981.
Communications Act of 1934 to revise piivisions of the Act relating.
CO deregulation of ce-tain types of telecumm,inications carriers and
services, and fee_o':Per nxposes. Wirth1D-Gf;), 7/20/82. Markup by

H.R. A')34

H.R. 5158

Committee _on Energy and Commerce; 7/1J-I5, 20/62.

Wirth

abandoned efforts to pass the bill on 7/20/82; citing AT&T's campaign
'of fear and distortion.
11.R. 5205
.

11.11. 5254.

H.R. 5383

Would amend 1954 IRS Code'to deny the deduction for amnurits paid
for advertisements carried by foreign broadcast tm.leAekings;
Prohibition. of deductions would only be directed against
advertisements appearing in countries which deny similar deductions
for advertisemen';s placed with'a U.S. broadcaster. Conable (R -NY);
12/14/81. Similar to S..2051. To Ways and Means Committee.

Niitienial Engineering and Science Manpower Act of 19d2. Federal
Agencies required to establish training programs for technical and
engineering.personnel, and to cooperate on this same is..ue with State
' and local governmenis EstablisIM coordinating _council on
engineering and scientific manpower and education in NSF.
Fuqua (0-FL); 12/16/9j, To Science and
funds.
Author!
mince. Hearing 4/27/82;
Technology'

Gives trees negotiating priority to service sector Issues and changes
trade laws_to deallmore efficiently with service sector problems. Bill
claims that_ 75 percent of non-farm labor and 54pereent col GNP is in
services Also that productivity in services 'grew 20 percent from.
1967-1979, far _more than in goods-producing sector. ,Also claims a
$36 billion trade surplus in services compiu-ed to a $25 billion trade
deficit in merchandise trade. Claims that trade barriers have hurt
U.S. exports in this area and reqiiires the U.S Trade Representative
and the Secretary of Commerce -to take service' sector_ issues mar.,
service
seriously. Commerce is required to develop a- data base
sector statistics and trade, analyze U.S. regulatory and tax policy
concerning the service sector,. and ten or more other projects. Trade
sanctions are provided for those foreign -ountries whicn restrict our
export of services: Gibbons (D-FL), 1/27/62. To Ways' and Means,
Energy and Commerce,.Foreign Affairs,-and Judiciary Committee:.
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H.R. 5519

Bill is con;:eriL1 with -interstate trade as well as foreign trade. It
requires the Da_p_artment- of Commerce to establish a Service
Industri,z; Development Program_, and! requires the' .Seeretary to
e!,raprehensive national policy on service_ sector issues.
establish
Requires foreign firms to register and provide data on their activities
before they can provide services in U.S. The Secretary of Commerce

must thP- give an opinion .on whether or not the_foreign country
represtx-sid by the foreign service firm includes international_ data
flow resu'ietions. Sanctions are provided when foreign servi6e_ firms
are subsidized by their government to the.extent that they sell in this
country below 'cost, and when this hurts a U.S. serVice firms. Dingell
(1.1-MO, Florio (D-NJ), 3/10/82. Similar to H.R. 5383. To Ways and
Means_;- Energy_- and Commerce-, and Foreign Affairs Committees.
Hearing _3/11/82. _Reported out of Energy and Commerce Committee

8/19/82 (ititepL 97-766 Pt. 1).
II R; 5673

Computer Equipment_ Contribution Act of :1982 ("Apple Bill"). Tax

encouragement for charitable contributions of 'Computers and other
technical equipment to elementary and seconclary sOlools (not for
higter education). The equipment can be.at most two years _old and

this incentive will last for one year only Stark 0(13-:. CA), Shannon
(D-MA), and Edwards (1.)-CA), 2/23/82.. To Ways and Means
Committee. Hearing 7/12/82; reported out of committee (9/17/82

(li, Rept. 97-836). Passed House, sent to Senate Finance Committee.
9/27/82. Reported out of committee 10/1/82 (S.Rept. .97-647).

H.R. 5979

High Technology Trade Act of 1982, To authorize negotiations
direeted toward opening foreign_ markets_ to _U.S. exports of high
technology products. Authorizes the President to reduce or eliminate
restrictions on U.S trace and investirient by _entering into bileteial or
multilateral agreements. Gibbons (D-FL),3/23/82._ Similar tr. 1-L11:
5383,. H: R. 5596, H.R. 6433, and H.R. 6773. Joint refer:p1 to
Juciciaryi Foreign Affairs, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means
Committees. Trade Subcommittee hearing 7/26/82.

It at: 5596

Trade and Investment Equity Aet.;of 1982. Authorizes the President
to propose lerislation to restrict goods or services from co.untries

that do not provide equivalent commercial opp:rtunitiesi and to
negotiate bilateral or multilateral agrerments. to eliminate barriers

tp restrictions ii trade. Frei-lie_

(D7MN);__2/24/132.

5383, H.R. 557ie, H.R. 6433, and H.R. 6773.

larto_1-1.1t.

To Ways and NI-ins

Comm' ttee.
4'11.11,5612

Public Law 96-43'.. Small Business
As.vstance: See listing under Public Law-t.,

an

L c.Jeral Litigat.lon
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H.R. 5690

Service Indu. tries Development Act. Establishes a service industry
development .program_ in. the U.S. Trade' Representative's office *(not
S.1233) In other_-,ways similar to S. 1233 and H.R.
C-ommerce
stark - (D -CA), 3/2/82. To Ways and Means and Foreign
53133.
Affairs Committee:.

H.R. 5742

Establishes a National Commission on Science; Engineering, and
Technology Education. Purpose is to coordinate a_national effort to '
study the status of such education in the U.S. Chlittis we hav_e 'a
national crisis because we train tot, few people in these areas. Will
bring together private sector, government and education concerns,
and-issue a _report no. later than two and one-half years. Skelton
(1.)-M04 3/4/82: To Education and Labor, and Armed Services

...-

.

Com mit tees;
H. R: 5312

53:0

.
itelildustrialization
Tax_ A.

Critical

To__providc_taic

inCentiveiThr training sailed raoor in labor-short industries. _Amends'
`.hose industries where there
INS code, to '..icreare tax incentives
'.ed workers as_ _defined by
are more available skilled job(R-TN); 3/11/22. TO Ways
Secretaries of Labor and Defen. 7
and Means Committee.

n 7., vocational Education .Act.

Til( Electronic and Computer

t A t t s for

' '- - - - -a n d computer techni
education programs,__ industry: _participat i on in both
ane ;v:cgram development is encour,.gt....I. 9ui provides $50
a year, Miller (DrCA)tind Edwards (D-CAli .3/11/82. To
Education and.Labor Committee;

iticoles g r a d

e.

vo,.-:::cional

-224. NASA Authorization for Fiscal YenTr 1983; SVZ.
under listing for Public Law:.

H.P 5800

Pu:.-2'.e. Law

H.R. 5935

FedereJ _privacy Of Medical Information Act. A bill to protect the

,

privacy of medical info:matio,i MP.;"'^_ined by medical care facilities;
Preyer (1) -NC); 11716/79. To Governmental Operntions,-,InterstIde
and - Foreign Commer_ce-, and_Ways _and_Meams_Coinmittees. Hearint,:

held by uovertibiEnt dormation and Individual Rights Subcommittee;
12/11 and 12/19/79. nepatta warnended_by Governnlen_t_0_perations
96 -832) Hearing_heldby_H_eaith
Rept.
. Corn rni ttee, 3/4/6c.
and
and Environment t:ubc.Nmmittee 4/17/80. Reported on!
..rs_tate and'
Environment Subcommittee 8;18/80. Reported out
93 T.i2, P-.; 2);
Foreign Commerce Committee 6/26/80 (H. Rept.
Record vote demanded; House consideration pc 'Aponed perstiont tO

ruling by the Clair (Motion failed to receive necessary two-third
rnajoriy). 12/1/80.
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Wit. 6093

Educational, Scientific; And Culture.. Meterials Import-iti( n. Act of
1982. Would_ treat as dtity,free import of certain book,, documents;
visual and auditory materials, and tools for scientific instruments, .,"kg
provided these have no significant adverse impact _on. competing
dorne.stic_inditstries. Included is duty-free treatment of (I) catalogues
'of_ educational, scientific, or cultural visual and _auilt0;1/ Materials;

(2) ardlittetural or engineering_ drawings or_ platiS,

('..1)
photographic. 'film, motion _pictures, and __Videti tape.., developed
(4) sound
recordings, (5) certain_ tools usf i for_sCientifie instruments. Gibbons'
(D-Fla), 4/6/82. 'To Ways and ;N:eatiTs

6168

Public Law 97 -2i5. _Extension _Of the manufacturing clause of
the
Copyright Act. Kmtenmeiee (D-WI), 4/28/82. See listing ur.tpr
Ptmlic Laws.

H.R. 6260

Pilblic_..lew97_-:Z47-. ;"ater.t and Trademark Office
Approptiiit:t-na FY
1983 - 1985. See listing unrier Public

Laws.

H.R. 6'262

Joint ReSearci. Act of 1982_ IRAD Consortioni Program). Purpose is
to encourage businx:s___Oundertake
;hint itesearch and development
With the goal of increasing efficiency
and competitiveness. Directs

the Att)rney General to Issue "eettificates of review" to joint
research and development ventures when and if such ventures do nit
violate antitrust lalis. _EdiVards (D-CA) andHy_de
5/4/82.

H.R. 6262 was rendered ineffective tiy_the passage and enactrnent_Of
S. 134 (The export Trading Company Act) on 10/8/8_2.. This hi:). }s oleo
at itri;!rovng the U.S. export position; and IdosenV -antitrust
laws for_export trading cornoarues.
1:2_21; H.R--1399, H.R. 164.8,
ii:11. 2851, '0, Fr _3066_i_Fi.A._
871; -3, 969, and S. 1068 all aim at goals5235._and S. 144, S. 795, S.
sitriliat td those in S. 734.

EtiaCtinent of S. 734 ha,, therefore; ended ftittlier considerati..a of
these bills.
H.R. 6397

Income

H.R. 6433

High__TechnoTogy Trade 'Act of 1982.

tax__ credits for educational, professional ,
and other
non-recreation uses of computers in the home. Oingricti_(11'7GA);
Wolf (H -VA), Hiler AR-Ind), 5/18/82. To Ways and Means Committee.

Identical to 5; 2283; Direets
the President to lioeralize trade in high technology categories
by
ending both U.S. and foreign trade restrictions in this -aut. Shannon

(II,MA);_Edwards (D-CA), 5/19/82. To Ways and Mearib, and Foreign
Affauz Committees.
ll:R. 6436.

High Techn, logy Trade Act of I98L _14eiitidal to S. 2283. Dilects
the President to _liberalize: trade in high technology categories
by
ending th.S. and_toreign_trade restrictions i; this area
Stark_ID-LA);
5/19/82. To Ways and Means, and F reign Affairs Committees.

.
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114t; 6623

To amend the Trade Act of 1974 to establish certain limitations with
respect to he generalized system of preferences. Whenever the
President determines that the J1.S. has imported from any country
during a calendar year a quantity of articles (in a standard industrial
classification) in excess of _co certain' valuei the country shall, no
longer be treated as .a beneficiary_ det;eloping_ country_i_ and shall be

denied general systein_ of preference treatment,

Bailey (L)-PA),

5/17;82. To Ways and Means Committee.
H.K. 6773

Reciprocal Trade and Inveatinent Adt_ of

19831_

To ensure the
rade;

continued expansi. n of reciprocal- market __opportunities

trade in services, and investment for the United States. The U.S.:
Trade Representative along with a newly-established trade
organization .(described in the :rade Expansion Act of 1962) must
identify and analyze acts, policies, or practices which create barriers
,

.1

exports of goods and services_, and direct foreign investment
by U.S. citizens ostimating the _impact on_U.S._ commerce. The
report must be sent to the Senate Finance Committee and _the _House
to

Ways and- Means Cam till Me; _ _FrenZet (R-7M N); _7/15/82._ Similar -.to

k1.11. 5363, H.R. 5579,:li.R. 5596;_find H R. 6433,_ _Joint referre/to
Banking, Finanee, and Urban Affairs, Foreign_ Affairs,. Judiciary;
Rules, Energy and Commerce, and Ways and Manna Committees.
Markup by House International Economic . Policy. and 'Trade
Subcommittee (Foreign Affairs Committee) 9/21 and 9/72/g2.
11. R. 6J33

Public Law 96-517. Patent and Trademark Law's Ame
listing under Public Laws.

H.R. 6950

EStablisties.

wents. See

N ationaf High-Technology Technieal;T re ri..ng Program,.
tity_colleges/
to contribute to U.S. 665651111C strength by creating :vol of skilled

utilizing the resource; of the nation's_two-year,cony
technicians in strategic high-technology fields, to
productivity, to improve U.S. competitiveness in CI
etc. Walgren (ll-PA), 9/30/82. To Elemental:,

.

me national
ationM trade;
icondary,

Vocational Education Subcommittee. Hearings adjodr.r.,..i d.
H.R. 7015

would
2837
Office of Strategic Trade Act of 1982. 'Ideirti;Oal
ce.ntralize _ export administration functions cif the Federal
Goiernment "non independeot _Office of Strategic Trade. Introduced
by Ebard (R -TN); 8/17/82. T; Foreign Affairs C,.mmittee.

*11.R. 7292

Public Law 97-3671 White HoTe Council on Productivity. See listing
..nder Public Laws.

P. 8443

.::.ernational Communications Reorganization Act of 19861 &bill to
o,g_anize the international communications activities of thiFeder0
To Foreign Affairs
Preyer (0-NC), 12,0:130.
..;om mittee.

H.J.R. 36

A Joint Resolution to Pr,ride for 1.1:o. Convening of an International
Conference on Comthunicatior, ai,.a lriformc;tion,. and for Other
Purposes; Goldwater (R-CA), 1/T5/79. To International Operations
Subeom mittee.

H.J.R. 615

Joint Resolution to Prov 51e fc,- the Convening of Luz, InteinatiortoU

Confe:ence on Commuri'cation and Inforn ation, arid
purposes.

Goldwater (it -CA),

3/19/c10

fo-r

tit tier

Td' foreign Affairo

Com mittee.'
H.J.R. 108

CorrPrnunIcaion and informat'on
Conference
Joint r4Siolution to, proyide for the convening of an.
International Conference_ on Commtirbeation !Ina Information.
Goldwater (1t -CA); 1/22/81; Tol7oreign Affairs Committee.
International
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Senate Bil:s On Intern,

oal Telecommunications and Information Issues
(1979 - 1982)

S. 2181

Public Law 97-259. Communications Amendments At of 1982; See
listing under Puolic Laws.

S. 240

Federal Computer Systems Protection 'Act-'of 1979. A bill to make
the fraudulent or illegal use of any computer owned or operated by
the U.S. Government, certain financial institutions, or firms
affecting interstate_munmerce, a crime. Ribicoff (D-CT) 1/25/79.
Hearings adjourned by Judiciary
To JudiCiary Committee;
Committee 2/28/80.
.

-S% 271

Public Law _97-130. International Record Carrier CompetitionAct of
198L A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to eliminate
certain' provisions relating to consolidations or mergers of telegraph
and record carriers, and to create a fully compePtive marketplace in
To Commerce,
Goldwater (R-AZ), 1M/t.'
record carriage.
.7 the Senate,
Science, and Transportation Committee.

6/22/81. Referred to House 7'41r.ry and ..'or,nerce Committee,
Signed by the
)"
6124/81. Signed in tile Senate a.. Preside t 12/29/81.
S; 414

Public Law: 6-517; Patent any Tra,iemark Laws Amendments. See
listing undqcPubiic Laws.

S. 502

Privacy Act Amendments of 1980. To protect-the- privacy of medical
records. Javits (R-NY), 3/1/79. To Constitution Subcommittee,
GovernmeLtal Affairs Committee, and Judiciary Committee.

Hearings by the Governmental Affairs Committee 6/27, 8/3, and
11/13/79:5. Rept. No. 96-935, 9/10/80.
S. b03

P_uolic.LaW_ 97-366. Copyright Office Fees, Performance Rights, and
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. See listing under Public
Laws;
,

S. 611

C,)mmunications Act Amendments of 1979;_ A bill to amend the Act
to provI:de fc improved domestic talecommunications and
telecom municatiom
telecommunications,:rural
intematiOnal
demelopm-fent; and to establish a- National Commission on Spectrum
Ordered printing of
Hollings (D-SC), 7/13/79.
iVianagement.
amendmeht(s), b9 Packwood (R-OR) (Amendment 323).
ti

ASterisks inoicate b$ which have become Public I
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S. 720

Public Telecommunications Act of 1981.. States that the. Corporation

for Public Broadcasting is the appropriate entity to facilitate the

ieveidp:-.1.siit of public audio and video programs. The Corporation

snail consist of a President and six members- ak?ointed by the

President and confirmed by the Senate. Quarterly disbursements _of

funds shall be made to the Corporation by the Secretary of the

Treasury. Goldwater (13.-AZ); 3/17/81. To Commerce, Science, and
Hearings by the Communications
Transpprtation _ Com mitlee.
Subcommittee 4/6, 4/8, 1981. S. Rept. No. 97-98, 5 /15/81.

Public Law 97 -290. Export Trading Company and Association Act of
1982.

Similar ,to a dozen or so other bills in this areal this bill

proinotes export trade in a number -of ways including the following;
(1) Directs Commerce to provide information to facilitate contacts
between producers of exportable goods and export trading companies;
(2) Loosens the restrictions on banking organization investment in
export trading companies; (3) rovidos loan guaranteu5 to exporting
organizations; and 14) Exemp certified export (a: j companies
and associations from antitrust aws. Heinz (R-PA), s,' V81. Passed
Senate 4/8181. _Passed House . Rept. No. 97-924). (Conference
Rept. N. 97-644); Signed by President 10/8/82.

Privacy of Medical Information_ Act. To protect the privacy of
To Constitution
Ribicoff (11-CT); 4/4/79.
medical records.
Subcommittee, Judiciary, and Governmental Affairs Committees.
Hearings. by the Governmental Affairs Committee 6/27; 8/3; and
11/13/79. S. Rept. No. 96-935.
Public Law 97-219. Small Business Innovation Research-Act of 1981:
Federal support for small business innovative research. Directs SmeI
Business Administrution (SBA) to "maintain an info. mation .program.

which prevides_small businesses an opportunity to participate in

Federal S1110 Business Innovation Research programs," Requires
Federal agencies to increase their R&D activities with small

Directs _the Office of Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP) to review Federal progressin this area. Introduced by
Rudman (1t-NH), 4/7/81. Sent to Committee on Small Business,
Reported' 9/25/81 (5, RePt. 97-194). Pulsed Senate - as amended
12/9/81. Passe,: House in lieu of H. ft.. 4:126; 6/23/82. Signed by
business.

President, 7/22/82.
S: 898

Telecommunications Competition and .DeregulatiomAct of 1981. A
bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to provide for
improved domestic telecommunic!hions. Packwood (R-OR), 4/7/81.
Measure passed Senate _ as amended; 107/81. Referred to House
Energy and Commerce Committee; 10/20/81.
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S. 970

International Trade and Investment Reorganization Act of 1981: A
bill to establish as an Executive Department of the U.S. Government
a Department of International Trade and Investment. Roth (R-DE),
4/9/81. To Governmental Affairs Committee. Hearing held 6/4/81.

S. 1159

Clayton Act,Amendrnent. A bill to amend Section 10 of the Clayton
effective application of antitrust _principles to prevent
anticompetitive action by monopoly common carriers. Thurmond
(R-SC),: 5/11/81; To Senate Judiciary Committee;

as; 1193

Public Law_ 97241. Department of State Authorization for FY 1982
and 1983. See listing under Public Laws.

S. 1233

Service

Industries

Development

Act.

Authorizes

Commerce

Department to establish statistical and policy analysis programs to
promote service industry development, including export market
ex_pansion.
Aimed at making the services industries more
internationally competitive. Similar to H.R.:5383 and H.R. 5690.
Packwood (R-OR), Inouye (D-HAWAII);and Pressler_(R -SD),_5/20/_81.
To C_ominerce, Science; and_Transportation Committee. S._Rept. No.
97-324; _3/22/82;_ Amended on Senate floor__md passed Senate as
amended, 4/22/82. Received in the House, 4/26/82.

S. 1250
S. 1657

Public Law 96-480. Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act.
See listing under Public Laws.
Uniform

Science

(H -NM),

and

Technology

Research

and

Development

Similar to H.R. 4564. Introduced by Schmitt
9/23/61.
To Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

Utilization Act.

Hearings on 7/28/81 and 9/23/81. Reported 5/5/82 (S. Rept. 97-381).

S. 1790

Public Law 967440. Privacy_ Protection Act of 1980. _A _bill to limit

governmental search_arid seizure of privately-owned_docurnentary
rnateriMs; Hayti (D-tN), 9/21/79. To Judiciary Committee; Hearing
held _by Judiciary CI= mittee 6/28/80, and reported out_(S; Rept; NO
96-874). Passed Senate 8/4/80. Received in the House 8/18/80;
Provisions of H.R. 3486 incorporated into S. 1790, replacing all after
enacting clause. S. 1790. passed as amended 9/22/80. Conference

Report filed by House (H. Rept. No. 96-1411), 9/26/80. Conference
Report filed in Senate (S. Rept. No. 96-1003), 9/29/80. Signed in the
House and Senate; sent to President, 10/2/80. Signed by President,
10/13/80.
S. 1860

'Foreign Surveillance Prevention Act of 1981. A bill to _protect U.S.
domestic communications from interception by foreign governments.
Moynihan (D-NY); tf/18/8I. To Senate Committee on Foreign

Relatiom
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S. 2051

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to deny the deduction
for amounts paid or incurred for certain advertisements carried by
certain foreign broadcast undertakings. Danforth (R -MO),_ 2/2/82.
Similar to H.R. 5205. To Finance Committee. Joint hearing by
International Trade_ _and Taxation . Subcommittee and Debt
Management Subcommittee 5/14/82.

5:2058

in Services Act of 1982;
Authorizes the
Trade
Representative to negotiate the reduclion of barriers to U.S. trade
and investment in-- services, and autherizes the Secretary of.
Commerce to establish an export promotion program for services.
Roth (R-DE), 2/3/82. Similar to 11.R. 5383, H.R. 5519, and S. 2094.
To Finance Committee. Joint hearing by Senate International Trade
and Taxation Subcommittee and Debt Management Subcommittee
5/15/82.

S. 2067

Authorizes _ttt_he_ _president_ to respond to foreign practices which
unfairly discriminate against U.S. investment abroad. Symms (R-ID),
1/25/82. Similar to S. 2094; To Finance Committee;

S. 2094

Reciprocal Trade and Investment _Act of 1981. Requires the U.S.
Trade Representative -to report to Congress annually on the proposed'
U.S. response to major foreign- trade barriers and non-reciprocal
treatment of U.S. suppliers. Danforth (R-MO), 2/10/81. Similar to S.
2067. To Finance Committee. Reported out of Finance Committee
with an amendment (S. Rept. No. 97-483) 6/16/82. International
Trade Subcommittee hearing 7/21/82.

S. 2172

Cable. Telecommunications Act of 1982. To permit the FCC to..
regulate foreign ownership of cable under certain circumstances.
Goldwater (R A2), 3/4/82.
To Commerce; Science, and
Transportation Cotnmittee. Hearings 4/26-28,_ 1982: `- Goldwater
Arnendnieit_ in_ the nature of a _sub.stituce marked up 7/22/82; 5;
Rept. No. 97-.518 filed 8/10/82. NTIA supported S. 2I72'S attempt to
provide a competitive marketplace for cable systems in _the
telecommunications-industry: However,.-areas not supported by NTIA
included sections dealing with municipal ownership of cable systems,

Trade

leased channel access for small cable systems, and the sports
provisions, which call for a regulatory approach to a copyright
problem.

S.2181

Public Law 97-259. Communications Act of 1934, Amendment. A

bill relating to the National Telecommunications and Information

Administration. Authorization of appropriation of $12,017_,009 for
FY 1983 for the administration of NTIA. The Secretary of State will
delegations
to
conferences
involving
international
select
telecommunications matters from representative U.S. agencies
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S,.2181.

,
iContinued)
involved in such matters, as well as from the
Goldwater (R-AZ), 3/9/82.
To Commerce,

private sector.
Science,

and

Transportation Committee. Measure passed the Senate as amended,
6/9/82. Received in the House 6/14/82. Incorporated with provisions
of H.R. 3239 in joint. House-Senate Conference- Report on 8/19/8_1.
(H. Rept. No. 97-765). H.R. 3239 was signed by the President
9/18/81. See listing under Public Laws;
S; 2223

Multilateral Trade Agreements Enforcement Act. To Improve and
augment the ability of the President to enforce multinational trade
agreements, as well as his ability to retaliate in eases arising under
multilateral international agreements. Bentsen (D-TX), 3/17/82. T^
Finance Committed.

S.2224

Tax credits for business .charitable contributions for job training.
Twenty_percent of cost up to a_ maximum_ $250,100 can be used as a
tax credit when-training handicapped; economically disadvantaged (on
welfare or income under poverty level); or_displaced workers (became
of change lit technology)Specter (R -PA); 3/16/82. To Finance
Committee. Hearing 7/15/82:

S:2272

Technical Information Clearinghouse Fund Act of 1982. Sets up a
Technical Information Clearinghouse Fund to enhance transfer of
technical information to industry, business, and the public.
Establishes a $5 million revolving fund in NTIS -- basically a line of
credit for NTIS. during low cash flow periods.
It was an
administration proposal, approved by the Secretary_ of Commerce,
and sponsored by Packwood to help make NTIS self-supporting._ The
fund_allows,NTIS to keep excess cash (unlike the current trust fund)
in order to spend it on future capital exbenditues- and might
increase NTIS's_ competition with _the_private inlorMedon industry.
Packwood (K -OR) and Schmitt (R-HM), 3/24/82. To Commerce,
Science,- and Transportation Committee. S. Rept. No.' 97-335:

Passed Senate as reported 4/29/82, and sent to House Energy and
Commerce Committee 5/3/82.
S. 2281

Computer Equipment Contribution Act of 1982 ("Apple Bill").
Identical to H.R. 5573. Danforth (R-MO), 3/25/82. To Finance
Committee. Hearing 5/10/82.

S. 2283

High Technology Trade Act. Identical _to H.R. 6433, H,R. _6436; _and
S. 2356. Negotiations toward liberalizing trade and investment in
high technology goods and services; Directs the President to
liberalize trade in high technology categories by ending'hoth U.S. and

foreign trade restrictions in this area

Directs the Secretary of
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Commerce _to monitor, evaluate, and report to the President on the
openness of international trade and investment in high technology
goods and services. Glenn (D-OH), 3/24/82. To Finance C.sommittee.

Bill is identical to S. 2283, Hart
Heinz (R-PA), Cranston (D-CA), 4/1/82. To Finance

High Technology Trade Act.

S..2356

(D -CO),_

Committee.

National

Coordinating

Council

on

Technical,

S. 2421

Establishes

S. 2469

International Telecommunications Deregulation Act of 1982. A bill
to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to provide for improved
Goldwater (R-AZ), 11/30/82.
international telecommunications.
Would empower the FCC to "classify or reclassify" as regulated any
international services or facilities that it deems are "not subject to
effective competition.!' All seg_ulated firms would have to file
tariffs. The FCC ordered to reduce regulation as competition
develops. Domestic and international carriers would be required to
interconnect "with any carrier, facility; eqd1prnent, or private system
upon reasonable request."' Report filed by Senate Committee_on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation 10/1/82 (S. Rept. 97-669).

a

Provides
Engineering; and Science Manpower 'And Edusation,
mateling funds for over lour years to stimulate scientific and math
Glenn (D-OH)
Caton (D-NE), 4/22/82. To
education.
Governmental Affairs Committee.

Placed on Senate Calendar 11/30/82.

Tax credits for charitable contributions of research equipment and
services to universities. (Public Law No. 97-34, the Economic
Recovery_ Tax Act of 1981i allows com_panies to take larger

S. 2475

deductions for charitable contributions of equipment uied in
scientific research; as well as giving _companies a_ 25 percent tax
credit of 65 percent of ail _payments_ they make to universities to
To Finance
perfOrm basis researdi.) Bentsen (D-TX); 5/4/82;

Com mittee.

Skilled Labor Training Act. Changes IRS code to allow tax credits
for training skilled labor. Skilled Labor is labor that equires 6 months
training and no college degree. Credit can be taken only when

S.2476

training workers in areas where there is a divergence of 80 percent or
greater between number of trainees and future job openings in the
area.

Credit consists in 50 percent of first $6,000 of wages in the

first year, and 25 pereent of the first 5600 wages in the second

'

yea. Benen (D-TX), 5/4/82. To Finance Committee.
Communications Act Amendments of 11:10. A bill to amend the
Communications Act of 1934 to provide for improved domestic and
international telecommunications. Hollings (D-SC ), 12/10/80. TO
Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee.

S. 2827

Office of Strategic Trade Act sif 1982. Identical tooH.R. 7015.
WoUld centralize export administration functions of the Federal

S; 2837

Government in an independent Office of Strategic Trade. Attempts

to improve the efficiency and strategic effectiveness of export

regulation, without unduly narming U.S. exports Introduced by:Garn
(R -VT),
'

8/13782.

Committee.

92

To

Banking,

Housing,

and

Urban

Affairs'
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Recent Pub lie taws Concerning International
TWeconimunications and Information Subjects
(as of December 1982)

P. L. 96 -44U From H.R. 3486 and S. 1790. Privacy Protection Act of 1980.
Provision to limit governmental search and seizure of
privately-owned documentary materials. Was_ incorporated into S.
1790 and passed 9/22/80. Signed by President 10/13/80;

P.I. 9b -480

From S.

1250 and related bill H.R. 4672.
Stevenson-Wydier
Technology Innovation Act. Aims to promote industrial innovation by
establishing Centers for Industrial Technology (for cooperative

indatry and university research), and by establishing Offices of
Research and Technology in government labs. Includes efforts to
transfer technology froiii federal laboratories to state _ and _local

governments and to the private sector,_ and also includes an exchange
program among these' institutions for scientific and technical
personnel. Budget cuts may have prevented the implementation of
many of these provisions _for technology _treater. Passed House
9/8/80 and passed Senate 9126/80; signed10/21/80;
P.L. 96-481

From H.R. 5611 Small Business_Prograla and Federal Litigation
Assistance: The relevant section is Title III, which establishes two

export promotion centers to coordinate federal information on export
assistance and financing, and authorizes FY 81-,83 appropriations for
Commerce Department grunts for developient of a small business
international marketing program. Passed House 6/10/80, and Senate
9/26/80, (amendments agreed\ to in both houses I0/I/80). Signed
10/21/80.

P.L. 96 -517. From H.R._ 6933__and S. 414.
Patent and Trademark Laws
Amencimen_ts._ Establishes uniform federal patent procedures for
small business and nom-profit organizations, including universities.

Allows non-profit industrm and small businesses to retain title to
inventions resulting from federally funded R&D. Contains provision
allowing owners of a copyrighted computer program to make _a single

copy of their own for archival purposes.

Bill was virtually passei

unanimously in both houses (on 11/17/80 in House and on 11/20/_811 in
Senate) and was signed on 12/12/80.
The 97th Congress_introduced

bills aimed at establishing such a uniform polity_ concerning use of
federally sponsored R&D for all Government contractors (for
example, S. 1657 and H.R. 4564).
P.L. 97-34

From H.R. 4242 and H.J.Res. 266; Economic Recovery Act of 1981.

This comprehensive piete of legislation allows companies to take
larger _dedoetions for writable contritiutions of equipment used in
scientific research, as well as giVing companies a 25 'percent tax
credit of 65 percent of all payments they make to universities to
perform basic research. Tax credits are also given for 25 percent of
all qualified research expenditures. Passed House 7 /29 /8tand Senate
7/31/81. Signed 8/13/81. (See S. Rept.. 97-176 and H. Rept..97-215;)
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Record Carrier Competition/ Act of
1981; Aims 'to amend theCommunications Act of_L934 to eliminate
certain provisions relating to consolidations or mergers of _tele_graph
and record carriers; and fo create a fully competitive marketplace- in
record carriage, and for other purposes;" This law amends Section
222 of the Act to allow. Western Union participation in the
It- also _allows"
international record communications market.
ddmestic
cumpete in
International Record Carriers to
telecommunications. Passed Senate 6/21/81, House 12/8181. Signed

P.L. 97-130 From 11.R. 4927 and _S." 271.

ti

12/29/81.

P.L. 97-145 From H.R. 3567._ Export Administration Amendments Act of 1981.
Included in this Act_ are provisions which increase the criminal fine
'for failing to 'report that goods exported underf_a validated_ export

lidense are being used by the Importing country for military_or

intelligence purposes contrary to conditions of the license; Relevant
to trade in computer and communications equipment and services;
this Act exhibits the continued tension Octween national security
concerns and promoting a favorable balance of trade (as well as
avoiding restrictions on the high technology industri s). Passed
House 6/8/84 Senate 11/12/81, passed both houses as am nded 12/81.
Signed 12/29/81.
P.L. 97-215

From H.R. 6169.

Extension of the Manufacturing Clause of the

Copyright Act; This law_extends_ the. _r_equirem_ent that books must be
printed in the United States_ in_ order to get_ full U.S_. _copyright
protection. 13-W7sed Howe 6/15/82 and Senate_ 6/30/82_._ vetoed by
Preaideht 7/8/82; veto overridden 7/13/82 (Senate 84-9; House
324-86).

P.L. 97.219 From S. 881. Small Business Innovation Research Act of 1981; This
law provides federal support for small business innovative research.
Directs Small Business Administration (SBA) to "maintain an
information _program which provides small businesses an opportunity
to participate in Federal Small Business Innovation Research
Requires federal agencies._ to increase their R&D
programs."
activities with small_ business; Directs the Office _of Science and
Teehriblegy Policy (OSTP)_to review_federal progress in this area,
Introduced by ItUdinall Ut-Itifir,-41/7/81; Sent to Committee on Small
Business. Reported 9/25/81 (S. Rapt: 97-194); _Pamd_Senate as
amended 90 to 0, 12/8/81. Passed House in Iieu of H. 4326; 6/23/82.
Signed by President 7/22/82.
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P.L. 97-241 From S. 1193 and H.R. 4814. Departnieint of State Authorization for
, FY 1982 & 1983. The Beard Amendment contains provisions opposing
UNESCO's attempt to regulate news content and the activities of the
world press.
Prohibits U.S. funds _from_ being used to support
UNESCO if that organization_ establishes policies to (I)_IieerLse
journalists or_ their publications; (2) restrict the fret flow of
information; or_13) impose mandatory journalistic standards or
The Beard Amendment_ directs the Secretary Of State to report to
Congress annually about whether UNESCO has implemented any such

policies; An affirmatiVe report would trigger an automatic cut-off
of U.S. financial' support. for UNESCO. A separate section of the
same Act requests a companion Presidential report on the current
releviibee of UNESCO programs to American interests, and on the
Nudity" of U.S. participation ir. the 9rganization, AlS9_ _exempts
certain private parties representing, the U.S. in international
telecommunications conferences from criminal sanctions which apply
to federal employees. In addition; -.this law _includes regulations and
restrictions _on Scientific _and _TechnologleM Exchange Agreements
with the USSR, Introduced 5/15/81; Passed Senate 6/18/81 and
House 10/29181; after being amended passed both houses on
8/9-11/81. Signed 8/24/82;
P.L. 97-247 From H_.R. 6260. Patent and Trademark Office Appropriations FY
83,85; Included-in other provisions is.one which requires a 50 percent
redUcticin in fees paid by independent inventors, non-profit
Organizations, and small business, thus providing support' for small
innovators. Introduced by Kastenmeier, (DWI) 5/4/82. Passed House
6/8/82. Signed into law 8/27/82.
P.L. 97-259 From S. 2181 and 11.R._3239. Communications Amendmetts_ACt of
1982.
FY 1982 authorization for NTIA; Contains the Sehtliitt
amendment requiring NTIA to study the long range international
telecommunicatiors andinlormation goat Of the U.S. Abo requires
_

NTIA to study bow_ the U.S. develops these policies. Introduced as an
amendment to s; 2181. Signed into law 9/13/82.

P.L. 97-290 From S. 734. Export Trading Company and Association Act of 1982.
A result of a dozen or so bills in this area, this Act promotes export
trade in a number of ways including the following: 11) directs

Commerce to provide information to facilitate contacts between
producers of exportable goods and export trading_vompanies; (2)

loosens the restrictions on banking organization investment in export
trading_ companies; (3) provides loan gOarantees to exporting
organizations;_and (4) exempts certified export trading companies -and
associations from antitrust _law% Introduced by HeinZ (K-PA) on
3I18/81. Passed scriate_4/8/81, vote was 93 to 0; Paeied HeitiSe (See
H. Rept. _97-924, and Conference Rept. S. 97-F44). Approved and
signed by President 10/8/81.
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P.L. 97 -324 From H.R. 5890.

NASA Authorization for FY 1983; Perri litt R &D

funds' to be used for purchase of research facilities and capital

equipment by universities (and other non-profit organizations if they.
Gibes NASA
are primarily engaged in scientific research).
Administrator greater discretion to Ilse funds, fob the above purposes.
introduced by Fuqua (1P_-Fl.), 3118182. Passed House 5/13/82, and
Senate 6/9/82; Signed into law 20/15/82.
P.L. 97-366

From H.R. 4441 and H.R._.-)08; N.11; /007; and S. 603:__ Copyright
Office Fees, Performance Rights,- and Commissioner of Patents and
TrademarkS. 04Aiginally duplicating a bill which would allow the
Copyright Office to retain only the application fees- (of $10) when
registration was not successful (H.R. 4441), this law dontain.s several
more significant provisions. Besides the application fee provision,

the law upgrades the position of the Commissioner of Patents and

TrademarkS to the level of an Assistant Secretary of Commerce. The

reason' given for this change was that the Commissioner is an
important U.S. spokesman on intellectual property issues. ,The law

also deds with substantive copyright issues by exempting__the

performance of nondramatic literary and musical works by veteran
and fraternal organizations from royalty paymettS when the. proceeds
are used solely for charitable purposes. (This exemption Was
contained in H.R. 2108, H.R. 2007, and-S. 603.) Introduced_by
Rodino (D-NJ) as H.R. 4441 on 9/9/81. After various reportS (See

11.Rept. 97-930) and amendments, it passed both houses 10/1/82.

Signed 10/25/82.
White House COnference on Productivity.
H.R. 7292.
Establishment of such a conference. Passed both houses on 10/1/82.

P.L. 97-367 From

Signed 10/25/82.
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